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INTRODUCTION

IN 1924 the suggestion made to Shoghi Effendi, Guardian of the Bahá’í Cause, that an annual reference book be published on Bahá’í activities, found acceptance and fulfillment in the publication of Volume I of the Bahá’í Year Book.

It was believed that if the record of all the work of the Bahá’ís could be gathered together each year and the vital parts of such a record published, the result would be to assist the adherents of the Faith to more unified thought and action as well as disclose to others something of the significance of the world-wide Movement called into being by the Forerunner the Báb, the Founder Bahá’u’lláh, and the Exemplar and Interpreter ‘Abdu’l-Bahá.

The editors of Volume I expressed regret for the unavoidable emphasis placed upon the activities of the Bahá’ís of the United States and Canada. Likewise, the editors of Volume II feel that unavoidable emphasis is placed upon the activities of the Bahá’ís of the West in comparison with those of other countries.

Since the publication of Volume I in 1926, the name of the book has been changed according to the wish of Shoghi Effendi. Volume II bears the title: “THE BAHÁ’Í WORLD: A Biennial International Record,” and is dated April 1926-April 1928.

The articles and illustrations appearing in Volume II were passed upon by Shoghi Effendi, with the exception of the Survey of Current Activities and the Green Acre articles which were written at his request. In addition to the unique advantage of his Editorship, the manuscript was arranged by him in the order published. This means a book prepared under the personal supervision of the Guardian and Head of the Bahá’í Cause, who is a scholar of both Persian and English, having attended Oxford University.

Volume II should therefore prove of inestimable value to students of the Bahá’í Movement. Shoghi Effendi says of it: “I trust it will serve to awaken widespread and unprecedented interest in our beloved Cause . . . and that nothing will interfere with the speedy publication of a Book which the friends in many lands await eagerly.” The following excerpt from a letter from the Guardian to the Editorial Committee, through his secretary, emphasizes the importance he attaches to this publication:

Haifa, January 8, 1928.

. . . I feel I must express the true value which Shoghi Effendi has always attached to your deeply and generally appreciated labors in connection with the compilation and publication of the Bahá’í Year Book. Your work has been difficult and delicate, . . . but your resourcefulness, your industry and your devotion to the work you had taken up, has helped you in the past to produce a work which the Bahá’í world can very well be proud of and which has helped to encourage and sustain our beloved Guardian in the mighty task he shoulders. What you will do in future and how far-reaching the product of your labors will be in its influence and effect it is impossible to estimate. The field is endlessly wide, the opportunities incalculable, and the material promising and inexhaustible, but he feels sure that the strengthening power of faith, the unending activity of thoughtful enthusiasm and the unfailing blessings of His Grace will make you equal to the task and will crown your efforts with success. . . .

SOHEIL AFNÁN.
INTRODUCTION—Continued

The following was added to Soheil Afnán’s letter by Shoghi Effendi:

My very dear co-workers:

I trust that the matters explained on my behalf and at my request are clear and plain to you and that the alterations and additions I have suggested will be incorporated without any difficulty in Volume II. . . . I would also remind you of the absolute necessity of adhering faithfully throughout the pages of the Book to the correct system of transliteration, which if consistently adopted and followed will facilitate the pronunciation of Oriental terms with which the friends in the West are to be closely and increasingly associated in future. The Year Book should prove a model and help to them all. I fully and whole-heartedly approve of the idea of having the American National Assembly authorize the Year Book Committee to invite the co-operation and active participation of competent representative believers outside the United States and Canada for the strengthening of the very valuable work you are doing for our beloved Cause.

Your true and grateful brother,

SHOGHI.

Complying with the wishes of the Guardian, the Editorial Committee urge all National Spiritual Assemblies, throughout the Bahá’í world to co-operate with them in sending material suitable for Volume III. Photographs and articles of interest should be sent as soon as possible. Reports to be incorporated in the Survey of Current Activities, should be in the hands of the Committee by November 1929. We believe the contents of Volume II will suggest the various materials desired for such a publication as THE BAHÁ’Í WORLD. Especially valuable are articles and photographs that show the present progress of the Cause as well as a record of past events. Suggestions for the improvement of the Book will be heartily welcomed.

The Editorial Committee are grateful for the splendid photographs sent in for Volume II. A study of the faces reveals the vitalizing power of the Word of Bahá’u’lláh, especially in the Orient, and will be a source of great inspiration to the Bahá’ís of the world.

Correspondence should be addressed to THE BAHÁ’Í WORLD, care of the National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá’ís of the United States and Canada, P. O. Box 89, Wall Street Station, New York City, N. Y., United States of America.

Horace Holley,
MARIAM HANEY,
ALBERT WINDUST,
Editorial Committee.
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BAHÁ’U’LLÁH
PART ONE

I. "O Army of Life!"—Words of 'Abdu'l-Bahá.

II. A Statement of the Purposes and Principles of the Bahá'í Faith and Outline of Bahá'í History.

III. The Passing of 'Abdu'l-Bahá.

IV. Survey of Current Bahá'í Activities in the East and West.
ARMY OF LIFE! East and West have joined to worship stars of faded splendor and have turned in prayer unto darkened horizons. Both have utterly neglected the broad foundation of God's sacred laws, and have grown unmindful of the merits and virtues of His religion. They have regarded certain customs and conventions as the immutable basis of the Divine Faith, and have firmly established themselves therein. They have imagined themselves as having attained the glorious pinnacle of achievement and prosperity when in reality they have touched the innermost depths of heedlessness and deprived themselves wholly of God's bountiful gifts.

The corner-stone of the Religion of God is the acquisition of the Divine perfections and the sharing in His manifold bestowals. The essential purpose of Faith and Belief is to ennoble the inner being of man with the outpourings of grace from on high. If this be not attained, it is indeed deprivation itself. It is the torment of infernal fire.

Wherefore it is incumbent upon all Bahá'ís to ponder this very delicate and vital matter in their hearts, that, unlike other religions, they may not content themselves with the noise, the clamor, the hollowness of religious doctrine. Nay, rather they should exemplify in every aspect of their lives those attributes and virtues that are born of God and should arise to distinguish themselves by their goodly behavior. They should justify their claim to be Bahá'ís by deeds and not by name.

He is a true Bahá'í who strives by day and by night to progress and advance along the path of human endeavor, whose most cherished desire is so to live and act as to enrich and illuminate the world, whose source of inspiration is the Essence of Divine Virtue, whose aim in life is so to conduct himself as to be the cause of infinite progress. Only when he attains unto such perfect gifts can it be said of him that he is a true Bahá'í. For in this holy Dispensation, the crowning glory of bygone ages and cycles, true Faith is no mere acknowledgment of the Unity of God, but rather the living of a life that will manifest all the perfections and virtues implied in such belief.

—'Abdu'l-Bahá.
THE BAHÁ’Í WORLD
PART ONE

A STATEMENT OF THE PURPOSE AND PRINCIPLES OF THE BAHÁ’Í FAITH AND OUTLINE OF BAHÁ’Í HISTORY

"The root of all learning is the knowledge of God—Exalted be His glory!—and this cannot be attained save through the knowledge of His divine Manifestation."

—BAHÁ’U’LLÁH: Words of Wisdom.

For more than eighty years, the Bahá’í Cause has been steadfastly presented to the world as the expression for this age of the same universal Spirit which in other ages spoke through Zoroaster, Muhammad, the Buddha, Moses, Christ, one divine utterance and continuous purpose, giving forth one and the same message, albeit adapted to the conditions and human capacities of each time. In Bahá’u’lláh, according to His explicit text, the Message of God has been revealed to mankind in its fullness and universality, and the Bahá’í Cause accordingly represents the fulfillment of that which was but partially revealed in previous dispensations.

The objects of the Bahá’í Cause are identical with the true objects of all revealed religion: to raise man from the earthly to the heavenly condition; to substitute spiritual laws and realities for natural laws and realities operating in the darkness of unfaith; to initiate a new age and era of progress and attainment in the world of mind; to transform civilization into the glory of the Kingdom—but what has been partially revealed is now made complete and what has been cherished as the secret experience of a few souls is now established as the determining power molding the life of the world.

To achieve these objects, Bahá’u’lláh bestowed upon humanity a perfect model and criterion of truth, first, in His own life, then in His written teachings. The life of Bahá’u’lláh shows forth the same providential destiny as the lives of those Manifestations who arose in ancient and later times. It was the same victory of the Spirit beset by ignorance and hate; the same sacrifice, the same glory. But Bahá’u’lláh was not slain nor prevented from giving His full message. The written text surviving Him guides the faithful followers into all truth.

The utterances of Bahá’u’lláh convey the spirit of religion throughout the circle of the experiences of life. They enlarge the area of religion to include reality in all its forms. From them we derive science, philosophy and teachings on economic and governmental problems, as well as ethics and methods of spiritual purification and attainment.

"Bahá’u’lláh taught," writes Dr. J. E. Esslemont, "that the Prophet, or 'Manifestation of God,' is the Light-bringer of the spiritual world, as the sun is the light-bringer of the natural world. Just as the material sun shines over the earth and causes the growth and development of material organisms, so also, through the divine Manifestation, the Sun of Truth shines upon the world of heart and soul, and educates the thoughts, morals and characters of men. And just as the rays of the natural sun have an influence which penetrates into the darkest
The Fortress of Máku where the Báb was incarcerated
and shadiest corners of the world, giving warmth and life even to creatures that have never seen the sun itself; so also, the outpouring of the Holy Spirit through the Manifestation of God influences the lives of all, and inspires receptive minds even in places and among peoples where the name of the Prophet is quite unknown. The advent of the Manifestation is like the coming of the Spring. It is a day of resurrection in which the spiritually dead are raised to new life, in which the Reality of the Divine Religions is renewed and re-established, in which appear ‘new heavens and a new earth.’

“But, in the world of nature, the Spring brings about not only the growth and awakening of new life, but also the destruction and removal of the old and effete; for the same sun, that makes the flowers to spring and the trees to bud, causes also the decay and disintegration of what is dead and useless; it loosens the ice and melts the snow of winter, and sets free the flood and the storm that cleanse and purify the earth. So it is also in the spiritual world. The spiritual sunshine causes similar commotion and change. Thus the Day of Resurrection is also the Day of Judgment, in which corruptions and imitations of the truth and outworn ideas and customs are discarded and destroyed, in which the ice and snow of prejudice and superstition, which accumulated during the season of winter, are melted and transformed, and energies long frozen and pent up are released to flood and renovate the world.”

Religion renews the spirit of faith and confirms the ideals of the previous Prophets and Messengers; but Religion also progresses and in each cycle discloses a new aspect of truth. That which the Bahá’í Cause contains not revealed in any existing religion is the principle of the Oneness of Mankind.

It is in the light of this principle that all the Bahá’í writings are to be viewed and the purpose of this Movement considered. That a spiritual Power has been breathed into the soul of humanity in this age which shall remove all causes of disagreement—causes resident in customs and institutions as well as in personal opinions and emotions—and establish the means and methods as well as the desire of unity—is of the essence of the Bahá’í teaching and faith. The rapidly altering character of human life throughout the world is one of the proofs of the mission of Bahá’u’lláh.

The principle of oneness involves so many readjustments, mental, social and spiritual, that the wars and strife of these latter times have been inevitable. In the life and writings of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá we have the supreme effort to prepare humanity for the understanding of Bahá’u’lláh and the power manifest in Him. ‘Abdu’l-Bahá gave to Bahá’u’lláh’s message an interpretation directly and immediately applying to the nature of those readjustments. The interpretation is one with the message, as the sunlight is one with the sun. ‘Abdu’l-Bahá has revealed the significance of the Bahá’í Cause in setting forth the following Principles:

1. Unfettered search after truth and the abandonment of all superstition and prejudice.
2. The Oneness of Mankind: all are “leaves of one tree, flowers in one garden.”
3. Religion must be the cause of love and harmony, else it is no religion.
4. All religions are one in their fundamental principles.
5. Religion must conform with science. Faith and reason must be in full accord.
7. The adoption of an auxiliary international language which shall be taught in all the schools of the world.
8. Compulsory education especially for girls, who will be the mothers and the first educators of the next generation.
9. Equal opportunities of development and equal rights and privileges for both sexes.
10. Work for all: no idle rich and no idle poor. "Work in the spirit of service is worship."


12. Recognition of the Unity of God and obedience to His commands as revealed through His divine Manifestations.

The history of the Bahá'í Cause, mirroring as it does the spiritual history of modern times, confirms these principles and shows how they have permeated the minds and hearts of its followers throughout the world.

Outline of Bahá'í History

The history of the past eighty years makes a startling record of momentous events, radical changes and new world issues emerging apparently without definite order and meaning, capable of many conflicting interpretations. But if one observes how action is expressive of thought, how thought is moved by will and desire, and how will and desire are formed by the quality of the personal or group understanding, it will become evident that an era so profoundly active in all directions and on all planes can only be accounted for by the presence of some Influence felt in the very soul of the world.

The history of the Bahá'í Cause is the explanation of this Influence—its swift movement and penetration from the heights to the depths of humanity. The Bahá'í Cause is more than an incident in history; it is a clear Light illuminating the spiritual powers to which peoples, consciously or unconsciously, now respond. Apart from the Bahá'í Cause, modern world movements and tendencies seem sinister anarchy; but from within the Cause they assume perfect order and fullness of meaning.

The day will surely come when historians, working in the Light of the life and teachings of Bahá'u'lláh, will produce the true and complete narrative of these significant years, a narrative co-ordinating the visible events with their subtler causes, and bringing into unity the mental and moral as well as social issues involved. Meanwhile, the simplest statement recording the conditions under which the Bahá'í Movement was born and developed will be deeply moving to those who would know life as the pathway to God.

To read this record aright, one must discern the fruit latent in the seed and shaping in the bud. Without Bahá'u'lláh, the episode of the Báb has no lasting result or outcome; without 'Abdu'l-Bahá, the influence of Bahá'u'lláh has no adequate instrument; without the application of 'Abdu'l-Bahá's final instructions His sacrifice would not serve to unify and renovate the world.

The first significant Bahá'í date is May 23, 1844.

At that time evidences of the dawn of a new Day were visible on every hand. Witnesses to this dawn arose in all countries and among all peoples, testifying in the name of poetry, art, science, philosophy and religion to the presence of a new, transforming Spirit. Materialists worked in hope to reform the body of society, while mystics felt the nearness of their Lord. From farthest East to farthest West the surfaces of habit and tradition broke asunder, and people tended to center around new and higher ideals.

The supreme expression of this universal awakening revealed itself in the heart of a radiant Youth of Persia known now as the Báb (i.e., Gate or Door). To this Youth came the clear realization of His mission to proclaim the coming of a mighty Educator, the One longed for by all peoples, who would quicken the souls, illumine the minds, unify the consciences and remold the customs of mankind. The life of the Báb from May 23, 1844, to July 9, 1850, exemplified the pure spiritual destiny of the Prophets and Messengers of old. Through Him a large portion of the Muslim population of Persia became imbued with true faith, but against Him gathered the fanatic hatred of the Muslim clergy and the desperate fear of the civil rulers, and by their combined ef-
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forts and influence the Báb was soon confined in prison, and on July 9, 1850, publicly martyred in Tabríz.

Those who lament that this is an age of dominant materialism may well ponder the results of the Báb’s mission in the heroic sacrifice of His faithful followers, many thousands of whom were tortured and slain with incredible brutality. Because these events took place in a Muslim land, and in a land peculiarly remote from European and American experience, little attention was paid to the Bábí movement in the West.

The motive animating the faith of the Báb’s followers was that His being and mission fulfilled the spirit of their own religious prophecy.

With Bahá’u’lláh, whose advent the Báb had foretold, the new Movement left behind its particular Muslim aspect and assumed a world-wide purpose and meaning. Bahá’u’lláh arose after the death of the Báb, took upon Himself full responsibility for leading a Movement proscribed by the government, and became the target for all the bitterness engendered by failure to extinguish the new light of faith. Bahá’u’lláh was imprisoned in Tihrán with murderers and criminals, bastinadoed, condemned to death, exiled to Baghdad, then to Constantinople and Adrianople, and finally confined for life in the desolate barracks of ‘Akka, a Turkish penal colony, facing Mount Carmel in the Holy Land.

On April 21, 1863, in a garden outside Baghdad, Bahá’u’lláh made known to a few followers that He was the One proclaimed and promised by the Báb. This announcement was made in His famous Epistles in Adrianople previous to the journey to ‘Akka, in 1868.

By this event the Bábí Movement was fulfilled in the Cause of Bahá’u’lláh (i. e., Glory of God), and the streams of Christian and Jewish prophecy united with the inner reality of the Muslim religion.

Bahá’u’lláh gave the glad-tidings to East and West that the Day of God had dawned, that the power of the Holy Spirit encompassed humanity in its time of greatest need, that a new and universal cycle had been established—the age of brotherhood, of peace, of the knowledge of God. This message was inscribed in Tablets or Epistles, written during His forty years of exile and imprisonment, to kings and rulers, to representatives of the several religions, to His own followers in response to questions they had addressed to Him, and in a great number of books containing the essence of universal religion, science and philosophy. In the annals of the world, no spiritual revelation has been so complete, nor made under such conditions of personal oppression and hardship.

The effect of Bahá’u’lláh Himself upon His followers, even upon His enemies, was unique and indescribable. About Him emanated a majesty that glorified every suffering, an awe that penetrated to the rudest soul, a consecrated love that portrayed man in his ultimate perfection.

Voluntarily sharing these fateful ordeals from very childhood was the son of Bahá’u’lláh, ‘Abdu’l-Bahá (i. e., Servant of Bahá), whose confinement at ‘Akka, lasting forty years, was terminated at last in 1908 by the overthrow of the old regime by the Young Turks.

Bahá’u’lláh ascended (i. e., passed through this world) in 1892, leaving a Testament naming ‘Abdu’l-Bahá as the Head of His Cause, the Interpreter of His Teachings, and the Promulgator of His Faith. The providential spirit guiding and protecting the Bahá’í Cause from its beginning, centered thereafter in ‘Abdu’l-Bahá.

‘Abdu’l-Bahá served as the witness and proof of Bahá’u’lláh from 1892 until November 28, 1921. By His singleness of devotion, purity of life, tireless effort, humanitarian love and unfailing wisdom, the Bahá’í Message slowly but surely spread to all parts of the world. From 1911 to 1913, ‘Abdu’l-Bahá journeyed through Europe and America, unfolding before numerous audiences the spirit of the age. His addresses explore the fundamental problems of religion as an attitude toward God reflected in life. In these addresses we find the message of Bahá’u’lláh developed in relation to the needs of
civilization, and an organic harmony is created between religion, science, economies and the social order. ‘Abdu’l-Bahá expanded the religion of spirit to include all the functions of life, destroying forever the antagonism between “religious” and “secular” matters. But this religion of spirit bears little resemblance to institutional creeds.

In these addresses also we find vivid and inspiring pictures of the latent possibilities of the human soul and the new civilization which shall arise from the influence of the Holy Spirit. The adaptability of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá to the particular audience or individual inquirer produced a true unity between groups and interests never reconciled before. No such source of education in the whole meaning of the word exists in the modern world outside the writings of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá. In these writings the ideals of Christian, Jew and other religionists, of philosopher and scientist, of economist and reformer are abundantly realized.

At the time of the passing of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, Bahá’ís existed in many countries of the East and West. To these He left explicit instructions explaining and applying the teachings of Bahá’u’lláh, concerning the method of unifying the believers and administering the work of the Cause. He appointed in His Will and Testament His eldest grandson, Shoghi Effendi, as first Guardian of the Cause, and left directions for the election of an International Council (Baytúl-'Ahd', i.e., House of Justice) based on the universal suffrage of the believers, which should in conjunction with him guide the development of the Movement and co-ordinate the activities of its followers in accordance with the principles laid down by Bahá’u’lláh.
IT is well known that the loved ones of 'Abdu'l-Bahá, in every part of the world, are anxiously waiting to receive some details of the closing events of His unique and wonderful life. For this reason the present account is being written.

We have now come to realize that the Master, (i. e., 'Abdu'l-Bahá) knew the day and hour when, His mission on earth being finished, He would return to the shelter of heaven. He was, however, careful that His family should not have any premonition of the coming sorrow. It seemed as though their eyes were veiled by Him, with His ever-loving consideration for His dear ones, that they should not see the significance of certain dreams and other signs of the culminating event. This they now realize was His thought for them, in order that their strength might be preserved to face the great ordeal when it should arrive, that they should not be devitalized by anguish of mind in its anticipation.

Out of the many signs of the approach of the hour when He could say of His work on earth, "It is finished," the following two dreams seem remarkable. Less than eight weeks before His passing the Master related this to His family:

"I seemed to be standing within a great temple, in the inmost shrine, facing the east, in the place of the leader himself. I became aware that a large number of people were flocking into the temple; more and yet more crowded in, taking their places in rows behind me, until there was a vast multitude. As I stood I raised loudly the 'Call to Prayer.' Suddenly the thought came to me to go forth from the temple. When I found myself outside I said within myself, 'For what reason came I forth, not having led the prayer? But it matters not; now that I have uttered the call to prayer, the vast multitude will of themselves chant the prayer.'"

When the Master had passed away, His family pondered over this dream and interpreted it thus:

He had called that same vast multitude—all peoples, all religions, all races, all nations and all kingdoms—to unity and peace, to universal love and brotherhood; and having called them, He returned to God the Beloved, at whose command He had raised the majestic call, had given the divine message. This same multitude—the peoples, religions, races, nations and kingdoms—would continue the work to which 'Abdu'l-Bahá had called them and would of themselves press forward to its accomplishment.

A few weeks after the preceding dream the Master came in from the solitary room in the garden, which He had occupied of late, and said:

"I dreamed a dream and behold the Blessed Beauty, (i. e., Bahá'u'lláh) came and said unto me, 'Destroy this room!'"

The family, who had been wishing that He would come and sleep in the house, not being happy that He should be alone at night, exclaimed, "Yes, Master, we think your dream means that you should leave that room and come into the house." When He heard this from us, He smiled meaningfully as though not agree-
ing with our interpretation. Afterwards
we understood that by the "room" was 
meant the temple of His body.

In the same week He revealed a Tablet to America, in which is the following prayer:

"Ya-Baha'u'l-Abha! (O Thou the glory
of glories) I have renounced the world
and the people thereof, and am heart-
broken and sorely afflicted because of the
unfaithful. In the cage of this world I
flutter even as a frightened bird, and
yearn every day to take my flight unto
Thy kingdom. Ya-Baha'u'l-Abha! Make
me to drink of the cup of sacrifice and
set me free. Relieve me from these woes
and trials, from these afflictions and
troubles. Thou art He that aideth, that
succoureth, that protecteth, that stretch-
eth forth the hand of help."

After lunch He dictated some Tablets,
His last ones, to Rúhi Effendi. When
He had rested He walked in the garden.
He seemed to be in a deep reverie.

His good and faithful servant Ismá'il
Áqá, relates the following:

"Some time, about twenty days before
my Master passed away, I was near the
garden when I heard Him summon an
old believer saying: 'Come with me that
we may admire together the beauty of the
garden. Behold, what the spirit of devo-
tion is able to achieve! This flourishing
place was, a few years ago, but a heap
of stones, and now it is verdant with
foliage and flowers. My desire is that
after I am gone the loved ones may all
arise to serve the divine Cause and, please
God, so it shall be. Ere long men will
arise who shall bring life to the world.'

"Three days before His ascension
whilst seated in the garden, He called me
and said, 'I am sick with fatigue. Bring
two of your oranges for me that I may
eat them for your sake.' This I did, and
He having eaten them turned to me say-
ing, 'Have you any of your sweet lemo-
sons?' He bade me fetch a few. Whilst
I was plucking them, He came over to
the tree, saying, 'Nay, but I must gather
them with my own hands.' Having eaten
of the fruit He turned to me and asked,
'Do you desire anything more?' Then
with a pathetic gesture of His hands, He
touchingly, emphatically and deliberately
said, 'Now it is finished, it is finished!'

"These significant words penetrated
my very soul. I felt each time He ut-
tered them as if a knife were struck into
my heart. I understood His meaning but
never dreamed His end was so nigh."

It was Ismá'il Áqá who had been the
Master's gardener for well-nigh thirty
years and who, in the first week after
his bereavement, driven by hopeless grief,
quietly disposed of all his belongings,
made his will, went to the Master's sis-
ter and craved her pardon for any mis-
deeds he had committed. He then
delivered the key of the garden to a trust-
ed servant of the household and, taking
with him means whereby to end his life
at his beloved Master's tomb, walked up
the mountain to that sacred place, three
times circled round it and would have
succeeded in taking his life had it not
been for the opportune arrival of a
friend, who reached him in time to pre-
vent the accomplishment of his tragic
intention.

During the evening of Friday, Novem-
ber 25th, 'Abdu'l-Baha attended the usual
meeting of the friends in His own audi-
ence chamber.

In the morning of Saturday, November
26th, He arose early, came to the tea
room and had some tea. He asked for
the fur-lined coat which had belonged to
Baha'u'lláh. He often put on this coat
when He was cold or did not feel well,
He so loved it. He then withdrew to His
room, lay down on His bed and said,
"Cover me up. I am very cold. Last
night I did not sleep well, I felt cold.
This is serious, it is the beginning."

After more blankets had been put on,
He asked for the fur coat He had taken
off to be placed over Him. That day He
was rather feverish. In the evening His
temperature rose still higher, but during
the night the fever left Him. After mid-
night, He asked for some tea.

On Sunday morning, November 27th,
He said: "I am quite well and will get up
as usual and have tea with you in the
tea room." After He had dressed He was persuaded to remain on the sofa in His room.

In the afternoon He sent all the friends to the tomb of the Báb, where on the occasion of the anniversary of the declaration of the Covenant a feast was being held, offered by a Pársí pilgrim who had lately arrived from India.

At four in the afternoon being on the sofa in His room He said: "Ask my sister and all the family to come and have tea with me."

His four sons-in-law and Rúḥí Effendi came to Him after returning from the gathering on the mountain. They said to Him: "The giver of the feast was unhappy because you were not there." He said unto them: "But I was there, though my body was absent, my spirit was there in your midst. I was present with the friends at the tomb. The friends must not attach any importance to the absence of my body. In spirit I am, and shall always be, with the friends, even though I be far away."

The same evening He asked after the health of every member of the household, of the pilgrims and of the friends in Haifa. "Very good, very good," He said when told that none were ill. This was His very last utterance concerning His friends.

At eight in the evening He retired to bed after taking a little nourishment, saying, "I am quite well." He told all the family to go to bed and rest. Two of His daughters however stayed with Him. That night the Master had gone to sleep very calmly, quite free from fever.

He awoke about 1.15 a. m., got up and walked across to a table where He drank some water. He took off an outer night garment, saying, "I am too warm." He went back to bed and when His daughter Rúḥá Khánum, later on, approached, she found Him lying peacefully and, as He looked into her face, He asked her to lift up the net curtains, saying, "I have difficulty in breathing, give me more air."

Some rose-water was brought of which He drank, sitting up in bed to do so, without any help. He again lay down, and as some food was offered Him, He remarked in a clear and distinct voice: "You wish me to take some food, and I am going?"

He gave them a beautiful look. His face was so calm, His expression so serene, they thought Him asleep.

He had gone from the gaze of His loved ones!

The eyes that had always looked out with loving-kindness upon humanity, whether friends or foes, were now closed. The hands that had ever been stretched forth to give alms to the poor and the needy, the halt and the maimed, the blind, the orphan and the widow, had now finished their labor. The feet that, with untiring zeal, had gone upon the ceaseless errands of the Lord of compassion were now at rest. The lips that had so eloquently championed the cause of the suffering sons of men, were now hushed in silence. The heart that had so powerfully throbbed with wondrous love for the children of God was now stilled. His glorious spirit had passed from the life of earth, from the persecutions of the enemies of righteousness, from the storm and stress of well-nigh eighty years of indefatigable toil for the good of others.

His long martyrdom was ended!

Early on Monday morning, November 28th, the news of this sudden calamity had spread over the city, causing an unprecedented stir and tumult, and filling all hearts with unutterable grief.

The next morning, Tuesday, November 29th, the funeral took place; a funeral the like of which Haifa, nay Palestine itself, had surely never seen; so deep was the feeling that brought so many thousands of mourners together, representative of so many religions, races and tongues.

The High Commissioner of Palestine, Sir Herbert Samuel, the Governor of Jerusalem, the Governor of Phoenicia, the chief officials of the government, the consuls of the various countries, resident in Haifa, the heads of the various religi-
ous communities, the notables of Palestine, Jews, Christians, Muslims, Druses, Egyptians, Greeks, Turks, Kurds, and a host of his American, European and native friends, men, women and children, both of high and low degree, all, about ten thousand in number, mourning the loss of their beloved one.

This impressive, triumphal procession was headed by a guard of honor, consisting of the City Constabulary Force, followed by the Boy Scouts of the Muslim and Christian communities holding aloft their banners, a company of Muslim choristers chanting their verses from the Qur'an, the chiefs of the Muslim community headed by the Mufti, a number of Christian priests, Latin, Greek and Anglican, all preceding the sacred coffin, upraised on the shoulders of His loved ones. Immediately behind it came the members of His family, next to them walked the British High Commissioner, the Governor of Jerusalem, and the Governor of Phoenicia. After them came the consuls and the notables of the land, followed by the vast multitude of those who reverenced and loved Him.

On this day there was no cloud in the sky, nor any sound in all the town and surrounding country through which they went, save only the soft, slow, rhythmic chanting of Islam in the call to prayer, or the convulsed sobbing moan of those helpless ones, bewailing the loss of their one friend, who had protected them in all their difficulties and sorrows, whose generous bounty had saved them and their little ones from starvation through the terrible years of the "Great Woe" (i.e., the World War).

"O God, my God!" the people wailed with one accord, "Our father has left us, our father has left us!"

O the wonder of that great throng! Peoples of every religion and race and color, united in heart through the manifestation of servitude in the life-long work of 'Abdu'l-Bahá!

As they slowly wended their way up Mount Carmel, the Vineyard of God, the casket appeared in the distance to be borne aloft by invisible hands, so high above the heads of the people was it carried. After two hours walking, they reached the garden of the tomb of the Báb. Tenderly was the sacred coffin placed upon a plain table covered with a fair white linen cloth. As the vast concourse pressed around the tabernacle of His body, waiting to be laid in its resting-place, within the vault, next to that of the Báb, representatives of the various denominations, Muslims, Christians and Jews, all hearts being ablaze with fervent love of 'Abdu'l-Bahá, some on the impulse of the moment, others prepared, raised their voices in eulogy and regret, paying their last homage of farewell to their loved one. So united were they in their acclamation of Him, as the wise educator and reconciler of the human race in this perplexed and sorrowful age, that there seemed to be nothing left for the Baha'is to say.

The following are extracts from some of the speeches delivered on that memorable occasion.

The Muslim voicing the sentiments of his co-religionists spoke as follows:

"O concourse of Arabians and Persians! Whom are ye bewailing? Is it He who but yesterday was great in this life and is today in His death greater still? Shed no tears for the one that hath departed to the world of eternity, but weep over the passing of virtue and wisdom, of knowledge and generosity. Lament for yourselves, for yours is the loss, whilst He, your lost one, is but a revered wayfarer, stepping from your mortal world into the everlasting home. Weep one hour for the sake of Him who, for well-nigh eighty years, hath wept for you! Look to your right, look to your left, look East and look West and behold, what glory and greatness have vanished! What a pillar of peace hath crumbled! What eloquent lips are hushed! Alas! In this tribulation there is no heart but aches with anguish, no eye but is filled with tears. Woe unto the poor, for lo! goodness hath departed from them, woe unto the orphans, for their loving father is no more with them! Could the life of Sir
'Abdu'l-Bahá ‘Abbás have been redeemed by the sacrifices of many a precious soul, they of a certainty would gladly have offered up their lives for His life. But fate hath otherwise ordained. Every destiny is predetermined and none can change the divine decree. What am I to set forth the achievements of this leader of mankind? They are too glorious to be praised, too many to recount. Suffice it to say, that He has left in every heart the most profound impression, on every tongue most wondrous praise. And He that leaveth a memory so lovely, so imperishable, He indeed, is not dead. Be solaced then, O ye people of Bahá! Endure and be patient; for no man, be he of the East or of the West, can ever comfort ye, nay he himself is even in greater need of consolation."

The Christian then came forward and spoke thus: "I weep for the world, in that my Lord hath died; others there are who, like unto me, weep the death of their Lord. . . . O bitter is the anguish caused by this heart-rending calamity! It is not only our country's loss but a world affliction. . . . He hath lived for well-nigh eighty years the life of the messengers and apostles of God. He hath educated the souls of men, hath been benevolent unto them, hath led them to the way of Truth. Thus He raised His people to the pinnacle of glory, and great shall be His reward from God, the reward of the righteous! Hear me O people! ‘Abbás is not dead, neither hath the Light of Bahá been extinguished! Nay, nay! this Light shall shine with everlasting splendor. The Lamp of Bahá, ‘Abbás, hath lived a goodly life, hath manifested in Himself the true life of the Spirit. And now He is gathered to glory, a pure angel, richly robed in benevolent deeds, noble in His precious virtues. Fellow Christians! Truly ye are bearing the mortal remains of this ever-lamented one to His last resting-place, yet know of a certainty that your ‘Abbás will live forever in spirit amongst you, through His deeds, His words, His virtues and all the essence of His life. We say farewell to the material body of our ‘Abbás and His material body vanisheth from our gaze, but His reality, our spiritual ‘Abbás, will never leave our minds, our thoughts, our hearts, our tongues. "

"O great revered Sleeper! Thou hast been good to us, Thou hast guided us, Thou hast taught us, Thou hast lived amongst us greatly, with the full meaning of greatness, Thou hast made us proud of Thy deeds and of Thy words. Thou hast raised the Orient to the summit of glory, hast shown loving-kindness to the people, trained them in righteousness, and hast striven to the end, till Thou hast won the crown of glory. Rest Thou happily under the shadow of the mercy of the Lord Thy God, and He verily, shall well reward Thee."

Yet another Muslim, the Muftí of Haifa, spoke as follows:

"I do not wish to exaggerate in my eulogy of this great one, for His ready and helping hand in the service of mankind and the beautiful and wondrous story of His life, spent in doing that which is right and good, none can deny, save him whose heart is blinded. . . . "O Thou revered voyager! Thou hast lived greatly and hast died greatly! This great funeral procession is but a glorious proof of Thy greatness in Thy life and in Thy death. But O, Thou whom we have lost! Thou leader of men, generous and benevolent! To whom shall the poor now look? Who shall care for the hungry and the desolate, the widow and the orphan? "May the Lord inspire all Thy household and Thy kindred with patience in this grievous calamity, and immerse Thee in the ocean of His grace and mercy! He verily, is the prayer-hearing, prayer-answering God."

The Jew when his turn came, paid his tribute in these words:

"Dans un siècle de positivisme exagéré et de matérialisme effréné, il est étonnant et rare de trouver un philosophe de grande envergure tel que le regretté ‘Abdu’l-Bahá ‘Abbás parler à notre coeur, à nos sentiments et surtout chercher à éduquer notre âme en nous inculquant les principes les plus beaux, reconnus comme étant
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la base de toute religion et de toute morale pure. Par ses écrits, par sa parole, par ses entretiens familiers comme par ses colloques célèbres avec les plus cultivés et les fervents adeptes des théories sectaires, il a su persuader, il a pu toujours convaincre. Les exemples vivants sont d'autre pouvoir. Sa vie privée et publique était un exemple de dévouement et d'oubli de soi pour le bonheur des autres...

"Sa philosophie est simple, direz vous, mais elle est grande par cette même simplicité, étant conforme au caractère humain qui perd de sa beauté lorsqu'il se trouve faussé par les préjugés et les superstitions. . . . 'Abbas est mort à Caïfa, en Palestine, la Terre Sacrée qui a produit les prophètes. Devenue stérile et abandonnée depuis tant de siècles elle ressuscite de nouveau et commence à rendre son rang, et sa renommée primitive. Nous ne sommes pas les seuls à pleurer ce prophète, nous ne sommes pas les seuls à le glorifier. En Europe, en Amérique, que dis-je, dans tout pays habité par des hommes conscients de leur mission dans ce bas monde assoiffé de justice sociale, de fraternité, on le pleurera aussi. Il est mort après avoir souffert du despotisme, du fanatisme et de l'intolérance. Ace, la Bastille turque, lui a servi de prison pendant des dizaines d'années. Bagdad, la capitale Abbasside, a été aussi sa prison et celle de son père. La Perse, ancien berceau de la philosophie douce et divine, a chassé ses enfants qui ont concu leurs idées chez elle. Ne voit-on pas là une volonté divine et une préférence marquée pour la Terre Promise qui était et sera le berceau de toutes les idées généreuses et nobles? Celui qui laisse après lui un passé aussi glorieux n'est pas mort. Celui qui a écrit d'aussi beaux principes a agrandi sa famille parmi tous ses lecteurs et a passé à la postérité, couronné par l'immortalité."

The nine speakers having delivered their funeral orations, then came the moment when the casket which held the pearl of loving-servitude, passed slowly and triumphantly into its simple, hallowed resting-place.

O the infinite pathos! that the beloved feet should no longer tread this earth! That the presence which inspired such devotion and reverence should be withdrawn!

Of the many and diverse journals that throughout the East and West have given in their columns accounts of this momentous event, the following stand as foremost among them: Le Temps, the leading French paper, in its issue of December 19, 1921, under the title "Un Conciliateur" (A Peace Maker), portrays graphically the life of 'Abdu'l-Bahá, the following being some of its excerpts: "Un prophète vient de mourir en Palestine. Il se nommait Abdoul Bahá, et il était fils de Baháou'lláh, qui créa le baháïsme, religion 'unifiée' qui n'est autre que le babisme qu'avait observé le Comte de Gobineau. Le Báb, Messie du Babisme, se proposait modestement de régénérer la Perse, ce qui lui couta la vie, en 1850. Baháou'lláh et son fils Abdoul Bahá, 'L'esclave de son père', n'ambitionnaient pas moins que la ré-génération du monde. Paris a connu Abdoul Bahá. Ce vieillard magnifique et débonnaire répandit parmi nous la parole sainte y a quelque dix ans. Il était vêtu d'une simple robe vert olive et coffé d'un turban blanc. . . . Sa parole était douce et berceuse, comme une litanie. On l'écoutait avec un plaisir recueilli, encore qu'on ne le comprit point; car il parlait en persan. . . . Le baháïsme, c'est en somme la religion de la charité et de la simplicité. C'est en même temps, amalgamé, le judaïsme, le christianisme, le protestantisme, et la libre pensée. Abdoul Bahá se réclamait de Zoroastre, de Moïse, de Mahomet et de Jésus. Peut-être jugerez vous que cette unification est la à la fois trop nombreuse et confuse. C'est qu'on ne comprend rien aux choses sacrées si l'on n'est inspiré par la foi. . . . Sous le turban blanc ses yeux reflétaient l'intelligence et la bonté. Il était paternal, effectueux et simple. Son pouvoir, semblait-il, lui venait de ce qu'il savait aimer.
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les hommes et savait se faire aimer d'eux. Appelé à témoigner de l'excellence de cette religion naïve et pure, nous pûmes honnêtement confesser notre foi par cette formule: 'Que les religions sont belles quand elles ne sont pas encore'.

The London Morning Post, two days after His passing, among other highly favorable comments, concluded its report of the Movement in the following words: "The venerated Bahá'u'lláh died in 1892 and the mantle of his religious insight fell on his son 'Abdu'l-Bahá, when, after forty years of prison life, Turkish constitutional changes permitted him to visit England, France and America. His persistent messages as to the divine origin and unity of mankind were as impressive as the Messenger himself. He possessed singular courtesy. At his table Buddhist and Muhammadan, Hindu and Zoroastrian, Jew and Christian, sat in amity. 'Creatures,' he said, 'were created through love; let them live in peace and amity'."

Nearly all representative American newspapers devoted attention to the passing of 'Abdu'l-Bahá.

The New York World of December 1, 1921, published the following: "Never before 'Abdu'l-Bahá did the leader of an Oriental religious movement visit the United States... As recently as June of this year a special correspondent of the World who visited this seer thus described him: 'Having once looked upon 'Abdu'l-Bahá, his personality is indelibly impressed upon the mind: the majestic venerable figure clad in the flowing abá, his head crowned with a turban white as his head and hair; the piercing deep-set eyes whose glances shake the heart; the smile that pours its sweetness over all.'..."

"Even in the twilight of his life 'Abdu'l-Bahá took the liveliest interest in world affairs. When General Allenby swept up the coast from Egypt he went for counsel first to 'Abdu'l-Bahá. When Zionists arrived in their Promised Land they sought 'Abdu'l-Bahá for advice. For Palestine he had the brightest hopes. 'Abdu'l-Bahá believed that Bolshevism would prove an admonition to the irreligious world. He taught the equality of man and woman, saying: 'The world of humanity has two wings, man and woman. If one wing is weak, then the bird cannot fly.'..."

The Evening Telegram, New York, December 4, 1921, found in the international peace movement a complete vindication for the Bahá'í ideals. "In all countries of the world today can be found mourners of the prophet 'Abdu'l-Bahá. Churches of all denominations in New York City and Chicago were thrown open to him for, unlike the leaders of many cults, he preached not the errors of present religions but their sameness."

The New York Tribune on December 2nd carried an editorial entitled, "'Abdu'l-Bahá: A prophet, as his followers believe, and the son of a prophet, was 'Abdu'l-Bahá, who is now at rest with all prophetic souls bygone. He lived to see a remarkable expansion of the quietest cult of which he was the head... Bahá'u'lláh over sixty years ago set forth a peace plan not dissimilar to the aspirations of today."

The magazine Unity, published in Chicago, included an article on the Master in its issue of December 22nd. "'Abdu'l-Bahá voiced and made eloquent the sacred aspiration that yearns dumbly in the hearts of men. He embodied in glorious, triumphant maturity that ideal which in others lies imprisoned behind the veil. Men and women of every race, creed, class and color are united in devotion to 'Abdu'l-Bahá because 'Abdu'l-Bahá has been a pure, selfless mirror reflecting only the noblest qualities of each."

The Sphinx of Cairo, Egypt, on December 17th, described 'Abdu'l-Bahá as a great leader of men. "In his personality and influence 'Abdu'l-Bahá embodied all that is highest and most striking in both the Christian and Muslim faiths; living a life of pure altruism, he preached and worked for inter-racial and inter-religious unity... When in the presence of 'Abdu'l-Bahá thoughtful inquirers soon realized that they were speaking to a man of unique personality, one endowed with
a love and wisdom that had in it the divine quality."

The *Times of India*, in its issue of January 1922, opens one of its editorial articles as follows: "In more normal times than the present the death of 'Abdu'l-Bahá, which was sorrowfully referred to at the Bahá’í Conference in Bombay, would have stirred the feelings of many, who, without belonging to the Bahá’í brotherhood, sympathize with its tenets and admire the life-work of those who founded it. As it is we have learned almost by chance of this great religious leader’s death, but that fact need not prevent our turning aside from politics and the turmoil of current events to consider what this man did and what he aimed at." Sketching then in brief an account of the history of the Movement it concludes as follows: "It is not for us now to judge whether the purity, the mysticism and the exalted ideas of Bahá’ísm will continue unchanged after the loss of the great leader, or to speculate on whether Bahá’ísm will some day become a force in the world as great or greater than Christianity or Islam; but we would pay a tribute to the memory of a man who wielded a vast influence for good, and who, if he was destined to see many of his ideas seemingly shattered in the world war, remained true to his convictions and to his belief in the possibility of a reign of peace and love, and who, far more effectively than Tolstoi, showed the West that religion is a vital force that can never be disregarded."

Out of the vast number of telegrams and cables of condolence that have poured in, these may be mentioned:

His Britannic Majesty’s Secretary of State for the Colonies, Mr. Winston Churchill, telegraphing to His Excellency the High Commissioner for Palestine, desires him to convey to the Bahá’í community, on behalf of His Majesty’s Government, their sympathy and condolence on the death of Sir ‘Abdu’l-Bahá ‘Abbás, K. B. E.

On behalf of the Executive Board of the Bahá’í American Convention, this message of condolence has been received: "He doeth whatsoever He willeth. Hearts weep at most great tribulation. American friends send through Unity Board radiant love, boundless sympathy, devotion. Standing steadfast, conscious of His unceasing presence and nearness."

Viscount Allenby, the High Commissioner for Egypt, has wired the following message, through the intermediary of His Excellency the High Commissioner for Palestine, dated November 29, 1921: "Please convey to the relatives of the late Sir ‘Abdu’l-Bahá ‘Abbás Effendi and to the Bahá’í community my sincere sympathy in the loss of their revered leader."

The loved ones in Germany assure the Greatest Holy Leaf (Sister of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá) of their fidelity in these terms: "All believers deeply moved by irrevocable loss of our Master’s precious life. We pray for heavenly protection of Holy Cause and promise faithfulness and obedience to Center of Covenant."

An official message forwarded by the Council of Ministers in Baghdad, and dated December 8, 1921, reads as follows: "His Highness Siyyid ‘Abdurrahman, the Prime Minister, desires to extend his sympathy to the family of His Holiness ‘Abdu’l-Bahá in their bereavement."

The Commander-in-Chief of the Egyptian Expeditionary Force sent through His Excellency the High Commissioner for Palestine these words of sympathy: "General Congreve begs that you will convey his deepest sympathy to the family of the late Sir ‘Abbás al-Bahá’."

The Theosophical Society in London communicated as follows with one of the followers of the Faith in Haifa: "For the Holy Family, Theosophical Society send affectionate thoughts."

The thousands of Bahá’ís in Tihrán, the capital of Persia, remembering their Western brethren and sisters in London and New York assure them of their steadfast faith in these words: "Light of Covenant transferred from eye to heart. Day of teaching, of union, of self-sacrifice."

And lastly, one of the distinguished figures in the academic life of the Uni-
versity of Oxford, a renowned professor and an accomplished scholar, whose knowledge of the Cause stands foremost among that of his colleagues, in the message of condolence written on behalf of himself and wife, expresses himself as follows: "The passing beyond the veil into fuller life must be specially wonderful and blessed for one, who has always fixed his thoughts on high and striven to lead an exalted life here below."

On the seventh day after the passing of the Master, corn was distributed in His name to about a thousand poor of Haifa, irrespective of race or religion, to whom He had always been a friend and a protector. Their grief at losing the "Father of the Poor" was extremely pathetic. In the first seven days also from fifty to a hundred poor were daily fed at the Master's house, in the very place where it had been His custom to give alms.

On the fortieth day there was a memorial feast, given to over six hundred of the people of Haifa, 'Akkâ and the surrounding parts of Palestine and Syria, people of various religions, races and color. More than a hundred of the poor were also fed on this day. The Governor of Phoenicia, many other officials and some Europeans were present.

The feast was entirely arranged by the members of the Master's household. The long tables were decorated with trailing branches of bougainvillaea. Its lovely purple blooms mingled with the white narcissus, and with the large dishes of golden oranges out of the beloved Master's garden made a picture of loveliness in those spacious lofty rooms, whose only other decoration was the gorgeous yet subdued coloring of rare Persian rugs. No useless trivial ornaments marred the extreme dignity of simplicity.

The guests received, each and all, the same welcome. There were no "chief places." Here as always in the Master's home, there was no respecting of persons.

After the luncheon the guests came into the large central hall, this also bare of ornament, save only for the portrait of Him they had assembled to honor and some antique Persian tapestries hung upon one wall. Before this was placed a platform from which the speeches were made to the rapt and silent throng, whose very hearts were listening.

The Governor of Phoenicia, in the course of his address, spoke the following: "Most of us here have, I think, a clear picture of Sir 'Abdu'l-Bahá 'Abbás, of His dignified figure walking thoughtfully in our streets, of His courteous and gracious manner, of His kindness, of His love for little children and flowers, of His generosity and care for the poor and suffering. So gentle was He, and so simple that, in His presence, one almost forgot that He was also a great teacher and that His writings and His conversations have been a solace and an inspiration to hundreds and thousands of people in the East and the West."

His detailed and powerfully written Will and Testament reveals the following words of general counsel to all His friends:

"O ye beloved of the Lord! In this sacred Dispensation, conflict, and contention are in no wise permitted. Every aggressor deprives himself of God's grace. It is incumbent upon everyone to show the utmost love, rectitude of conduct, straightforwardness and sincere kindliness unto all the peoples and kindreds of the world, be they friends or strangers. So intense must be the spirit of love and loving-kindness that the stranger may find himself a friend, the enemy a true brother, no difference whatsoever existing between them.

"For universality is of God and all limitations are earthly.

"Thus man must strive that his reality may manifest virtues and perfections, the light whereof may shine upon every one. The light of the sun shineth upon all the world and the merciful showers of divine providence fall upon all peoples. The vivifying breeze reviveth every living creature, and all beings endowed with life
obtain their share and portion at His heavenly board. In like manner the affections and loving-kindness of the servants of the one true God must be bountifully and universally extended to all mankind. Regarding this, restrictions and limitations are in nowise permitted.

"Wherefore, O my loving friends! Consort with all the peoples, kindreds and religions of the world with the utmost truthfulness, uprightness, faithfulness, kindliness, good-will and friendliness; that all the world of being may be filled with the holy ecstasy of the grace of Bahá; that ignorance, enmity, hate and rancor may vanish from the world, and the darkness of estrangement amidst the peoples and kindreds of the world may give way to the light of unity. Should other peoples and nations be unfaithful to you, show your fidelity unto them; should they be unjust towards you, show justice towards them; should they keep aloof from you, attract them to yourselves; should they show their enmity, be friendly towards them; should they poison your lives, sweeten their souls; should they inflict a wound upon you, be a salve to their sores. Such are the attributes of the sincere! Such are the attributes of the truthful!

"O ye beloved of the Lord! Strive with all your heart to shield the Cause of God from the onslaught of the insincere, for such souls as these cause the straight to become crooked and all benevolent efforts to produce contrary results."

He prays for the protection of His friends:

"O Lord, my God! Assist Thy loved ones to be firm in Thy faith, to walk in Thy ways, to be steadfast in Thy Cause. Give them Thy grace to withstand the onslaught of self and passion, to follow the light of divine guidance. Thou art the Powerful, the Gracious, the Self-sustaining, the Bestower, the Compassionate, the Almighty, the All-bountiful!"

For His enemies this is His prayer:

"I call upon Thee, O Lord, my God! With my tongue and with all my heart, not to requite them for their cruelty and their wrong deeds, their craft and their mischief, for they are foolish and ignoble, and know not what they do. They discern not good from evil, neither do they distinguish right from wrong, nor justice from injustice. They follow their own desires and walk in the footsteps of the most imperfect and foolish amongst them. O my Lord! Have mercy upon them, shield them from all afflictions in these troubled times, and grant that all trials and hardships may be the lot of this, Thy servant, that has fallen into this darksome pit. Single me out for every woe and make me a sacrifice for all Thy loved ones! O Lord, Most High! May my soul, my life, my being, my spirit, my all, be offered up for them! O God, my God, lowly, suppliant and fallen upon my face, I beseech Thee, with all the ardor of my invocation, to pardon whosoever hath hurt me, to forgive him that hath conspired against me and offended me, and to wash away the misdeeds of them that hath wrought injustice upon me. Vouchsafe unto them Thy goodly gifts; give them joy, relieve them from sorrow, grant them peace and prosperity; give them Thy bliss and pour upon them Thy bounty. Thou art the Powerful, the Gracious, the Help in peril, the Self-sustaining."

And now, what appeal more direct, more moving, with which to close this sad yet stirring account of His last days, than these His most touching, most inspiring words?

"Friends! The time is coming when I shall be no longer with you. I have done all that could be done. I have served the Cause of Bahá'u'lláh to the utmost of my ability. I have labored night and day, all the years of my life. O how I long to see the loved ones taking upon themselves the responsibilities of the Cause! Now is the time to proclaim the Kingdom of Bahá! Now is the hour of love and union! This is the day of the spiritual harmony of the loved ones of God! All the resources of my physical strength I
have exhausted, and the spirit of my life is the welcome tidings of the unity of the people of Bahá. I am straining my ears toward the East and toward the West, toward the North and toward the South that haply I may hear the songs of love and fellowship chanted in the meetings of the faithful. My days are numbered, and, but for this, there is no joy left unto me. O how I yearn to see the friends united even as a string of gleaming pearls, as the brilliant Pleiades, as the rays of the sun, as the gazelles of one meadow!

"The mystic nightingale is warbling for them all; will they not listen? The bird of paradise is singing; will they not heed? The angel of Abhá is calling to them; will they not hearken? The herald of the Covenant is pleading; will they not obey?

"Ah me, I am waiting, waiting, to hear the joyful tidings that the believers are the very embodiment of sincerity and truthfulness, the incarnation of love and amity, the living symbols of unity and concord. Will they not gladden my heart? Will they not satisfy my yearning? Will they not manifest my wish? Will they not fulfill my heart's desire? Will they not give ear to my call?

"I am waiting, I am patiently waiting."
SURVEY OF CURRENT BAHÁ'Í ACTIVITIES IN THE EAST AND WEST

BY

HORACE HOLLEY

FOREWORD

The following pages represent the first attempt to bring into a single perspective the many diversified current activities of the International Baha'i Community. For the non-Baha'i reader to appreciate the special nature of this task, it is necessary to remark that the activities expressing the vital spirit of a religion in its early days are essentially different from those manifested by a religion during the stage of its mature influence and established material power. To be precise, the activities considered important by a fully developed religious community are those which exert most influence from a social, economic or political point of view, whereas the significant events taking place among believers imbued with a new and dynamic faith are to a very great extent concerned with the unseen realities of inner experience. Moreover, as a religion reaches its final stage of social predominance, it invariably possesses a trained professional administrative mechanism capable of concentrating its material resources in a manner and to a degree impossible in the case of a spiritual movement whose resources are more evenly diffused throughout the entire fellowship of its adherents.

From the point of view of any essentially religious experience, the very existence of so many Baha'i centers both in the East and in the West reveals a quality of action not paralleled in any other religion today. Maintained as they are by believers loyal not merely to one system of teachings, and responsive to a single administrative direction, but by the very character of their faith endeavoring also to rise above existing prejudices of race, nation, class and creed, these centers merit special consideration by students of religion from the fact that each of them provides a training school actively inculcating an entirely new outlook upon humanity and its gravest present-day problems. Thus, while it might fail to impress the casual non-Baha'i observer, the single factor of inter-Assembly Baha'i correspondence brings to the believer himself a most significant and deeply cherished experience of increasing moral solidarity, emotional sympathy, and intellectual understanding with fellow believers in all parts of the world, whom he has not or in all probability will never personally know, but with whom he feels himself inseparably identified as the result of mutual faith. To an American believer particularly, because he lives in a population using but one language, there is something infinitely appealing in the receipt of communications conveying a most intimate spirit of fellowship and common understanding but written in unfamiliar languages and dialects from the four quarters of the globe. These and other experiences normally encountered by all Baha'is, impress the believer himself with a sense of privilege and a conviction of significance it is impossible to share with those who have no direct personal relationship with a Movement founded to overcome the inveterate and multifarious differences separating the minds and hearts of men.
Reception in honor of Rúḥí Effendi Afnán (center of group) at the home of Dr. and Mrs. Charles Thompson, Chicago. About fifty Chicagoans, prominent among the colored and white residents of the city, were present, many of whom are well-known Bahá'ís.
This introductory statement would be incomplete without reference to one more essential characteristic of present-day Bahá’í activities. This factor consists in the powerfully unifying effect of certain conditions which have been forced upon the world-wide Bahá’í community by its enemies in the East. Referred to in greater detail later on, the continuance of the cruel and relentless persecutions of Persian Bahá’ís, the seizure of Bahá’í sacred shrines in Baghdád, and the official action of the Muslim Ecclesiastical Court of Egypt in pronouncing as heretics all Bahá’ís in Muḥammadan lands, combine to establish a sense of international, inter-racial and inter-religious solidarity among the Bahá’ís of the East and West which has greatly accelerated the manifestations of those forces of unity inherent in the teachings of Bahá’u’lláh. The very fact that this sense of solidarity emanates from spiritual loyalties raised high above those political, economic or sectarian interests making for a partial and incomplete internationalism in other organized bodies reveals, as clearly as any other factor which might be named, the universality of the Bahá’í Religion. As the Bahá’ís of all countries feel themselves profoundly stirred by the tragedies enacted in Persia, and as they combine ever more closely their collective forces in order to regain the religious property taken from them in Baghdád, the inevitable result is to produce a truly international type of character relying upon moral power to attain its ends because it realizes the inherent limitations of governments and other organized bodies to serve spiritual interests. In this phase of Bahá’í activity we therefore are witness to a collective experience and a discipline whose full effects will not be revealed in the present generation but which nevertheless are creating the only moral foundation upon which can be raised the nobler civilization to come. In connection with this fact should be considered also the nature of the discipline exerted by the relations of Bahá’ís to their local and national Assemblies referred to in a separate article in the present volume.

The considerations advanced in this brief preliminary statement are meantime sufficient, the editors believe, to justify the conviction sustaining the Bahá’ís that the source of the importance to be attributed to their current activities lies not in the realm of material power, social influence or brilliant personality, but in the providential character of the Movement itself.

NORTH AMERICA

The religious freedom and the spirit of initiative found in America have given the development of the Bahá’í Cause certain definite trends permitting the expression of aspects still latent in Europe and the Orient. As might have been anticipated, the administrative form has been more thoroughly established in America than elsewhere, the two countries of the United States and Canada being regarded as one administrative unit.

An activity directly benefiting by this intimate association of local groups through an elected National body has been the publication of all Bahá’í literature already translated into the English language.

Since the preparation of the previous volume (Bahá’í Year Book, 1925-1926) of the present work (The Bahá’í World, 1926-1928), the following titles have been added to the list published by American Bahá’ís: The Spiritual Opportunity of the Bahá’ís of the United States and Canada; Esperanto, Russian, Spanish, Hebrew and Albanian editions of the No. 9 Compilation; The Spirit of World Unity; The Oneness of Mankind; Tablets to Japanese; Epistle to the Son of the Wolf, and Bahá’í Administration. Detailed references to these works will be found in the Bibliography supplied in another section of the present book.

The most vigorous and effective assertion of the Bahá’í teachings made in North America during this period of time has been the series of public meetings de-
voted to Inter-Racial Amity, particularly to amity between the white and colored races.

Founded upon the principle of spiritual oneness revealed by Bahá’u’lláh as the underlying social law of this cycle, the meetings for Inter-Racial Amity have endeavored to meet the problem without compromise, asserting and demonstrating the possibility of justice and fellowship between these long opposed branches of the human family. Meetings of this character have been held in Washington, D.C.; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; Dayton, Ohio; Green Acre, Eliot, Maine; Brooklyn, New York; Boston, Massachusetts; Chicago, Illinois; Montreal, Canada; New York, New York; Seattle, Washington, and Portland, Oregon. In most of these centers the inter-racial work has been made continuous through committees composed of members of both races.

The racial problem, in fact, was declared by ‘Abdu’l-Bahá to be the most serious menace to American civilization, capable of producing widespread devastation, with international difficulties, unless solved by the power of true religion. These statements were given such emphasis by ‘Abdu’l-Bahá toward the end of His life that the Bahá’ís of America have come to regard the matter of inter-racial amity as one of their primary re-
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sponsibilities. The program of the first Conference dedicated to this ideal is reproduced above.

In addition to the teachings on this subject found in the writings of Bahá’u’lláh and ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, the American Bahá’ís have the following exhortation by Shoghi Effendi uttered in his letter to the National Spiritual Assembly dated April 12, 1927:

“As this problem, in the inevitable course of events, grows in acuteness and
complexity, and as the number of the faithful from both races multiplies, it will become increasingly evident that the future growth and prestige of the Cause are bound to be influenced to a very considerable degree by the manner in which the adherents of the Bahá’í Faith carry out, first among themselves and in their relations with their fellow-men, those high standards of inter-racial amity so widely proclaimed and so fearlessly ex-

emplified to the American people by our Master, ‘Abdu’l-Bahá.

“Let every believer, desirous to witness
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it difficult to cleanse their souls from every lingering trace of racial animosity so subversive of the Faith they profess. How can hearts that throb with the love of God fail to respond to all the implications of this supreme injunction of Bahá’u’lláh, the unreserved acceptance of which, under the circumstances now prevailing in America, constitutes the hallmark of a true Bahá’í character?

“Let every believer, desirous to witness
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the swift and healthy progress of the Cause of God, realize the two-fold nature of his task. Let him first turn his eyes inwardly and search his own heart and satisfy himself that in his relations with his fellow-believers, irrespective of color and class, he is proving himself increasingly loyal to the spirit of his beloved Faith. Assured and content that he is exerting his utmost in a conscious effort to approach nearer every day the lofty station to which his gracious Master sum-
mons him, let him turn to his second task, and, with befitting confidence and vigor, assail the devastating power of those forces which in his own heart he has already succeeded in subduing. Fully alive to the unfailing efficacy of the power of Bahá'u'lláh, and armed with the essential weapons of wise restraint and inflexible resolve, let him wage a constant fight against the inherited tendencies, the corruptive instincts, the fluctuating fashions, the false pretenses of the society in which he lives and moves.

“In their relations amongst themselves as fellow-believers, let them not be content with the mere exchange of cold and empty formalities often connected with the organizing of banquets, receptions, consultative assemblies, and lecture-halls. Let them rather, as equal co-sharers in the spiritual benefits conferred upon them by Bahá'u'lláh, arise and, with the aid and counsel of their local and national representatives, supplement these official functions with those opportunities which only a close and intimate social intercourse can adequately provide. In their homes, in their hours of relaxation and leisure, in the daily contact of business transactions, in the association of their children, whether in their study-classes, their playgrounds, and club-rooms, in short, under all possible circumstances, however insignificant they appear, the community of the followers of Bahá'u'lláh should satisfy themselves that in the eyes of the world at large and in the sight of their vigilant Master they are the living witnesses of those truths which He fondly cherished and tirelessly championed to the very end of His days. If we relax in our purpose, if we falter in our faith, if we neglect the varied opportunities given us from time to time by an all-wise and gracious Master, we are not merely failing in what is our most vital and conspicuous obligation, but are thereby insensibly retarding the flow of those quickening energies which can alone insure the vigorous and speedy development of God's struggling Faith.”

During the period since the Congress of Religions held in connection with the Columbian Exposition at Chicago in 1893, on which occasion the first reference was made to the Bahá'í Movement in America, three pieces of property have come under the control of the American Bahá'ís. The most recent of these consists of an especially beautiful tract of pine grove situated on the hills at Geyserville, California, commanding a wide view over the Russian River. This grove is a portion of the estate of Mr. and Mrs. John Bosch, dedicated by them to Bahá'í service as the site of a summer school. By this gift, there has been created for the Pacific Coast a Bahá'í center capable of development along the same lines as Green Acre at Eliot, Maine, described in a separate article in the present volume.

The Bahá'í summer school at Geyserville was formally opened on August 1, 1927, with an attendance of nearly one hundred and fifty Bahá'ís from many cities in California, Oregon, Washington and also British Columbia. Daily classes were conducted during the month of August and the work of the summer school was permanently established. The second season will open on August 1, 1928.

For some years also, another spot of unique beauty in the same county has been hospitably offered to Bahá'ís and other groups promoting universal principles. This land is a natural glen on the Griffith property which has been landscaped in the Japanese manner and developed with an open-air theatre and auditorium. The ideal which the Griffiths have expressed through this land has been to combine the spirit of hospitality with the inspiring effect of unspoiled natural beauty. Their estate has in consequence become a center making for genuine friendliness among liberal groups of Sonoma County, California.

At the other end of the country at West Englewood, New Jersey, a similar center has been in existence since 1912. During 'Abdu'l-Bahá's visit to New York City in that year, He invited the Bahá'ís of Greater New York to a feast in the pine
Bahá'í Feast August 2, 1925, celebrating the seventieth birthday of Mr. John D. Bosch at Geyserville, California. Mr. Bosch is the gentleman with white beard seated to right of center.

Hillside amphitheatre on the Griffith property in Sonoma County, California, in which Bahá'í meetings are held.
grove on the estate of Mr. Roy C. Wilhelm and since that date Mr. Wilhelm has celebrated the event by an annual meeting which has become widely known throughout northern New Jersey and Greater New York. The large log cabin which Mr. Wilhelm has constructed, with a living-room and broad porches accommodating two hundred people, is frequently visited by architects and those interested in the possibilities of this unusual type of construction. These annual meetings have accomplished great good by spreading more liberal religious and social ideals throughout the environment.

A word might be said here on the subject of the newspaper and magazine publicity which has been received by the Bahá'í Cause in the United States and Canada since the publication of the first volume of this reference work. An impressive list of references to the Cause compiled by Mr. Bishop Brown of Boston, appears under the section entitled Bibliography. Through the services of a committee appointed by the National Assembly, information concerning the tragic events in Persia as well as subjects of more local interest has been supplied to the public press and liberally used. Feature articles such as that which appeared during 1927 in the San Francisco Examiner are becoming gratifyingly more frequent. The fact remains that the full weight of the Bahá'í ideals and teachings has not yet been perceived by editors and journalists, who, doubtless, have fallen into the attitude of regarding the Cause in the same light as those so-called “Oriental religions” which have entered America as not always desirable spiritual immigrants during the last generation. Special reference should be made to a letter written by one of the American Bahá'ís published in the Atlantic Monthly during the spring of 1927.

The first member of the family of Bahá'u'lláh to visit America since 'Abdu'l-Bahá spent nearly nine months in that country during 1912, was the great-grandson of Bahá'u'lláh and cousin of Shoghi Effendi, Rúḥí Effendi Afnán—a graduate of the American College at Beirut and for two years a post graduate student at the University of London. Rúḥí Afnán has brought a youthful freshness and vital enthusiasm which have been a clear proof of the continuing spiritual power of the Cause of Bahá'u'lláh. During a visit which at this moment of writing has now been about ten months, Rúḥí Afnán visited about thirty of the largest cities of the United States and Canada and in nearly every case delivered a series of lectures under the auspices of the local Spiritual Assembly. The interest in these lectures, which were devoted more particularly to the social significance of the Bahá'í teachings, has been especially strong in colleges and universities, many of which extended him an invitation to speak.

In addition to the notable public meetings held by such American believers as Mr. Albert R. Vail and Mr. Louis G. Gregory, the results of Rúḥí Afnán's services have been to diffuse ever more widely a true appreciation of the fact that the Bahá'í Cause alone can fully satisfy every aspect of the need for an authentic, world-wide religious re-birth. In this connection it should be pointed out that the younger generation, which had apparently denied the reality of religious experience, is studying the Bahá'í teachings with a directness of vision and a potential loyalty that is worthy of the highest commendation. The significance of the extent to which tradition has been swept away in the case of the new generation, although frequently lamented, has not yet been thoroughly appreciated, but the condition is increasingly favorable to the penetration of the Bahá'í Faith.

SOUTH AMERICA

In 1919 a Bahá'í teacher from the United States, Miss Martha Root, who had determined to visit every country in the world as a Bahá'í teacher, visited all the most important cities of South America. Without literature in Portuguese, and but a small booklet in Spanish, although
she had no knowledge of either language, Miss Root nevertheless succeeded in giving the fundamental principles of the Bahá'í teaching of peace and brotherhood to many thousands of souls attuned to the universal spirit with which our age is blessed. Miss Root's journey was the first Bahá'í influence to reach South America and she was unable to remain more than a few days in any city, but the results of this all too brief teaching journey have been incalculable. Through the aid of translators Miss Root gave many public lectures, wrote innumerable articles for the newspapers, and a group of Brazilians were so attracted that they undertook the translation of a Bahá'í booklet into the Portuguese language.

About a year later this group was of great assistance to another American Bahá'í who took up her residence in their city. This Bahá'í teacher, Miss Leonora Stirling Holsapple, took up permanent residence in Bahia and was soon able to address large public gatherings in Portuguese. Later she visited eleven other South American cities, speaking to Theosophists, Spiritualists, Masons and other liberal groups and everywhere found receptive minds eagerly seeking a saner and more logical presentation of religious truth. Miss Holsapple met with the most gratifying success in carrying on the work started by Miss Martha Root. She accomplished these results in spite of the materialism apparently increasing throughout Southern Brazil as the result of European influence, and of the religious intolerance prevalent in the more conservative North. By laying special emphasis upon the importance of a liberal education for women, Miss Holsapple has found an open door for carrying the Bahá'í message to the people of Brazil. The spirit of inter-racial amity which exists in South America has a stronger and more spontaneous influence than in the United States, this also being a condition which she has found extremely favorable.

In the year 1924 a permanent Bahá'í center was established in the city of Bahia and this has become widely known as a meeting-place of the different races, nationalities and classes, and as a center offering true hospitality to members of both the Catholic and Protestant faiths as well as to Spiritualists, Theosophists, Socialists and agnostics. As the result of this step, the group of workers found it possible to establish a Bahá'í publication in the Portuguese tongue, La Nova Era. This publication has been developed into a sixteen-page magazine and has appeared monthly for two years. The broad, constructive principles of the Bahá'í Movement have been carried by this medium to every city of the state of Bahia and to the more important cities of all other Brazilian states and even to Portugal itself.

A leaflet recently translated into Spanish and distributed to Theosophical centers throughout South and Central America and also in Spain, has brought many letters of appreciation and requests for more Bahá'í literature in Spanish.

Miss Holsapple's work at Bahia was suspended for several months during the summer and autumn of 1927, to enable her to make a brief visit in the United States. On her return, however, she took the opportunity of making visits to different cities throughout the West Indies and Central America. Between September 9th and December 2nd, 1927, she made effective contacts with liberal individuals and groups and also with the local press at Port-au-Prince, Haiti; Curaçao, Danish West Indies; Puerto, Colombia; Cartagena, Colombia; Puerto Cabello, Colombia; Caracus, Venezuela; Port of Spain, Trinidad; Parob-Maribo, Dutch Guiana; Georgetown, British Guiana; Barbados, British West Indies; and finally, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

At present it may be asserted that knowledge of the Bahá'í Cause has been thoroughly established in South America, and those who have been responsible for this tremendous task have carried on their work without adequate material means or any of the social resources usually con-
sidered necessary to insure success in educational work of this scope.

EUROPE

Up to the present time the editorial staff of The Bahá'í World have been unable to make a suitable survey of Bahá'í activities throughout Europe prepared from one single perspective, but much material has been received from the National Assemblies of England and Germany as well as from local Bahá'í centers.

An item of Bahá'í interest which received only brief reference in the Bahá'í Year Book, 1925-1926, was the conference held at London in September, 1924, on Some Living Religions Within the British Empire. This conference was arranged by a joint executive committee representative of the School of Oriental Studies and the Sociological Society. On invitation of the joint committee, the Bahá'í Cause was represented by papers read by Mr. Mountfort Mills and Rúhí Effendi Afnán. The chairman during this session of the conference was the Reverend Walter Walsh, the minister of the Free Religious Movement, who on Sunday, September 28th, delivered an address on the Bahá'í Movement reprinted elsewhere in this volume of The Bahá'í World.

Public Bahá'í meetings are regularly held in London and also Manchester, and an interesting phase of the Movement in London consists in the frequent visits of Bahá'ís from many countries of the Orient and also Australia and New Zealand. Among the conservative people of Great Britain the Movement has developed more slowly than in Germany or the United States, but on the other hand the teachings themselves have been accepted by a number of influential authors, ministers and scientists, the results of whose active interest will count increasingly in future years. It was a member of the National Assembly of England, Dr. J. E. Esslemont, M. B., Ch. B., F. B. E. A., who wrote the most satisfactory general introduction to Bahá'í history and teachings which has yet appeared. Dr. Esslemont spent the last two years of his life assisting Shoghi Effendi at Haifa, and his letters to individuals and groups throughout English speaking countries were most gratifying and helpful.

For many years the cosmopolitan center of Paris has maintained Bahá'í meeting-places conducted in both the French and English languages. Many of the most important works of Bahá'í scholarship in the West have emanated from Paris, due to the proficiency of M. Hippolyte Dreyfus-Barney in the Oriental languages and his life-long devotion to the Cause. Many of the workers responsible for the development of the Movement in the United States and Canada were first attracted to the Cause and acquainted with its teachings in Paris.

The Paris center, like that of London, is also cosmopolitan and several societies such as the Alliance Spirituelle Universelle and the United Association for the Federation of Churches, realizing that their ideals are contained in the message of Bahá'u'lláh, have drawn ever closer to the Bahá'ís.

Through the courtesy of Dr. Hermann Grossmann, associate editor of The Bahá'í World, a detailed report of Bahá'í activities in Germany, too extensive to reproduce verbatim in these pages, has recently been received.

It is evident from the data furnished by Dr. Grossmann that while knowledge of the Bahá'í Cause in Germany a few years ago was limited to a few local centers and a limited number of people, during the past two years public attention has been called to the Teaching in ever increasing measure through the daily press and also articles contributed to current publications. Another factor in the growth of interest throughout Germany has been the recognition on the part of Esperantists that the ideal of a universal language requires for its eventual complete success a social environment far different from that which exists today everywhere in the world; and that the pronouncement made by Bahá'u'lláh...
Pioneer group of Occidental Bahá'ís in Paris, France, about the year 1900. Many are now known internationally.

Bahá'ís of Melbourne, Australia. Miss Martha Root of America in center front row.
over sixty years ago in favor of a universal language, uttered as it was in connection with other equally important social principles, offers a foundation upon which the spiritual side of the Esperantist Movement can safely rest.

An important step recently taken by the National Assembly of the Bahá'ís of Germany has been to establish a special committee, the function of which is to create contacts of mutually helpful cooperation between Bahá'ís and other liberal groups. The country has been divided into different districts, each placed under the jurisdiction of members of the committee, and the preliminary survey proved the essential need of additional Bahá'í literature in the German language. Among the booklets issued for use by this committee, the following titles have been especially helpful: Dr. Esslemont's *What Is the Bahá'í Movement?* published by the Bahá'í group in Vienna; *The Way to Peace*, reprinted from Dr. Esslemont's book, *Bábululláh and the New Era*, by the Spiritual Assembly of Esslingen; and the introductory article on the Cause entitled *The Bahá'í Movement, Its History, Teaching and Significance*, by Dr. Hermann Grossmann, published by the believers of Hamburg.

For several years the German Bahá'ís have published a monthly magazine entitled *Die Sonne der Wahrheit*, in addition to which since March, 1926, the German National Assembly has published an insert entitled *Bahá'í Nachrichten*, to give the more intimate news of the Cause. Special mention should be made of the publication of Dr. Auguste Forel's *The True Socialism of the Future*, by the German Workers' Abstinence Organization in Berlin; and *Present Day Medicine in Self-Expression* also by Dr. Forel. *The 1927 Year Book of the Esperanto Movement and Palestine* by General von Schoenaich are among the German works mentioning the Bahá'í Cause.

An attack on the educational work carried on by the believers of Esslingen, written by F. W. Forester in *Die Menscheit*, brought forth an effective reply by Dr. Forel.

As is natural, the possibilities of the German Youth Movement have been thoroughly appreciated by the Bahá'ís of that country, and many interesting contacts have been made with leaders of that movement.

Under the direction of Mrs. J. Stannard, an International Bahá'í Bureau has been maintained in Geneva, Switzerland, for two years, providing a meeting-place for Bahá'ís coming to Geneva through their interest in the activities of the League of Nations and of other international bodies centered in Geneva. An international Bahá'í magazine published by the Bureau has rendered signal service by assembling important references to the Bahá'í Cause in the works of European authors and in the European press. This magazine has been printed in German, French and English and the few numbers already brought out have been greatly appreciated by Bahá'ís in all countries.

A number of individual Bahá'ís reside in Italy and are actively distributing literature but conditions in that country make it impossible to publish any formal report.

The countries of northern Europe—Sweden, Denmark and Finland—were visited by Miss Martha Root during 1926 and 1927, and her experience and tireless energy greatly extended the boundaries of Bahá'í interest. Her visit also proved a great stimulus to the Bahá'ís already resident in those countries, and the work of translating and distributing the literature is now going forward very rapidly.

From the Bahá'í point of view, conditions in Russia are extremely significant. Refraining from any political activities, as they are compelled to do by the Bahá'í teachings, the believers in Leningrad and Moscow have been recognized by the government and their religious meetings so far tolerated.

In southern Russia the existence of the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar at 'Ishqábád, referred to separately in this volume, has
been for many years a potent factor in
the promotion of the Cause. The Bahá’í communities of ’Ishqábad and other cities in southern Russia number thousands of active workers, and they have brought their administration of the activities to a high degree of perfection through well-organized committees, many of which are concentrating upon the education of women.

The scope of the activities maintained by the ‘Ishqábad believers can be briefly indicated by the fact that in addition to publishing a monthly magazine they have a printing press entirely devoted to the publication of Bahá’í literature; and that within the past two years the Spiritual Assembly of ‘Ishqábad prepared a statement on the objects and purposes of the Bahá’í Cause which was presented to the heads of the Soviet Government in Moscow by a personal representative. Although their collective activities are officially tolerated and a fanatic who assassinated a Bahá’í in the city of Marv was severely punished, nevertheless the large reference library founded by the ‘Ishqábad believers cannot yet contain Bahá’í works.

In mentioning current Bahá’í activities in the Balkan States the name of Miss Martha Root again appears as the principal factor. During a visit of several months in 1926, repeated in the early months of 1928, Miss Root has not only aroused a real interest in the Bahá’í teachings among members of the royal family of Rumania but also among leading editors and educators. Mrs. Louise Gregory, to take advantage of these opportunities, traveled from the United States to reside for some months in Bulgaria early in 1928. At the time of writing, no reports had yet been received concerning her activities.

The analysis of the religious situation in the Balkan countries made by all the Bahá’ís who have first-hand knowledge of that region, indicate clearly that the intolerable burden of economic, political and social oppression, which for so many centuries has stunted the collective life of those peoples, is now being lifted by an ever increasing demand among the people themselves for a more dynamic and useful spiritual experience. From some points of view it would appear that no part of the world offers better possibilities for universal religious quickening than the Balkan States.

**THE NEAR EAST**

The development of Bahá’í activities in Egypt has been overshadowed by a recent occurrence, the importance of which is not confined to Egypt alone but is being felt throughout the whole of Islam and will eventually bear results in other countries as well. This event, consisting in a formal pronouncement by the Muslim Ecclesiastical Court of Egypt in an appeal affecting the religious status of Egyptian Bahá’ís, was the outcome of a series of anti-Bahá’í disturbances instigated by Muhammadan elements especially active in the remoter villages. In certain localities, pressure was brought to bear against the Bahá’ís by invoking the Islámic law which asserts that the marriage relationship cannot be entered into or maintained by heretics. The attempt to carry out this law produced the greatest hardship among many Bahá’í families and appeal was made, jurisdiction of which was eventually taken by the highest ecclesiastical authorities of the land.

Writing to the Bahá’ís of Europe and America on this subject, Shoghi Effendi made the following statement on February 12, 1927:

“Of all the diverse issues which today are gradually tending to consolidate and extend the bounds of the Revelation of Bahá’u’lláh, the decision of Egypt’s religious tribunal regarding the Bahá’ís under its jurisdiction appears at the present moment to be the most powerful in its challenge, the most startling in its character, and the most perplexing in the consequences it may entail. I have already alluded in my letter of January 10, 1926, addressed to the National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá’ís of the United States
and Canada, to a particular feature of this momentous verdict, which after mature deliberation has obtained the sanction of Egypt's highest ecclesiastical authorities, has been communicated and printed, and is regarded as final and binding. I have stressed in my last reference to this far-reaching pronouncement the negative aspect of this document which condemns in most unequivocal and emphatic language the followers of Bahá'u'lláh as the believers in a heresy, offensive and injurious to Islám, and wholly incompatible with the accepted doctrines and practice of its orthodox adherents.

"A closer study of the text of the decision will however reveal the fact that coupled with this strong denunciation is the positive assertion of a truth which the recognized opponents of the Bahá'í Faith in other Muhammadan countries have up to the present time either sedulously ignored or maliciously endeavored to disprove. Not content with this harsh and unjustifiable repudiation of the so-called menacing and heretical doctrines of the adherents of the Bahá'í Faith, they proceed in a formal manner to declare in the text of that very decision their belief that the Bahá'í Faith is a 'new religion', 'entirely independent', and by reason of the magnitude of its claim and the character of its 'laws, principles and beliefs', worthy to be reckoned as one of the established religious systems of the world. Quoting various passages judiciously gleaned from a number of Bahá'í sacred books as an evidence to their splendid testimony, they proceed in a notable statement to deduce the fact that henceforth it shall be regarded as impossible for the followers of such a Faith to be designated as Muslim, just as it would be incorrect and erroneous to call a Muhammadan either Christian or Jew.

"It cannot be denied that in the course of the inevitable developments of this present situation the resident Bahá'ís of Egypt, originally belonging to the Muslim Faith, will be placed in a most humiliating and embarrassing position. They however cannot but rejoice in the knowledge that whereas in various Muhammadan countries and particularly in Persia the overwhelming majority of the leaders of Islám are utterly opposed to any form of declaration that would facilitate the universal recognition of the Cause, the authorized heads of their co-religionists in one of the most advanced communities in the Muhammadan world have, of their own initiative, published to the world a document that may justly be termed as the first charter of liberty emancipating the Bahá'í Faith from the fetters of orthodox Islám."

The foregoing decision, which further lays down "in unmistakable terms the condition that under no circumstances can the marriage of those Bahá'ís who have been required to divorce their Muslim wives be renewed by the Muslim Court unless and until the husbands formally recant their faith by solemnly declaring that the Qurán is the 'last' book of God revealed to man, that no law can abrogate the Prophet's law, no faith can succeed His faith, no revelation can claim to fulfill His revelation”, logically silences once and for all those ill-considered assertions so frequently made by Christian missionaries that the Bahá'í Cause is nothing more than a form of Islám attempting to extend Muhammadan influence throughout the West. Christianity was not more completely repudiated by the Sanhedrin, nor more bitterly assailed by the officials of the Roman Empire, than the religion of Bahá'u'lláh under the combined attack of ecclesiastical and civil authorities in Persia from its early days.

The report of current activities furnished by the Spiritual Assembly of Baghdád conveys the information that during the autumn of 1927 the local Bahá'ís took possession of a house which had been purchased for dedication and use as a Mashriqu'l-Adhkar. A group of three buildings nearby will also be acquired in the near future, and devoted to the application of those social ideals which so vitally relate the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar to the needs of the present age.
The Baghdad believers are also taking steps to secure photographs of the cave in the Sargul Mountain near Sulimaniyye where Bahá'u'lláh spent two years in solitude during the time He and His followers were banished by the Persian Government to Baghdad. It was this period of voluntary seclusion, following shortly after the execution of the Báb in 1850, which bequeathed to history irrevocable proof that Bahá'u'lláh and not His half-brother, Subhi-Ezel, was in reality the one celebrated by the Báb and for whom the Bábí Movement was the spiritual preparation. For by this act of voluntary retirement, Bahá'u'lláh gave Subhi-Ezel unhampered opportunity to exercise the spiritual leadership over the Bábís which the latter claimed as his right. The result, however, demonstrated Subhi-Ezel's utter incapacity to maintain unity among the Bábís, inspire them with faith and confidence sufficient to meet their many difficulties and guide them along lines of true future progress. Nothing but the return of Bahá'u'lláh could re-quicken the flames of their ardor or supply them with the more universal principles of conduct and faith required to transform the Bábí Movement into a world religion.

At Baghdad, as in Egypt, an incident of utmost importance to all Bahá'ís has taken place. A house occupied by Bahá'u'lláh during His exile at Baghdad and indicated by Him to be a permanent Bahá'í Shrine and a center of pilgrimage commemorating the gloomiest days and bitterest experiences of the Cause, some years ago was seized from its Bahá'í custodians by the local mullás and placed under Muslim jurisdiction. In connection with this episode, the American National Spiritual Assembly received the following statement written by the Guardian of the Cause on November 6, 1925:

"The sad and sudden crisis that has arisen in connection with the ownership of Bahá'u'lláh's sacred house in Baghdad has sent a thrill of indignation and dismay throughout the whole of the Bahá'í world. Houses that have been occupied by Bahá'u'lláh for well-nigh the whole period of His exile in 'Iráq; ordained by Him as the chosen and sanctified object of Bahá'í pilgrimage in future; magnified and extolled in countless Tablets and Epistles as the sacred center round which shall circle all peoples and kindreds of the earth—lie now, due to fierce intrigue and ceaseless fanatical opposition, at the mercy of the declared enemies of the Cause. . . .

"Conscious of the fact that this property has been occupied by Bahá'í authorized representatives for an uninterrupted period of not less than thirty years, and having successfully won their case at the Justice of Peace and the Court of First Instance, the Bahá'ís the world over cannot believe that the high sense of honor and fairness which inspires the British Administration of 'Iráq will ever tolerate such grave miscarriage of justice. They confidently appeal to the public opinion of the world for the defense and protection of their legitimate rights now sorely trampled under the feet of relentless enemies."

Aroused by this unjustifiable seizure, the National and Local Spiritual Assemblies of all countries instantly communicated an appeal to the local authorities at Baghdad and also to the British Colonial Office. It may be of interest here to quote a few passages from the letter addressed to King Feisal by the American National Spiritual Assembly:

"We are prepared to recognize that the case must, for the present at least, be considered from the point of view of public policy rather than of simple equity, since the fanatical minority hostile to the Bahá'í Religion—those responsible for the seizure—have so little title to the property that their action can only be regarded as one more evidence of their desire to persecute the Bahá'ís. And where this spirit of religious intolerance is fanned to flame, matters of simple equity are all too frequently lost sight of in the graver public issues involved.

"Therefore we urge your Majesty to appreciate our feeling of special rever-
ence for the habitation occupied by Bahá'u'lláh during the period of His exile in Baghdad, our deep spiritual devotion for this scene of His loving sacrifice in behalf of universal truth, our whole-hearted resolution to assert the rights of the Bahá'ís in every legitimate way at our command, an attitude fully shared by our fellow believers in all lands. The case cannot be considered as merely local in significance, nor as a merely temporary and unimportant issue between Muslim leaders on the one hand and Bahá'í heretics on the other, nor as a dispute which can be measured in terms of the value of the property as real estate. The Cause of Bahá'u'lláh transcends the limits of 'Iraq or Persia. It is no movement of heresy or reform contained within the boundaries of the Muslim Faith. The teachings of Bahá'u'lláh, and the glorious influence of His son, 'Abdu'l-Bahá, have penetrated to the West as to the East, and the Cause stands ever more visibly as an independent Religion whose object is to promote the unity of mankind.

"If any of those opposing the Bahá'ís in 'Iraq should protest that, as between Muslim leaders and the Bahá'ís the former deserve the support of the civil authorities because of their loyalty to the Religion of Muḥammad, it can be asked by the Bahá'ís what Muslim leader ever inspired thousands of Christians with true reverence for Muhammad as a Messenger of God? Yet this superhuman task has been accomplished by Bahá'u'lláh and 'Abdu'l-Bahá, whose writings on this subject have been published and broadcast throughout Europe and America, as we can make evident if required ...

"But perhaps there are those who will admit these facts, yet insist that the rights of the Bahá'ís to these shrines need not be observed for the reason that the religion founded by Bahá'u'lláh is feeble and unimportant, lacking accumulated treasures, impressive edifices, public influence and famous names. If this view should be advanced, the answer of the Bahá'ís is no less sufficient and clear. We need but point out how, while a prisoner and an exile, Bahá'u'lláh revealed certain spiritual messages to many rulers and kings—to the Sháh of Persia, the Sultan of Turkey, to Queen Victoria, Napoleon III, the Czar of Russia, the King of Prussia and to the Emperor of Austria-Hungary. A similar message was sent also to the President of the United States. In these letters Bahá'u'lláh established the ideal of universal peace, invoking the powerful rulers to observe this ideal, and prophesying the utter ruin of those who continued injustice toward their subjects and neglect of the religion of God. Has this not all come to pass? Have not the tyrannical thrones been overturned, while the ideal of universal peace now rules the hearts of men? By this and similar events too numerous to mention, the power which spoke through Bahá'u'lláh has been made manifest and the degradation of injustice been upheld for the whole world to behold. As between spiritual power and material force, surely they are blinded who weigh the importance and success of a religion in the scales of wealth, property and even numbers of adherents alone."

The determination of the Bahá'ís to spare no efforts until these shrines have been restored, can be measured by the following reference to them in the words of Bahá'u'lláh:

"Remember that which hath been revealed unto Our servant Mihdí in the first year of Our exile in the Land of Mystery (Adrianople). Therein We have predicted that which will befall the house in the days to come, lest he be grieved over that which hath been wrought by the robber and aggressor in days past. Verily, the Lord thy God knoweth all that is in heaven and earth. We thus declared: Know thou in truth, this is not the first humiliation suffered by My house, for in days gone by the hand of the oppressor abased and dishonored it. In truth I declare it shall be so abased in the days to come as to cause tears to flow from every discerning eye. Thus have We unfolded to thine eyes that which lieth hidden beyond the veil, inscrutable to all..."
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but God, the Almighty, the All-praised, and in the fullness of time, shall the Lord by the power of truth exalt it in the eyes of all the world, cause it to become the mighty standard of His dominion, the Shrine round which shall circle the course of the faithful. Thus hath spoken the Lord thy God ere the day of lamentation is at hand. We have revealed it unto thee in this Our sacred epistle, lest thou shouldst sorrow at that which hath befallen the house through the assaults of the enemy. All praise to God, the All-knowing, the All-wise."

It would be impossible adequately to report current Bahá’í activities throughout Persia without taking into consideration the larger factors represented by the general civil condition of the country. The interval of over eighty years since the declaration of the Báb has been for Persia an ever more rapid transition from medieval autocracy in church and state to representative government and to western ideals of education and progress. In effect, the rise of the Bahá’í Cause and its gradual penetration of Persia has paralleled the penetration of early Christianity throughout the Roman Empire, undergoing the dissolution of long established forms of civil authority and religious belief. It is a matter of the most intense interest to study in detail how the Bahá’ís of each country adapt the same teachings to conform to a different social and spiritual environment. The development of the Cause in Persia has necessarily been in the direction of a collective unity reproducing on the voluntary plane, all the elements of a civilization. What the country has lacked from the modern civil point of view, the Bahá’ís have been compelled to supply by their own endeavors. Thus, the Persian Bahá’ís have instituted a comprehensive educational program not at all required in countries of Europe and America where educational facilities have been made available to all. The dissolution of Persia has been economic as well as political, and the Persian Bahá’ís consequently have also drawn together to a certain extent for mutual co-operation in industry and trade.

While public recognition of the degree to which the Persian Bahá’ís are sustaining the responsibilities of civilization, is officially withheld, the fact remains that any progressive measures undertaken to re-habilitate Persia along the lines of modern liberalism and progress, would have to be based upon the Bahá’í community of that land for the same reasons compelling Constantine to base his public policies upon the Christian elements of his Empire.

It is the Persian Bahá’ís who have most ardently sought out and developed the advantages of modern education, including instruction in technical subjects; it is the Persian Bahá’ís who have psychologically overcome the traditional discrimination against women; and it is the Persian Bahá’ís finally, who, of all citizens, have cultivated the simple virtues of honesty, good-will and co-operation which are the vital elements in any democracy worthy the name.

Even by Bahá’ís, Persia is the least traveled of countries today. Practically the only eye witnesses of the numerical importance of the adherents in Persia have been Dr. Susan I. Moody, the much beloved and venerated American who for many years served at the Tarbiyat School for Girls in Tihrán, and by Mrs. Florence Evelyn Schopflocher of Montreal, Quebec, who has made journeys in the interior not duplicated by any other western woman.

In another part of this volume of The Bahá’í World is reprinted the letter written by the American National Assembly to the Sháh of Persia in July, 1926, to plead for justice in behalf of the persecuted Bahá’ís of that country, which throws some light upon the tragic conditions confronting the Persian believers almost continuously since the first public activities of the Báb in 1844.

While it is gratifying to record at this time some improvement in the official attitude of the Persian Government with respect to these local outrages, the civil
control of the population is by no means as complete as in the case of western nations and consequently on March 21, 1928, the American National Assembly addressed another letter on this same subject to the heads of the Islâmí religion in Tihrán, passages of which are quoted below:

"Honored spiritual brothers:

Although human custom has not yet established the practice of friendly and helpful communication between the different religious bodies of the East and the West, nevertheless we address this letter to the honored chiefs of Islám in confidence that it will be received in the same spirit of courtesy and brotherhood with which it is written, and with equal recognition of the fact that the conditions and needs of the present age make religious separation undesirable and in fact impossible.

"We hold firmly to the truth that the greatest gift of God to this enlightened age is the knowledge of the oneness of mankind, which knowledge it must be the supreme privilege of all who hold positions of religious authority to spread throughout the world. It is this truth which encourages us to write to the chiefs of Islám in Persia, Turkey, Egypt and India, despite the long centuries of misunderstanding which have prevented spiritual intercourse and co-operation between followers of one Prophet and followers of another. No wise and just person will fail to admit that religious teachings are the source of all human ideals, and the motive for all human action. If the teachings of religion at any time appear to justify separation and strife in the realm of belief, then history proves that separation and strife invariably follow in the realm of action. On the other hand, whenever religion upholds the ideal of fellowship and love, warfare and strive tend to disappear.

"Such a universal and divine truth could not be understood during previous ages, when humanity was grievously separated by language, custom, tradition and physical barriers of land and sea, but today its light dawns upon the East and the West, when the peoples of the different nations are drawn ever closer together through the new bonds of travel, education and communication by telegraph and radio. Does not this unbreakable material bond place upon the leaders of religion a new responsibility to emphasize those teachings which produce an unbreakable spiritual bond? Does not the overwhelming disaster of modern warfare inspire all people devoted to the victory of true religion to increase their efforts to inculcate the ideal of peace?

"First and foremost, then, our purpose in addressing this letter to you is to plead for peace in the realm of religion, that there may be peace among the nations of East and West. How can there be peace among the nations, unless there be the spirit of peace among the religions?

"We feel that it is right and proper for us to discuss this vital point with those who hold the reins of power in the Religion of Islám, since the Bahá'ís alone, among the great population of the West, recognize that Muhammad was a divine Prophet and true Messenger of God. We gratefully acknowledge His mighty accomplishments in spreading spiritual ideals of brotherhood among millions of people in the East, and we appreciate the fact that the West itself still enjoys many blessings originally received from the noble and enlightened civilization which arose as the result of Muhammad's influence and which proved the power of His Word. There is no doubt in our minds but that the period of progress known to our historians as the Renaissance was inspired by the enlightenment of the Saracen world. But while these truths are universally accepted by the Bahá'ís, they are far from being prevalent among the Christians of Europe and America, and on many occasions the Bahá'ís of those regions have been reproached and even bitterly assailed for accepting Muhammad as a Prophet of God. . . .

"The gratitude of the chiefs of Islám is surely due to Bahá'u'lláh for His success in removing from His Christian fol-
lowers all hostility for Muḥammad and replacing this feeling with one of understanding and reverence. We still recall, with indelible memory, those occasions when ‘Abdu'l-Bahá, the eldest son of Bahá'u'lláh and His most eminent servant and follower, publicly proclaimed to large and distinguished audiences in this country the verity of the Prophethood of Muḥammad.

"These are His words, spoken at the Jewish Synagogue, Congregation Emmanu-El, in the city of San Francisco, October 12, 1912:

"Consider that His Holiness Muḥammad was born among the savage and barbarous tribes of Arabia, lived among them and was outwardly illiterate and uninformed of the Holy Books of God. The Arabian people were in the utmost ignorance and barbarism. They buried their infant daughters alive, considering this to be an evidence of a valorous and lofty nature. They lived in bondage and serfdom under the Persian and Roman governments and were scattered throughout the desert engaged in continual strife and bloodshed.

"When the light of Muḥammad dawned, the darkness of ignorance was dispelled from the deserts of Arabia. In a short period of time those barbarous peoples attained a superlative degree of civilization which with Baghdád as its center extended as far westward as Spain and afterward influenced the greater part of Europe. What proof of Prophethood could be greater than this, unless we close our eyes to justice and remain obstinately opposed to reason?

"Today the Christians are believers in Moses, accept Him as a Prophet of God and praise Him most highly. The Muḥammadans are likewise believers in Moses, accept the validity of His Prophethood, at the same time believing in Christ. Could it be said that the acceptance of Moses by the Christians and Muḥammadans has been harmful and detrimental to those people? On the contrary it has been beneficial to them, proving that they have been fair minded and just. What harm could result to the Jewish people then if in return they should accept His Holiness Christ and acknowledge the validity of the prophethood of His Holiness Muḥammad? By this acceptance and praise-worthy attitude the enmity and hatred which have afflicted mankind so many centuries would be dispelled, fanaticism and bloodshed pass away and the world be blessed by unity and agreement."

"Unfortunately, even while this example of spiritual love and wisdom was being set by ‘Abdu'l-Bahá in the United States, the followers of Muḥammad in Persia, misunderstanding the motives and teachings of Bahá'u'lláh, were resisting the Persian Bahá'ís with every means at their command, persecuting them bitterly, and inflicting agony and death.

"It is not our purpose to pass spiritual judgment upon the authors of these shameful deeds, for judgment is of God. We refer to such matters only in order to state our grounds for uttering this appeal to the chiefs of Islám in behalf of our religious brothers and sisters in Persia today. For alas, the cup of martyrdom in the path of Bahá'u'lláh has not yet been drained. Even this year, in the village of Ardibil, in the province of Ḍhírbadán, an innocent and blameless Bahá'í was murdered for no other reason than that he had refused to abjure his loyalty to the teachings of Bahá'u'lláh, and the criminal was led to commit this damnable act by the instigation of the local mullás, who consequently share the guilt of the crime.

"It should be made known to you, we feel, that a year ago, moved profoundly by the atrocious murder of eight Bahá'ís in the town of Jahrum, we addressed a respectful supplication to His Majesty Sháh Pahlavi, imploring him to exercise justice in behalf of the oppressed Persian Bahá'ís, who had never departed from loyalty to the government of their land, and whose teachings in fact solemnly declare that loyalty to just government is loyalty to God. But our appeal brought no response, and the oppression continues unchecked.
“Now we make a similar appeal to the heads of the religion of Islám, not to complain of the government, but to invoke those spiritual powers which have greater influence than civil rule over the thoughts and motives of the heart. Our plea is that you heed the wrongs committed by followers and teachers of Islám in the name of religion. Can anyone still believe that a religion will prosper by drinking the blood of innocent men and women? Do not wise persons in all countries understand that when evil passions are aroused against the alleged enemies of any religion, they invariably, in the providence of God, return to their source and rend the religion itself in twain? Thus it would be a true service to Islám, as well as to humanity, if the chiefs of the religion of Muḥammad should now counsel mercy and give forth teachings of peace.”

AFRICA

Several small Bahá’í communities have been founded among the Islámic populations of the Mediterranean countries of North Africa through the efforts of the Bahá’ís of Egypt. In South Africa the Cause is well established in Capetown, the first believer being a man who received the message from ‘Abdu’l-Bahá during 1912 in New York City. The first Bahá’í teacher to visit South Africa was Miss Fanny Knobloch, who arrived in 1920 and for two years journeyed to many parts of South Africa. Miss Knobloch is preparing to return to this field with the intention of devoting the rest of her life to the development of the Movement in South Africa.

A notable event in the history of the Cause in Capetown was the brief visit paid by Miss Martha Root during her world tour in 1924. At that time Miss Root was enabled to hold many large public meetings in Capetown, and radio as well as newspaper facilities were placed at her disposal.

AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND

The message of Bahá’u’lláh was brought to Australia, New Zealand, Tasmania, Norfolk Islands and other islands of the Antipodes by Mr. and Mrs. Hyde Dunn, two believers formerly resident in the United States.

By combining his teaching work with a business occupation which caused him to travel throughout the islands, Mr. Dunn in a few years’ time was enabled to lay foundations of interest which have since eventuated in the election of several local Spiritual Assemblies. The believers of Australia and New Zealand at present expect to be able to elect a National Spiritual Assembly within the next two years.

The Australian friends gratefully acknowledge the remarkable help given them by Miss Martha Root in 1924 and by Mr. Siegfried Schopflocher of Montreal, Quebec, in 1927. The believers of Australia and New Zealand publish a quarterly Bahá’í magazine entitled Herald of the South. It is a matter of interesting record to refer to the success with which the Australian believers have combined the Bahá’í teachings with their promotion of Esperanto.

THE FAR EAST

Lacking late reports of activities in India and Burma, it is possible at this time only to make the briefest reference to the Bahá’í work in that country. The Cause has made steady progress in India and Burma, and a National Spiritual Assembly has been elected annually for many years. The special racial and religious difficulties of India provide increasingly a fertile field for the Bahá’í message of religious unity, and the Hindu and Muḥammadan believers by their example of sympathy and co-operation have created a nucleus of religious unity which is beginning, especially in educational centers, to produce far-reaching results. A monthly magazine is published by the believers of India in three languages, Persian, English and Burmese. One example of the penetration of the Bahá’í message in India was published some months ago in the Bahá’í magazine, Star of the West:
Marked spot on hilltop indicates center of New Zealand, where the sand from the Holy Land was placed by Bahá'ís. The city of Nelson in the valley below.

First Bahá'í Feast held in Auckland, New Zealand, January, 1923. Mr. and Mrs. Dunn in center standing.
“One of the tangible results of the visit of Shaykh ‘Abdur Rehman Hindi of Damascus was that the Arya Samaj of Agra invited Mírzá Maḥmúd and Shaykh Muḥyeddín Sabrí to address the Arya Samaj congregation when they visited Agra, and their meetings are now open to all Bahá’í visitors; western tourists inclined to lecture should please make special note of this.

“The Arya Samajists liked these lectures so much that they extended the invitation to their centenary at Muttra at once to us and besought Mírzá Maḥmúd to attend the function. He accepted the invitation on behalf of the Bahá’í Community and assured them that if he were unable to come some representative would surely come.

“The Arya Samaj are a protestant movement in Hinduism who are trying to reform Hindu society and bring it up-to-date without reference to the orthodox interpretation of the Hindu scriptures; although as far as possible they try to read their interpretations into the ancient texts.

“This was their hundredth anniversary of the birth of their regenerator, Dayananda Sarasvati, and extensive preparations had been made to celebrate it all over India in addition to the huge celebrations organized to be held at Muttra, thirty miles north of Agra.

“The celebrations lasted more than a week and it was said that more than 2,000,000 visitors were taking part. There were huge pendals and extensive camps put up, the main pendal itself being 225x225 feet. The platform accommodated about 2,000 persons and when full the pendal must have contained 25,000 squatters, as there was only one single chair for the president, all others sitting down on the ground.

“Prof. and Mrs. Pritam Singh, with a number of students from the Cawnpore, Síyyid Maḥfūzú’l Haq, the editor of Kaukeb-e Hind from Delhi, Síyyid Abíd Husayn, Saíduddín Baruney and the writer from Agra were the Bahá’í delegates to the Centenary, ten in all.

“The management were kind enough to allot a camp to the Bahá’í delegates adjacent to the main pendal and the camp manager’s tent on a raised platform to the north, where in gold letters on red ground ‘Bahá’í Camp’ was displayed to all passers-by and attracted a large number of enquirers. The Bahá’í delegates were engaged from early in the morning till late in the evening answering questions, especially after the address on the Bahá’í Movement had been read. One question that almost everyone asked us was, ‘Why have we not heard of the Bahá’í Movement before today?’ and ‘Why do you not come out into the public more often?’ The next most persistent question was, ‘Where can we get books on this Movement in Hindu or English?’ or ‘Have you books in Hindu or English?’ The more enthusiastic would exclaim that this is the Movement that India needs today, and the more sober ones would say, ‘We, as Arya Samajist, can agree with everything that the Bahá’í Movement says.’ Some even went so far as to ask whether their leaders had conferred with us.

“In short, the representative spent five unforgettable days at the ancient city of Muttra, distributing about 5,000 booklets to eager recipients, being the only non-Arya body who were permitted to distribute their literature within the camp.”

From Miss Agnes B. Alexander has been received the following account of Bahá’í activities in Japan:

“The Bahá’í Message of the coming of Bahá’u’lláh and the dawn of a new age was first taken to Japan during the life of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá by Bahá’í travelers who visited that country. It was not until 1914, though, that two Bahá’ís, through instructions from ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, went to reside in Japan for the sake of spreading these teachings. Residents of Honolulu, they had been prepared there, where the tide moving eastward meets the tide moving westward, for this work in Japan.

“The first of these teachers arrived in Japan in May, 1914, while the writer, proceeding from war stricken Europe.
reached that country in November of the same year. A weekly Bahá’í meeting was then started in Tokyo, which continued for many years. To these meetings came earnest young students who were seekers of truth. ‘Abdu’l-Bahá wrote in 1916 of these meetings, ‘Consider thou, what great favor God has bestowed that such spiritual meetings are being held in Tokyo and such heavenly gifts are being distributed.’

“One or both of these teachers resided at intervals in Japan from 1914 until the great earthquake and fire disaster of September, 1923. A third teacher also came to Japan in November, 1919, remaining there until September, 1923.

“In recent years a great change has come over the youth of Japan. Not satisfied with the old order of spiritual teachings of their forefathers, they are eagerly seeking for a solution of the present-day problems. Shintoism and Buddhism which gave comfort to their fathers does not satisfy them today, and Christianity as taught with many creeds and divisions, does not give the desired satisfaction. In the Bahá’í Message they find a teaching which is the spirit of this age and in harmony with modern problems. It does not require of them to give up the past teachings, but rather explains that the foundation of all religions is one. Thus they are drawn to this universal teaching.

“These youths are ushering in a new order of civilization. One of the principles of Bahá’u’lláh, that of a universal auxiliary language, is ardently promoted by them in the Esperanto Movement. Throughout Japan this movement has spread in schools and universities, where the students form classes and teach their fellow students this universal auxiliary language. This means of communication with peoples of other races and nations has great effect in bringing mutual understanding and love and in the hearts of these youths is born anew the desire for peace and brotherhood. Through the means of the Esperanto Movement, the Bahá’í Message has been given in many important centers in Japan where it has met with keen response without prejudice.

“Besides the students of Japan, some of the leading statesmen of that country have expressed themselves in hearty sympathy with the Bahá’í teachings. Among these was the late Marquis Okuma, the founder of Waseda University, who on hearing of the Movement, told the writer he was very glad she was in his country for the purpose of spreading these teachings.

“During the years 1916 and 1917, a number of translations of the Bahá’í teachings were published in Japanese. Among these were two publications in Japanese braille for the blind. The first was a message to the blind women of Japan. This was followed by a volume of the writings of Bahá’u’lláh and ‘Abdu’l-Bahá entitled, A Message of Light. The translator of this volume was a blind young man. Living in the country where he conducted a school for the blind, he found no one who could read English to him. With the help of his wife only, who knew the letters and could spell the words, he was enabled to transpose the writings into English braille, after which in the same way he was aided in the use of the dictionary in translating the English into Japanese. Through this work of love the Bahá’í Message has spread extensively among the blind of Japan.

“Other publications in Japanese were a booklet addressed to the women of Japan which gave the Bahá’í teachings concerning women; a volume entitled, The Religion of Love, translated by a group of young men in Tokyo; a compilation of the teachings on Peace; a pamphlet entitled, The New Civilization; and words of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá in reference to the Bahá’í Temple in Chicago.

“In 1920 the small compiled booklet of these teachings, now translated into many languages, was published in Japanese. The translation was made by two Japanese friends, one a Buddhist priest and the other a former Christian evangelist to whom ‘Abdu’l-Bahá had sent the following message: ‘Convey on my be-
half the utmost love and longing to Mr. . . . and similarly to Mr. . . . . My hope is that these two souls may shine like unto two heavenly stars from the horizon of Japan and may be the cause of its enlightenment. That land has acquired material civilization and ephemeral advancement; we hope that it may acquire heavenly civilization.' 'Abdu'l-Bahá also wrote of the blind translator and the priest, 'A blind soul is there, but is in the utmost enkindlement; likewise a priest lives there, endowed with great capacity.'

"For two years during 1920 and 1921, a Bahá'í monthly magazine was published in Japanese entitled, Higashi no Hoshi (Star of the East). The first year of its publication, the editor was a young Japanese girl.

"Through the co-operation of the newspapers, both English and Japanese, the Bahá'í teachings have been widely spread in Japan. Not only have they been published in the newspapers of Tokyo, but in the leading newspapers throughout that country. Many magazines also have published articles concerning these teachings, especially the Esperanto magazines. In the Japanese architectural monthly appeared the Chicago Bahá'í Temple plans together with the Bahá'í principles which were reproduced by the head of the Department of Architecture in the Imperial University, Tokyo, who recognized in these plans a new form of architecture.

"From Japan the Bahá'í Message was taken to Korea in 1921. There at the capital, Seoul, it received the official sanction of the Japanese government to be spread in Korea. During a month in Seoul, the writer addressed Japanese and Koreans both Buddhist and Christian, and the newspapers, Japanese, Korean and English, published articles and translations of the teachings together with pictures of 'Abdu'l-Bahá and the Chicago Bahá'í Temple plan. A group of young men who heard the Message for the first time sent 'Abdu'l-Bahá their expressions of faith in the Korean language of which the following are translations: 'The Message of Truth which shines all around the universe'; 'Various streams running into the same ocean'; 'Found a fountain in the mountain'; 'The same origin from the first'; 'Just now I found the brilliant light of Bahá'; 'The newest voice of Truth'; 'The universal supreme mountain of Truth'; 'Long life to the Bahá'í, the fair and impartial'; 'O freedom! O Bahá'í!'

"Between the years 1916 and His passing in 1921, 'Abdu'l-Bahá addressed nineteen Tablets to residents of Japan, including one to the new friends in Korea which was dated November 5, 1921. Seven of these Tablets were addressed to girl students of Tokyo, the only women of the Far East to receive messages from Him. The other Tablets, with two exceptions, were addressed to young men, and five of these were to blind young men. The following are extracts from these Tablets: 'At present the Sun of Truth has dawned upon the land of Japan and the hope is that it may be illuminated by heavenly teachings' (December 27, 1918). 'The teachings of His Holiness Bahá'u'lláh, like unto the rays of the sun, illumine the East as well as the West, vivify the dead and unite the various religions. They prove the Oneness of God, for they gather all communities of the world under the pavilion of the Oneness of the world of mankind' (December 17, 1919). To a group of young Japanese men, who had sent greetings to 'Abdu'l-Bahá, He replied: 'I was very much gratified at your feelings and at the fact that such a tie exists now between East and West; such friendship between different nations' (August 19, 1920)."

The complete text of the Tablets written by 'Abdu'l-Bahá to Japanese and to Americans resident in Japan, with a foreword by Miss Alexander, was published by the Bahá'í Publishing Committee of New York in April, 1928.

No organized Bahá'í communities have as yet been established in China but largely due to the efforts of Miss Martha Root who spent several months in China during 1924, the Bahá'í teachings have
been brought to the attention of newspaper editors and college educators in the coast cities. The American Bahá'ís have published a Chinese translation of one of the booklets, and this has received wide distribution. It has been brought to the attention of the editors that a Chinese translation of the Esslemont volume was undertaken by a group of native students some years ago.

Bahá'í Japanese children.
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His Honor Mirzā Abu'l-Faḍl
Author of *The Bahá'í Proofs* and *The Brilliant Proof*
TRUE civilization will unfurl its banner in the midmost heart of the world whenever a certain number of distinguished sovereigns of lofty aims—the shining exemplars of devotion and determination—shall, for the good and happiness of all mankind, arise with a firm resolve and clear vision to establish the cause of Universal Peace. They must make the cause of Peace the object of universal consultation, and seek by every means in their power to convene a conference of the governments of the world. They must conclude a firm treaty, and establish a covenant the provision of which shall be sound, clear and definite. They must promulgate it to the world, and cause it to be ratified by the unanimous decision of the whole human race. This great and noble undertaking—the real source of the tranquillity of all the world—should be regarded as sacred by all who dwell on earth. All peoples and nations should bend their efforts to insure the stability and permanence of this supreme Covenant. In this universal treaty the limits and frontiers of all nations should be definitely fixed, the principles underlying the relations of governments expressly stated, and all inter-governmental agreements, relationships and obligations ascertained and clearly set forth.

In like manner, the size of the armaments of every government should be strictly limited, for if the preparation for war and the fighting forces of any government advance and increase, the suspicions of other governments will be aroused. The fundamental principle underlying this solemn Agreement should be so fixed that if one of the governments of the world should later violate any one of its provisions, all the governments on earth would arise to reduce it to utter submission, nay the human race as a whole should resolve with every power at its disposal to destroy that government. Should this greatest of all remedies be applied to the sick body of the world, humanity will assuredly recover from its ills and will remain safe and secure for all time.

A few, unaware how much man can do if he will but try, regard this matter as really impracticable, and even beyond the range of human ability. Such is not the case, however. On the contrary, thanks to the unfailing grace of the Lord, to the loving-kindness of the favored of God, to the extraordinary endeavors of wise and capable souls, and to the thoughts and ideas of the peerless leaders of the times, nothing whatsoever can be regarded as unattainable. Nothing short of the highest endeavor and the firmest determination can possibly achieve this end. Many a cause, which past ages have regarded as a mere dream and fiction of the fancy has proved in these days to be practicable and easy of achievement. How then can this most great and lofty cause—the
day-star in the firmament of true civilization and the cause of the glory, the advancement, the well-being and the success of all humanity—be regarded as an impossibility? Of a surety, the day will come when its beauteous light shall illuminate the assemblage of man.

('Abdu'l-Bahá: The Secret of Divine Civilization)

. . . Know thou of a certainty that Love is the secret of God's holy Dispensation, the manifestation of the Allmerciful, the fountain of spiritual outpourings. Love is heaven's kindly light, the Holy Spirit's eternal breath that vivifies the human soul. Love is the cause of God's revelation unto man, the vital bond inherent, according to Divine creation, in the realities of things. Love is the one means that insures true felicity both in this world and the next. Love is the light that guideth in darkness, the living link that uniteth God with man, that assureth the progress of every illumined soul. Love is the most great Law that ruleth this mighty and heavenly cycle, the unique power that bindeth together the divers elements of this material world, the supreme magnetic force that directs the movements of the spheres in the celestial realms. Love revealeth with unfailing and limitless power the mysteries latent in the universe. Love is the spirit of life unto the adorned body of mankind, the establisher of true civilization in this mortal world, and the shedder of imperishable glory upon every high-aiming race and nation.

Whatsoever people is graciously favored therewith by God, its name shall surely be magnified and extolled by the Concourse from on high, by the company of angels, and the denizens of the Abhá Kingdom. And whatsoever people turneth its heart away from this Divine Love—the revelation of the Merciful—shall err grievously, shall fall in despair, and be utterly destroyed. That people shall be denied all refuge, shall become even as the vilest creatures of the earth, victims of degradation and shame.

O ye beloved of the Lord! Strive to become the manifestations of the love of God, the lamps of Divine guidance shining amongst the kindreds of the earth with the light of love and concord.

All-hail to the revealers of this glorious light!

(Epistles of 'Abdu'l-Bahá)

The Prophets of God one and all, Christ Himself, as well as the Blessed Beauty (Baha'u'llah), have all appeared and raised the call with the one purpose of transforming the world of man into the Kingdom of God. Their common aim was to turn the earthly into heavenly, darkness into light, things that are satanic into things Divine. They strove to establish the reign of harmony and love amongst the children of men, to unfold to their eyes the fundamental unity of all mankind, to demolish the foundations of differences in the world, and to confer upon it the imperishable blessings of eternal life.

O thou honored one! Ponder in thine heart the world of being. Association, harmony and union are the source of life, whilst difference and division are the cause of ultimate destruction. Shouldst thou reflect on all created things, thou wilt observe that the existence of every being dependeth upon the association and combination of divers elements the disintegration of which will terminate the existence of that being.

O esteemed one! In cycles gone by, though harmony was established, yet, owing to the absence of means, the unity of all mankind was not achieved. Continents remained sundered and divided, nay even among the peoples of one and the same continent association and interchange of thought were well-nigh impossible. Consequently intercourse, understanding and unity amongst all the peoples and kindreds of the earth were unattainable. In this day, however, means of communication have multiplied, and the five continents of the earth have virtually merged into one. For every individual travels in every land, intercourse
with all nations and exchange of thought with all sorts and conditions of men are rendered most easy, so much so that every person, through the medium of world publications, is enabled to acquaint himself with the conditions, the faiths and the thoughts of all the peoples and nations of the world. In like manner, all the members of the human family, whether peoples or governments, cities or villages, stand in need one of the other. For none, is absolute independence henceforth possible, inasmuch as political ties unite all peoples and nations, and the bonds of trade and industry, of agriculture and education are being strengthened every day. Hence the unity of all mankind can in this day be achieved. Verily this is none other but one of the marvels of this wondrous age, this glorious century. Of this past ages have been deprived, for this century—the century of light—has been endowed with unique and unprecedented glory, power and illumination. Hence the miraculous unfolding of a fresh marvel every day. Eventually it will be seen how bright its candles will burn in the assemblage of man.

Behold how even as the dawning light of the morn this century is casting illumination upon the world’s darkened horizon. The first candle is unity in the political world the early glimmerings of which can now be discerned. The second candle is unity of thought in world undertakings, the consummation of which will ere long be witnessed. The third candle is unity in freedom which will surely come to pass. The fourth candle is unity of religion which is the cornerstone of the foundation itself, and which, by the power of God, will be revealed in all its splendor. The fifth candle is national unity which in this century will be securely established, causing all the peoples and nations of the world to regard themselves the citizens of one common fatherland. The sixth candle is racial unity making of all that dwell on earth peoples and kindreds of one race. The seventh candle is unity of language, i.e., the choice of a universal tongue in which all peoples will be instructed and converse. All that hath been mentioned will inevitably come to pass for the power of heaven will aid and assist in their realization.

Consider how great and unexampled have been the diversity of race, the antagonism of faiths and the conflict of opinions in Persia. In this day, however, the fragrance of holiness has produced so complete a fusion of the divers elements in that land that its varied peoples, its opposing sects and hostile races have become even as one soul. Reflect how great is their (Bahá’ís) love one for the other, how firm their union, how unified their interests, how close their association and intercourse. Christian, Jew, Zoroastrian and Muslim, having all banished every trace of estrangement and difference from their midst, have all gathered together in perfect harmony and understanding, with all affection, happiness and freedom.

Ponder in thine heart what the power of the Most Great Name (Bahá’u’lláh) hath wrought!

(Epistles of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá)
unite in the pursuit of one common aim and embrace one universal faith.

(Bahá'u'lláh: *Words of Paradise*)

... Consider how it has been unmis­takably demonstrated that the establish­ment of present-day Parliamentary insti­tutions in some foreign lands has caused the spirit of restlessness to spread amongst the peoples, and those humani­tarian reforms have led to harmful re­sults. True, the institution of representa­tive government and the establishment of consultative assemblies constitute the sure and solid foundation of the political edifice, but for this structure to be firmly founded, the following requisites must be fulfilled: First, the elected members of these assemblies must be pious and God­fearing, high-minded and chaste. Second, they must be fully acquainted with every minute detail of the Divine Ordinances, must be well-versed in principles that are lofty, sanctioned and recognized, must be skillful in internal administration and the conduct of foreign relations, must be con­versant with profitable social sciences and content with their own financial stand­ing. ... But if the members of these assemblies, contrary to the aforemen­tioned principles, be low-minded and ig­norant, unfamiliar with the laws of gov­ernment and wise statesmanship, slack, devoid of all sense of responsibility, fool­ish, negligent and self-seeking, no abiding results can possibly be achieved. Whereas in former times the poor and needy, in order to insure the vindication of their rights, had to offer gifts to a single individual, today they have to satisfy all the members of the assembly; otherwise their rights will never be se­cured. Should any man reflect, it will be made evident and manifest that the funda­mental cause of oppression, corruption, injustice and maladministration lies in the neglect of true religion and the lack of sufficient knowledge on the part of the mass of the people.

... An upright character is of all things the most praiseworthy in the sight of God, in the eyes of His chosen ones, and of all men of understanding; provided its directing force be wisdom and knowledge, and its standard true moderation.

... In short, in this tumultuous sea of unbridled passions all the peoples and kindreds of Europe, with all their accom­plishments, with all their fame, are lost and submerged. Hence the outcome of their civilization is null and void. Let no man wonder or question the truth of this saying, inasmuch as the essential pur­pose of the promulgation of fundamental laws and the fixing of men's standards and principles should be the promotion of the common weal; and the true felicity of the human race lies in man's nearness to God, and in the welfare and happiness of all the members of human society, both high and low.

... Were man to reflect, it will surely be made manifest unto him that in the world of being, whether inwardly or out­wardly, Religion is the most enduring foundation, the noblest and mightiest edifice that transcends all the world of creation, that insures the attainment of spiritual perfection and human virtues, that ushers in the reign of true felicity and civilization for all the human race. A few of the shallow-minded, however, who have refused to make a serious and profound study of the origins and pur­pose of Divine Revelation and have taken as their standard the conduct of the false professors of the true faith of God, have concluded that Religion is a hindrance to true progress, nay the very establisher of strife and conflict, and the source of deep-seated hatreds and enmity amongst the divers communities of the world. How grievously they have failed to real­ize that the basis of the religion of God can in nowise be measured by the actions of them that claim to be its exponents, inasmuch as every good thing in the world, no matter how unique in its char­acter, is liable to be misrepresented and misused! For instance, a shining lamp, if delivered into the hands of the foolish, the erring and the immature, will cease
to shed its radiance, will fail to dispel the gathering darkness, nay it will set on fire its holder and be itself consumed. Can it then be said that the lamp is to be condemned? By the graciousness of God! The lamp leadeth the way, and is the giver of light unto him that understandeth. How sad, therefore, is the plight of the blind!

... It is evident and manifest that the greatest of all means for the progress and advancement of all peoples, and the mightiest instrument for the establishment of true civilization in the world, is perfect love, concord and unity amongst the children of men. Nothing whatsoever in this world can be either conceived or achieved save through the power of unity, of harmony and concord; and the most perfect means thereunto is the true faith of God.

... Consider how the power of real union latent in the mission of the Prophets of God hath, both outwardly and inwardly, gathered together the hostile peoples and kindreds of the earth under the shadow of the one Word of God. Whenever true religion—the cause of the civilization, the glory, the happiness, the honor, the enlightenment and the advancement of backward, enslaved and ignorant peoples—falls into the hands of the foolish and fanatical divines, it is so sorely misused that its great light is turned into utter darkness. By the one true God! The minute elements of material civilization owe their existence to the bountiful grace of the Prophets of God. What utility can ever be conceived in this world which is not, either expressly or tacitly, mentioned in the Holy Scriptures? But of what avail is this? So long as the weapon is in the hand of the coward, neither life nor property is secure; nay, on the contrary, the power and strength of the robber is thereby increased.

('Abdu'l-Bahá: The Secret of Divine Civilization.)

O people of God! Behold in this day the aimless wanderings of the peoples of the world, their whims and fanciful desires, their notions, their principles, their pursuits. Of all the divers communities of the earth, this community, the followers of the Most Great Name, stands detached from every worldly desire, shorn from every ignoble thought and motive. Its intention is pure, its hopes undimmed, its endeavors to promote the Divine Teachings devoted and earnest. Its aim is to turn the face of the earth into a paradise, cause it to mirror forth the splendors of the eternal realm, make of the world another world, and inculcate in man the highest principles of education and human conduct.

Exert yourselves, O ye people of God! through the gracious assistance and favor of the Blessed Beauty—May my life be a sacrifice unto His loved ones—your conduct and behavior, may even as the sun, shine forth in the world and cause you to be distinguished from the rest of mankind. It behooveth every one of you so to live and act that when entering a city ye may be universally hailed and recognized by the beauty of your character, by your straightforwardness and loyalty, your trustworthiness and love, your piety and kindliness; that all the dwellers of the city may confidently bear witness to your being a true Bahá'í, and witness in you the essential characteristics of the Bahá'í faith. Not until ye attain this station, can ye claim loyalty to the Covenant and Testament of the Lord, to whom in accordance with His explicit utterances we stand pledged to abide by His will, His injunctions, His admonitions, His teachings and His behests.

O people of God! The hour hath surely come when the signs and perfections of the Most Great Name should in this wondrous age be unfolded to the eyes of all mankind, that all may with their hearts and minds testify that this age is the age of the Blessed Beauty (i.e., Bahá'u'lláh)—the most distinguished of all past generations and cycles. . .

O people of God! Praised be the Lord that the Blessed Beauty hath loosened
the bonds of man, and burst his captive chains asunder. He thus proclaimed: Of one tree are all ye the fruit, and of one bough the leaves. Be kind unto every one, show affection unto all peoples. Treat the stranger as a friend, the foreigner as a loving companion. . . . Be a shelter to the distressed, comfort the disconsolate, assist the helpless, enrich the needy, heal the sick, relieve the suffering, dedicate yourselves to the service of the cause of conciliation and peace, and endeavor to become the true establishers of amity and truthfulness, of godliness and harmony in this mortal world.

O people of God! Make an effort, perchance the world of man may become illumined, and this mortal dust reflect the glory of the Abhá Kingdom; for lo! humanity is wrapt in darkness, and the forces of violence and brutality reign supreme. The earth hath become an arena for the perpetrators of savage cruelties, and a field for the furthering of the designs of the ignorant and foolish. The children of men, but for a few whose noble aim is to promote the tranquillity and welfare of all mankind, have become either ravening as the wolves or senseless as the beast; either deadly as the poison, or worthless as the weed. Yours is the duty to consecrate your lives to the service of mankind, and to rejoice and glory therein.

Take heed lest ye offend any soul, or sadden and vilify your fellow-men, be they friend or foe; nay rather let your prayers be offered for them all, and supplicate for every one of them the favors and tender mercies of the Most High. Beware, beware, lest ye cherish revenge in your hearts, though the offender be your deadly enemy. Beware, beware, lest ye be the cause of grief unto your neighbor, even though he be of the malicious and wicked. Look not at the creature, fix your gaze upon the almighty Creator. Regard not the wickedness of the forward, turn your eyes to the Lord, the source of compassion and power. Heed not the lowly dust, behold the radiance of the Orb that shineth from on high . . .

O Thou Divine and Loving Providence! This servant of Thy sacred threshold yearneth to behold the friends of the East holding in their loving embrace the friends of the West, and all the children of men united even as the members of one body, the drops of one ocean, the birds of one garden, the pearls of one sea, the leaves of one branch, and the rays of one orb.

Verily Thou art the All-powerful, the Almighty, the Gracious, the All-knowing. . . . (Epistles of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá)

. . . Should any one contend that true and enduring unity can in nowise be realized in this world, inasmuch as its peoples widely differ in their manners and habits, their tastes, their temperament and character, their thoughts and their views, to this we make reply that differences are of two kinds: the one is the cause of destruction, as exemplified by the spirit of contention and strife which animates mutually conflicting and antagonistic peoples and nations, whilst the other is the sign of diversity, the symbol and secret of perfection, and the revealer of the bounties of the All-glorious.

. . . Consider the flowers of the garden: though differing in kind, color, form and shape, yet, inasmuch as they are refreshed by the waters of one spring, re­vived by the breath of one wind, invigorated by the rays of one sun, this diversity increaseth their charm and addeth unto their beauty. How unpleasing to the eye if all the flowers and plants, the leaves and blossoms, the fruit, the branches, and the trees of the garden were all of the same shape and color! Diversity of color, form and shape enricheth and adorneth the garden, and heighteneth the effect thereof. In like manner, when divers shades of thought, temperament and character, are brought together under the power and influence
of one central agency, the beauty and glory of human perfection will be revealed and made manifest. Nought but the celestial potency of the Word of God, which ruleth and transcendeth the realities of all things, is capable of harmonizing the divergent thoughts, sentiments, ideas and convictions of the children of men.

Education can never transform the nature of the individual, yet its influence is unquestionably profound and far-reaching. Its pervading power unfoldeth such capacities and potentialities as are inherent in the reality of man. Though human minds differ in their essence and nature, yet the part played by education is highly significant, and its power admittedly effective. Hence the Divine injunction, recorded in the sacred writings of this wondrous Dispensation, making the cause of education, hitherto regarded as optional, binding upon all peoples. Education, irrespective of sex, has been enjoined upon all. If this matter be observed with care and detachment, it will be made evident that the education of the girl is of greater importance than that of the boy, inasmuch as the daughters of the present will become the mothers of the future, upon whom will devolve the primary education of their children, whose future life and character are shaped in accordance with the early training derived from maternal care and love.

(Epistles of `Abdu'l-Bahá)

We exhort mankind in these days when the countenance of Justice is soiled with dust, when the flames of unbelief are burning high and the robe of wisdom rent asunder, when tranquillity and faithfulness have ebbed away and trials and tribulations waxed severe, when covenants are broken and ties are severed, when no man knoweth how to discern light and darkness or to distinguish guidance from error:

O peoples of the world! Forsake all evil, hold fast that which is good. Strive to be shining examples unto all mankind, and true reminders of the virtues of God amidst men. He that riseth to serve My Cause should manifest My wisdom, and bend every effort to banish ignorance from the earth. Be united in counsel, be one in thought. Let each morn be better than its eve, each morrow richer than its yesterday. Man's merit lies in service and virtue and not in the pageantry of wealth and riches. Take heed that your words be purged from idle fancies and worldly desires and your deeds be cleansed from craftiness and suspicion. Dissipate not the wealth of your precious lives in the pursuit of evil and corrupt affection, nor let your endeavors be spent in promoting your personal interest. Bestow in your days of plenty, be patient in the hour of loss. Adversity is followed by success, and rejoicings follow woe. Guard against idleness and sloth, and cling unto that which proffeth mankind, whether young or old, whether high or low. Beware lest ye sow tares of dissension among men or plant the thorns of doubt in pure and radiant hearts.

O ye beloved of the Lord! Commit not that which defileth the limpid stream of love or destroyeth the sweet fragrance of friendship. By the righteousness of the Lord! ye were created to show love one to another and not perversity and rancor. Take pride not in love for yourselves but in love for your fellow-creatures. Glory not in love for your country but in love for all mankind. . . . Let your eye be chaste, your hand trustworthy, your tongue sincere and your heart heedful. . . . Set your reliance on the army of justice, put on the armor of wisdom, let your adorning be forgiveness and mercy. . . . Regard not the children of the world and all their doings but fix your gaze upon God and His never-ending dominion. . . . Endeavor to the uttermost of your powers to establish the word of truth with eloquence and wisdom and to dispel falsehood from the face of the earth. . . .

(Bahá'u'lláh: Lawḥ-i-Hikmat)
The purpose of every Divine Revelation is the knowledge of God and the promotion of amity and concord amidst men; yet behold how in these days the law of God hath been made the cause of perversity and hate! Many, alas, have clung to their own ways and remained oblivious and unmindful of the way of God. . . .

O people of Bahá! Gird up the loins of endeavor, haply sectarian contention and strife may be removed, nay utterly banished from the face of the earth. Arise in the love of God and of His servants for the triumph of this mighty Cause. Religious enmity and hate are a world-consuming fire the flames whereof are hard to quench. What but the Hand of Divine Power can save the peoples of the world from this devastating calamity? . . . Beware lest ye be shedders of blood; unsheathe the sword of your tongue from the scabbard of utterance for therewith ye shall conquer the citadels of men's hearts. We have annulled the command to slay men for unbelief; verily His mercy hath encompassed all created things could ye but perceive. . . . Kindle not discord on earth, shed not the blood of any soul, consume not the substance of your neighbor and be not the follower of every command and clamorous seducer. . . . As the pillars of Religion have tottered, so hath the power of the foolish, their temerity and arrogance waxed great. Whatsoever doth lower the exalted station of Religion will surely increase the heedlessness of the ungodly, and this in the end can lead but to confusion and chaos. Give ear, O discerning ones; and ye that perceive, take heed. . . . Hold fast unto chastity, cling ye to trustworthiness and faith. Show the utmost regard to the true interests of humanity, and seek not to gratify your personal desire.

O ye who follow Him whom the world hath wronged! Ye are the shepherds of mankind; protect the fold from the wolves of evil and selfish desires and adorn it with the fear of God. . . . By the righteousness of the Lord, the sword of virtue and goodly behavior is keener than blades of steel.

The sovereigns of the world—May the Lord assist them with His grace—must with one accord hold fast unto the Most Great Peace—the greatest of all means for the protection of mankind. Our hope is that they will arise to promote that which is conducive to the tranquillity of all peoples. It is incumbent upon them to convene a universal assembly, to attend it in person or delegate their ministers, to enforce such measures as will secure the establishment of unity and concord, and to turn from destructive armaments to the betterment of mankind. Should one sovereign rise against another, let all the rest arise to withstand him. In this manner will armies and instruments of war be rendered unnecessary save in such measure as is needful for national security. If the sovereigns of the world attain unto this most great boon, the peoples of every nation will joyfully and in peace engage in the pursuit of their own affairs and the lamentations and wailing of the many will thereby cease. We beseech God that He may graciously assist them to do that which is His will and pleasure, and He verily is the Lord of the throne above and of the dust beneath, the King of this world and the next. It is better and preferable that the honored sovereigns attend this assembly in person and lay down such measures as are necessary. Whoever among them doth arise to fulfill this command, he verily is the prince of sovereigns in the sight of God. Happy and blessed is he.

O peoples of the world! Verily, verily I declare: This wronged One hath not sought neither doth He seek leadership. His one purpose hath ever been to banish that which causeth difference among the kindreds of the earth and leadeth to the separation of peoples; that all may have peace and freedom to pursue that which profiteth them. We entreat our friends not to defile the purity of the Cause with the dust of falsehood, nor abase its exalted and sanctified station by recount-
ing marvels and miracles of which they may hear. Gracious God! This is the day when the wise should seek the counsel of this wronged One and supplicate the Almighty to grant them that which is the cause of abiding tranquillity and glory. Yet behold! how on the contrary they have striven with all their power to extinguish this brilliant and shining light.

In the face of all they have spoken, We have remained patient at all times. We have left them in the hands of God. (Baha’u’llah: Epistle to the Son of Shaykh Bāqir.)

The Luminary of true understanding adorns this day the firmament of knowledge; well is it with him that beholds and turns thereunto. All that hath been foretold is made manifest in this day. Say, O friends! choose not to stay afar from the ocean of God's forgiveness, for lo! He is so nigh unto you. He who was hidden from sight is come and now appears in all His glory. In one hand He bears the water of life, in the other He brings the message of true liberty. Lay down and hold fast: lay down all that pertains to this earth, hold fast unto that which His generous hand doth bestow. He, the like of whom the eyes of the world have not seen, is now come. O friends! hasten, hasten unto Him; hearken, hearken to His call. The doings of the divines have turned the people away from God, and in the place of pious devotion malice reigns. They have strayed from God’s holy way; they have erred grievously and still claim to lead the way. We have instructed those leaders, called upon them to bear witness unto this day, and lead the servants unto God, the Most Holy. Say, O ye divines! Awake from your slumber, shake off your heedlessness, and be straightway mindful.

(Bahá’u’lláh: Epistle to Mihrabán)

The world is in turmoil and its agitation waxeth day by day. Its face is turned toward waywardness and irreligion. So grievous shall be its plight that to disclose it now would not be meet and seemly. Many a day shall pass ere it be relieved from its sore travail. And in the fullness of time there shall appear all of a sudden that which will cast terror into the very heart of mankind; then and only then will the Divine Standard be unfurled, then will the Nightingale of Holiness warble its melody upon the Tree of Life.

(Bahá’u’lláh: Prophetic Utterance Revealed in 1878 A. D.)

O SON OF MAN! If thou lovest Me turn away from thyself, and if thou seekest My pleasure regard not thine own; that thou mayest die in Me and I eternally live in thee.

O SON OF BEING! My love is My stronghold; he that entereth therein is safe and secure, and he that turneth away shall surely stray and perish.

O SON OF SPIRIT! I created thee rich, why dost thou impoverish thyself? Noble I made thee, wherewith dost thou abase thyself? Out of the essence of knowledge I manifested thee, why seekest thou enlightenment from any one beside Me? Of the clay of love I moulded thee, how dost thou busy thyself with another? Turn thy sight unto thyself that thou mayest find Me abiding in thee, mighty, powerful and self-subsisting.

O SON OF SPIRIT! Vaunt not thyself over the poor for I lead him on his way and behold thee in thine evil plight and confound thee evermore.

O SON OF BEING! How couldest thou forget thine own faults and busy thyself with the faults of others? Who doeth this is accursed of Me.

O SON OF MAN! Breathe not the sins of others so long as thou art a sinner. Shouldst thou transgress this command accursed art thou and to this I testify.

O SON OF MAN! My calamity is My providence; outwardly it is fire and vengeance but inwardly it is light and mercy. Hasten thereunto that thou mayest become an eternal light and an immortal
spirit. This is My command unto thee, do thou observe it.

O Son of Being! Busy not thyself with this world for with fire We test the gold and with gold We test Our servants.

O Son of Man! Bestow My wealth upon My poor, that in heaven thou mayest draw from spheres of unfading splendor and treasures of imperishable glory. But by My life! to offer up thy soul is a more glorious thing couldst thou but see with Mine eye.

O Children of Men! Know ye not why We created you from one clay? That no one should exalt himself over the other. Ponder at all times in your hearts how ye were created. Since We created you all from one same substance it behooveth you to be even as one soul, to walk with the same mouth and dwell in the same land; that from your inmost being, by your deeds and actions, the signs of oneness and the essence of detachment may be made manifest. This is My counsel unto you, O Concourse of light! Heed ye this counsel that ye may obtain the fruit of holiness from the tree of wondrous glory.

O Son of Dust! Verily I say unto thee, of all men the most negligent is he that disputeth idly and seeketh to advance himself over his brother. Say: O Brethren! Let deeds, not words, be your adorning.

O Sons of Earth! Know verily the heart wherein lingers the least trace of envy shall never attain My everlasting Dominion, nor inhale the fragrance of sanctity breathing from My holy Kingdom.

O Living Dust! I am in communion with thee, yet thou wouldst have no trust in Me. The sword of rebelliousness hath cut down the tree of thy hope. I am at all times near unto thee but thou art ever far from Me. Imperishable glory have I chosen for thee, yet boundless degradation hast thou chosen for thyself. While there is yet time return and lose not thy chance.

O Ye That are Foolish Yet Have a Name to be Wise! Wherefore wear ye the guise of the shepherd yet inwardly are but wolves intent upon My fold? Ye are even as the star that precedeth the dawn which appeareth radiant and luminous yet leadeth the wayfarers of My city astray into paths of perdition.

O Fair in Simbance Yet Inwardly Foul! Ye are even as clear yet bitter water which to outward seeming is crystal pure but when proved by the Divine Assayer not a drop thereof shall be accepted. Yea, the sunbeam falleth alike upon the mirror and the dust, yet differ they in reflection even as doth the star from the earth, nay immeasurable is the difference!

O Son of Dust! All that is in heaven and on earth I have destined for thee except the hearts of men which I have made the habitation of My beauty and glory; yet thou didst give My home and dwelling to another than Me. And wherewith the manifestation of My holiness repaired unto His abode a stranger found He there, and, homeless, hastened unto the sanctuary of the Beloved. Notwithstanding, I revealed not thy secret and desired not thy shame.

O Children of Dust! Tell the rich of the midnight sighing of the poor lest negligence lead them unto destruction and deprive them of their share of the tree of wealth. Bounty and generosity are attributes of Mine; well is it with him that adorneth himself with My attributes.

O Rich Ones of the Earth! The poor among you are My trust; guard ye My trust, and be not wholly occupied with your own ease.

O My Friend! Thou art the day-star of the heavens of My holiness, let not the defilement of the world eclipse thy splendor. Rend asunder the veil of negligence, that from behind the clouds thou mayest emerge resplendent and adorn all beings with the robe of Life.

O Children of Negligence! Set not your affections on mortal sovereignty and
rejoice not therein. Ye are even as the heedless bird that with entire abandon warbleth upon the bough, when of a sudden the fowler Death doth hurl it upon the dust. Then will no trace remain of its melody, its form or color. Wherefore, take heed, O bond-slaves of passion!

O My Servants! Ye are the trees of My garden; ye must bring forth goodly and wondrous fruits, that ye yourselves and others may profit therefrom. Thus it is encumbent upon everyone to engage in crafts and professions, for therein lies the secret of wealth, O men of understanding! . . . Trees that yield no fruit have been and will ever be fit for fire.

O My Servant! The basest of men are they that yield no fruit upon the earth. They are counted as dead; nay better are the dead in the sight of God than these idle and worthless souls.

(Bahá'u'lláh: Hidden Words)

The source of all good is trust in God, submission unto His command, and contentment with His holy will and pleasure.

True reliance consists in pursuing one's calling and profession in this world, holding fast unto God and seeking naught but His grace, inasmuch as in His hands is the destiny of His servants.

True courage and power is to promote the Word of God and stand steadfast in His love.

The source of true wealth is love for Me; whoso loveth Me is the possessor of all things, and he that loveth Me not is indeed of the poor and needy.

The essence of faith is fewness of words and abundance of deeds; he whose words exceed his deeds, know verily his death is better than his life.

The root of all learning is the knowledge of God, exalted be His glory, and this can never be attained save through the knowledge of His Divine Manifestation.

The essence of all that We have revealed for thee is Justice—to free one's self from idle fancy and imitation, to discern with the eye of oneness His glorious handiwork, and look into all things with a searching eye.

(Bahá'u'lláh: Words of Wisdom)

Consider man even as a mine that holdeth stones of precious beauty. Education alone can reveal its treasures and bestow its benefit upon mankind.

The Lord, exalted be His glory, hath desired naught for Himself. The allegiance of mankind profitteth Him not, neither doth its disobedience bring Him loss. At every moment doth the Bird of the realm of utterance voice the call: "All things have I desired for thee, and thee for thine own self." Should the worldly-wisemen of the day suffer the peoples of the world to inhale the fragrance of love and unity, then will men of understanding learn the meaning of true liberty and attain unto perfect tranquillity and peace.

Would to God that His grace and bounty may be vouchsafed unto the peoples of the world, that He may guide the kindreds of the earth and direct their steps to the path of His good-pleasure. Behold! Years have passed away and neither the world nor they that dwell therein have yet attained to peace and quiet. At one time they are in the throes of war, at another they fall victims to unforeseen afflictions. Woes and tribulations have encompassed the world, and yet no one doth perceive the cause. And if the true Counselor utter a word, they deem Him a stirrer of strife and reject His counsel. Man is bewildered and knoweth not what to think and say.

It is incumbent upon the leaders of the world to observe moderation in all things, and whatsoever exceedeth this will be rendered void of value. Consider: liberty, civilization and the like, though acclaimed by men of learning, will if carried to excess result in the utmost harm.

(Bahá'u'lláh: Epistle to Maqsúd)
Bahá’í children of Karachi, India. Madam Shírází, Teacher.
When the Day-star of Wisdom rose above the horizon of God's Holy Dispensation it voiced this all-glorious utterance: They that are possessed of wealth and invested with authority and power must show the profoundest regard for Religion. In truth, Religion is a radiant light and an impregnable stronghold for the protection and welfare of the peoples of the world, for the fear of God impelleth man to hold fast to that which is good and shun all evil. Should the lamp of Religion be obscured, chaos and confusion will ensue, and the lights of fairness and justice, of tranquillity and peace cease to shine. Unto this will bear witness every man of true understanding...

We have enjoined upon all mankind the Most Great Peace—the surest of all means for the protection of humanity. The sovereigns of the world should with one accord hold fast thereunto, for this is the supreme instrument that can insure the security and welfare of all peoples and nations. They verily are the manifestations of the power of God and the day-springs of His authority. We beseech the Almighty that He may graciously assist them in that which leadeth to the well-being of their subjects...

It is incumbent upon everyone to observe God's holy commandments inasmuch as they are the well-spring of life unto the world. The firmament of Divine Wisdom is illumined with the twin orbs of Counsel and Compassion, and the canopy of world order is upraised upon the two pillars of Reward and Punishment...

The triumphant hosts of this Divine Dispensation are laudable deeds and praiseworthy character, and the leader and marshal thereof is the fear of God. Verily this comprehendeth and ruleth all things...

Governments should fully acquaint themselves with the conditions of those they govern, and confer upon them positions according to desert and merit. It is enjoined upon every ruler and sovereign to consider this matter with the utmost care that the traitor may not usurp the position of the faithful nor the despoiler rule in the place of the trustworthy...

From the beginning of time the light of unity hath shed its Divine Radiance upon the world, and the greatest means for the promotion of that unity is for the peoples of the world to understand one another's writing and speech. In former Epistles We have enjoined upon the Trustees of the House of Justice either to choose one language from among those now existing or to adopt a new one, and in like manner to select a common script, both of which should be taught in all the schools of the world. Thus will the earth be regarded as one country and one home. The most glorious fruit of the Tree of Knowledge is this exalted Word: "Of one tree are all ye the fruit, and of one bough the leaves." "Let not man glory in this that he loves his country, let him rather glory in this that he loves his kind."...

The Pen of Glory counseleth every one regarding the instruction and education of children... It is enjoined upon every father to provide for the instruction of his sons and daughters in the art of learning and writing and in that which hath been prescribed in My Epistles. He that neglecteth that whereunto he is bidden, if he be wealthy, the Trustees are to take from him that which is required for their education, and if he be poor, the matter shall devolve upon the House of Justice—verily, have We made it a shelter for the poor and a refuge for the needy. He that bringeth up his own son or the son of another, it is as though he had brought up a child of Mine own; upon him rest My glory, My loving-kindness and My mercy that encompasseth all mankind...

(Bahá'u'lláh: Ishráqát)

The Lord hath ordained that in every city a House of Justice be established, wherein shall gather counselors to the number of Bahá (9), and should this number be exceeded it shall not matter. When gathered together they should remember the Presence of God in their midst. It behooveth them to be the trusted
ones of the Merciful amongst men and the ministers of God to all that dwell on earth. It is incumbent upon them to take counsel together and care for the interests of the servants of God, for His sake, even as they care for their own and to choose that which God hath chosen. . . .

O servants of the Merciful! Arise to serve the Cause of God in such wise that cares and sorrows caused by them that have disbelieved in the Day-spring of the signs of God may not afflict you. . . .

Lament not in your hours of trial, neither rejoice therein; seek ye the middle way which is remembrance of Me in your afflictions and meditate on that which may hereafter befall you. . . .

True liberty lies in observing My commandments, did ye but know. Were men to follow that which We have revealed unto them from the heaven of Revelation, they would of a certainty attain unto absolute freedom. Well is it with him that hath known the purpose of God in that which hath been revealed from the heaven of His will that transcendeth mankind. Say: the liberty that profiteth you is to be found only in servitude to God, the True One, and whoso hath tasted the sweetness thereof will never barter it for all the dominion of heaven and earth. . . .

(Bahá'u'lláh: Kitáb-i-Aqdas.)

O people of Bahá! Be as the cloud that from you may be showered that which will refresh and animate the earth. . . .

Ponder God in your heart, reflect on His Manifestations, and be not of them that are devoid of understanding. . . .

I came not to proclaim that which ye already possess. Verily, verily, this day is a new day; He that hath come is the Wondrous, and His bidding the wonder of all that is in heaven and on earth. . . .

We have desired naught for ourselves, but desired for you that which will profit you in the Kingdom of God, the Gracious, the All-bountiful. . . .

Glory is not his that proclaimeth his faith, but glory is his that doeth that which the All-merciful hath revealed in His wondrous Book. . . .

O people of the world! Hearken to the call of the Lord, the King of eternity. He biddeth you to follow righteousness, to do that which giveth you peace and exalteth your station. He verily is the faithful Counselor. . . .

Regard not the world and its fleeting shadows, but fix your gaze upon God and His signs that have encompassed all creation. . . .

Detachment is as the sun; in whatsoever heart it doth shine it quencheth the fire of covetousness and self. He whose sight is illumined with the light of understanding will assuredly detach himself from the world and the vanities thereof. . . .

Let not the world and its vileness grieve you. Happy is he whom riches fill not with vain-glory, nor poverty with sorrow. . . .

O concourse of rulers! Turn unto the poor; verily God hath created them and you from the selfsame substance. Let a portion of your wealth be shared by them. This is that which will profit you throughout all times and ages. Bestow a part of that which God in His grace hath given you; for thereby will your wealth be increased. . . .

Unfaithful is the world. Were it worthy of regard or acceptable in the sight of God, they that were the Manifestations of Justice would not have fallen victims to the talons of tyranny. What greater proof of the baseness of the world and its degradation in the eyes of the Almighty! . . .

Exalted is the station of man, if he be adorned with the true attributes of humanity; otherwise he is counted as the basest of all creatures. . . .

O My loved ones! Ye are the world's spiritual physicians. It is incumbent upon you, through the power and might of God, to heal by the sovereign remedy of the Most Great Name the soul-sickness of the kindreds of the earth and clarify the vision of all mankind. . . .
Give ear to the voice of the Ancient Beauty calling you aloud from this Most Great Prison: Forsake oppression and cruelty, cling to the fear of God. Purge yourselves from satanic deeds, be adorned with the virtues of God. Verily, strife and sedition besem not the people of God. Eschew wicked works, and walk in the ways of holiness, of resignation and contentment.

Be calm and self-dependent in your relations with your fellow-men, and deal with them in fairness and justice. Turn treachery to trust, slander to brotherly counsel, oppression to justice, heedlessness to the remembrance of God.

It behooveth him that desireth to teach the Cause of his Lord to adorn his head with the crown of detachment and the temple of his body with the fear of God.

Happy are the righteous that have attained unto the most great truth; happy are the wise that have recognized the straight path of God and turned unto His Kingdom; happy are the glad and sincere, the lamps of whose hearts burn with the knowledge of the All-merciful and are protected by self-abnegation from the rough winds of test and sorrows; happy are the brave whose hearts the power of the oppressor cannot daunt; happy are the clear-sighted that have learned to distinguish the transitory from the eternal, that have turned their faces to the Imperishable and are named among the Immortals in the realm of power and glory.

O friends! The thief and the traitor are lying in wait; beware lest ye be heedless, O bearers of God’s trust! Protect from the robber’s hand the pearls of the love of God.

In this day, whosoever rendeth not asunder the veil of his idle imaginings will assuredly fail to hear the Voice of God. Well is it with them that with the aid of the power of God have shattered the idols of their fancies and, with ears attentive to His call, have risen from the dead.

Words must be followed by deeds; words without deeds are as bees that yield no honey, as trees that bear no fruit.

Regard not the Cause of God as child’s play, neither be unmindful of His all-embracing, all-discerning wisdom. Distinguish yourselves one and all among mankind by the radiance of your countenance, the sincerity of your speech, the purity of your heart, the steadfastness of your purpose, the trustworthiness of your conduct, the sanctity of your soul, the blamelessness of your life.

(Bahá’u’lláh: Excerpts from Epistles.)

O ye beloved of the Lord! In this sacred Dispensation conflict and contention are in no wise permitted. Every aggressor deprives himself of God’s grace. It is incumbent upon every one to show the utmost love, righteousness, straightforwardness and heartfelt kindliness unto all the peoples and kindreds of the world, be they friends or strangers. Nay, the spirit of affection and loving-kindness must so prevail that the stranger may find himself a friend, the enemy a true companion, and every least trace of difference be removed. For universality is of God and all limitations earthly. Hence man must strive to show forth such virtues and perfections as may illumine all mankind. The light of the sun shineth upon all the world and the merciful showers of Providence fall upon all peoples. The life-giving breeze reviveth every soul and all living creatures obtain their share and portion at His heavenly board. In like manner the affections and loving-kindness of the servants of the One True God must be bountifully and universally extended to all mankind. Regarding this, restrictions and limitations are in no wise permitted.

Wherefore, O my loving friends! Consort with all the peoples and kindreds and religions of the world with the utmost truthfulness, uprightness, faithfulness, kindliness, good-will and friendliness; that all the world of being may be filled
with the holy ecstasy of the grace of Bahá, that ignorance, enmity, hate and malice may vanish from the world and the darkness of estrangement amidst the peoples and kindreds of the world may be turned into the light of unity. Should other peoples and nations be unfaithful, show fidelity unto them; should they be unjust, be just unto them; should they avoid you, attract them; should they show enmity, be friendly; should they poison you, sweeten their lives; should they inflict a wound upon you, be a salve to their sores. Such are the attributes of the sincere! Such are the attributes of the truthful! . . .

The disciples of Christ forgot themselves and all earthly things, forsook all their cares and belongings, purged themselves of self and passion, and with absolute detachment scattered far and wide, and engaged in calling the peoples of the world to the Light of Guidance, till at last they made the world another world, illumined the surface of the earth, and even to their last hour proved self-sacrificing in the pathway of that beloved One of God. Finally in various lands, they suffered glorious martyrdom. Let them that are men of action follow in their footsteps!

('Abdu'l-Bahá: Will and Testament.)

SOUL, MIND, SPIRIT AND THE ESSENCE OF DIVINITY

Excerpts from a Tablet from 'Abdu'l-Bahá to Dr. August Forel, European Scientist and Scholar.

MENTAL faculties are in truth of the inherent properties of the soul, even as the radiation of light is the essential property of the sun. The rays of the sun are renewed but the sun itself is ever the same and unchanged. Consider how the human intellect develops and weakens, and may at times come to naught, whereas the soul changes not. For the mind to manifest itself, the human body must be whole; and a sound mind cannot be but in a sound body, whereas the soul depends not upon the body. It is through the power of the soul that the mind comprehends, imagines and exerts its influence, while the soul is a power that is free. The mind comprehends the abstract by the aid of the concrete, but the soul has limitless manifestations of its own. The mind is circumscribed, the soul limitless. It is by the aid of such senses as those of sight, hearing, taste, smell and touch, that the mind comprehends, whereas the soul is free from all agencies. The soul, as you observe, whether it be in sleep or waking, is in motion and ever active. Possibly it may, while in a dream, unravel an intricate problem, incapable of solution in the waking state. The mind, moreover, understands not while the senses have ceased to function, and in the embryonic stage and in early infancy the reasoning power is totally absent, whereas the soul is ever endowed with full strength. In short, the proofs are many that go to show that despite the loss of reason, the power of the soul would still continue to exist. The spirit, however, possesses various grades and stations.

As to the existence of spirit in the mineral: it is indubitable that minerals are endowed with a spirit and life according to the requirements of that stage. This unknown secret, too, has become known unto the materialists who now maintain that all beings are endowed with life, even as He said in the Qur'án, "All things are living."

In the vegetable world too, there is the power of growth, and that power of growth is the spirit. In the animal world there is the sense of feeling, but in the human world there is an all-embracing power. In all the preceding stages the power of reason is absent, but the soul exists and reveals itself. The sense of
feeling understands not the soul, whereas the reasoning power of the mind proves the existence thereof.

In like manner the mind proves the existence of an unseen Reality that embraces all beings, and that exists and reveals itself in all stages, the essence whereof is beyond the grasp of the mind. Thus the mineral world understands neither the nature nor the perfections of the vegetable world; the vegetable world understands not the nature of the animal world, neither the animal world the nature of the reality of man that discovers and embraces all things. . . .

In fine, that inner faculty in man, unseen of the eye, wrests the sword from the hands of nature, and gives it a grievous blow. All other beings however great, are bereft of such perfections. Man has the powers of will and understanding, but nature has them not. Nature is constrained, man is free. Nature is bereft of understanding, man understands. Nature is unaware of past events, but man is aware of them. Nature forecasts not the future; man by his discerning power sees that which is to come. Nature has no consciousness of itself, man knows about all things.

Should anyone suppose that man is but a part of the world of nature, and he being endowed with these perfections, these being but manifestations of the world of nature, and thus nature the originator of these perfections and not deprived of them, to him we make reply and say:—the part depends upon the whole; the part cannot possess perfections whereof the whole is deprived.

By nature is meant those inherent properties and necessary relations derived from the realities of things. And these realities of things, though in the utmost diversity, are yet intimately connected one with the other. For these diverse realities an all-unifying agency is needed that shall link them all one to the other. For instance, the various organs and members, the parts and elements, that constitute the body of man, though at variance, are yet all connected one with the other by that all-unifying agency known as the human soul, that causes them to function in perfect harmony and with absolute regularity, thus making the continuation of life possible. The human body, however, is utterly unconscious of that all-unifying agency, and yet acts with regularity and discharges its functions according to its will. . . .

Now concerning the Essence of Divinity: In truth, it is on no account determined by anything apart from its own nature, and can in nowise be comprehended. For whatsoever can be conceived by man is a reality that has limitations and is not unlimited; it is circumscribed, not all-embracing; it can be comprehended by man, and is controlled by him. Similarly, it is certain that all human conceptions are contingent, not absolute; that they have a mental existence, not a material one. Moreover, differentiation of stages in the contingent world is an obstacle to understanding. How then can the contingent conceive the reality of the Absolute? As previously mentioned, differentiation of the stages in the contingent plane is an obstacle to understanding. Minerals, plants and animals are bereft of the mental faculties of man that discover the realities of all things, but man himself comprehends all the stages beneath him. Every superior stage comprehends that which is inferior and discovers the reality thereof, but the inferior one is unaware of that which is superior and cannot comprehend it.

Thus man cannot grasp the Essence of Divinity, but can by his reasoning power, by observation, by his intuitive faculties and the revealing power of his faith, believe in God and discover the bounties of His grace. He becomes certain that though the Divine Essence is unseen of the eye, and the existence of the Deity is intangible, yet conclusive spiritual proofs assert the existence of that unseen Reality. The Divine Essence as it is in itself is, however, beyond all description. For instance, the nature of ether is unknown, but that it exists is certain by the effects it produces—heat, light and electricity.
being its waves. By these waves the existence of ether is thus proved. And as we consider the outpourings of Divine Grace we are assured of the existence of God. For instance, we observe that the existence of beings is conditioned upon the coming together of various elements and their non-existence upon the decomposition of their constituent elements. For decomposition causes the dissociation of the various elements. Thus, as we observe that the coming together of elements gives rise to the existence of beings, and knowing that beings are infinite, they being the effect, how can the Cause be finite?

Now, formation is of three kinds and of three kinds only: accidental, compulsory, and voluntary. The coming together of the various constituent elements of beings cannot be accidental, for unto every effect there must be a cause. It cannot be compulsory, for then the formation must be an inherent property of the constituent parts and the inherent property of a thing can in nowise be dissociated from it, such as light that is the revealer of things, heat that causes the expansion of elements and the (solar) rays which are the essential property of the sun. Thus under such circumstances the decomposition of any formation would be impossible, for the inherent properties of a thing cannot be separated from it. The third formation remains and that is the voluntary one, that is, an unseen force described as the Ancient Power, causes these elements to come together, every formation giving rise to a distinct being.

As to the attributes and perfections such as will, knowledge, power and other ancient attributes that we ascribe to that Divine Reality, these are the signs that reflect the existence of beings in the visible plane and not the absolute perfections of the Divine Essence that cannot be comprehended. For instance, as we consider created things we observe infinite perfections, and the created things being in the utmost regularity and perfection we infer that the Ancient Power on whom depends the existence of these things, cannot be ignorant: thus we say He is All-knowing. It is certain that it is not impotent, it must be the All-powerful; it is not poor, it must be All-possessing; it is not non-existent, it must be Ever-living. The purpose is to show that these attributes and perfections that we recount for that universal Reality are only in order to deny imperfections, rather than to assert the perfections that human mind can conceive. Thus we say His attributes are unknowable.

In fine, that universal Reality with all its qualities and attributes that we recount is holy and exalted above all minds and understandings. As we, however, reflect with broad minds upon this infinite universe, we observe that motion without a motive force, and an effect without a cause are both impossible; that every being has come to exist under numerous influences and continually undergoes reaction. These influences too are formed under the action of still other influences. For instance, plants grow and flourish through the outpourings of vernal showers, while the cloud itself is formed under various other agencies and these agencies in their turn are reacted upon by still other agencies. For example, plants and animals grow and develop under the influence of what the philosophers of our day designate as hydrogen and oxygen and are reacted upon by the effects of these two elements; and these in turn are formed under still other influences. The same can be said of other beings whether they affect other things or are affected. Such process of causation goes on, and to maintain that this process goes on indefinitely is manifestly absurd. Thus such a chain of causation must of necessity lead eventually to Him who is the Ever-living, the All-powerful, who is Self-dependent and the ultimate Cause. This universal Reality cannot be sensed, it cannot be seen. It must be so of necessity, for it is All-embracing, not circumscribed, and such attributes qualify the effect and not the Cause.

Now regarding the question whether the faculties of the mind and the human
soul are one and the same: These faculties are but the inherent properties of the soul, such as the power of imagination, of thought, of understanding; powers that are the essential requisites of the reality of man, even as the solar ray is the inherent property of the sun. The temple of man is like unto a mirror, his soul is as the sun, and his mental faculties even as the rays that emanate from that source of light. The ray may cease to fall upon the mirror, but it can in no wise be dissociated from the sun.

In short, the point is this that the world of man appears supernatural in its relation to the vegetable kingdom, though in reality it is not so. Relatively to the plant, the reality of man, his power of hearing and sight, are all supernatural, and for the plant to comprehend that reality and the nature of the powers of man's mind is impossible. In like manner for man to comprehend the Divine Essence and the nature of the great hereafter is in no wise possible. The merciful outpourings of that Divine Essence, however, are vouchsafed unto all beings and it is incumbent upon man to ponder in his heart upon the effusions of the Divine Grace, the soul of man being counted as one sign of it, rather than upon the Divine Essence itself. This is the utmost limit for human understanding. As it has previously been mentioned, these attributes and perfections that we recount of the Divine Essence, these we have derived from the existence and observation of beings, and it is not that we have comprehended the Essence and Perfection of God. When we say that the Divine Essence understands and is free, we do not mean that we have discovered the Divine Will and Purpose, but rather that we have acquired knowledge of them through the Divine Will and Purpose, revealed and manifested in the realities of things.

In conclusion, these few words are written, and unto everyone they will be a clear and conclusive evidence of the truth. Ponder them in your heart: The will of every sovereign prevails during his reign, the will of every philosopher finds expression in a handful of disciples during his lifetime, but the power of the Holy Spirit shines radiantly in the realities of the Messengers of God, and strengthens their will in such wise as to influence a great nation for thousands of years and to regenerate the human soul and revive mankind. Consider how great is this Power! It is an extraordinary Power, an all-sufficient proof of the truth of the mission of the Prophets of God, and a conclusive evidence of the Power of Divine Inspiration.
I:aji Ma:\lmud Qass\ábchí
President of the Baghdad, 'Iráq, Spiritual Assembly for the past four years. He volunteered his services to undertake the reconstruction of the Sacred House of His Holiness Bahá'u'lláh, as desired by 'Abdu'l-Bahá, and worked with great zeal to accomplish it. Besides his personal labor he contributed to this fund about half of the total expenditure. He owns the buildings surrounding the House and contemplates presenting them to the Cause.
A STATEMENT ON PRESENT-DAY ADMINISTRATION OF THE BAHÁ’Í CAUSE

This Compilation, beginning with a Statement by Horace Holley, includes “Excerpts from the Will and Testament of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá”; “The Spirit and Form of Bahá’í Administration,” “Declaration of Trust,” and “Excerpts from the Letters of Shoghi Effendi.”

It has been the general characteristic of religion that organization marks the interruption of the true spiritual influence and serves to prevent the original impulse from being carried into the world. The organization has invariably become a substitute for religion rather than a method or an instrument used to give the religion effect. The separation of peoples into different traditions unbridged by any peaceful or constructive intercourse has made this inevitable. Up to the present time in fact, no Founder of a revealed religion has explicitly laid down the principles that should guide the administrative machinery of the Faith He has established.

In the Bahá’í Cause, the principles of world administration were expressed by Bahá’u’lláh, and these principles were developed in the writings of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, more especially in His Will and Testament.

The purpose of this organization is to make possible a true and lasting unity among people of different races, classes, interests, characters, and inherited creeds. A close and sympathetic study of this aspect of the Bahá’í Cause will show that the purpose and method of Bahá’í administration is so perfectly adapted to the fundamental spirit of the Revelation that it bears to it the same relationship as body to soul. In character, the principles of Bahá’í administration represent the science of co-operation; in application, they provide for a new and higher type of morality world-wide in scope. In the clash and confusion of sectarian prejudice, the Bahá’í Movement is impartial and sympathetic, offering a foundation upon which reconciliation can be firmly based. Amid the complex interrelations of governments, the Movement stands absolutely neutral as to political purposes and entirely obedient to all recognized authority. It will not be overlooked by the student that Bahá’u’lláh is the only religious teacher making obedience to just governments and rulers a definite spiritual command.

In this brief analysis of the several features of the Bahá’í system of administration the purpose is rather to place in the hands of the believers themselves a convenient summary of the available instructions than to clarify this aspect of the Movement to the non-Bahá’í. Until one has made contact with the spirit of the Bahá’í teachings and desires to cooperate whole-heartedly with their purpose, the administrative phase of the Movement can have little real meaning or appeal.

At the time of the passing of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, the organization was fully defined but not yet established among His followers. The responsibility for carrying out the instructions was placed by ‘Abdu’l-Bahá upon His grandson, Shoghi Effendi, to whom was assigned the function of “Guardian of the Cause.” Obedience to the authority of the Guardian was definitely enjoined upon all Bahá’ís by ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, but this authority carries with it nothing of an arbitrary or per-
sonal character, being limited as to purpose and method by the writings of Bahá'u'lláh and 'Abdu'l-Bahá. The Guardian unifies the efforts to bring into complete application those principles of world administration already clearly defined.

To assist the Guardian in his manifold responsibilities and duties and particularly in the promotion of the teaching work, 'Abdu'l-Bahá provided for the appointment of a group of co-workers to be known as “The Hands of the Cause of God.” The appointment of this body is a function of the Guardian, and these from their own number are to elect nine persons who will be closely associated with the Guardian in the discharge of his duties. It is the function of the Guardian also to appoint his own successor, this appointment to be ratified by the nine Hands of the Cause.

It is the genius of the Bahá'í Cause that the principle underlying the administration of its affairs aims to improve the life and upbuild the character of the individual believer in his own local community, wherever it may be, and not to enhance the prestige of those relatively few who, by election or appointment, hold positions of higher authority. Bahá'í authority is measured by self-sacrifice and not by arbitrary power. This fundamental aim can be seen clearly on studying the significant emphasis which 'Abdu'l-Bahá placed upon the local Bahá'í community. The local group, involving as it does men and women in all the normal activities and relations of life, is the foundation upon which rests the entire evolution of the Cause. The local Bahá'í community is given official recognition only after its number of adult declared believers has become nine or more. Up to this point, the community exists as a voluntary group of workers and students of the Cause.

In this connection, the word “community” is not used in the sense of any locality, exclusively Bahá'í in membership, nor of any manner of living differing outwardly from the general environment, such as has been attempted by religionists and also members of philosophic and economic movements in the past. A Bahá'í community is a unity of minds and hearts, an association of people entirely voluntary in character, established upon a common experience of devotion to the universal aims of Bahá'u'lláh and agreement as to the methods by which these aims can be advanced.

A Bahá'í community differs from other voluntary gatherings in that its foundation is so deeply laid and broadly extended that it can include any sincere soul. Whereas other associations are exclusive, in effect if not in intention, and from method if not from ideal, Bahá'í association is inclusive, shutting the gates of fellowship to no sincere soul. In every gathering there is latent or developed some basis of selection. In religion this basis is a creed limited by the historical nature of its origin; in politics this is party or platform; in economics this is a mutual misfortune or mutual power; in the arts and sciences this basis consists of special training or activity or interest. In all these matters, the more exclusive the basis of selection, the stronger the movement—a condition diametrically opposed to that existing in the Bahá'í Cause. Hence the Cause, for all its spirit of growth and progress, develops slowly as regards the numbers of its active adherents. For people are accustomed to exclusiveness and division in all affairs. The important sanctions have ever been warrants and justifications of division. To enter the Bahá'í Movement is to leave these sanctions behind—an experience which at first invariably exposes one to new trials and sufferings, as the human ego revolts against the supreme sanction of universal love. The scientific must associate with the simple and unlearned, the rich with the poor, the white with the colored, the mystic with the literalist, the Christian with the Jew, the Muslim with the Parsee: and on terms removing the advantage of long established presumptions and privileges.

But for this difficult experience there
are glorious compensations. Let us remember that art grows sterile as it turns away from the common humanity, that philosophy likewise loses its vision when developed in solitude, and that politics and religion never succeed apart from the general needs of mankind. Human nature is not yet known, for we have all lived in a state of mental, moral, emotional or social defense, and the psychology of defense is the psychology of inhibition. But the love of God removes fear; the removal of fear establishes the latent powers, and association with others in spiritual love brings these powers into vital, positive expression. A Baha'i community is a gathering where this process can take place in this age, slowly at first, as the new impetus gathers force, more rapidly as the members become conscious of the powers unfolding the flower of unity among men.

Where the community is small and insignificant, in comparison with the population of the city or town, the first condition of growth is understanding of the Manifestation of Baha'u'llah, and the next condition is that of true humility. If these two conditions exist, the weakest soul becomes endowed with effective power in service to the Cause. The result of unity, in fact, is to share the powers and faculties of all with each.

The responsibility for and supervision of local Baha'i affairs is vested in a body known as the Spiritual Assembly. This body (limited to nine members) is elected annually on April 21st, the first day of Ridván (The Festival commemorating the declaration of Baha'u'llah) by the adult declared believers of the community, the voting list being drawn up by the outgoing Spiritual Assembly. Concerning the character and functions of this body, 'Abdu'l-Baha has written as follows:

"It is incumbent upon everyone (every believer) not to take any step (of Baha'i activity) without consulting the Spiritual Assembly, and they must assuredly obey with heart and soul its bidding and be submissive unto it, that things may be properly ordered and well arranged. Otherwise every person will act independently and after his own judgment, will follow his own desire, and do harm to the Cause.

"The prime requisites for them that take counsel together are purity of motive, radiance of spirit, detachment from all else save God, attraction to His divine fragrances, humility and lowliness amongst His loved ones, patience and long-suffering in difficulties and servitude to His exalted Threshold. Should they be graciously aided to acquire these attributes, victory from the unseen Kingdom of Baha shall be vouchsafed to them. In this day, Assemblies of consultation are of the greatest importance and a vital necessity. Obedience unto them is essential and obligatory. The members thereof must take counsel together in such wise that no occasion for ill-feeling or discord may arise. This can be attained when every member expresses with absolute freedom his own opinion and setteth forth his argument. Should anyone oppose, he must on no account feel hurt, for not until matters are fully discussed can the right way be revealed. The shining spark of truth cometh forth only after the clash of differing opinions. If after discussion a decision be carried unanimously, well and good; but if, the Lord forbid, differences of opinion should arise, a majority of voices must prevail.

"The first condition is absolute love and harmony amongst the members of the Assembly. They must be wholly free from estrangement and must manifest in themselves the Unity of God, for they are the waves of one sea, the drops of one river, the stars of one heaven, the rays of one sun, the trees of one orchard, the flowers of one garden. Should harmony of thought and absolute unity be non-existent, that gathering shall be dispersed and that Assembly be brought to naught.

"The second condition: They must when coming together turn their faces to
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the Kingdom on high and ask aid from the realm of Glory... Discussions must all be confined to spiritual matters that pertain to the training of souls, the instruction of children, the relief of the poor, the help of the feeble throughout all classes in the world, kindness to all peoples, the diffusion of the fragrances of God and the exaltation of His holy Word. Should they endeavor to fulfill these conditions the grace of the Holy Spirit shall be vouchsafed unto them, and that Assembly shall become the center of the divine blessings, the hosts of divine confirmation shall come to their aid, and they shall day by day receive a new effusion of spirit.

The letters of Shoghi Effendi quote the fundamental instructions contained in the writings of Bahá'u'lláh and 'Abdu'l-Bahá on the character of Bahá'í administration, and give them definite application: "A careful study of Bahá'u'lláh's and 'Abdu'l-Bahá's Tablets will reveal that other duties (besides teaching the Cause), no less vital to the interests of the Cause, devolve upon the elected representatives of the friends in every locality.

"They must endeavor to promote amity and concord amongst the friends and secure an active and whole-hearted cooperation for the service of the Cause.

"They must do their utmost to extend at all times the helping hand to the poor, the sick, the disabled, the orphan, the widow, irrespective of color, caste and creed.

"They must promote by every means in their power the material as well as spiritual enlightenment of youth, the means for the education of children; institute, whenever possible, Bahá'í educational institutions; organize and supervise their work, and provide the best means for their progress and development.

"They must make an effort to maintain official, regular and frequent correspondence with the various Bahá'í centers throughout the world, report to them their activities, and share the glad-tidings they receive with all their fellow-workers in the Cause.

"They must bend every effort to promote the interests of the Mashriqu'l-Adhkár (i.e., House of Worship)*, and hasten the day when the work of this glorious Edifice† will have been consummated.

"They must encourage and stimulate by every means at their command, through subscriptions, reports and articles, the development of the various Bahá'í magazines.

"They must undertake the arrangement of the regular meetings of the friends, the feasts and anniversaries, as well as the special gatherings designed to serve and promote the social, intellectual and spiritual interests of their fellowmen.

"They must supervise in these days when the Cause is still in its infancy all Bahá'í publications and translations, and provide in general for a dignified and accurate presentation of all Bahá'í literature and its distribution to the general public.

"These rank among the most outstanding obligations of the members of every Spiritual Assembly. In whatever locality the Cause has sufficiently expanded, and in order to insure efficiency and avoid confusion, each of these manifold functions will have to be referred to a special Committee, responsible to that Assembly, elected by it from among the friends in that locality, and upon whose work the Assembly will have to exercise constant and general supervision.

"In every locality, be it city or hamlet, where the number of adult declared believers exceed nine, a local Spiritual Assembly must be forthwith established.

"As the progress and extension of spiritual activities is dependent and conditioned upon material means, it is of absolute necessity that immediately after the establishment of local as well as national Spiritual Assemblies, a Bahá'í Fund

*Referring particularly to Spiritual Assemblies in America.
†On the shore of Lake Michigan.
be established, to be placed under the exclusive control of the Spiritual Assembly. All donations and contributions should be offered to the Treasurer of the Assembly, for the express purpose of promoting the interests of the Cause throughout that locality or country. It is the sacred obligation of every conscientious and faithful servant of Bahá'u'lláh, who desires to see His Cause advance, to contribute freely and generously for the increase of that Fund. The members of the Spiritual Assembly will at their own discretion expend it to promote the teaching campaign, to help the needy, to establish educational Bahá'í institutions, to extend in every way their sphere of service.

"Nothing whatever should be given to the public by any individual among the friends, unless fully considered and approved by the Spiritual Assembly in his locality; and if this (as is undoubtedly the case) is a matter that pertains to the general interests of the Cause in that land, then it is incumbent upon the Spiritual Assembly to submit it to the consideration and approval of the National Body representing all the various local Assemblies. Not only with regard to publication, but all matters without any exception whatsoever, regarding the interests of the Cause in that locality, individually or collectively, should be referred exclusively to the Spiritual Assembly in that locality, which shall decide upon it, unless it be a matter of national interest, in which case it shall be referred to the National (Bahá'í) Body. With this National Body also will rest the decision whether a given question is of local or national interest. (By national affairs is not meant matters that are political in their character, for the friends of God the world over are strictly forbidden to meddle with political affairs in any way whatever, but rather things that affect the spiritual activities of the body of the friends in that land.)

"Full harmony, however, as well as co-operation among the various local Assemblies and the members themselves, and particularly between each Assembly and the National Body is of the utmost importance, for upon it depends the unity of the Cause of God, the solidarity of the friends, the full, speedy and efficient working of the spiritual activities of His loved ones.

"The various Assemblies, local and national, constitute today the bedrock upon the strength of which the Universal House (of Justice) is in future to be firmly established and raised. Not until these function vigorously and harmoniously can the hope for the termination of this period of transition be realized. . . . Bear in mind that the keynote of the Cause of God is not dictatorial authority, but humble fellowship; not arbitrary power, but the spirit of frank and loving consultation. Nothing short of the spirit of a true Bahá'í can hope to reconcile the principles of mercy and justice, of freedom and submission, of the sanctity of the right of the individual and of self-surrender, of vigilance, discretion and prudence on the one hand, and fellowship, candor, and courage on the other."

Experience in the life of a Bahá'í community and participation in the details of its several activities impresses one with the fact that Bahá'í unity has in it new elements which work powerfully to expand one's area of sympathy, deepen one's insight, develop one's character and bring order and stability into all of one's affairs. There can be no higher privilege than the experience of attempting to serve faithfully upon a Spiritual Assembly, conscious as its members are of the unique standard upheld by 'Abdu'l-Bahá and bringing as it does the opportunity of dealing with a large range and diversity of human problems from an impersonal point of view. It is inevitable that the nine elected members shall exemplify diverse interests and types of character, with the result that unity of heart and conscience with the other eight members is a direct training to enter into spiritual unity with the larger body of mankind. No such schools of discipline and inspira-
tion exist on earth today, for one must bear in mind that a Bahá’í community can never be an exclusive group nor a closed circle of interests but, on the contrary, its fundamental purpose is to unify and co-operate with every possible element in the surrounding population.

The local Spiritual Assembly after election organizes by electing from its own number a chairman, corresponding secretary, recording secretary and treasurer. It should appoint from its own members or from the local Bahá’í community working committees responsible for the various permanent activities of the Cause.

Since a Spiritual Assembly is established upon a new and higher ideal, the character, knowledge and purity of its members is essential to success. Wherever personal ambition, narrowness or impurity enters a Spiritual Assembly, the results are invariably to check the growth of the Cause and, if these conditions are prolonged, to destroy the foundation already laid. The careful student of the teachings will accept this result as one more vindication of the all-surrounding spirit protecting this Faith. The elimination of an unworthy group from the Bahá’í Cause would be a bitter disappointment but not an evidence that the Cause had failed. On the contrary, the Cause could only be declared a failure if personal ambition, pride, narrowness and impurity should so prevail as to build a world-wide organization able to pervert the original purpose.

The local Spiritual Assemblies of a country are linked together and co-ordinated through another elected body of nine members, the National Spiritual Assembly. This body comes into being by means of an annual election held by elected delegates representing the local Bahá’í communities. The delegates are elected by all the adult declared believers of a community in which a Spiritual Assembly exists. The National Convention in which the delegates are gathered together is composed of an elective body based upon the principle of proportional representation. The total number of delegates is fixed by Shoghi Effendi for each country, and this number is fulfilled by assigning to each local community the number of delegates called for by its relative numerical strength. These National Conventions are preferably held during the period of Ridván, the twelve days beginning April 21st which commemorate the Declaration made by Bahá’u’lláh in the Garden of Ridván near Baghdád. The recognition of delegates is vested in the out-going National Spiritual Assembly.

A National Convention is an occasion for deepening one’s understanding of Bahá’í activities and of sharing reports of national and local activities for the period of the elapsed year. It has been the custom to hold a public Bahá’í Congress in connection with the Convention. The function of a Bahá’í delegate is not limited to attendance at the National Convention and participation in the election of the new National Spiritual Assembly. While gathered together, the delegates are a consultative and advisory body whose recommendations are to be carefully considered by the members of the elected National Spiritual Assembly. Even after the Convention, this consultative function continues throughout the year, and by the close and intimate association of the deliberations of the National Spiritual Assembly with the delegates, the National Body is enabled to be more representative of the entire Bahá’í community of the land. Delegates unable to attend the Convention in person are permitted to vote for the new National Spiritual Assembly by mail.

The relation of the National Spiritual Assembly to the local Spiritual Assemblies and to the body of the believers in the country is thus defined in the letters of the Guardian of the Cause:

“Regarding the establishment of National Assemblies, it is of vital importance that in every country, where the conditions are favorable and the number of the
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friends has grown and reached a considerable size—\textit{that a National Spiritual Assembly be immediately established, representative of the friends throughout that country.}

"Its immediate purpose is to stimulate, unify and co-ordinate, by frequent personal consultations, the manifold activities of the friends as well as the local Assemblies; and by keeping in close and constant touch with the Holy Land, initiate measures, and direct in general the affairs of the Cause in that country.

"It serves also another purpose, no less essential than the first, as in the course of time it shall evolve into the National House of Justice (referred to in \textit{`Abdu'l-Bahá's Will} as the 'Secondary House of Justice') which according to the explicit text of the \textit{Testament} will have, in conjunction with the other National Assemblies throughout the Bahá'í world, to elect directly the members of the International or Universal House of Justice, that Supreme Council that will guide, organize and unify the affairs of the Movement throughout the world.

"This National Spiritual Assembly which, pending the establishment of the Universal House of Justice, will have to be re-elected once a year, obviously assumes grave responsibilities for it has to exercise full authority over all the local Assemblies in its province, and will have to direct the activities of the friends, guard vigilantly the Cause of God, and control and supervise the affairs of the Movement in general.

"Vital issues, affecting the interests of the Cause in that country, such as the matter of translation and publication, the Mashriqu’l-Adhkár, the teaching work, and other similar matters that stand distinct from strictly local affairs, must be under the full jurisdiction of the National Assembly.

"It will have to refer each of these questions, even as the local Assemblies, to a special committee, to be elected by the members of the National Spiritual Assembly from among all the friends in that country, which will bear to it the same relations as the local committees bear to their respective local Assemblies.

"With it, too, rests the decision whether a certain point at issue is strictly local in its nature, and should be reserved for the consideration and decision of the local Assembly, or whether it should fall under its own province and be a matter which ought to receive its special attention.

"It is the bounden duty, in the interest of the Cause we all love and serve, of the members of the incoming National Assembly, once elected by the delegates at Convention time, to seek and have the utmost regard, individually as well as collectively, for the advice, the considered opinion and the true sentiments of the assembled delegates. Banishing every vestige of secrecy, of undue reticence, of dictatorial aloofness from their midst they should radiantly and abundantly unfold to the eyes of the delegates by whom they were elected, their plans, their hopes and their cares. They should familiarize the delegates with the various matters that will have to be considered in the current year, and calmly and conscientiously study and weigh the opinions and judgments of the delegates. The newly elected National Assembly, during the few days when the Convention is in session, and after the dispersion of the delegates, should seek ways and means to cultivate understanding, facilitate and maintain the exchange of views, deepen confidence, and vindicate by every tangible evidence their one desire to serve and advance the common weal.

"The National Spiritual Assembly, however, in view of the unavoidable limitations imposed upon the convening of frequent and long-standing sessions of the Convention, will have to retain in its hands the final decision on all matters that affect the interests of the Cause—such as the right to decide whether any local Assembly is functioning in accordance with the principles laid down for the conduct and the advancement of the Cause.

"The seating of delegates to the Convention (i.e., the right to decide upon the
validity of the credentials of the delegates at a given Convention), is vested in the outgoing National Assembly, and the right to decide who has the voting privilege is also ultimately placed in the hands of the National Spiritual Assembly, either when a local Spiritual Assembly is for the first time being formed in a given locality, or when differences arise between a new applicant and an already established local Assembly.

"Were the National Spiritual Assembly to decide, after mature deliberation, to omit the holding of the Bahá’í Convention and Congress in a given year, then they could, only in such a case, devise ways and means to insure that the annual election of the National Spiritual Assembly should be held by mail, provided it can be conducted with sufficient thoroughness, efficiency and dispatch. It would also appear to me unobjectionable to enable and even to require in the last resort such delegates as cannot possibly undertake the journey to the seat of the Bahá’í Convention to send their votes, for the election of the National Spiritual Assembly only, by mail to the National Secretary."

Concerning the matter of drawing up the voting list to be used at the annual local Bahá’í elections, the responsibility for this is placed upon each local Spiritual Assembly, and as a guidance in the matter the Guardian has written the following:

"To state very briefly and as adequately as present circumstances permit, the principal factors that must be taken into consideration before deciding whether a person may be regarded a true believer or not: Full recognition of the station of the Forerunner, the Author and the True Exemplar of the Bahá’í Cause, as set forth in ‘Abdu’l-Bahá’s Will and Testament; unreserved acceptance of and submission to whatsoever has been revealed by their Pen; loyal and steadfast adherence to every clause of our Beloved’s sacred Will; and close association with the spirit as well as the form of the present-day Bahá’í administration—these, I conceive, to be the fundamental and primary considerations that must be fairly, discreetly and thoughtfully ascertained before reaching such a vital decision."

‘Abdu’l-Bahá’s instructions provide for the further development of Bahá’í organization through an International Spiritual Assembly to be elected by the members of the National Spiritual Assemblies. This international body has not yet come into existence, but its special character has been clearly defined:

"And now, concerning the Assembly (Baytul-‘Adl: i.e., House of Justice) which God hath ordained as the source of all good and freed from all error, it must be elected by universal suffrage, that is, by the believers. Its members must be manifestations of the fear of God, and day-springs of knowledge and understanding, must be steadfast in God’s Faith, and the well-wishers of all mankind. By this Assembly is meant the Universal Assembly: that is, in each country a secondary Assembly must be instituted, and these secondary Assemblies must elect the members of the Universal one.

"Unto this body all things must be referred. It enacteth all ordinances and regulations that are not to be found in the explicit Holy Text. By this body all the difficult problems are to be resolved, and the Guardian of the Cause is its sacred head and the distinguished member, for life, of that body. Should he not attend in person its deliberations, he must appoint one to represent him... This Assembly enacteth the laws and the executive enforceth them. The legislative body must reinforce the executive, the executive must aid and assist the legislative body, so that, through the close union and harmony of these two forces, the foundation of fairness and justice may become firm and strong, that all the regions of the world may become even as Paradise itself.

"Unto the Most Holy Book everyone must turn, and all that is not expressly recorded therein must be referred to the
Universal Assembly. That which this body, either unanimously or by a majority, doth carry, that is verily the truth and the purpose of God Himself. Whoso doth deviate therefrom is verily of them that love discord, hath shewn forth malice and turned away from the Lord of the Covenant.

Even at the present time, the Baha'is in all parts of the world maintain an intimate and cordial association by means of regular correspondence and individual visits. This contact of members of different races, nationalities and religious traditions is concrete proof that the burden of prejudice and the historical factors of division can be entirely overcome through the spirit of oneness established by Bahá'u'lláh.

The general student of religion will not fail to note four essential characteristics of Bahá'í administration. The first is its completely successful reconciliation of the usually opposed claims of democratic freedom and unanswerable authority. The second is the entire absence from the Bahá'í Cause of anything approaching the institution of a salaried professional clergy. The Bahá'í conception of religion is one which combines mysticism, which is a sacred personal experience, with practical morality, which is a useful contact between the individual and his fellow man. In the nature of things, some souls are more advanced than others, and the function of spiritual teaching is given special importance in the writings of Bahá'u'lláh and 'Abdu'l-Bahá. The Bahá'í teacher, however, has no authority over the individual conscience. The individual conscience must be subordinated to the decisions of a duly elected Spiritual Assembly, but this relationship is entirely different in character and results from the relationship of an individual with minister or priest.

The third characteristic is the absence of internal factionalism, that bane of all organized effort, and the sure sign of the presence of spiritual disease. The predominant spirit of unity which distinguishes the Bahá'í Cause in its relation to the world, making its followers strive for reconciliation rather than partisan victory, creates an internal condition, unlike that which exists in movements which accept partisan victory, in one or another form, as their very reason for being. Such movements can but disintegrate from within; the Bahá'í Movement can but grow.

Significant also is the fourth characteristic, namely that the Bahá'í Cause has within it an inherent necessity operating slowly but surely to bring its administration into the hands of those truly fitted for the nature of the work. The lesser vision gives way invariably for the larger vision, itself replaced by the still larger vision in due time. The result is an inevitable improvement in the qualities placed at the service of the Cause, until the highest attributes of humanity will be enrolled. In the Bahá'í Cause we are actually witnessing the fulfillment of that strange and cryptic saying: "The meek shall inherit the earth."

That the administrative machinery is not an end in itself but merely the means to spread everywhere the light of faith and brotherhood, is frequently expressed by the Guardian in his general letters, and this brief survey may well close with one of those passages:

"Not by the force of numbers, not by the mere exposition of a set of new and noble principles, not by an organized campaign of teaching—no matter how worldwide and elaborate in its character—not even by the staunchness of our faith or the exaltation of our enthusiasm, can we ultimately hope to vindicate in the eyes of a critical and sceptical age the supreme claim of the Abhá Revelation. One thing and only one thing will unfailingly and alone secure the undoubted triumph of this sacred Cause, namely the extent to which our own inner life and private character mirror forth in their manifold aspects the splendor of those eternal principles proclaimed by Bahá'u'lláh."—Shoghi.
The script is an excerpt from the *Will and Testament of Bahá'u'lláh* regarding 'Abdu'l-Bahá—the section beginning with the Words: "The Test of God is this: Aghsán, Afnán and kindred should all turn to the Most Great Branch," and ending with "I am the Gracious, the Bountiful."
IT IS significant of the completeness of the Revelation of Bahá’u’lláh that the text of His Book provided for every emergency confronting human souls in this age. The supreme test of the Bahá’í Faith had in fact already been successfully met during the days which followed the ascension of Bahá’u’lláh in 1892. By the appointment of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá as the Center of His Covenant, Bahá’u’lláh prolonged His own ministry for well-nigh thirty years, a period coinciding with an entire generation and therefore sufficient to withstand the onslaughts of those ambitious persons who arose to overthrow or pervert the Faith from within and without its ranks. For the words of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, according to the text of this appointment, have equal rank and spiritual validity with those of the Manifestation (i.e., Bahá’u’lláh).

Thus, during the ministry of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, the Cause of Bahá’u’lláh was not only safeguarded from confusion and division, it was vastly extended into Europe, America and the Far East, and the fundamental literature of the Faith was amplified by ‘Abdu’l-Bahá’s public addresses and Tablets, many of which were directed to the administrative side of Bahá’í service. By 1921, the outer form of this community had been fairly defined in many localities and impressed upon the habits as well as thoughts of the believers.

Despite this fact, it is more than doubtful, it is positively certain, that the worldwide Bahá’í community could not have survived the shock of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá’s passing, and perpetuated its complex unity into the future, had He not made definite provision for a point of unity acceptable to all the believers and a continuance of that administrative authority which is the body of the soul of faith.

These provisions were made in the Will and Testament of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, excerpts from which follow. By the appointment of a Guardian of the Bahá’í Cause, ‘Abdu’l-Bahá created an executive head and center possessing unquestioned consecration and capacity for the tremendous task of inspiring the world-wide Bahá’í community to develop along the path of human service marked out for it in the Religion of Bahá’u’lláh.

—EDITORS.

ALL-PRAISE to Him who, by the Shield of His Covenant, hath guarded the Temple of His Cause from the darts of doubtfulness, who by the Hosts of His Testament hath preserved the Sanctuary of His Most Beneficent Law and protected His Straight and Luminous Path, staying thereby the onslaught of the company of Covenant-breakers, that have threatened to subvert His Divine Edifice; who hath watched over His Mighty Stronghold and All-glorious Faith, through the aid of men whom the slander of the slanderer affects not, whom no earthly calling, glory and power can turn aside from the Covenant of God and His Testament, established firmly by His clear and manifest words, writ and revealed by His All-glorious Pen and recorded in the Preserved Tablet.

Salutation and praise, blessing and glory rest upon that primal branch of the Divine and Sacred Lote-Tree, grown out, blest, tender, verdant and flourishing from the Twin Holy Trees; the most wondrous, unique and priceless pearl that doth gleam from out the twin surging seas; upon the offshoots of the Tree of Holiness, the twigs of the Celestial Tree, they that in the Day of the Great Dividing have stood fast and firm in the Covenant; upon the Hands (pillars) of the
Cause of God that have diffused widely the divine Fragrances, declared His Proofs, proclaimed His Faith, published abroad His Law, detached themselves from all things but Him, stood for righteousness in this world, and kindled the Fire of the Love of God in the very hearts and souls of His servants; upon them that have believed, rested assured, stood steadfast in His Covenant and followed the Light that after My passing shined from the Day-spring of divine Guidance—for behold! he is the blest and sacred bough that hath branched out from the Twin Holy Trees. Well is it with him that seeketh the shelter of his shade that shadoweth all mankind.

O ye beloved of the Lord! The greatest of all things is the protection of the True Faith of God, the preservation of His Law, the safeguarding of His Cause and service unto His Word. Ten thousand souls have shed streams of their sacred blood in this path, their precious lives they offered in sacrifice unto Him, hastened wrapt in holy ecstasy unto the glorious field of martyrdom, upraised the Standard of God's Faith and writ with their life-blood upon the Tablet of the world the verses of His divine Unity. The sacred breast of His Holiness, the Exalted One—May my life be a sacrifice unto Him—was made a target to many a dart of woe, and in Mazindaran, the Blessed feet of the Abhá Beauty—May my life be offered up for His loved ones—were so grievously scourged as to bleed and be sore wounded. His neck also was put into captive chains and His feet made fast in the stocks. In every hour, for a period of fifty years, a new trial and calamity befell Him and fresh afflictions and cares beset Him. One of them: after having suffered intense vicissitudes, He was made homeless and a wanderer and fell a victim to still new vexations and troubles. In 'Iraq, the Day-star of the world was so exposed to the wiles of the people of malice as to be eclipsed in splendor. Later on He was sent an exile to the Great City (Constantinople) and thence to the Land of Mystery (Adriano), whence, grievously wronged, He was eventually transferred to the Most Great Prison ('Akká). He whom the world hath wronged—May my life be offered up for His loved ones—was four times banished from city to city, till at last condemned to perpetual confinement, He was incarcerated in this Prison, the prison of highway robbers, of brigands and of manslayers. All this is but one of the trials that have afflicted the Blessed Beauty, the rest being even as grievous as this.

According to the direct and sacred command of God we are forbidden to utter slander, are commanded to show forth peace and amity, are exhorted to rectitude of conduct, straightforwardness and harmony with all the kindreds and peoples of the world. We must obey and be the well-wishers of the governments of the land, regard disloyalty unto a just king as disloyalty to God Himself and wishing evil to the government a transgression of the Cause of God.

O God, my God! Thou seest this wronged servant of Thine, held fast in the talons of ferocious lions, of ravening wolves, of bloodthirsty beasts. Graciously assist me, through my love for Thee, that I may drink deep of the chalice that brimeth over with faithfulness to Thee and is filled with Thy bountiful Grace; so that, fallen upon the dust, I may sink prostrate and senseless whilst my vesture is dyed crimson with my blood. This is my wish, my heart's desire, my hope, my pride, my glory. Grant, O Lord my God, and my Refuge, that in my last hour, my end, may even as musk shed its fragrance of glory! Is there a bounty greater than this? Nay, by Thy Glory! I call Thee to witness that no day passeth but that I quaff my fill from this cup, so grievous are the misdeeds wrought by them that have broken the Covenant, kindled discord, showed their malice, stirred sedition in the land and dishonored Thee amidst Thy servants. Lord! Shield Thou from these Covenant-breakers the mighty
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Stronghold of Thy Faith and protect Thy secret Sanctuary from the onslaught of the ungodly. Thou art in truth the Mighty, the Powerful, the Gracious, the Strong.

O God, my God! Shield Thy trusted servants from the evils of self and passion, protect them with the watchful eye of Thy loving-kindness from all rancor, hate and envy, shelter them in the impregnable stronghold of Thy Cause and, safe from the darts of doubtfulness, make them the manifestations of Thy glorious Signs, illumine their faces with the effulgent rays shed from the Day-spring of Thy divine Unity, gladden their hearts with the verses revealed from Thy holy Kingdom, strengthen their loins by Thy all-swaying power that cometh from Thy Realm of Glory. Thou art the All-bountiful, the Protector, the Almighty, the Gracious.

O ye that stand fast in the Covenant! When the hour cometh that this wronged and broken-winged bird will have taken its flight unto the Celestial Concourse, when it will have hastened to the Realm of the Unseen and its mortal frame will have been either lost or hidden neath the dust, it is incumbent upon the Afnán, that are steadfast in the Covenant of God, and have branched from the Tree of Holiness; the Hands (pillars) of the Cause of God,—The glory of the Lord rest upon them—and all the friends and loved ones, one and all to bestir themselves and arise with heart and soul and in one accord, to diffuse the sweet savors of God, to teach His Cause and to promote His Faith. It behooveth them not to rest for a moment, neither to seek repose. They must disperse themselves in every land, pass by every clime and travel throughout all regions. Bestirred, without rest and steadfast to the end they must raise in every land the triumphal cry “O Thou the Glory of Glories!” (Yá-Bahá'u'l-Abhá), must achieve renown in the world wherever they go, must burn brightly even as a candle in every meeting and must kindle the flame of divine love in every assembly; that the light of truth may rise resplendent in the midmost heart of the world, that throughout the East and throughout the West a vast concourse may gather under the shadow of the Word of God, that the sweet savors of holiness may be diffused, that faces may shine radiantly, hearts be filled with the divine spirit and souls be made heavenly.

In these days, the most important of all things is the guidance of the nations and peoples of the world. Teaching the Cause is of utmost importance for it is the head corner-stone of the foundation itself. This wronged servant has spent his days and nights in promoting the Cause and urging the peoples to service. He rested not a moment, till the fame of the Cause of God was noised abroad in the world and the celestial strains from the Abhá Kingdom roused the East and the West. The beloved of God must also follow the same example. This is the secret of faithfulness, this is the requirement of servitude to the Threshold of Bahá!

The disciples of Christ forgot themselves and all earthly things, forsook all their cares and belongings, purged themselves of self and passion and with absolute detachment scattered far and wide and engaged in calling the peoples of the world to the divine Guidance, till at last they made the world another world, illuminated the surface of the earth and even to their last hour proved self-sacrificing in the pathway of that Beloved One of God. Finally in various lands they suffered glorious martyrdom. Let them that are men of action follow in their footsteps!

O my loving friends! After the passing away of this wronged one, it is incumbent upon the Aghsán (Branches), the Afnán (Twigs) of the Sacred Lote-Tree, the Hands (pillars) of the Cause of God and the loved ones of the Abhá Beauty to turn unto Shoghi Effendi—the youthful branch branched from the two hallowed and sacred Lote-Trees and the fruit grown from the union of the two offshoots of the Tree of Holiness,—as he is the sign of God, the chosen branch, the guar-
dian of the Cause of God, he unto whom all the Aghsán, the Afnán, the Hands of the Cause of God and His loved ones must turn. He is the expounder of the words of God and after him will succeed the first-born of his lineal descendants.

The sacred and youthful branch, the guardian of the Cause of God, as well as the Universal House of Justice, to be universally elected and established, are both under the care and protection of the Abhá Beauty, under the shelter and unerring guidance of His Holiness, the Exalted One—May my life be offered up for them both. Whatevsoever they decide is of God. Whoso obeyeth him not, neither obeyeth them, hath not obeyed God; whoso rebelleth against him and against them hath rebelled against God; whoso opposeth him hath opposed God; whoso contendeth with them hath contended with God; whoso disputeth with him hath disputed with God; whoso denieth him hath denied God; whoso disbelieveth in him hath disbelieved in God; whoso deviateth, separateth himself and turneth aside from him, hath in truth deviated, separated himself and turned aside from God—May the wrath, the fierce indignation, the vengeance of God rest upon him! The mighty stronghold shall remain impregnable and safe through obedience to him who is the guardian of the Cause of God. It is incumbent upon the members of the House of Justice, upon all the Aghsán, the Afnán, the Hands of the Cause of God to show their obedience, submissiveness and subordination unto the guardian of the Cause of God, to turn unto him and be lowly before him. He that opposeth him hath opposed the True One, will make a breach in the Cause of God, will subvert His word and will become a manifestation of the Center of Sedition. Beware, beware, lest the days after the ascension (of Bahá'u'lláh) be repeated when the Center of Sedition waxed haughty and rebellious and with divine Unity for his excuse deprived himself and perturbed and poisoned others. No doubt every vain-glorious one that purposeth dissension and discord will not openly declare his evil purposes, nay rather, even as impure gold, would he seize upon divers measures and various pretexts that he may separate the gathering of the people of Bahá. My object is to show that the Hands of the Cause of God must be ever watchful and so soon as they find anyone beginning to oppose and protest against the guardian of the Cause of God, cast him out from the congregation of the people of Bahá and in no wise accept any excuse from him. How often hath grievous error been disguised in the garb of truth, that it might sow the seeds of doubt in the hearts of men!

O ye beloved of the Lord! It is incumbent upon the guardian of the Cause of God to appoint in his own lifetime him that shall become his successor, that differences may not arise after his passing. He that is appointed must manifest in himself detachment from all worldly things, must be the essence of purity, must show in himself the fear of God, knowledge, wisdom and learning. Thus, should the first-born of the guardian of the Cause of God not manifest in himself the truth of the words:—"The child is the secret essence of its sire," that is, should he not inherit of the spiritual within him (the guardian of the Cause of God) and his glorious lineage not be matched with a goodly character, then must he (the guardian of the Cause of God) choose another branch to succeed him.

The Hands of the Cause of God must elect from their own number nine persons that shall at all times be occupied in the important services in the work of the guardian of the Cause of God. The election of these nine must be carried either unanimously or by majority from the company of the Hands of the Cause of God and these, whether unanimously or by a majority vote, must give their assent to the choice of the one whom the guardian of the Cause of God hath chosen as his successor. This assent must be given in such wise as the assenting and dissenting voices may not be distinguished (i.e., secret ballot).
O friends! The Hands of the Cause of God must be nominated and appointed by the guardian of the Cause of God. All must be under his shadow and obey his command. Should any, within or without the company of the Hands of the Cause of God disobey and seek division, the wrath of God and His vengeance will be upon him, for he will have caused a breach in the true Faith of God.

The obligations of the Hands of the Cause of God are to diffuse the Divine Fragrances, to edify the souls of men, to promote learning, to improve the character of all men and to be, at all times and under all conditions, sanctified and detached from earthly things. They must manifest the fear of God by their conduct, their manners, their deeds and their words.

This body of the Hands of the Cause of God is under the direction of the guardian of the Cause of God. He must continually urge them to strive and endeavor to the utmost of their ability to diffuse the sweet savors of God, and to guide all the peoples of the world, for it is the Light of Divine Guidance that causeth all the universe to be illumined. To disregard, though it be for a moment, this absolute command which is binding upon everyone, is in nowise permitted, that the existent world may become even as the Abhá Paradise, that the surface of the earth may become heavenly, that contention and conflict amidst peoples, kindreds, nations and governments may disappear, that all the dwellers on earth may become one people and one race, that the world may become even as one home. Should differences arise they shall be amicably and conclusively settled by the Supreme Tribunal, that shall include members from all the governments and peoples of the world.

O ye beloved of the Lord! In this sacred Dispensation, conflict and contention are in nowise permitted. Every aggressor deprives himself of God’s grace. It is incumbent upon everyone to show the utmost love, rectitude of conduct, straightforwardness and sincere kindliness unto all the peoples and kindreds of the world, be they friends or strangers. So intense must be the spirit of love and loving-kindness, that the stranger may find himself a friend, the enemy a true brother, no difference whatsoever existing between them. For universality is of God and all limitations earthly. Thus man must strive that his reality may manifest virtues and perfections, the light whereof may shine upon everyone. The light of the sun shineth upon all the world and the merciful showers of Divine Providence fall upon all peoples. The vivifying breeze reviveth every living creature and all beings endued with life obtain their share and portion at His heavenly board. In like manner, the affections and loving-kindness of the servants of the One True God must be bountifully and universally extended to all mankind. Regarding this, restrictions and limitations are in nowise permitted.

Wherefore, O my loving friends! Consort with all the peoples, kindreds and religions of the world with the utmost truthfulness, uprightness, faithfulness, kindliness, good-will and friendliness; that all the world of being may be filled with the holy ecstasy of the grace of Bahá, that ignorance, enmity, hate and rancor may vanish from the world and the darkness of estrangement amidst the peoples and kindreds of the world may give way to the Light of Unity. Should other peoples and nations be unfaithful to you show your fidelity unto them, should they be unjust toward you show justice towards them, should they keep aloof from you attract them to yourself, should they show their enmity be friendly towards them, should they poison your lives sweeten their souls, should they inflict a wound upon you be a salve to their sores. Such are the attributes of the sincere! Such are the attributes of the truthful.

And now, concerning the House of Justice which God hath ordained as the source of all good and freed from all error, it must be elected by universal suffrage, that is, by the believers. Its members must be manifestations of the fear of God and day-springs of knowledge
and understanding, must be steadfast in God's Faith and the well-wishers of all mankind. By this House is meant the Universal House of Justice; that is, in all countries, a secondary House of Justice must be instituted, and these secondary Houses of Justice must elect the members of the Universal one. Unto this body all things must be referred. It enacteth all ordinances and regulations that are not to be found in the explicit Holy Text. By this body all the difficult problems are to be resolved and the guardian of the Cause of God is its sacred head and the distinguished member for life of that body. Should he not attend in person its deliberations, he must appoint one to represent him. Should any of the members commit a sin, injurious to the common weal, the guardian of the Cause of God hath at his own discretion the right to expel him, whereupon the people must elect another one in his stead.

O ye beloved of the Lord! It is incumbent upon you to be submissive to all monarchs that are just and show your fidelity to every righteous king. Serve ye the sovereigns of the world with utmost truthfulness and loyalty. Show obedience unto them and be their well-wishers. Without their leave and permission do not meddle with political affairs, for disloyalty to the just sovereign is disloyalty to God Himself.

This is my counsel and the commandment of God unto you. Well is it with them that act accordingly.

By the Ancient Beauty! This wronged one hath in nowise borne nor doth He bear a grudge against anyone; towards none doth He entertain any ill-feeling and uttereth no word save for the good of the world. My supreme obligation, however, of necessity, prompteth Me to guard and preserve the Cause of God. Thus, with the greatest regret, I counsel you saying: "Guard ye the Cause of God, protect His law and have the utmost fear of discord. This is the foundation of the belief of the people of Bahá—May my life be offered up for them. His Holiness, the Exalted One (the Báb), is the Manifestation of the Unity and Oneness of God and the Forerunner of the Ancient Beauty. His Holiness the Abhá Beauty—May my life be a sacrifice for His steadfast friends—is the Supreme Manifestation of God and the Day-spring of His Most Divine Essence. All others are servants unto Him and do His bidding." Unto the Most Holy Book everyone must turn and all that is not expressly recorded therein must be referred to the Universal House of Justice. That which this body, whether unanimously or by a majority doth carry, that is verily the Truth and the Purpose of God Himself. Whoso doth deviate therefrom is verily of them that love discord, hath shown forth malice and turned away from the Lord of the Covenant. By this House is meant that Universal House of Justice which is to be elected from all countries—that is, from those parts in the East and West where the loved ones are to be found—after the manner of the customary elections in western countries, such as those of England.

O ye beloved of the Lord! Strive with all your heart to shield the Cause of God from the onslaught of the insincere, for souls such as these cause the straight to become crooked and all benevolent efforts to produce contrary results.

O God, my God! I call Thee, Thy Prophets and Thy Messengers, Thy Saints and Thy Holy Ones, to witness that I have declared conclusively Thy Proofs unto Thy loved ones and set forth clearly all things unto them, that they may watch over Thy Faith, guard Thy Straight Path and protect Thy Resplendent Law. Thou art, verily the All-knowing, the All-wise! Whosoever, and whatsoever meeting, becometh a hindrance to the diffusion of the Light of Faith, let the loved ones give them counsel and say: "Of all the gifts of God the greatest is the gift of Teaching. It draweth unto us the Grace of God and is our first obligation. Of such a gift how can we deprive ourselves? Nay, our lives, our goods, our comforts, our rest,
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we offer them all as a sacrifice for the Abhá Beauty and teach the Cause of God.” Caution and prudence, however, must be observed even as recorded in the Book. The veil must in no wise be suddenly rent asunder.

The Glory of Glories rest upon you!

O ye the faithful loved ones of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá! It is incumbent upon you to take the greatest care of Shoghi Effendi, the twig that hath branched from the fruit given forth by the two hallowed and Divine Lote-Trees, that no dust of despondency and sorrow may stain his radiant nature, that day by day he may wax greater in happiness, in joy and spirituality, and may grow to become even as a fruitful tree.

For he is, after ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, the Guardian of the Cause of God. The Af-nán, the Hands (pillars) of the Cause and the beloved of the Lord must obey him and turn unto him. He that obeyeth him not, hath not obeyed God; he that turneth away from him, hath turned away from God and he that denieth him, hath denied the True One. Beware lest anyone falsely interpret these words, and like unto them that have broken the Covenant after the Day of Ascension (of Bahá’u’lláh), advance a pretext, raise the standard of revolt, wax stubborn and open wide the door of false interpretation. To none is given the right to put forth his own opinion or express his particular convictions. All must seek guidance and turn unto the Center of the Cause and the House of Justice. And he that turneth unto whatsoever else is indeed in grievous error.

The Glory of Glories rest upon you!

THE SPIRIT AND FORM OF BAHÁ’Í ADMINISTRATION

“And now as I look into the future, I hope to see the friends at all times, in every land, and of every shade of thought and character, voluntarily and joyously rallying round their local and in particular their national centres of activity, upholding and promoting their interests with complete unanimity and contentment, with perfect understanding, genuine enthusiasm, and sustained vigor. This indeed is the one joy and yearning of my life, for it is the fountain-head from which all future blessings will flow, the broad foundation upon which the security of the Divine Edifice must ultimately rest.”—SHOGHI.

FOREWORD

THE 1926-1927 National Spiritual Assembly of the United States and Canada completed a task which, while pertaining to the outer and more material aspects of the Cause, nevertheless has a special significance for its spirit and inward, sacred purpose. This task consisted in creating a legal form which gives proper substance and substantial character to the administrative processes embodied in the Bahá’í Teachings. The form adopted was that known as a Voluntary Trust, a species of corporation recognized under the common law and possessing a long and interesting history. The famous Covenant adopted by the Pilgrim Fathers on the Mayflower, the first legal document in American history, is of the same nature as the Declaration of Trust voted by the National Spiritual Assembly. This Declaration of Trust, with its attendant By-Laws, is published for the information of the Bahá’ís of the world. Careful examination of the Declaration and its By-Laws will reveal the fact that this document contains no arbitrary elements nor features new to the Bahá’í Cause. On the contrary, it represents a most con-
scientious effort to reflect those very administrative principles and elements already set forth in the letters of the Guardian, Shoghi Effendi, and already determining the methods and relationships of Bahá'í collective association. The provision both in the Declaration and in the By-Laws for amendments in the future will permit any National Spiritual Assembly to adapt this document to such new administrative elements or principles as the Guardian may at any time give forth. The Declaration, in fact, is nothing more or less than a legal parallel of those moral and spiritual laws of unity inherent in the fullness of the Bahá'í Revelation and making it the fulfillment of the ideal of Religion in the social as well as spiritual realm. Because in the Bahá'í Faith this perfect correspondence exists between spiritual and social laws, the Bahá'ís believe that administrative success, is identical with moral success; and that nothing less than the true Bahá'í spirit of devotion and sacrifice can inspire with effective power the world-wide body of unity, revealed by Bahá'u'lláh. Therefore it has seemed fitting and proper to accompany the Declaration of Trust with excerpts from the letters of Shoghi Effendi which furnished the source whence the provisions of the Declaration were drawn, and which furthermore give due emphasis to that essential spirit without which any and every social or religious form is but a dead and soulless body.—Editors.

DECLARATION OF TRUST

By the National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá'ís of the United States and Canada

We, Allen B. McDaniel of Washington, D. C., Horace Holley of New York City, N. Y., Carl Scheffler of Evanston, Ill., Roy C. Wilhelm of West Englewood, N. J., Florence Morton of Worcester, Mass., Amelia Collins of Princeton, Mass., 'Ali-Kuli Khan of New York City, N. Y., Mountfort Mills of New York City, N. Y., and Siegfried Schopflocher of Montreal, Quebec, Canada, duly chosen by the representatives of the Bahá'ís of the United States and Canada at the Annual Meeting held at San Francisco, Calif., on April 29, April 30, May 1, and May 2, 1926, to be the National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá'ís of the United States and Canada, with full power to establish a Trust as hereinafter set forth, hereby declare that from this date the powers, responsibilities, rights, privileges and obligations reposed in said National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá'ís of the United States and Canada by Bahá'u'lláh, Founder of the Bahá'í Faith, by 'Abdu'l-Bahá, its Interpreter and Exemplar, and by Shoghi Effendi, its Guardian, shall be exercised, administered and carried on by the above-named National Spiritual Assembly and their duly qualified successors under this Declaration of Trust.

The National Spiritual Assembly in adopting this form of association, union and fellowship, and in selecting for itself the designation of Trustees of the Bahá'ís of the United States and Canada, does so as the administrative body of a religious community which has had continuous existence and responsibility for over eighteen years. In consequence of these activities the National Spiritual Assembly is called upon to administer such an ever-increasing diversity and volume of affairs and properties for the Bahá'ís of the United States and Canada, that we, its members, now feel it both desirable and necessary to give our collective functions more definite legal form. This action is taken in complete unanimity and with full recognition of the sacred relationship thereby created. We acknowledge in behalf of ourselves and our successors in this Trust the exalted religious standard established by Bahá'u'lláh for Bahá'í administrative bodies in the
utterance: "Be ye Trustees of the Merciful One among men"; and seek the help of God and His guidance in order to fulfill that exhortation.

ARTICLE I
The name of said Trust shall be the National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá'ís of the United States and Canada.

ARTICLE II
Sharing the ideals and assisting the efforts of our fellow Bahá'ís to establish, uphold and promote the spiritual, educational and humanitarian teachings of human brotherhood, radiant faith, exalted character and selfless love revealed in the lives and utterances of all the Prophets and Messengers of God, Founders of the world's revealed religions — and given renewed creative energy and universal application to the conditions of this age in the life and utterances of Bahá'u'lláh — we declare the purposes and objects of this Trust to be to administer the affairs of the Cause of Bahá'u'lláh for the benefit of the Bahá'ís of the United States and Canada according to the principles of Bahá'í affiliation and administration created and established by Bahá'u'lláh, defined and explained by 'Abdu'l-Bahá, and amplified and applied by Shoghi Effendi and his duly constituted successor and successors under the provision of the Will and Testament of 'Abdu'l-Bahá.

These purposes are to be realized by means of devotional meetings; by public meetings and conferences of an educational, humanitarian and spiritual character; by the publication of books, magazines and newspapers; by the construction of temples of universal worship and of other institutions and edifices for humanitarian service; by supervising, unifying, promoting and generally administering the activities of the Bahá'ís of the United States and Canada in the fulfillment of their religious offices, duties and ideals; and by any other means appropriate to these ends, or any of them.

Other purposes and objects of this Trust are:

a. The right to enter into, make, perform and carry out contracts of every sort and kind for the furtherance of the objects of this Trust with any person, firm, association, corporation, private, public or municipal or body politic, or any state, territory or colony thereof, or any foreign government; and in this connection, and in all transactions under the terms of this Trust, to do any and all things which a co-partnership or natural person could do or exercise, and which now or hereafter may be authorized by law.

b. To hold and be named as beneficiary under any trust established by law or otherwise or under any will or other testamentary instrument in connection with any gift, devise, or bequest in which a trust or trusts is or are established in any part of the world as well as in the United States and Canada; to receive gifts, devises or bequests of money or other property.

c. All and whatsoever the several purposes and objects set forth in the written utterances of Bahá'u'lláh, 'Abdu'l-Bahá and Shoghi Effendi, under which certain jurisdiction, powers and rights are granted to National Spiritual Assemblies.

d. Generally to do all things and acts which in the judgment of said Trustees, i.e., the National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá'ís of the United States and Canada, are necessary, proper and advantageous to promote the complete and successful administration of this Trust.

ARTICLE III
Section 1. All persons, firms, corporations and associations extending credit to, contracting with or having any claim against the Trustees, i.e., the National Spiritual Assembly, and the members thereof, of any character whatsoever,
whether legal or equitable and whether arising out of contract or tort, shall look solely to the funds of the Trust and to the property of the Trust estate for payment or indemnity, or for the payment of any debt, damage, judgment or decree or any money that may otherwise become due or payable from the Trustees, so that neither the Trustees nor any of them, nor any of their officers or agents appointed by them hereunder, nor any beneficiary or beneficiaries herein named shall be personally liable therefor.

Section 2. Every note, bond, proposal, obligation or contract in writing or other agreement or instrument made or given under this Trust shall be explicitly executed by the National Spiritual Assembly, as Trustees by their duly authorized officers or agents.

ARTICLE IV

The Trustees, i.e., the National Spiritual Assembly, shall adopt for the conduct of the affairs entrusted to them under this Declaration of Trust, such by-laws, rules of procedure or regulations as are required to define and carry on its own administrative functions and those of the several local and other elements composing the body of the Bahá'ís of the United States and Canada, not inconsistent with the terms of this instrument and all in accordance with the explicit instructions given us to date by Shoghi Effendi, Guardian of the Cause of Bahá'u'lláh, which instructions are already known to the Bahá'ís of the United States and Canada and accepted by them in the government and practice of their religious affairs.

ARTICLE V

The central office of this Trust shall be located in the City of New York, State of New York, United States of America.

ARTICLE VI

The seal of this Trust shall be circular in form, bearing the following description:
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ARTICLE VII

This Declaration of Trust may be amended by majority vote of the National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá'ís of the United States and Canada at any special meeting duly called for that purpose, provided that at least thirty (30) days prior to the date fixed for said meeting a copy of the proposed amendment or amendments is mailed to each member of the Assembly by the Secretary.

BY-LAWS OF THE NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY

ARTICLE I

The National Spiritual Assembly, in the fulfillment of its sacred duties under this Trust, shall have exclusive jurisdiction and authority over all the activities and affairs of the Bahá'í Cause throughout the United States and Canada, including paramount authority in the administration of this Trust. It shall endeavor to stimulate, unify and co-ordinate the manifold activities of the local Spiritual Assemblies (hereinafter defined) and of individual Bahá'ís in the United States and Canada and by all possible means assist them to promote the oneness of mankind. It shall be charged with the recognition of such local Assemblies, the scrutiny of local membership rolls, the calling of the Annual Meeting or special meetings and the seating of delegates to the Annual Meeting and their apportionment among the various local Bahá'í communities. It shall appoint all national Bahá'í committees and shall supervise the publication and distribution of Bahá'í literature, the reviewing of all writings pertaining to the Bahá'í Cause, the construction and administration of the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar and its accessory activities, and the collection and disbursement of all funds for the carrying on of this Trust. It shall de-
cide whether any matter lies within its own jurisdiction or within the jurisdiction of any local Spiritual Assembly. It shall, in such cases as it considers suitable and necessary, entertain appeals from the decisions of local Spiritual Assemblies and shall have the right of final decision in all cases where the qualification of an individual or group for continued voting rights and membership in the Bahá’í body is in question. It shall furthermore represent the Bahá’ís of the United States and Canada in all their co-operative and spiritual activities with the Bahá’ís of other lands, and shall constitute the sole electoral body of the United States and Canada in the formation of the Universal House of Justice provided for in the Sacred Writings of the Bahá’í Cause. Above all, the National Spiritual Assembly shall ever seek to attain that station of unity in devotion to the Revelation of Bahá’u’lláh which will attract the confirmations of the Holy Spirit and enable the Assembly to serve the founding of the Most Great Peace. In all its deliberation and action the National Assembly shall have constantly before it as Divine guide and standard the utterance of Bahá’u’lláh:

“It behooveth them (i.e., Spiritual Assemblies) to be the trusted ones of the Merciful among men and to consider themselves as the guardians appointed of God for all that dwell on earth. It is incumbent upon them to take counsel together and to have regard for the interests of the servants of God, for His sake, even as they regard their own interests, and to choose that which is meet and seemly.”

**ARTICLE II**

The Bahá’ís of the United States and Canada, for whose benefit this Trust has been established, shall consist of all persons resident in the United States and Canada who are recognized by the National Spiritual Assembly as having fulfilled the requirements of voting membership in a local Bahá’í community. To become a voting member of a Bahá’í community a person shall—

a. Be a resident of the locality defined by the area of jurisdiction of the local Spiritual Assembly, as provided by Article VII, Section 12, of this instrument.

b. Have attained the age of 21 years.

c. Have established to the satisfaction of the local Spiritual Assembly, subject to the approval of the National Assembly, that he possesses the qualifications of Bahá’í faith and practice, required under the following standard: Full recognition of the station of the Forerunner (the Báb), the Author (Bahá’u’lláh), and ‘Abdu’l-Bahá the True Exemplar of the Bahá’í Cause: unreserved acceptance of, and submission to, whatsoever has been revealed by their Pen; loyal and steadfast adherence to every clause of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá’s sacred Will; and close association with the spirit as well as the form of present-day Bahá’í administration throughout the world.

**ARTICLE III**

The National Assembly shall consist of nine members chosen from among the Bahá’ís of the United States and Canada, who shall be elected by the said Bahá’ís in manner hereinafter provided, and who shall continue in office for the period of one year, or until their successors shall be elected.

**ARTICLE IV**

The officers of the National Spiritual Assembly shall consist of a Chairman, Vice-Chairman, Secretary and Treasurer, and such other officers as may be found necessary for the proper conduct of its affairs. The officers shall be elected by a majority vote of the entire membership of the Assembly taken by secret ballot,
ARTICLE V

The first meeting of a newly-elected National Assembly shall be called by the member elected to membership by the highest number of votes or, in case two or more members have received the same said highest number of votes, then by the member selected by lot from among those members; and this member shall preside until the permanent Chairman shall be chosen. All subsequent meetings shall be called by the Secretary of the Assembly at the request of the Chairman or, in his absence or incapacity, of the Vice-Chairman, or of any three members of the Assembly; provided, however, that the Annual Meeting of the Assembly shall be held at a time and place to be fixed by a majority vote of the Assembly, as hereinafter provided.

ARTICLE VI

Five members of the National Assembly present at a meeting shall constitute a quorum, and a majority vote of those present and constituting a quorum shall be sufficient for the conduct of business, except as otherwise provided in these By-Laws, and with due regard to the principle of unity and cordial fellowship involved in the institution of a Spiritual Assembly. The transactions and decisions of the National Assembly shall be recorded at each meeting by the Secretary, who shall supply copies of the minutes to the Assembly members after each meeting, and preserve the minutes in the official records of the Assembly.

ARTICLE VII

Whenever in any locality of the United States and Canada, be it city, town or village, the number of Bahá'ís resident therein recognized by the National Spiritual Assembly exceeds nine, these may on April 21st of any year convene and elect by plurality vote a local administrative body of nine members, to be known as the Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá'ís of that community. Every such Spiritual Assembly shall be elected annually thereafter upon each successive 21st day of April. The members shall hold office for the term of one year and until their successors are elected and qualified.

When, however, the number of Bahá'ís in any community is exactly nine, these may on April 21st of any year, or in successive years, constitute themselves the local Spiritual Assembly by joint declaration. Upon the recording of such declaration by the Secretary of the National Spiritual Assembly, said body of nine shall become established with the rights, privileges and duties of a local Spiritual Assembly as set forth in this instrument.

Section 1. Each newly-elected local Spiritual Assembly shall at once proceed in the manner indicated in Articles IV and V of these By-Laws to the election of its officers, who shall consist of a Chairman, Vice-Chairman, Secretary and Treasurer, and such other officers as the Assembly finds necessary for the conduct of its business and the fulfillment of its spiritual duties. Immediately thereafter the Secretary chosen shall transmit to the Secretary of the National Assembly the names of the members of the newly-elected Assembly and a list of its officers.

Section 2. The general powers and duties of a local Spiritual Assembly shall be as set forth in the writings of Bahá'u'lláh, 'Abdu'l-Bahá and Shoghi Effendi.

Section 3. Among its more specific duties, a local Spiritual Assembly shall have full jurisdiction of all Bahá'í activities and affairs within the local community, subject, however, to the exclusive and paramount authority of the National Spiritual Assembly as defined herein.

Section 4. Vacancies in the membership of a local Spiritual Assembly shall be filled by election at a special meeting of the local Bahá'í community duly called for that purpose by the Assembly. In the event that the number of vacancies exceeds four, making a quorum of the local Assembly impossible, the election shall be held under the supervision of the National Spiritual Assembly.
Section 5. The business of the local Assembly shall be conducted in like manner as provided for the deliberations of the National Assembly in Article VI above.

Section 6. The local Assembly shall pass upon and approve the qualifications of each member of the Bahá'í community before such members shall be admitted to voting membership; but where an individual is dissatisfied with the ruling of the local Spiritual Assembly upon his Bahá'í qualifications, such individual may appeal from the ruling to the National Assembly, which shall thereupon take jurisdiction of and finally decide the case.

Section 7. On or before the 1st day of February of each year the Secretary of each local Assembly shall send to the Secretary of the National Assembly a duly certified list of the voting members of the local Bahá'í community for the information and approval of the National Assembly.

Section 8. All matters arising within a local Bahá'í community which are of purely local interest and do not affect the national interests of the Cause shall be under the primary jurisdiction of the Spiritual Assembly of that locality; but decision whether a particular matter involves the interest and welfare of the national Bahá'í body shall rest with the National Spiritual Assembly.

Section 9. Any member of a local Bahá'í community may appeal from a decision of his Spiritual Assembly to the National Assembly, which shall determine whether it shall take jurisdiction of the matter or leave it to the local Spiritual Assembly for reconsideration. In the event that the National Assembly assumes jurisdiction of the matter, its finding shall be final.

Section 10. Where any dissension exists within a local Bahá'í community of such a character that it cannot be remedied by the efforts of the local Spiritual Assembly, this condition shall be referred by the Spiritual Assembly for consideration to the National Spiritual Assembly, whose action in the matter shall be final.

Section 11. All questions arising between two or more local Spiritual Assemblies, or between members of different Bahá'í communities, shall be submitted in the first instance to the National Assembly, which shall have original and final jurisdiction in all such matters.

Section 12. The sphere of jurisdiction of a local Spiritual Assembly, with respect to residential qualification of membership, and voting rights of a believer in any Bahá'í community, shall be the locality included within the civil limits of the city, town or village, but Bahá'ís who reside in adjacent, outlying or suburban districts and can regularly attend the meetings of the local Bahá'í community, may be enrolled on the membership list of the adjacent Spiritual Assembly and enjoy full voting rights pending the establishment of a local Spiritual Assembly in their home community.

All differences of opinion concerning the sphere of jurisdiction of any local Spiritual Assembly or concerning the affiliation of any Bahá'í or group of Bahá'ís in the United States and Canada shall be referred to the National Spiritual Assembly, whose decision in the matter shall be final.

Article VIII

The Annual Meeting of the National Spiritual Assembly at which its members shall be elected shall be known as the National Convention of the Bahá'ís of the United States and Canada, and shall be held at a time and place to be fixed by the National Assembly, which shall give sixty days' notice of the meeting to each local Bahá'í community through its Spiritual Assembly. The National Assembly shall at the same time inform each Spiritual Assembly of the number of delegates to the Convention it has assigned to the local Bahá'í community in accordance with the principle of proportionate representa-
tion in such manner that the entire number of delegates composing the National Convention shall be ninety-five. Upon receipt of this notice each local Spiritual Assembly shall, within a convenient period and after giving due and sufficient notice thereof, call a meeting of the voting members on its rolls for the purpose of electing their delegate or delegates to the National Convention; and, not later than thirty days before the date of the Convention, the Secretary of each local Spiritual Assembly shall certify to the Secretary of the National Spiritual Assembly the names and addresses of the delegates so elected.

Section 1. All delegates to the Convention shall be elected by plurality vote of those present at their election.

Section 2. All delegates to be seated at the Convention must be enrolled as voting members of the Bahá’í community represented by them.

Section 3. The rights and privileges of a delegate may not be assigned nor may they be exercised by proxy.

Section 4. The recognition and seating of delegates to the National Convention shall be vested in the National Spiritual Assembly.

Section 5. Delegates unable to be present in person at the Convention shall have the right to vote for members of the National Spiritual Assembly by mail or telegram under such conditions as may be indicated by the National Assembly.

Section 6. If in any year the National Spiritual Assembly shall consider that it is impracticable or unwise to assemble together the delegates to the National Convention, the National Spiritual Assembly shall provide ways and means by which the business of the Convention may be conducted by correspondence or telegram. Any action taken under such circumstances shall be by a majority vote of all the delegates.

Section 7. The presiding officer of the National Spiritual Assembly present at the National Convention shall call to order the delegates, who shall then proceed to the permanent organization of the meeting, electing a presiding officer, a Secretary and such other officers as are necessary for the proper conduct of the business of the Convention.

Section 8. The principal business of the National Convention shall be the election of the nine members of the incoming National Spiritual Assembly, the consideration of the reports of the financial and other activities of the outgoing National Assembly and its various committees, and deliberation upon the affairs of the Bahá’í Cause in general, being understood, however, in accordance with the principles of Bahá’í administration defined by the Guardian that all deliberation and action of the delegates at the National Convention, other than the election of the members of the incoming National Spiritual Assembly, shall constitute merely advice and recommendation for consideration by the said Assembly, final decision on all matters concerning the affairs of the Bahá’í Cause in the United States and Canada being vested solely in that body.

Section 9. The general order of business to be taken up at the National Convention shall be prepared by the National Spiritual Assembly, but any and all matters pertaining to the Cause introduced by any of the delegates may upon motion and vote be taken up as part of the deliberations of the Convention.

Section 10. The election of the members of the National Spiritual Assembly shall be by plurality vote of the delegates recognized by the outgoing National Spiritual Assembly, i.e., the members elected shall be the nine persons receiving the greatest number of votes on the first ballot cast by delegates present at the Convention and delegates whose ballot has been transmitted to the Secretary of
the National Spiritual Assembly by mail or telegram. In case by reason of a tie vote or votes the full membership is not determined on the first ballot, then one or more additional ballots shall be taken until all nine members are elected.

Section II. All official business transacted at the National Convention shall be recorded and preserved in the records of the National Assembly.

Section 12. After the termination of the National Convention and until the next such Annual Meeting has been called in session, the delegates shall continue as a consultative body capable of rendering a distinctive service to the work of the Cause, and they shall make every effort to contribute to the unified spirit, information and useful action of the National Spiritual Assembly throughout the year.

Section 13. Vacancies in the membership of the National Spiritual Assembly shall be filled by a plurality vote of the delegates composing the Convention which elected the Assembly, the ballot to be taken by correspondence or in any other manner decided upon by the National Spiritual Assembly.

ARTICLE IX
Where the National Spiritual Assembly has been given in these By-Laws exclusive and final jurisdiction, and paramount executive authority, in all matters pertaining to the activities and affairs of the Bahá’í Cause in the United States and Canada, it is understood that any decision made or action taken upon such matters shall be subject in every instance to ultimate review and approval by the Guardian of the Cause or the Universal House of Justice.

ARTICLE X
Whatever functions and powers are not specifically attributed to local Spiritual Assemblies in these By-Laws shall be considered vested in the National Spiritual Assembly, which body is authorized to delegate such discretionary functions and powers as it deems necessary and advisable to the local Spiritual Assemblies within its jurisdiction.

ARTICLE XI
In order to preserve the spiritual character and purpose of Bahá’í elections, the practice of nominations or any other electoral method detrimental to a silent and prayerful election shall not prevail, so that each elector may vote for none but those whom prayer and reflection have inspired him to uphold.

Among the most outstanding and sacred duties incumbent upon those who have been called upon to initiate, direct and co-ordinate the affairs of the Cause as members of local or national Spiritual Assemblies are:

To win by every means in their power the confidence and affection of those whom it is their privilege to serve; to investigate and acquaint themselves with the considered views, the prevailing sentiments and the personal convictions of those whose welfare it is their solemn obligation to promote; to purge their deliberations and the general conduct of their affairs of self-contained aloofness, the suspicion of secrecy, the stifling atmosphere of dictatorial assertiveness and of every word and deed that may savor of partiality, self-centeredness and prejudice; and while retaining the sacred right of final decision in their hands, to invite discussion, ventilate grievances, welcome advice, and foster the sense of inter-dependence and co-partnership, of understanding and mutual confidence between themselves and all other Bahá’ís.

ARTICLE XII
These By-Laws may be amended by majority vote of the National Spiritual Assembly at any of its regular or special meetings, provided that at least fourteen days prior to the date fixed for the said meeting a copy of the proposed amendment or amendments is mailed to each member of the Assembly by the Secretary.
Delegates and friends attending the Nineteenth Annual Convention of Bahá'ís of the United States and Canada, at Montreal, Quebec, April 29-May 3, 1927.
At this grave and momentous period through which the Cause of God, in conformity with the divine wisdom is passing, it is the sacred duty of every one of us to endeavor to realize the full significance of this hour of transition, and then to make a supreme resolve to arise steadfastly for the fulfillment of our sacred obligations.

A perusal of some of the words of Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'l-Baha on the duties and functions of the Spiritual Assemblies in every land (later to be designated as the local Houses of Justice), emphatically reveals the sacredness of their nature, the wide scope of their activity, and the grave responsibility which rests upon them.

Addressing the members of the Spiritual Assembly in Chicago, the Master reveals the following: "Whenever ye enter the council chamber, recite this prayer with a heart throbbing with the love of God and a tongue purified from all but His remembrance, that the All-powerful may graciously aid you to achieve supreme victory: '0 God, my God! We are servants of Thine who have turned with devotion to Thy Holy Face, who have detached ourselves from all beside Thee in this glorious Day. We have gathered in this spiritual assembly, united in our views and thoughts, with our purposes harmonized to exalt Thy Word amidst mankind. O Lord, our God! Make us the signs of Thy Divine Guidance, the standards of Thy Exalted Faith amongst men, servants to Thy Mighty Covenant, O Thou, our Lord Most High! Manifestations of Thy Divine Unity in Thine Abhá Kingdom, and resplendent stars shining upon all regions. Lord! Aid us to become seas surging with the billows of Thy Wondrous Grace, streams flowing from Thy All-glorious Heights, goodly fruits upon the Tree of Thy Heavenly Cause, trees waving through the breezes of Thy Bounty in Thy Celestial Vineyard. O God! Make our souls dependent upon the Verses of Thy Divine Unity, our hearts cheered with the outpourings of Thy Grace, that we may unite even as the waves of one sea and become merged together as the rays of Thine Effulgent Light; that our thoughts, our views, our feelings may become as one reality, manifesting the spirit of union throughout the world. Thou art the Gracious, the Bountiful, the Bestower, the Almighty, the Merciful, the Compassionate.'"

Furthermore, 'Abdu'l-Baha reveals the following: "It is incumbent upon everyone not to take any step without consulting the Spiritual Assembly, and they must assuredly obey with heart and soul its bidding and be submissive unto it, that things may be properly ordered and well arranged. Otherwise every person will act independently and after his own judgment, will follow his own desire, and do harm to the Cause.

"The prime requisites for them that take counsel together are purity of motive, radiance of spirit, detachment from all else save God, attraction to His Divine Fragrances, humility and lowliness amongst His loved ones, patience and long-suffering in difficulties and servitude to His exalted Threshold. Should they be graciously aided to acquire these attributes, victory from the unseen Kingdom of Baha shall be vouchsafed to them. In this day, assemblies of consultation are of the greatest importance and a vital necessity. Obedience to them is essential and obligatory. The members thereof must take counsel together in such wise that no occasion for ill-feeling or discord may arise. This can be attained..."
when every member expresseth with absolute freedom his own opinion and setteth forth his argument. Should anyone oppose, he must on no account feel hurt for not until matters are fully discussed can the right way be revealed. The shining spark of truth cometh forth only after the clash of differing opinions. If after discussion a decision be carried unanimously, well and good; but if, the Lord forbid, differences of opinion should arise, a majority of voices must prevail."

Enumerating the obligations incumbent upon the members of consulting councils, the Beloved reveals the following: "The first condition is absolute love and harmony amongst the members of the Assembly. They must be wholly free from estrangement and must manifest in themselves the Unity of God, for they are the waves of one sea, the drops of one river, the stars of one heaven, the rays of one sun, the trees of one orchard, the flowers of one garden. Should harmony of thought and absolute unity be non-existent, that gathering shall be dispersed and that Assembly be brought to naught. The second condition: They must, when coming together, turn their faces to the Kingdom on high and ask aid from the Realm of Glory. They must then proceed with the utmost devotion, courtesy, dignity, care and moderation to express their views. They must in every matter search out the truth and not insist upon their own opinion, for stubbornness and persistence in one's views will lead ultimately to discord and wrangling and the truth will remain hidden. The honored members must with all freedom express their own thoughts, and it is in nowise permissible for one to belittle the thoughts of another; nay, he must with moderation set forth the truth, and should differences of opinion arise a majority of voices must prevail, and all must obey and submit to the majority. It is again not permitted that any one of the honored members object to or censure, whether in or out of the meeting, any decision arrived at previously, though that decision be not right, for such criticism would prevent any decision from being enforced. In short, whatsoever thing is arranged in harmony and with love and purity of motive, its result is light, and should the least trace of estrangement prevail the result shall be darkness upon darkness. . . . If this be so regarded, that Assembly shall be of God, but otherwise it shall lead to coolness and alienation that proceed from the Evil One. Discussions must all be confined to spiritual matters that pertain to the training of souls, the instruction of children, the relief of the poor, the help of the feeble throughout all classes in the world, kindness to all peoples, the diffusion of the fragrances of God and the exaltation of His Holy Word. Should they endeavor to fulfill these conditions the Grace of the Holy Spirit shall be vouchsafed unto them, and that Assembly shall become the center of the divine blessings, the hosts of divine confirmation shall come to their aid, and they shall day by day receive a new effusion of spirit."

This is indeed a clear indication of the Master's express desire that nothing whatever should be given to the public by any individual among the friends, unless fully considered and approved by the Spiritual Assembly in his locality; and if this (as is undoubtedly the case) is a matter that pertains to the general interests of the Cause in that land, then it is incumbent upon the Spiritual Assembly to submit it to the consideration and approval of the National body representing all the various local Assemblies. Not only with regard to publication, but all matters without any exception whatsoever, regarding the interests of the Cause in that locality, individually or collectively, should be referred exclusively to the Spiritual Assembly in that locality, which shall decide upon it, unless it be a matter of national interest, in which case it shall be referred to the National (Bahá'í) body. With this National body also will rest the decision whether a given question is of local or national (Bahá'í) interest.

(From letter of March 5, 1922.)
The matter of teaching, its direction, its ways and means, its extension, its consolidation, essential as they are to the interests of the Cause, constitute by no means the only issue which should receive the full attention of these Assemblies. A careful study of Bahá'u'lláh's and 'Abdu'l-Bahá's Tablets will reveal that other duties, no less vital to the interests of the Cause, devolve upon the elected representatives of the friends in every locality.

It is incumbent upon them to be vigilant and cautious, discreet and watchful, and protect at all times the Temple of the Cause from the dart of the mischief-maker and the onslaught of the enemy.

They must endeavor to promote amity and concord amongst the friends, efface every lingering trace of distrust, coolness and estrangement from every heart, and secure in its stead an active and whole-hearted co-operation for the service of the Cause.

They must do their utmost to extend at all times the helping hand to the poor, the sick, the disabled, the orphan, the widow, irrespective of color, caste or creed.

They must promote by every means in their power the material as well as the spiritual enlightenment of youth, the means for the education of children, institute whenever possible Bahá'í educational institutions, organize and supervise their work, and provide the best means for their progress and development.

They must make an effort to maintain official, regular and frequent correspondence with the various Bahá'í centers throughout the world, report to them their activities, and share the glad-tidings they receive with all their fellow-workers in the Cause.

They must bend every effort to promote the interests of the Maghriqu'l-Adhkár, and hasten the day when the work of this glorious Edifice will have been consummated.

They must encourage and stimulate by every means at their command, through subscriptions, reports and articles, the development of the various Bahá'í magazines.

They must undertake the arrangement of the regular meetings of the friends, the feasts and the anniversaries, as well as the special gatherings designed to serve and promote the social, intellectual and spiritual interests of their fellowmen.

They must supervise in these days when the Cause is still in its infancy all Bahá'í publications and translations, and provide in general for a dignified and accurate presentation of all Bahá'í literature and its distribution to the general public.

These rank among the most outstanding obligations of the members of every Spiritual Assembly. In whatever locality the Cause has sufficiently expanded, and in order to insure efficiency and avoid confusion, each of these manifold functions will have to be referred to a special Committee, responsible to that Assembly, elected by it from among the friends in that locality, and upon whose work the Assembly will have to exercise constant and general supervision.

These local Spiritual Assemblies will have to be elected directly by the friends, and every declared believer of 21 years and above, far from standing aloof and assuming an indifferent or independent attitude, should regard it his sacred duty to take part, conscientiously and diligently, in the election, the consolidation and the efficient working of his own local Assembly.

Regarding the establishment of National Assemblies, it is of vital importance that in every country, where the conditions are favorable and the number of the friends has grown and reached a considerable size, that a National Spiritual Assembly be immediately established, representative of the friends throughout that country.

Its immediate purpose is to stimulate, unify and co-ordinate, by frequent personal consultations, the manifold activities of the friends as well as the local Assemblies; and by keeping in close and constant touch with the Holy Land, ini-
tiate measures, and direct in general the affairs of the Cause in that country.

It serves also another purpose, no less essential than the first, as in the course of time it shall evolve into the National House of Justice (referred to in ‘Abdu’l-Bahá’s Will as the Secondary House of Justice) which according to the explicit text of the Testament will have, in conjunction with the other National Assemblies throughout the Bahá’í world, to elect directly the members of the International House of Justice, that Supreme Council that will guide, organize and unify the affairs of the Movement throughout the world.

It is expressly recorded in ‘Abdu’l-Bahá’s writings that these National Assemblies must be indirectly elected by the friends; that is, the friends in every country must elect a certain number of delegates, who in their turn will elect from among all the friends in that country the members of the National Spiritual Assembly. In such countries, therefore . . . a fixed number of secondary electors must first be decided upon (95 for America, including the Pacific Islands . . .). The friends then in every locality where the number of adult declared believers exceeds nine must directly elect its quota of secondary electors assigned to it in direct proportion to its numerical strength. These secondary electors will then, either through correspondence, or preferably by gathering together, and first deliberating upon the affairs of the Cause throughout their country (as the delegates to the Convention), then elect from among all the friends in that country nine who will be the members of the National Spiritual Assembly.

This National Spiritual Assembly which, pending the establishment of the Universal House of Justice, will have to be re-elected once a year, obviously assumes grave responsibilities for it has to exercise full authority over all the local Assemblies in its province, and will have to direct the activities of the friends, guard vigilantly the Cause of God, and control and supervise the affairs of the Movement in general.

Vital issues, affecting the interests of the Cause in that country, such as the matter of translation and publication, the Mashriqu’l-Adhikár, the teaching work, and other similar matters that stand distinct from strictly local affairs, must be under the full jurisdiction of the National Assembly.

It will have to refer each of these questions, even as the local Assemblies, to a special Committee, to be elected by the members of the National Spiritual Assembly from among all the friends in that country, which will bear to it the same relations as the local committees bear to their respective local Assemblies.

With it, too, rests the decision whether a certain point at issue is strictly local in its nature, and should be reserved for the consideration and decision of the local Assembly, or whether it should fall under its own province and be regarded as a matter which ought to receive its special attention. The National Spiritual Assembly will also decide upon such matters which in its opinion should be referred to the Holy Land for consultation and decision.

With these Assemblies, local as well as national, harmoniously, vigorously, and efficiently functioning throughout the Bahá’í world, the only means for the establishment of the Supreme House of Justice will have been assured. And when this Supreme Body will have been properly established, it will have to consider afresh the whole situation, and lay down the principle which shall direct, so long as it deems advisable, the affairs of the Cause.

Pending its establishment, and to insure uniformity throughout the East and throughout the West, all local Assemblies will have to be re-elected once a year, during the first day of Ridván (April 21), and the result of polling, if possible, be declared on that day.

And as the progress and extension of spiritual activities is dependent and conditioned upon material means, it is of
absolute necessity that immediately after the establishment of local as well as National Spiritual Assemblies, a Bahá’í Fund be established, to be placed under the exclusive control of the Spiritual Assembly. All donations and contributions should be offered to the Treasurer of the Assembly, for the express purpose of promoting the interests of the Cause, throughout that locality or country. It is the sacred obligation of every conscientious and faithful servant of Bahá’u’lláh, who desires to see His Cause advance, to contribute freely and generously for the increase of that Fund. The members of the Spiritual Assembly will at their own discretion expend it to promote the teaching campaign, to help the needy, to establish educational Bahá’í institutions, to extend in every way possible their sphere of service. I cherish the hope that all the friends, realizing the necessity of this measure, will bestir themselves and contribute, however modestly at first, towards the speedy establishment and the increase of that Fund.

The need for the centralization of the authority in the National Spiritual Assembly, and the concentration of power in the various local Assemblies, is made manifest when we reflect that the Cause of Bahá’u’lláh is still in its age of tender growth and in a stage of transition; when we remember that the full implications and the exact significance of the Master’s world-wide instructions, as laid down in His Will, are as yet not fully grasped, and the whole Movement has not sufficiently crystallized in the eyes of the world.

(From letter of March 12, 1923.)

As the administrative work of the Cause steadily expands, as its various branches grow in importance and number, it is absolutely necessary that we bear in mind this fundamental fact that all these administrative activities, however harmoniously and efficiently conducted, are but means to an end, and should be regarded as direct instruments for the propagation of the Bahá’í Faith. Let us take heed lest in our great concern for the perfection of the administrative machinery of the Cause, we lose sight of the Divine Purpose for which it has been created. Let us be on our guard lest the growing demand for specialization in the administrative functions of the Cause detain us from joining the ranks of those who in the forefront of battle are gloriously engaged in summoning the multitude to this New Day of God. This indeed should be our primary concern; this is our sacred obligation, our vital and urgent need. Let this cardinal principle be ever borne in mind, for it is the main-spring of all future activities, the remover of every embarrassing obstacle, the fulfillment of our Master’s dearest wish.

(From letter of January 10, 1926.)

The administrative machinery of the Cause having now sufficiently evolved, its aim and object fairly-well grasped and understood, and its method and working made more familiar to every believer, I feel the time is ripe when it should be fully and consciously utilized to further the purpose for which it has been created. It should, I strongly feel, be made to serve a two-fold purpose. On one hand, it should aim at a steady and gradual expansion of the Movement along lines that are at once broad, sound and universal; and on the other it should insure the internal consolidation of the work already achieved. It should both provide the impulse whereby the dynamic forces latent in the Faith can unfold, crystallize, and shape the lives and conduct of men, and serve as a medium for the interchange of thought and the co-ordination of activities among the divers elements that constitute the Bahá’í community.

(From letter of May 11, 1926.)

With this vision clearly set before us, and fortified by the knowledge of the gracious aid of Bahá’u’lláh and the repeated assurance of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, let us first strive to live the life and then arise with one heart, one mind, one voice, to reinforce our numbers and achieve our end. Let us recall, and seek on this sad occa-
sion the comfort of, the last wishes of our departed yet ever-watchful Master:

"It behoveth them not to rest for a moment, neither to seek repose. They must disperse themselves in every land, pass by every clime, and travel throughout all regions. Bestirred, without rest, and steadfast to the end, they must raise in every land the triumphal cry 'Ya-Bahá'u'-Abhá!' (O Thou the Glory of Glories). . . . The disciples of Christ forgot themselves and all earthly things, forsaking all their cares and belongings, purged themselves of self and passion, and with absolute detachment scattered far and wide and engaged in calling the peoples of the world to the divine guidance; till at last they made the world another world, illumined the surface of the earth, and even to their last hour proved self-sacrificing in the pathway of that beloved One of God. Finally in various lands they suffered glorious martyrdom. Let them that are men of action follow in their footsteps!"

Having grasped the significance of these words, having obtained a clear understanding of the true character of our mission, the methods to adopt, the course to pursue, and having attained sufficiently the individual regeneration—the essential requisite of teaching—the paramount and most urgent duty of every Bahá’í. Let us make it the dominating passion of our life. Let us scatter to the uttermost corners of the earth; sacrifice our personal interests, comforts, tastes and pleasures; mingle with the divers kindreds and peoples of the world; familiarize ourselves with their manners, traditions, thoughts and customs; arouse, stimulate and maintain universal interest in the Movement, and at the same time endeavor by all the means in our power, by concentrated and persistent attention, to enlist the unreserved allegiance and the active support of the more hopeful and receptive among our hearers. Let us too bear in mind the example which our beloved Master has clearly set before us. Wise and tactful in His approach, wakeful and attentive in His early intercourse, broad and liberal in all His public utterances, cautious and gradual in the unfolding of the essential verities of the Cause, passionate in His appeal yet sober in argument, confident in tone, unwavering in conviction, dignified in His manner—such were the distinguishing features of our Beloved’s noble presentation of the Cause of Bahá’u’lláh.

(From letter of November 24, 1924.)

It would be impossible at this stage to ignore the indispensability or to overestimate the unique significance of the institution of the National Spiritual Assembly—the pivot round which revolve the activities of the believers throughout the American continent. Supreme is their position, grave their responsibilities, manifold and arduous their duties. How great the privilege, how delicate the task of the assembled delegates whose function it is to elect such national representatives as would by their record of service ennoble and enrich the annals of the Cause! If we but turn our gaze to the high qualifications of the members of Bahá’í Assemblies, as enumerated in ‘Abdu’l-Bahá’s Tablets, we are filled with feelings of unworthiness and dismay, and would feel truly disheartened but for the comforting thought that if we rise to play nobly our part every deficiency in our lives will be more than compensated by the all-conquering spirit of His grace and power. Hence it is incumbent upon the chosen delegates to consider without the least trace of passion and prejudice, and irrespective of any material consideration, the names of only those who can best combine the necessary qualities of unquestioned loyalty, of selfless devotion, of a well-trained mind, of recognized ability and mature experience. May the incoming National Spiritual Assembly—the privileged and chosen servants of the Cause—immortalize their term of stewardship by deeds of loving service, deeds that will redound to the honor, the glory and the power of the Most Great Name.
I would also earnestly entreat all the delegates at this coming Convention, and through them I appeal to the larger body of believers whom they represent, to ever bear in mind the supreme injunction of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, to teach unceasingly until the “head cornerstone of the foundation” of the Cause of God is firmly established in every heart. Let those whose time, resources and means allow, travel throughout the length and breadth of that vast continent, let them scatter to the most distant regions of the earth and, fired with enthusiasm and detachment, hand on the torch of God’s undying flame to the waiting multitudes of a sadly-stricken world.

(From letter of June 3, 1925.)

Hitherto the National Convention has been primarily called together for the consideration of the various circumstances attending the election of the National Spiritual Assembly. I feel, however, that in view of the expansion and the growing importance of the administrative sphere of the Cause, the general sentiments and tendencies prevailing among the friends, and the signs of increasing interdependence among the National Spiritual Assemblies throughout the world, the assembled accredited representatives of the American believers should exercise not only the vital and responsible right of electing the National Assembly, but should also fulfill the functions of an enlightened, consultative and co-operative body that will enrich the experience, enhance the prestige, support the authority, and assist the deliberations of the National Spiritual Assembly. It is my firm conviction that it is the bounden duty, in the interest of the Cause we all love and serve, of the members of the incoming National Assembly, once elected by the delegates at Convention time, to seek and have the utmost regard, individually as well as collectively, for the advice, the considered opinion and the true sentiments of the assembled delegates. Banishing every vestage of secrecy, of undue reticence, of dictatorial aloofness, from their midst; they should radiantly and abundantly unfold to the eyes of the delegates, by whom they are elected, their plans, their hopes, and their cares. They should familiarize the delegates with the various matters that will have to be considered in the current year, and calmly and conscientiously study and weigh the opinions and judgments of the delegates. The newly elected National Assembly, during the few days when the Convention is in session and after the dispersal of the delegates, should seek ways and means to cultivate understanding, facilitate and maintain the exchange of views, deepen confidence, and vindicate by every tangible evidence their one desire to serve and advance the common weal. Not infrequently, nay oftentimes, the most lowly, untutored and inexperienced among the friends will, by the sheer inspiring force of selfless and ardent devotion, contribute a distinct and memorable share to a highly involved discussion in any given Assembly. Great must be the regard paid by those whom the delegates call upon to serve in high position to this all-important though inconspicuous manifestation of the revealing power of sincere and earnest devotion.

The National Spiritual Assembly, however, in view of the unavoidable limitations imposed upon the convening of frequent and long-standing sessions of the Convention, will have to retain in its hands the final decision on all matters that affect the interests of the Cause in America, such as the right to decide whether any local Assembly is functioning in accordance with the principles laid down for the conduct and the advancement of the Cause. It is my earnest prayer that they will utilize their highly responsible position, not only for the wise and efficient conduct of the affairs of the Cause, but also for the extension and deepening of the spirit of cordiality and whole-hearted and mutual support in their co-operation with the body of their co-workers throughout the land. The seating of delegates to the Convention, i.e., the right to decide upon the validity of the credentials of the delegates at a given
Convention is vested in the outgoing National Assembly, and the right to decide who has the voting privilege is also ultimately placed in the hands of the National Spiritual Assembly, either when a local Spiritual Assembly is for the first time being formed in a given locality, or when differences arise between a new applicant and an already established local Assembly. While the Convention is in session and the accredited delegates have already elected from among the believers throughout the country the members of the National Spiritual Assembly for the current year, it is of infinite value and a supreme necessity that as far as possible matters requiring immediate decision should be fully and publicly considered, and an endeavor be made to obtain after mature deliberation, unanimity in vital decisions. Indeed it has ever been the cherished desire of our Master, 'Abdu'l-Baha, that the friends in their councils, local as well as national, should by their candor, their honesty of purpose, their singleness of mind, and the thoroughness of their discussions, achieve unanimity in all things. Should this in certain cases prove impracticable the verdict of the majority should prevail, to which decision the minority must under all circumstances, gladly, spontaneously and continually, submit.

Nothing short of the all-encompassing, all-pervading power of His Guidance and Love can enable this newly-unfolded order to gather strength and flourish amid the storm and stress of a turbulent age, and in the fullness of time vindicate its high claim to be universally recognized as the one Haven of abiding felicity and peace.

(From letter of January 29, 1925.)

Regarding the very delicate and complex question of ascertaining the qualifications of a true believer, I cannot in this connection emphasize too strongly the supreme necessity for the exercise of the utmost discretion, caution and tact, whether it be in deciding for ourselves as to who may be regarded a true believer or in disclosing to the outside world such considerations as may serve as a basis for such a decision. I would only venture to state very briefly and as adequately as present circumstances permit the principal factors that must be taken into consideration before deciding whether a person may be regarded a true believer or not. Full recognition of the station of the Forerunner, the Author, and the True Exemplar of the Bahá’í Cause as set forth in ‘Abdu’l-Bahá’s Testament; unreserved acceptance of, and submission to, whatsoever has been revealed by their Pen; loyal and steadfast adherence to every clause of our Beloved’s sacred Will; and close association with the spirit as well as the form of the present-day Bahá’í administration throughout the world—these, I conceive, to be the fundamental and primary considerations that must be fairly, discreetly and thoughtfully ascertained before reaching such a vital decision. Any attempt at further analysis and elucidation will, I fear, land us in barren discussions and even grave controversies that would prove not only futile but even detrimental to the best interests of a growing Cause. I would therefore strongly urge those who are called upon to make such a decision to approach this highly involved and ever-recurring problem with the spirit of humble prayer, and earnest consultation, and to refrain from drawing rigidly the line of demarcation except on such occasions when the interests of the Cause absolutely demand it.

In connection with the annual holding of the Bahá’í Convention and Congress, I feel that although such a representative body need not be convened necessarily every year, yet it is highly desirable, in view of the unique functions it fulfills in promoting harmony and good-will, in removing misunderstandings and in enhancing the prestige of the Cause, that the National Spiritual Assembly should exert itself to gather together annually the elected representatives of the American believers. It would in some ways be obviously convenient and eminently desirable though not absolutely essential, if the National Spiritual Assembly could
arrange that the holding of such a Congress should synchronize with the time at which the national elections are renewed, and that both events should take place, if not on the first of Ridván, at least during the twelve joyous days of what may be justly regarded as the foremost Bahá’í Festival. Apart from the local elections, which universally are to be renewed on the 21st day of April, it is entirely left to the discretion of the National Spiritual Assembly to decide, after having given due consideration to the above mentioned observations, on whatever time and place the Bahá’í Convention as well as the annual elections are to be held. Were the National Spiritual Assembly to decide, after mature deliberation to omit the holding of the Bahá’í Convention and Congress in a given year, then they could, only in such a case, devise ways and means to insure that the annual election of the National Spiritual Assembly should be held by mail, provided it can be conducted with sufficient thoroughness, efficiency and dispatch. It would also appear to me unobjectionable to enable and even to require in the last resort such delegates as cannot possibly undertake the journey to the seat of the Bahá’í Convention to send their votes, for the election of the National Spiritual Assembly only, by mail to the National Secretary, as in my view the advantages of such a procedure outweigh the considerations referred to in your letter. It should, however, be made clear to every elected delegate—who should be continually reminded—that it is a sacred responsibility and admittedly preferable to attend if possible in person the sessions of the Convention, to take an active part in all its proceedings, and to acquaint his fellow-workers on his return with the accomplishments, the decisions and the aspirations of the assembled representatives of the American believers.

(From letter of October 24, 1925.)

[Note: The complete text of the letters written by Shoghi Effendi to the American Bahá’ís to October, 1927, has been published in the volume Bahá’í Administration. See Bahá’í Bibliography, Part One, in the present work.—Editors.]

“Humanity, through suffering and turmoil, is swiftly moving on towards its destiny; if we be loiterers, if we fail to play our part surely others will be called upon to take up our task as ministers to the crying needs of this afflicted world.”

—Shoghi.
Entrance to the Garden of Riḍván where Bahá’u’lláh declared His Mission to the world and after twelve days departed for Constantinople. These twelve days are observed as a Bahá’í Festival (Riḍván) in commemoration of this event. The beauty of this garden is apparent through its service to humanity—that is, it was a hospital then and two successive governments have used it similarly and it is still a center where bodily ailments are healed.
Among different peoples and at different times many different methods have been adopted for the measurement of time and fixing of dates, and several different calendars are still in daily use, e.g., the Gregorian in Western Europe, the Julian in many countries of Eastern Europe, the Hebrew among the Jews, and the Muhammadan in Muslim countries.

The Báb signalized the importance of the dispensation which He came to herald, by inaugurating a new calendar. In this, as in the Gregorian Calendar, the lunar month is abandoned and the solar year is adopted.

The Bahá’í year consists of 19 months of 19 days each (i.e., 361 days), with the addition of certain “intercalary days” (four in ordinary and five in leap years) between the eighteenth and nineteenth months in order to adjust the calendar to the solar year. The Báb named the months after the attributes of God. The Bahá’í New Year, like the ancient Persian New Year, is astronomically fixed, commencing at the March equinox (March 21st), and the Bahá’í era commences with the year of the Báb’s declaration (i.e., 1844 A.D., 1260 A.H.)

In the not far distant future it will be necessary that all peoples in the world agree on a common calendar.

It seems, therefore, fitting that the new age of unity should have a new calendar free from the objections and associations which make each of the older calendars unacceptable to large sections of the world’s population, and it is difficult to see how any other arrangement could exceed in simplicity and convenience that proposed by the Báb.

The months in the Báb’s Calendar are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Arabic Name</th>
<th>Translation</th>
<th>First Days</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>Bahá</td>
<td>Splendor</td>
<td>March 21st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>Jalál</td>
<td>Glory</td>
<td>April 9th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>Jamál</td>
<td>Beauty</td>
<td>April 28th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th</td>
<td>‘Ażamat</td>
<td>Grandeur</td>
<td>May 17th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5th</td>
<td>Núr</td>
<td>Light</td>
<td>June 5th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6th</td>
<td>Rahmat</td>
<td>Mercy</td>
<td>June 24th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7th</td>
<td>Kalimát</td>
<td>Words</td>
<td>July 13th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8th</td>
<td>Asmá’</td>
<td>Names</td>
<td>August 1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9th</td>
<td>Kamál</td>
<td>Perfection</td>
<td>August 20th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10th</td>
<td>‘Izzat</td>
<td>Might</td>
<td>September 8th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11th</td>
<td>Mashhiyyat</td>
<td>Will</td>
<td>September 27th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12th</td>
<td>‘Ilm</td>
<td>Knowledge</td>
<td>October 16th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13th</td>
<td>Qudrat</td>
<td>Power</td>
<td>November 4th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14th</td>
<td>Qawl</td>
<td>Speech</td>
<td>November 23rd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15th</td>
<td>Masá’il</td>
<td>Questions</td>
<td>December 12th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16th</td>
<td>Sharaf</td>
<td>Honor</td>
<td>December 31st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17th</td>
<td>Sultán</td>
<td>Sovereignty</td>
<td>January 19th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18th</td>
<td>Mulk</td>
<td>Dominion</td>
<td>February 7th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19th</td>
<td>‘Ula</td>
<td>Loftiness</td>
<td>March 2nd</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Intercalary Days—February 26th to March 1st inclusive—four in ordinary and five in leap years.
BAHÁ'Í FEASTS, ANNIVERSARIES AND DAYS OF FASTING

Feast of Ridván (Declaration of Bahá'u'lláh), April 21-May 2, 1863.

Feast of Nawruz (New Year), March 21.

Declaration of the Báb, May 23, 1844.

Fête Day of 'Abdu'l-Bahá, November 26.

Birth of Bahá'u'lláh, November 12, 1817.

Birth of the Báb, October 20, 1819.

Birth of 'Abdu'l-Bahá, May 23, 1844.

Ascension of Bahá'u'lláh, May 28, 1892.

Martyrdom of the Báb, July 9, 1850.

Ascension of 'Abdu'l-Bahá, November 28, 1921.

Fasting season lasts 19 days beginning with the first day of the month of 'Ulá, March 2—the feast of Nawrúz follows immediately after.
View of the riverside of the Garden of Riḍván, Baghídád, ‘Iráq, as seen from the right bank of the Tigríss.

View of the Garden of Riḍván as seen from the left bank of the river.
THE MASHRIQU’L-ADHKÁR
(The “Dawning-Place of the Worship of God”)

Visible Embodiment of the Universality of the Cause of Bahá’u’lláh.

A Compilation of Two Addresses by ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, an Address by Major Henry J. Burt, a letter by C. Mason Remey, preceded by a Foreword by Horace Holley.

FOREWORD

Many discerning minds have testified to the profoundly significant change which has taken place during recent years in the character of popular religious thinking. Religion has developed an entirely new emphasis, more especially for the layman, quite independent of the older sectarian divisions.

Instead of considering that religion is a matter of turning toward an abstract creed, the average religionist today is concerned with the practical applications of religion to the problems of human life. Religion, in brief, after having apparently lost its influence in terms of theology, has been restored more powerfully than ever as a spirit of brotherhood, an impulse toward unity, and an ideal making for a more enlightened civilization throughout the world.

Against this background, the institution of the Mashriqu’l-Adhkár stands revealed as the supreme expression of all those modern religious tendencies animated by social ideals which do not repudiate the reality of spiritual experience but seek to transform it into a dynamic striving for unity. The Mashriqu’l-Adhkár, when clearly understood, gives the world its most potent agency for applying mystical vision or idealistic aspiration to the service of humanity. It makes visible and concrete those deeper meanings and wider possibilities of religion which could not be realized until the dawn of this universal age.

The term “Mashriqu’l-Adhkár” means, literally, “Dawning-place of the worship of God.”

To appreciate the significance of this Bahá’í institution, we must lay aside all customary ideas of the churches and cathedrals of the past. The Mashriqu’l-Adhkár fulfills the original intention of religion in each dispensation, before that intention had become altered and veiled by human invention and belief.

In its completed form, the Mashriqu’l-Adhkár consists of a Temple standing in the center of five accessory buildings, the entire group surrounded by landscaped gardens designed in the pattern of nine which gives the Temple its dominant note.

The Mashriqu’l-Adhkár to be erected on the shore of Lake Michigan in the heart of North America, with its foundation already laid at Wilmette, Illinois, a suburb of Chicago, was designed by Mr. Louis Bourgeois. In the original conception, and throughout the myriad details of the mighty structure, a new inspiration is revealed which suggests an architectural order harmonizing and blending the styles developed separately in the East and in the West. Its sym-
metry and organic form derives from the number nine, the number of fulfillment associated with the term "Bahá." Thus the Temple has nine doors, nine sides on the first story, and nine facets on the towering dome.

The surfaces both without and within are to carry an intricate scheme of decorative carving in which Mr. Bourgeois has translated into mural art the profound significance of ancient religious symbolism and the cosmic pattern created by the orbits of astronomical bodies sweeping through space. The full story of this architectural glory, pregnant with scientific truth yet at the same time as joyously spontaneous in its total effect as a fruitful tree in the sun, must be told at a later time. The purpose of the present brief sketch is confined to an explanation of the Mashriqu'l-Adhkár as an institution bringing religion nearer than ever before into the structural life of society.

The Mashriqu'l-Adhkár is a channel releasing spiritual powers for social regeneration because it fills a different function than that assumed by the sectarian church. Its essential purpose is to provide a community meeting-place for all who are seeking to worship God, and achieves this purpose by interposing no man-made veils between the worshiper and the Supreme. Thus, the Mashriqu'l-Adhkár is freely open to people of all Faiths on equal terms, expressing in this the universality of Bahá'u'lláh who affirmed the oneness of all the Prophets. Moreover, since the Bahá'í Faith has no professional clergy, the worshiper entering the Temple hears no sermon and takes part in no ritual the psychic effect of which is to establish a separate group consciousness. Not even music—only the reading of the text of the Holy Books—will condition the experience of free worship and meditation in this edifice dedicated to the unity of mankind.

Integral with the Temple are its accessory buildings, without which the Mashriqu'l-Adhkár would not be a complete social institution. These buildings are to be devoted to such activities as a school for science, a hospice, a hospital, an asylum for orphans. Here the circle of spiritual experience at last joins, as prayer and worship are allied directly to creative service, eliminating the static subjective elements from religion and laying a foundation for a new and higher type of human association.

The establishment of a Mashriqu'l-Adhkár in the community will effect a permanent revolution in its psychology and collective action. Where religion has sanctioned division and difference, the Bahá'í institution sanctions unity, fellowship, co-operation. Like a healing element, it will remove the physical and mental reasons for religious, racial and class prejudice, and uphold a divine standard of reality embracing every member of the community. What has been true and effective in the life of the churches—the educational effect of noble sermons and the esthetic inspiration of beautiful service—will be restored to the creative arts, sciences and crafts, raising all human action and experience to a higher plane by concentrating the force of religion upon the single function of awakening the soul by the power of the Word of God.

A special significance will always be connected with the first Bahá'í Temple to be erected in America, through the fact that its building fund has received contributions from members of this Faith in all parts of the world. Its spiritual sources, like the roots of a majestic tree, penetrate far outside the local community of Wilmette, outside North America, deriving sustenance from the entire fellowship of the followers of Bahá'u'lláh,—Muslim, Jew, Zoroastrian, Hindu and Buddhist, as well as Christian. An inestimable force of self-sacrificing faith has entered into the Mashriqu'l-Adhkár, flowing into America from Europe, Asia and Africa as if imploring for that day when the America people, as 'Abdu'l-Bahá so clearly foretold, shall firmly establish the true World Peace.
ADDRESS OF ‘ABDU’L-BAHÁ DELIVERED AT BAHÁ’Í CONVENTION HELD IN THE DRILL HALL, MASONIC TEMPLE, CHICAGO APRIL 30, 1912

(From The Promulgation of Universal Peace)

Among the institutes of the Holy Books is that of the foundation of places of worship. That is to say, an edifice or temple is to be built in order that humanity might find a place of meeting and this is to be conducive to unity and fellowship among them. The real temple is the very Word of God; for to it all humanity must turn and it is the center of unity for all mankind. It is the collective center, the cause of accord and communion of hearts, the sign of the solidarity of the human race, the source of life eternal. Temples are the symbols of the divine uniting force, so that when the people gather there in the House of God they may recall the fact that the law has been revealed for them and that the law is to unite them. They will realize that just as this Temple was founded for the unification of mankind, the law preceding and creating it came forth in the manifest Word.

His Holiness Jesus Christ addressing Peter said, “Thou art Peter and upon this rock I will build my church.” This utterance of His Holiness was indicative of the faith of Peter, signifying: This faith of thine, O Peter! is the very cause and message of unity to the nations; it shall be the bond of union between the hearts of men, and the foundation of the oneness of the world of humanity. In brief, the original purpose of temples and houses of worship is simply that of unity; places of meeting where various people, different races and souls in every capacity may come together in order that love and agreement should be manifest between them. That is why His Holiness Bahá’u'lláh has commanded that a place of worship be built for all the religionists of the world; that all religions, races and sects may come together within its universal shelter; that the proclamation of the oneness of mankind shall go forth from its open courts of holiness; the announcement that humanity is the servant of God and that all are submerged in the ocean of His mercy. It is the Mashriqu’l-Adhkár. The world of existence may be likened to this Temple and place of worship; for just as the external world is a place where the people of all races and colors, varying faiths, denominations and conditions come together—just as they are submerged in the same sea of divine favors, so likewise all may meet under the dome of the Mashriqu’l-Adhkár and adore the one God in the same spirit of truth; for the ages of darkness have passed away and the century of light has come. Ignorant prejudices are being dispelled and the light of unity is shining. The differences existing between nations and peoples will soon be annulled and the fundamentals of the divine religions which are no other than the oneness and solidarity of the human race are being established.

For thousands of years the human race has been at war. It is enough. Now let mankind for a time at least, consort in amity and peace. Enmity and hatred have ruled. Let the world for a period, exercise love. For thousands of years the nations have denied each other, considering each other as infidel and inferior. It is sufficient. We must now realize that we are the servants of one God, that we turn to one beneficent Father, live under one divine law, seek one reality, and have one desire. Thus may we live in the utmost friendship and love, and in return the favors and bounties of God shall surround us, the world of humanity will be reformed, mankind enjoy new life. Eternal light will illumine and heavenly moralities become manifest.
Then divine policy shall govern the world; for the divine policy is the oneness of humanity. God is just and kind to all. He considers all as His servants. He excludes none and His judgments are correct and true. No matter how complete human policy and foresight may appear, it is imperfect. If we do not seek the counsel of God or if we refuse to follow His dictates it is presumptive evidence that we are knowing and wise whereas God is ignorant; that we are sagacious and God is not. God forbid! We seek shelter in His mercy for this suggestion! No matter how far the human intelligence may advance, it is still but a drop while Divine Omniscience is the ocean. Shall we say that a drop is imbued or endowed with qualities of which the ocean is devoid? Shall we believe that the policy and plan of this atom of a human soul are superior to the wisdom of the Omniscient? There is no greater ignorance than this. Briefly: some are mere children; with the utmost love we must educate them to make them wise. Others are sick and ailing; we must tenderly treat them until they recover. Some have unworthy morals; we must train them toward the standard of true morality. Other than this we are all the servants of one God and under the providence and protection of one Father.

These are the institutions of God and the foundations of His Temple the Mashriqu’l-Adhkár. The outer edifice is a symbol of the inner. May the people be admonished thereby!

The Temple in Wilmette will be a beautiful building. It will be rich in decoration consistently carried out. Its color will be nearly white, which is appropriate for a structure of this monumental character. The Temple is being built from plans made by Mr. Louis Bourgeois, an architect of many years' experience and great artistic ability. The design was selected in a competition among a number of
architects, held in New York City in 1919. All of the competitors were of the Bahá’í Faith, and thus had the inspiration and enthusiasm of their religious belief to aid them in their efforts. In presenting his design Mr. Bourgeois submitted a model of the building which he had molded and carved largely with his own hands—a most painstaking and tedious work. This model was sent to Chicago and exhibited at the Art Institute in May, 1921. As soon as a suitable place is available at the Temple it will be reassembled there. This model was so carefully made that it was closely followed in making full size detail drawings.

The location of the building is in the southeast section of Wilmette. On the east and northeast is Sheridan Road, with an unobstructed outlook upon Lake Michigan. Northeasterly the view is across the Wilmette Harbor and the Lake Front Park of Wilmette. To the west and northwest the property is bounded by the Drainage Channel and across the channel is the park area which was recently contributed to the Wilmette Park Board. By these surroundings the Temple is protected against the encroachment of other buildings on all sides save the south and as this will probably be residence property permanently, there will not be any serious interference. In all other directions no buildings are likely to be erected within a distance of one thousand feet. For the most part the ground is about twenty-five feet above the lake level. There will be a terraced approach to form the base of the Temple. From this terrace steps will lead up to the main floor, nine feet higher.

The portion of the structure which is now inclosed is the basement. The top of the present construction is the first floor level. The top of the terrace will be at the top of the outside wall and the sloping surface from this wall inward is the base for the steps that will encircle the superstructure.

The superstructure, for convenience of description, can be divided into three sections. The first section extends from the main floor to the first gallery, the second section from the first gallery to the second gallery and the third section from the second gallery to the top of the dome.

At each of the balcony levels there are large windows, partially screened by tracery, which would give ample light in daytime and which will stand out in great brilliance when the structure is lighted at night.

The extreme height of the structure from the first floor to the pinnacle of the dome is 161 feet.

The height of the first gallery above the main floor is 36 feet and the distance from the first gallery to the second gallery is 45 feet.

The distance from the second gallery to the base of the dome is 19 feet.

The height of the dome proper, leaving out of account the projecting ribs, is 49 feet.

The minarets guarding the first story of the structure rise to a height of 45 feet above the first floor.

The extreme diameter of the basement is 202 feet.

The diameter at the top of the steps is 152 feet.

The central portion of the building is a single space extending from the main floor up to the inner shell of the dome. Around this are nine rooms extending to the outer wall of the first section. One of these rooms or spaces is assigned to stairway. The others are for use as enclosed rooms. In the basement the central portion is a single room with a domed ceiling having a height of approximately 25 feet from the floor to the crown. Outside of this central area, the space can be divided according to the uses to be made of it and this has not been quite fully developed. In general, however, the space under the steps will be used for the installation of the mechanical apparatus such as the electrical switch board room, and heating
coils and fans for the heating and ventilation system, for plumbing and temporarily for heating plant. The remainder of the space under the steps will be suitable for storage. It is the intention of the architect to preserve in this space all of the models which are required for molding the exterior of the building. The remainder of the basement space will be subdivided for such uses as may be required.

There are a number of interesting structural features in connection with this building. The designer, in attacking a structure of this kind, usually begins at the top and works downward. The crowning feature of the building is, of course, the dome. The masonry of this dome is to be perforated for the purpose of admitting light from the outside during the daytime and for the purpose of throwing out light at night. The masonry is, therefore, only a screen or tracery and not a roof. The area of the perforations is about thirty per cent of the area of the surface. While this masonry could be made self-supporting, it was not considered expedient to do so, so it is supported by a steel framework. This framework consists of a series of ribs, spaced about nine feet apart at the base and coming together at the top with a suitable bracing between the ribs.

This metal skeleton then forms the base for the masonry screen above it. The roof will be made of glass inside of and entirely free from the masonry dome. This will be a difficult piece of work to construct on account of its shape. It will have to be a wire glass set in metal frames. Some of the frames need to be hinged so that they can be opened for ventilation and for cleaning, more particularly for the latter purpose. Lower down comes the inner dome or ceiling. This has an independent steel framework made of arched ribs with the bracing between, similar to the framework of the outer dome. This will support the inner envelope of glass. This inner glass may be in the form of mosaics or ornament. The weight of the dome is supported at nine points. At each of these points is a group of four columns extending from the base of the dome down to the foundations.

Following the structure downward, these columns gradually accumulate the weight of the dome and the floors until in the lowest section they carry a very considerable burden amounting to about one and one-half million pounds at each of the nine points.

In order to have a big central space in the basement, 72 feet in diameter, the ceiling and floor above had to be supported without the use of interior columns. To provide this support it was decided to use a reinforced concrete dome. As the dome is perfectly regular in its outline and uniformly loaded, it was not particularly difficult to design nor was it extremely difficult to construct although the construction offered some difficulties. The shell of the dome is 12 inches thick. It is reinforced with two layers of steel rods, one near the top and one near the bottom. Each of these layers is made up of rods in radial position and others in circumferential position. For its final support, this dome rests on the concrete encasements of the steel columns.

In general the framework of the structure is of reinforced concrete except the supports of the dome, which are structural steel. The structural steel consists principally of the nine groups of four columns each which extend from the basement level to the springing line of the dome and the structural steel dome framing. There are some odd members of structural steel in the first story and, of course, there is structural steel bracing between the columns. The framing of the first story outside of the dome section is of reinforced concrete as is all of the first floor framing and all of the columns other than the main columns just described.

The foundation problem is a somewhat intricate one. There are heavy loads at the nine points which support the main dome. At the other points the loads are comparatively light, carrying as they do
only one floor and a roof together with walls. As a matter of sentiment as well as a matter of safety, it was desired to have the dome supported from bedrock. On this basis the foundations for the dome consist of nine piers extending to rock at a depth of 120 feet below the ground level.

The contract for the basement section, including the pile foundations, was let in August, 1921, to be completed about January 1st, 1922. The basement section has just been completed and, as winter is again at hand, no effort will be made to go ahead with the superstructure until spring.

ADDRESS DELIVERED BY ‘ABDUL-BAHÁ AT THE DEDICATION OF THE MASHRIQU’L-ADHKÁR GROUNDS, MAY, 1912.

(From The Promulgation of Universal Peace)

The power which has gathered you here today notwithstanding the cold and windy weather is indeed mighty and wonderful. It is the power of God, the divine favor of Bahá’u’lláh which has drawn you together. We praise God that through His constraining love human souls are assembled and associated in this way.

Thousands of Mashriqu’l-Adhkárs, dawning-points of praise and mentionings of God for all religionists, will be built in the Orient and Occident, but this being the first one erected in the Occident has great importance. In the future there will be many here and elsewhere; in Asia, Europe, even in Africa, New Zealand and Australia; but this edifice in Chicago is of especial significance. It has the same importance as the Mashriqu’l-Adhkárd in ‘Ishqábád, Caucasus, Russia, the first one built there. In Persia there are many; some are houses which have been utilized for the purpose, others are homes entirely devoted to the Divine Cause, and in some places temporary structures have been erected.

In all the cities of Persia there are Mashriqu’l-Adhkárs, but the great “dawning-point” was founded in ‘Ishqábád. It possesses superlative importance because it was the first Mashriqu’l-Adhkárd built. All the Bahá’í friends agreed and contributed their utmost assistance and effort. His holiness, the Afnán, devoted his wealth, gave all he had to it. From such a mighty and combined effort a beautiful edifice arose. Notwithstanding their contributions to that building, they have assisted the fund here in Chicago as well. The Mashriqu’l-Adhkárd in ‘Ishqábád is almost completed. It is centrally located; nine avenues leading into it, nine gardens, nine fountains; all the arrangement and construction is according to the principle and proportion of the number nine. It is like a beautiful bouquet. Imagine a very lofty, imposing edifice surrounded completely by gardens of variegated flowers, with nine avenues leading through them, nine fountains and pools of water. Such is its matchless, beautiful design. Now they are building a hospital, a school for orphans, a home for cripples, a hospice and a large dispensary. God willing when it is fully completed it will be a paradise.

I hope the Mashriqu’l-Adhkárd in Chicago will be like this. Endeavor to have the grounds circular in shape. If possible adjust and exchange the plots in order to make the dimensions and boundaries circular. The Mashriqu’l-Adhkárd could not be triangular in shape. It must be in the form of a circle.
'Abdu'l-Bahá on the Mashriqu’l-Adhkár Grounds, May 1, 1912, a few moments before placing stone at center of the site. This dedication, through the personal visit and presence of the Center of the Covenant, makes the first Bahá'í House of Worship in America unique among the Temples of the world.
Excerpts from letter written by Charles Mason Remey, addressed to the House of Spirituality of Baha’is of Chicago, dated Washington, D. C., October 12, 1908.

Brothers in the service of Abhá:

As you have arisen for the construction of the first Mashriqu’l-Adhkár in America, and, as I have recently visited ‘Ishqábad and seen there the great Mashriqu’l-Adhkár of the East, of which we in the West have heard so much, I take it upon myself to write to you a description of this Edifice, hoping to share with you the great blessing of meeting with the friends in those parts and of beholding this Temple which is a testimony of their sacrifice and unity.

As you know, ‘Ishqábad is in Russia, Turkistán, just north of the Elburz Mountains, which separate the desert plain of western Turkistán, on the north, from Persia on the south. The city itself lies on the plain a short distance from the mountains, which here are very rugged and rocky. The town is quite modern in aspect, being laid off with gardens and broad streets, which meet at right angles. Rows of trees along the sidewalks remind one of a Western city, while the buildings and the waterways, which flank the streets and are fed with water coming from the nearby mountains, are strikingly Oriental.

I could hardly believe that this city had sprung up almost entirely during the past half-century. It was but a huddle of mud huts, when Bahá'u'lláh first directed some of His followers to settle there. Now this is replaced by a large and prosperous city of buildings of brick and stone.

The Mashriqu’l-Adhkár stands in the center of the city, surrounded by a large garden, which is bounded by four streets. It rises high above the surrounding buildings and trees, its dome being visible for miles as the traveler approaches the city over the plain. The building in plan is a regular polygon of nine sides. One large doorway and portico, flanked by turrets, facing the direction of the Holy City ('Akká), forms the principal motive of the facade, while the dome dominates the whole composition.

The walls of the Temple are of brick covered with a firm and hard stucco, which in that climate resists quite well the action of the elements, while the floors are concrete supported by iron or steel beams.

In plan the building is composed of three sections: the central rotunda, the aisle or ambulatory which surrounds it, and the loggia which surrounds the entire building.

The interior of the rotunda is five stories in height. The first or main floor story consists of nine arches, supported by piers, which separate the ambulatory from the rotunda proper. The second story consists of a similar treatment of arches and piers and balustrades, which separate the triforium gallery—which is directly above the ambulatory—from the well of the rotunda. The third story is decorated with nine flank arcades, between which is a shield upon which is inscribed in Persian characters, “Yá-Bahá'u'll-Abhá.” The fourth story contains nine large windows, while the wall of the fifth story, which is not as high as the others, is pierced by eighteen bull's-eye windows.

Above, there is the dome which is hemispherical in shape. The rotunda from the floor to the top of the dome is elaborately decorated with fret work and other designs, all in relief...
The main portico of the Temple is two stories in the clear, while the loggias, which surround the building, are on two floors, the lower being on the main floor level, while the upper one is on the level of the triforium gallery. This upper loggia is reached by two staircases, one to the right and one to the left of the main entrance, and the gallery is entered from the loggia.

On the main floor the principal entrance is through the large doorway, but there are also several inner doors, which connect the ambulatory with the loggia. An abundance of light is admitted through the windows in the upper part of the rotunda, as well as through the windows of the upper gallery and ambulatory, which open upon the loggias.

The Persian style of architecture has been used in treating the details and decorations of the buildings.

From what I saw and heard in 'Ishqábad, I found that those believers who superintended the building of the Temple were competent business men and that, although they had undertaken a large enterprise, every possible economy was made, yet at the same time no expense seemed to be spared when necessary for the beauty and solidity of the building.

Nine avenues of approach lead to the Temple. The main avenue of the nine, leading to the entrance portico, will be entered from the street by a monumental gateway. Last July they were completing the plans for this principal gateway to the grounds.

At the four corners of the garden are four buildings. One is a school. One is a house, where traveling Bahá'ís are entertained. One is to be used as a hospital, and the other is for workmen, storage, etc. Much of the property in the immediate vicinity of this enclosure belongs to Bahá'ís, so the Mashriqu'l-Adhkár is the center of the community materially, as well as spiritually.

That which impressed me more than all else, as I stood before this Mashriqu'l-Adhkár, was the fact that the Bahá'ís of the East had all worked with one accord and had given freely toward its erection.

Faithfully, your brother in the service of 'Abdu'l-Bahá,

C. Mason Remey.
The resting-place of two outstanding Bahá'ís, representative of East and West, in the Bahá'í Cemetery at the foot of Mt. Carmel. (Back) The Tomb of Ḥāji Mírzá Vakílu’d-Dawlih, Cousin of the Báb and chief builder of the Mashriqu’l-Adhkár of ‘Ishqábád. (Front) The Tomb of Dr. J. E. Esslemont, noted Bahá'í author and teacher.
Bird's-eye view of Haifa from the slopes of Mt. Carmel looking across the Bay of ‘Akká. The roof of the Holy Shrine—Tomb of the Báb and ‘Abdu'l-Bahá—is seen immediately behind the clump of tall cypress trees. The gardens in the foreground are part of the beautiful setting surrounding this Sacred Spot.
IMPRESSIONS OF HAIFA

BY

ALAlNE LOCKE, A. B., Ph. D.

WHETHER Bahá’í or non-Bahá’í, Haifa makes pilgrims of all who visit her. The place itself makes mystics of us all, for it shuts out the world of materiality with its own characteristic atmosphere and one instantly feels one’s self in a simple and restful cloistral calm. But it is not the characteristic calm of the monastic cloister; it is not so much a shutting out of the world as an opening up of new vistas. I cannot describe it except to say that its influence lacks the mustiness of ascetism, and blends the joy and naturalness of a nature-cult with the ethical seriousness and purpose of a spiritual religion.

Every thing seems to share the custody of the Message—the place itself is a physical revelation. I shall never forget my first view of it from the terraces of the shrine. Mount Carmel, already casting shadows, was like a dark green curtain behind us and opposite was a gorgeous crescent of hills so glowing with color—gold, sapphire, amethyst as the sunset colors changed—and in between the mottled emerald of the sea, and the gray-toned house-roofs of Haifa. Almost immediately opposite and picking up the sun’s reflection like polished metal were the ramparts of ‘Akká, transformed for a few moments from its shabby decay into a citadel of light and beauty. Most shrines concentrate the view upon themselves—this one turns itself into a panorama of inspiring loneliness. It is a fine symbol for a Faith that wishes to reconcile the supernatural with the natural, beauty and joy with morality. It is an ideal place for the reconciliation of things that have been artificially and wrongfully put asunder.

The shrine chambers of the Báb and ‘Abdu’l-Bahá are both impressive, but in a unique and almost modern way: richly carpeted, but withausterely undecorated walls and ceilings, and flooded with light, the ante-chambers are simply the means of taking away the melancholy and gruesomeness of death and substituting for them the thought of memory, responsibility and reverence. Through the curtained doorways, the tomb-chambers brilliantly lighted create an illusion which defeats even the realization that one is in the presence of a sepulchre. Here without mysticism and supernaturalness, there is dramatically evoked that lesson of the Easter visitation of the tomb, the fine meaning of which Christianity has in such large measure forgotten, “He is not here, He is risen.” That is to say, one is strangely convinced that the death of the greatest teachers is the release of their spirit in the world, and the responsible legacy of their example bequeathed to posterity. Moral ideas find their immortality through the death of their founders.

It was a privilege to see and experience these things. But it was still more of a privilege to stand there with the Guardian of the Cause, and to feel that, accessible and inspiring as it was to all who can come and will come, there was available there for him a constant source of inspiration and vision from which to draw, in the accomplishment of his heavy burdens and responsibilities. That thought of communion with ideas and ideals without
Looking up the slope of Mt. Carmel. The Holy Tomb of the Báb and ‘Abdu’l-Bahá is seen behind the large white building in center.

Another view of the Sacred Shrine as seen from the main street of Haifa leading up to the terraces below the Tomb.
IMPRESSIONS OF HAIFA

the mediation of symbols, seemed to me
the most reassuring and novel feature.
For after all the only enlightened symbol
of a religious or moral principle is the
figure of a personality endowed to per­
fection with its qualities and necessary
attributes. Earnestly renewing this in­
heritance seemed the constant concern of
this gifted personality, and the quiet but
insistent lesson of his temperament.

Refreshingly human after this intense
experience, was the relaxation of our
walk and talk in the gardens. Here the
evidences of love, devotion and service
were as concrete and as practical and as
human as inside the shrines they had been
mystical and abstract and super-human.
Shoghi Effendi is a master of detail as
well as of principle, of executive foresight
as well as of projective vision. But I have
never heard details so redeemed of their
natural triviality as when talking to him
of the plans for the beautifying and lay­
ing out of the terraces and gardens. They
were important because they all were
meant to dramatize the emotion of the
place and quicken the soul even through
the senses. It was night in the quick twi­
light of the East before we had finished
the details of inspecting the gardens, and
then by the lantern light, the faithful
gardener showed us to the austere retreat
of the great Expounder of the teaching.
It taught me with what purely simple and
meager elements a master workman
works. It is after all in Himself that He
finds His message and it is Himself that
He gives it to the world.

The household is an industrious bee­
hive of the great work: splendid division
of labor but with all-pervading unity of
heart. Never have I seen the necessary
subordinations of organized service so
full of a sense of dignity and essential
equality as here. I thought that in the
spirit of such devoted co-operation and
cheerful self-subordination there was the
potential solution of those great problems
of class and caste which today so affect
society. Labor is dignified through the
consciousness of its place and worth to
the social scheme, and no Bahá'í worker,
however humble, seems unconscious of
the dignity and meaning of the whole
plan.

Then there was the visit to the Bahjí,
the garden-spot of the Faith itself; and to
'Àkká, now a triumphant prison-shell that
to me gave quite the impression one gets
from the burst cocoon of the butterfly.
Vivid as the realization of cruelty and
hardships might be, there was always the
triumphant realization here that opposite
on the heights of Carmel was enshrined
the victory that had survived and con­
quered and now was irrepressible. The
Bahjí was truly Oriental, as characteris­
tically so as Mt. Carmel had been Cos-
mopolitan. Here was the Eastern vision,
full of its mysticism, its poetry, its spir­
ituality. Not only was sombreness lack­
ing, but even seriousness seemed con­
verted into poetry. Surely the cure for
the ills of Western materialism is here,
waiting some more psychological moment
for its spread—for its destined mission
of uniting in a common mood Western
and Oriental minds.

There is a New Light in the world:
there must needs come a New Day.
View of the Holy Tomb of Bahá'u'lláh and Mansion of Bahjí through the trees under which He used to walk.

Barracks at 'Akká, Palestine, where Bahá'u'lláh was incarcerated in 1868.
SHIMMERING in the moonlight on a far horizon lie the lights of Haifa. It appears from here like some mysterious floating island that the transported mariner might pursue forever. It is impossible to see at night its attachment to the permanence of Mount Carmel, that rises there out of the sea like the earth's backbone, insulating the spinal chord of history. The mighty Prophets passed over it like the nerve currents of humanity, quickening those portions whereunto they were directed. Tomorrow I shall climb that mountain to the Shrine of 'Abdu'l-Bahá, another symbol of man's pilgrim-age upward—"not to a tomb ever, but to a meeting-place with the spirit of Divine Beauty for transfiguration."

Haifa! Five hundred passengers leave the Adriatic here. As I step from the tender with the rest of the throng a cordial voice cries, "Welcome, Mrs. Ransom-Kehler. I am so glad to see you.

In all that mass of humanity Fugeta, who had never seen me before, or my photograph, distinguished the Bahá'í pilgrims.

When 'Abdu'l-Bahá came to America, H. S. Fugeta was a medical student at the University of Michigan. Like his famous forerunner who was short of stature, he climbed a sycamore tree to see the Master pass by. "Come down, Zachias, for this day I would sup with thee," called the flute-like voice of 'Abdu'l-Bahá, and Fugeta relinquishing every human tie followed Him back to Mount Carmel to become a helper in the household.

I am greeted first by Fugeta, a child of Nippon, then by Isfendiar from the cradle of the race, and next by Effie Baker, fair, cameo-like, the first person in Australia to embrace this all-inclusive message. On, on, the irresistible tide of fellowship and good-will is carrying the soul of humanity to a new altitude of love, abnegation and service. Effie, with a self-effacement that only the love of God could give, reflects the spirit of the Holy Family in her work at the Pilgrim House. She comes out to embrace me with unaffected cordiality and to knit still closer those intangible bonds that will hold me to this sacred spot forever.

Lady Julian, the Anchoress of Norwich, has given such a stirring account of the curious vision under which she seemed to encounter reality! As I remember it, indistinctly, the universe lay in her hand like a small hazelnut and the overwhelming sense of the presence of God assured her: God loves it; God keeps it. . . Of course it's ridiculous to say that God inheres in localities; let me put it conversely and say that it is unthinkable to me that any spiritually awakened soul could step on to the plain of 'Akká without being acutely aware of that intensified exaltation and reverence that I always think of as constituting the "fear of God." Ever since I had learned that 'Akká fulfilled the Bible prophecy and became a door of hope for the nations, I had lived for the moment that would initiate me into its mystery.

It is like throwing flowers in the fire to attempt to describe the pilgrimage to
Bahji (the home of Bahá'u'lláh) or to the Garden of the Ridván connected with it. The pilgrim house at Bahji is primitive and unforgettable. Opening on a small court-yard with a vivid patch of grass, one graceful lemon tree full of pale fruit, the stable to one side, the kitchen to the other, the doors wide and deep, is the room where we sit at breakfast; and the birds seem to prefer this big room to high heaven, for they are incessantly darting in and out. Horses are evidently too valuable to be put in stables with outside openings. So Soheil Effendi must ride his Arabian stallion through the dining-room each morning to the grassy plain! 'Abdu'l-Bahá's white donkey and her foal continue the procession. Then breakfast: Yad'u'lláh, the care-taker of the house presiding at his shining samovar, everyone having hot tea, olives cured in oil, goat's milk cheese, the flat cakes of bread split and toasted, Syrian honey, and for the Occidentals, oranges picked as needed in this vicinity.

Venus is the evening star. I sit solitary on the steps of the quaint old pilgrim house, entranced with her magical beauty: in this latitude and through this atmosphere she is bright enough to cast a shadow and light seems incessantly to brim up and overflow the beaker of her brilliance. The minarets of 'Akka pierce a rose and saffron sky; the Mediterranean is still a precious blue. Twilight encroaches; the silence is vaster than any sound; something at the base of one's soul stirs like an unsuspected Titan, buried for centuries beneath mountains of artificiality and compromise—the eternal quest, the divine adventure, the incessant surge of the soul toward something too magnificent for comprehension, too ecstatic for words. Suddenly, with a crash, the dome of silence is shattered by the uncanny laugh of the jackals. Elisha must have heard them here, and the priests of Baal whose prayers were no more effective than this call of wild beasts. Their sudden silence seems to leave a vacuum. A few vagrant stars appear, and silhouetted against the sky the camel caravans move slowly up the coast to Tyre. Now the shepherds on two distant hills start piping to their flocks, a plaintive, poignant testimony, like all Oriental music, to the ineffable home-sickness of the soul. The moon swims up, pale to virginity; no such robust moon as we know in the early evening. Then, and as from the portal of paradise a mystical beautiful chant arises. It is the voice of a woman, broken with sobs, tragic with longing, rich in praise; and as I listen to her heart-breaking, exalting song, it seems to me that it is rising from the lips of every woman in the world: the essence and epitome of all that ever loved and suffered. It is Laila, the cook, who in her humility has not even entered the Shrine, but is kneeling on the garden path outside. Surely in her reverence, her obedience, her lowliness, her longing, she carries up to God, in that beatific wail, something of the desire of our tortured hearts to reach Him. The wide beds of stock begin to lose their fragrance with the coming up of night, mingling with rose and jasmine. Laila passes me alert and smiling, restored completely by her abandonmen to the Spirit. This is a sleight-of-hand which men seldom experience.

What soul is ample enough to house both Love and Wisdom? Love a prodigious expenditure of Life's mysterious energy: Wisdom a discriminating choice of Life's subtlest values. Just as some creatures are born to burrow underground and others to sing a kindred soul out to the face of the sun, so some beings are predestined by an alchemical pinch of heavenly leaven to this unconquerable yearning that knows no rest so long as one unloving thing is left on earth. It was for this indeed that Bahá'u'lláh released into this world such a rapture that those who have caught but one drop of His Elixir find the universe shrunk to a point too narrow for their wide yearning.

These are the thoughts that shake one as he wanders over the flower-decked
The Mansion of Bahji. In this building, on the outskirts of 'Akká, are the apartments His Holiness Bahá'u'lláh last occupied.
plains of ‘Akká—to woo the world into the knowledge and love of God—not a gloomy, half-hearted, wistful relationship, but a joy and a glory beyond our brief capacity, which constitutes that endless pursuit by the soul of a Love that never faints, a Beauty that never fades, a Truth that never fails.

The great problem is how to teach the wayward, burning, insatiable heart its discipline and abnegation without changing its quality. To borrow a crude figure from science the question is how to change it from one of those highly unstable elements that is ever seeking combination, into a catalyzer, when it has reached this high calling of divine love, that changes those things that come into its presence without itself suffering change.

“It may be when my heart is dull
Having attained its girth
I shall not find so beautiful
The meagre shapes of earth.”

But that abundant life to which the great Prophets call us inheres in the idea that the heart can mature and at the same time never lose its response to life’s infinite variety.

The sister and wife and daughters of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá are like this—divine catalyzers, as it were. They do not preach to you nor attempt to reform you, but by coming into their presence you—became something; something a little nobler, a little worthier than you had been before. Bahiyih Khánum, the sister of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, has, from the age of five, lived through experiences and calamities the like of which no Occidental woman could faintly imagine. Exquisite, fragrant, imperturbable, assured, she walks among the fluctuating conditions of the world like a star through its appointed course in the heavens. After one has been stirred by the presence of women like the sister and the wife of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, our curious little evidences of “firmness” are practically meaningless. That self-congratulatory state of the Occidental when he has performed some little service for his Cause is unknown in Haifa. “Leave faith to the faithful and faithlessness to the infidel; one drop of pain in Thy Love is enough for the heart.” Until the heart be eternally bruised by this sweet wound of love we may never hope to shed fragrance, such as these great women shed, about us. Day and night the daughters of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, without stint and without rest, are building up through their deeds of continual kindness those solid barri­cades against the forces of ignorance, prejudice and malevolence; those outposts of service, love and peace that mark the boundaries of another world. We see in these six women a faith that never waives, a gift that never varies, a love that never tires—celestial caryatides, it might be, bearing on their heads the structure of the new civilization.

The unique and outstanding figure in the world today is Shoghi Effendi. Unique, because the guardianship of this great Cause is in his hands, and his humility, modesty, economy and self-effacement are monumental. Outstanding because he is the only person, we may safely say, who entrusted with the affairs of millions of souls, has but one thought and one mind—the speedy promulgation of peace and good-will throughout the world. His personal life is absolutely and definitely sacrificed. The poorest boy in America struggling for an education would consider himself hardly used to have no more than those bare necessities which this young man voluntarily chooses for himself. The ladies of the household typify the Cause as Love and Faith. Shoghi Effendi adds to this the elan of the New Day, Action and Progress.

So to comprehend and administer all the relationships in a huge organization that only satisfaction and illumination result; never to see anything smaller than the world-wide import of all our movements, no matter how parochial; to clarify with a word the most obscure situations; to release in countless souls the tides of
energy that will sweep the cargoes of these glad-tidings round the world; to remain without one moment's cessation so poised in God as to be completely naturalized into His attributes—these are some of the characteristics that make of Shoghi Effendi the unique and outstanding figure of our time. And this without reference to his surpassing mental capacities that mark this spiritually superb person as a penetrating thinker and brilliant executive. The world, its politics, social relationships, economic situations, schemes, plans, aspirations, programs, defeats, successes, lie under his scrutiny like infusoria beneath a microscope.

Infusoria share with men the dramatic fact that sensory devices and motor devices occur side by side in living things; which means if we don’t like the kind of world we’re living in we can, through the divine reinforcements that Bahá’u’lláh has dispatched to us in this gifted century, make an entirely different world of it, sane, joyous and noble. Shoghi Effendi is the Commander-in-chief of this great new army of faith and strength that is moving forth to vanquish the malevolent forces of life.

Tomorrow is the day of parting. For weeks I have looked forward with a kind of hollow sickness to this moment, wondering what device God might use in order to give me the strength to say goodbye. The moment is here and with it, ecstatic happiness! Through a quiet miracle the situation was saved by that radiant being, lent us from heaven, the Master’s wife (Muníríh Khánum). “You should be very happy,” she said, her lovely face aglow with sincerity, “for you have the opportunity to go out into the world and give to others these glad-tidings of the Kingdom of God.” Then a great peace poured into my soul.

It had seemed to me on leaving America that I came to Haifa as a blank page ready to be written upon with the language of the spirit. But one conversation with Shoghi Effendi, casual, impersonal, over the luncheon table, showed me that I was a mountain of dogmas, preconceptions, inflexibilities, and nonsense. In the nine weeks at Haifa, however, the predispositions of a lifetime vanished! I had always had vaulting spiritual ambitions! I had wanted to see and to know what Frances, Catherine, Theresa saw and knew. But when I knelt in prayer before the Shrine of Bahá’u’lláh, I hadn’t the smallest concern in this earth whether I ever knew anything or saw anything beyond the burning fact that God has kept His Covenant with us, and that only as human beings grasp this conception and seize this unparalleled opportunity can we enter into the fullness of His Promises. For the first time in my life I was empty—and at peace.

SECOND SERIES OF SKETCHES

It IS Ramadan, the month of fasting. From the moment when it is light enough to distinguish a black thread from a white one, the Muslim must abstain from food until the sun has set. A gun booms from the Mosque announcing the official departure of the orb of day.

How gratifying it is to the human heart to be able to find those substitutes for self-effacement and sacrifice, which are the primal command of every great religious Teacher. To repeat set prayers, to fast, to give alms, to wear sack-cloth and tonsure—how man delights to offer these external evidences of devotion while retaining all the scheming privacies of the heart.

Muḥammadan nations follow the lunar calendar, so that there is a continual rotation of anniversaries. (For instance, the martyrdom of the Báb which we always commemorate on the ninth of July, is commemorated in Haifa this year on March thirteenth.) Thus the fast month is continually changing for the Muslim. If it fall in winter, it is not so difficult,
but coming in summer when the sun sets late and rises early it works a real hardship on the devout.

All the year through the Muhammadans must pray five times a day, and wash before each of these required periods for the commemoration of God. The Prophet advises those sojourning in the desert where water is inaccessible, to wash with sand. The skin can be quite thoroughly cleansed in this way.

Nothing could be more embarrassing to the average Occidental than to be seen praying; except in the cold and meaningless conformity of the average public meeting. To fling himself on his knees, lift his hands to heaven, bend prostrate on his face before any and every passer-by, is incompatible with our egotism and our self-consciousness. Our approach to the Almighty must, whatever its ardor or intensity, be well within the confines of good-form. But the Arab, unconstrained and naif in his appeal to God, kneels by the road-side.

It is interesting to note the reason that we so often see the Arabs at prayer at this particular spot. One of the awful horrors that greeted the family of Baha'u'llah when they arrived in 'Akka was the evidences of strange and disfiguring diseases on all sides. It was said that "a bird could not fly over 'Akka and live"—so foul was the water, so stagnant the marshes, so prevalent malaria, so damp and hot the atmosphere, so primitive the sanitation.

We see enacted again and again in the drama of life the same recurring episode: a Being arises who utters the Call of the Kingdom of God, and releases in the potency of His Word that irresistible might that draws man back to his spiritual origin. Not only with no prestige (often forcibly shorn of it), no human assistance, but against the malicious opposition of organized society, He establishes His authority and revivifies the dead hearts of men.

So when Baha'u'llah came to 'Akka as a prisoner, it was a shift on the part of His persecutors to do away with Him and His followers without actual physical execution. Those in authority had been warned against Him as a most dangerous heretic and traitor; for church and state being one, any act of infidelity to Islam is not only heretical but a political crime as well.

Now behold one of those mysterious miracles that follows in the path of these mighty Beings! In a short time the Governor of 'Akka is seeking to know what favor he can do for Baha'u'llah! "Repairs the old Roman aqueduct, and bring an abundant supply of clear fresh water to 'Akka," is the reply. Then the moats were drained, and so one by one the malignant things disappear and good things succeed them. And now the opening here in front of Bahji, in the aqueduct restored to usefulness by the kind jailer, is a favorite place for the Arabs to pray because here they can perform their required ablutions.

We are sitting under the great oaks between the old Mansion of Bahji and the sea. The Arabs carry on their devotions as if they were absolutely alone in the middle of a desert impervious to our glances and conversation. A darling old woman from a garden near-by has appeared with a huge clean kerchief full of salted sun-flower seeds. The Oriental ladies lay bare the small white flake of a kernel with perfect ease. For an Occidental to succeed in opening one is not an achievement; it is a career. Farud brings out bowls of orange juice in which crisp tender leaves of romaine lettuce are rolled and dipped; while the conversation turns on the relative place of Byron and Wordsworth in English literature.

This is the kaleidoscopic East that exercises an ineffaceable spell over the soul of the Westerner. "When you hear the East a-callin' you won't never 'eed naught else."

Here comes a troupe of young boys, handsome, care-free fellows, out for a holiday. Nothing could be more depressing than the part played by women in the public life of the Orient. The costume
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of the Turkish woman, which prevails here also, is gloomy and sinister to the last degree. Entirely of black with a tight-fitting black cap completely covering the head and ears and a thick black veil making any sight of the face impossible, it gives the impression of a victim just ready for the hangman; this is the costume still tenaciously adhered to by millions of women.

The white costume of the north African provinces with the white veil, revealing the eyes, is charming. The dainty bit of white chiffon worn just under the nose and secured with gold rings about the ears is characteristic of the fashionable Egyptian woman; but this awful shroud of the Turkish and Syrian women is really hideous.

In America where women are so ubiquitous, men have to plan a good deal how to keep away from us; but here comes a troop of gay young boys for an afternoon of frolic—not a woman permitted to be in sight—and their idea of a holiday is to bring a guitar-like instrument and sing poignant love-songs.

Toward sunset when the day is cooler, we walk into ‘Akka to do some errands in the bazaars. It is very late and only one or two are open. As the merchant is showing us his wares the gun that marks the end of his fast is suddenly fired. Quick as a flash his little boy runs to a nearby stall to fetch some dates. There is a tradition that the Prophet broke his fast with dates. Hungrily, greedily, the man stretches out his hand and then with quick courtesy presents them to us saying, “Fadile” (kindly help yourselves). How many Occidentals, who have had no food from daybreak to sunset, would offer it first to total strangers?

It is astonishing to see how the repatriation of the Jews is rapidly changing the whole social structure of Palestine. Men and women (unveiled, naturally) are seen together everywhere. The very fabric of society is giving way before these strange new impacts; and changes that it might otherwise take centuries to accomplish, are rapidly succeeding the old order.

God promised His chosen people millennia ago that they would one day work out their aspirations in this milieu friendly to their objectives. It was to be accomplished in that latter day when good tidings would be published and peace proclaimed. It is indeed significant that the first firman permitting the return of the Jews to Palestine was issued when Bahá’u’lláh was exiled.

The Semite has offered two great gifts to civilization; first a passionate monotheism reiterated after the great teaching of Moses with increased intensity by the Semite Muhammad. Second, trade and commerce, which together with the stupendous Occidental contribution of news and communication, are doing more to unify the world than law or education or religion have so far accomplished. We remain perfectly willing to kill those whose opinion on religion or form of government may differ from our own, but the world over, people are becoming more and more hesitant about killing their customers.

A sharp and bitter economic readjustment is going on in Palestine, due to the introduction of Occidental trade usage. The old hit-or-miss barter of the East is going down before the accurately determined price and quality standards of the West. An unsung hero in our historic annals is one A. T. Stewart, the predecessor of John Wanamaker in New York. One bright Monday morning his astonished customers discovered that everything in his shop was marked with a fixed price, and the old romantic habit of letting the soft-voiced woman with charm have her spool of thread a cent or two cheaper than the hard-faced termagant, passed from Western practice.

The Jew, in his repatriation experiment, has brought with him the viewpoint of the Orient and the practice of the Occident. The Germans alone (there is a large colony in Haifa) can offer him com-
petition. The Arab watches in baffled amazement his own countrymen turning as customers to those who are taking his economic life.

That practice honored throughout civilization of keeping things dear and men cheap, is tragically evident here on all sides. Such tattered people! Such degrading labor! My gorge rises as I see men burdened like camels, almost breaking under loads that only a horse would carry in America.

There is the sense that the scene is occurring in its pitiless sordidness and constant reiteration as of two thousand years ago, while that stern Voice of accusation and summons rings athwart the centuries: "For they bind heavy burdens and grievous to be borne, and lay them on men's shoulders; but they themselves will not move them with one of their fingers. . . . Woe unto you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! for ye pay tithe of mint and anise and cummin, and have omitted the weightier matters of the law, judgment, mercy, and faith: these ought ye to have done, and not to leave the other undone." (Matthew 23:4-23.) Oh, God, how long—how much longer will it be before we lift ourselves above that moral plane that permits us to live delicately in the midst of the want and of the suffering of our brother man!

I wander into a shop attracted by a Turkish necklace. A very beautiful young man, about the age of one of my own boys, waits on me. I take him to be a Hindu. "What is your nationality?" I ask. "I am a Jew," he answers. "Oh," I exclaim with unaffected pleasure, "it always makes me so happy to meet a Jew! We must never forget that it was you who gave us the noblest conception of the human mind—that of one God the loving Father of all mankind!"

The boy quickly reached into his showcase and drew out a pin that I had admired. "Take this," he said earnestly, "keep it always as a souvenir of me." At that moment his brother, across the shop, having heard nothing of the previous conversation, caught his words. "What, what is this?" he shouts in great excitement, "are you giving away our goods?" With an imperious gesture the boy replies, "Say not a word! This woman is our friend. I will make it all right with you," and with ill-expressed thanks I hurry away to conceal my emotion. It recalls to me, as such things always do, what a man in prison once said to me: "What all this world is dying for, is a friend!"

In the Shrines this great sense penetrates me—the realization that Bahá'u'lláh and 'Abdu'l-Bahá are our changeless Friends, common to all and special to each. In moments of strength and hope and enthusiasm, it is our great flair to work under their direction, to spend ourselves, to use our insight and vigor for the accomplishment of their ends. But in those moments when fatigue and disappointment harass us, in those moments that psychology refers to as "collapse," where can we turn in our doubt and desperation but to those Mighty Beings who shine like majestic Suns along man's path!

Nothing can ever happen to me now that can thwart me, in imagination, from burying my face in the jasmine-strewn threshold at Bahjí and knowing as a definite part of my spiritual equipment, forever, that "God will assist all those who arise to serve Him."

THIRD SERIES OF SKETCHES

TIBERIAS and the Sea of Galilee. "Hearts cannot contain Me, and minds are troubled because of Me." In these sacred spots of Palestine there is always a figurative straining of weak lungs in rare air; the sense that this exalted atmosphere is too high and fine for the clumsy mechanism of ordinary life. Something Unseen forever moves beside one; a cloud of joyous witnesses and that
l little band who followed the Protagonist in the great drama of Christendom, walk ing after Him down this dusty road that led to the Sea of Galilee—and to everlasting Life. “For this is Life eternal! To know Thee, the only True God,” and the Manifestation “Whom Thou hast sent.”

Here from the hilltop is the first sight of the lapis waters of this gem-like lake. The whirl and drift of pinions press nearer; the haunting sense of having passed this way before—not in any gross human fashion but in the lift of the soul to a new level of reverence—and of pain; that never-ending pain due to the realization that even those who know their Lord in His Day so frequently increase His burdens and multiply His Cares. Not so much pain because of Judas, as pain because of Peter, because of those who brought their frailties, their wrangles, their littlenesses into His very presence. Three short years in which to renew again God's Covenant with man, in which to proclaim His imperishable evangel of eternal salvation to a brutal world; three short years in which to outflank the hosts of tyranny, greed and materialism—and not one precious moment to waste in anything personal or less than total dedication to His ends and purposes.

A world to be saved and nobody to save it but frail, selfish, willful, cowardly human beings!

The life of Shoghi Effendi* gives me the real example of what it actually means to devote one's life to the service of others. “Lift up your heads, O ye gates; and be yet lift up, ye everlasting doors; and the King of Glory shall come in.” (Psalm 24:7.) It is solely through such “gates” and “doors” as the Guardian that the spiritual life of humanity can truly emerge. “The King of Glory” can only come into the world through the release of those qualities, the performance of those personal obligations, the assumption of those attributes that lead us from the beast to the angel.

One of the supreme proofs of the Prophet of God, when He appears in the world, is His unique ability to transform hearts and revolutionize lives. To hear, as we far too frequently hear, that we should not look at the followers of a Great Prophet but look at His teachings, is very much like saying that we should not test the flying power of an airplane but look at its outline. Of what possible advantage is the coming of the Manifestation of God from age to age if His presence is only to amass a certain bulk of literature to be read in leisure moments; to outline a remote Utopian scheme inaccessible to human performance?

The thing to which our gaze is directed in scrutinizing the claim of the Prophet is no more what He teaches than the effect that His teachings produce in human lives.

I often wonder if my estimate of history has been clouded by too intense an expectation; too impracticable a perfectionism as regards myself and my fellows; for as I look back over the contours of history and attempt to heft those strange objects we call institutions, comitie s, epochs and cycles, they strain my mental muscles as a falling weight rather than dazzle my eyes as an effulgent light. Always the same story: God calling to His impregnable standard the souls of men; always promising that the import of His command shall come to pass, and we, meagre mites, in the mighty sweep of His exhortation proving again and again unequal to the spiritual task that He spreads before us. The spirits of men proving unequal to their high calling, the very stones, the stones of hard hearts and narrow human interests take up the stupendous labor of lifting the inert substance of selfishness into the divine dimension of love and unity.

As we differentiate the historical purpose of the mission of our Lord Jesus, it

*Guardian of the Bahá'í Cause, who resides in Haifa.
seems to have been the releasing of the individual from slavery: physical, political, religious, mental and moral: to establish the rights of the individual, to emphasize the value of the human soul. We may safely say that in the fruition of democracy and of scientific achievement this freedom has been acquired; the irresistible power of God’s Word has executed its divine purpose—but with what a sacrifice of intent, when we view modern man, responsive to the affairs of this world, but skeptical and lethargic with regard to that “Kingdom” that “is not of this world.”

Standing here on the lovely shore of Galilee, the shadow of the cross seeming to stretch before rather than behind me, I can see the multitude straining in His Footsteps, not interested in learning of Him how to put more into life, but interested, then as we are today, in how to get more out of life; begging, not for the opening of that inward eye that is a window set toward heaven; but for the opening of the merely physical eye which in beholding, no matter how fair, the objects of this world can never see beyond its limitations. To lift a man from somatic death—of what value is this? He must but die again. But here in the very presence of Him who in that day alone could confer the ineffable bounty of Unending Life, here they were taking account of a mere span of human days.

Truly it is the nature of Form to receive; but it is also the nature of Spirit to give, and in all those countless multitudes who were partakers in His mercy how few there were who gave back to Him that indispensable allegiance that was necessary to establish His Kingdom on earth.

Human conditions can only be changed by human beings. That curious conception, recrudescient from time to time in theology, that there is a force moving in the world independent of human choice and human effort, which brings to pass a certain predestined pattern that human beings are powerless to assist or to thwart, certainly has no place in the direct teachings of the Founders of any of the Sacred Religions.

This world and its destiny depend too appallingly upon human beings. The call to follow Them is a call to the most intense, vigorous, and unremitting effort. We may see but we cannot enter that Kingdom whose paths are peace, without putting aside our riches of whatever kind, material, mental, personal; without going back to that degree of naivete, faith, and enthusiasm that characterizes our childhood days. The effort of spanning a chasm or leveling a mountain is slight in comparison to allaying our prejudices, and finding our raptures in complete detachment from the experiences of this world. The “superhuman effort” to which ‘Abdu’l-Bahá summons us is this dramatic engaging of all the forces of the soul to combat our petty personalisms and subtle egotistical pretentions.

The beauty and terror of this spot! Where the corpse is, there are the eagles gathered together: then the eagles of the Roman legions; today the eagles on our dollars, a world still steeped in greed and commercialism. Not until the earthquake, the wind, and the fire of our struggles, our brutalities, and our oppressions have passed, shall we be able to hear the still, small voice of God’s changeless command, “Love one another.”

A deep ineffaceable impression comes to me here by the shores of this tiny sea. Again and again ‘Abdu’l-Bahá said, “Look ye at the time of Christ,” warning us that one by one the events of that era would be repeated in this age, in which the great prophecies of Jesus are fulfilled in the coming of Bahá’u’lláh. His warning is to enable us to thwart those tendencies that swept Christianity away from its Founder and established it upon a basis alien to His teachings. The Pauline theology bears no relation, however remote, to the pure teachings of Jesus. His teachings are based upon a dynamic and fundamental change in the life of the individual. In the poignant parable of
the Last Judgment those who win a place on the right hand of the King are those whose lives have been dedicated to the service of others: in Paul's theology those who are saved are those who believe that Jesus Christ died for them. There is not so much as a germ of likeness in the two ideas, and still it is the teaching of Paul that triumphed in the church: but it was the teaching of Jesus that refusing to die lifted up here and there through the pages of history those mountain-peaks of light that reflected His true meaning to a wistful world. "Why seek ye the living among the dead?" It is the living Christ that lures the soul. This moribund figure of theology no longer intrigues even the mind.

Peter, with his tenacious grip on orthodoxy, attempting to substitute new dogmas for old; Paul's intolerance of old practices for a new age; the historic conflict that made a continent too small to contain them both; Paul's retirement with his strange assortment of influences from the Greek mysteries, Alexandrian philosophy, Indian belief, Mediterranean cult practice, welding them all with one superb effort of the imagination into an instrument that would conform to Hebraic interpretation; and then with the irresistible power of a gigantic personality making his followers believe that even if an angel from heaven should say that "my" gospel is not correct they were to place no credence in it. . . . Neither Peter nor Paul near enough to the spirit of their Lord to make it important which won, carrying on a conflict itself utterly contrary to the direct command of Jesus.

The spirit of those disciples, marvelous as it was, was not flame-like enough to melt the solid rocks of men's hearts and minds into the fire of the love of God. And so God had to lift up stones to serve Him. To be sure the great purpose for which Jesus came is accomplished. God's Word does not return void unto Him. But though the Spirit of Freedom has been liberated in the Christian era, with it walks hand in hand rapacity, the barbarous ethics of poverty, crime, corruption, war. If God had had spirits instead of stones to perform His orders what might the world have been today!

There is an irony about such contemplation that strengthens the will and prospers our purposes. Almighty God! grant that in this day no thought, however vague, may obtrude itself beyond the shining dedication of Thy servants, who have beheld Thy Glory and partaken of Thy Power, to cleave the mountains of selfishness, roll back the seas of confusion and doubt, pluck up the isles of division and separateness, and according to Thy mighty prophecy, destroy as with fire all the barriers of the earth; that mankind may be fused through the consuming flame of Thy love, into one kindred and one soul.

There stand, beside this quiet shore the Christian church and the Muhammadan mosque: the gates of hell have prevailed against both in the centuries that separate them from their Founders. 'Abdu'l-Bahá walked here to efface the footsteps of those forces and tendencies in life that lead men astray. Only in a church built upon the solidarity and sympathy of the human heart can we adequately worship Him. Let us build forthwith in our harmony, unity and understanding the Temple of the Living God.

Now they are calling me to start upon the homeward journey. But I have written nothing about Tiberias! The Son of Man passed down that road. 'Abdu'l-Bahá the Beloved of the world, walked this way! What else matters?
Bahá'ís of Diadanow Kalozoo, Burma, India
IN THE heart of the jungle, some forty or fifty miles from Rangoon, lies a little Burmese village—Kunjangoon. Of so little importance is it to natives and Europeans alike that no one seems to have heard of it, and yet one feels confident to say that this small corner of Burma holds so dynamic a force that before long it must make itself felt at a great distance.

This dynamo of spirit is created by eight hundred Bahá'ís living and working as a unit—a thing thrilling to the heart and imagination. Picture this, if you can, in a country so steeped in the religious superstitions of the past, and whose people in this quarter still remain so primitive that it would appear almost futile to even carry the great Bahá'í Message of this age to them. To see this is to behold a miracle—for has not 'Abdu'l-Bahá called it His village?

Seventeen years ago the first seed was planted by Jinabí Siyyid Mustafa Roumíe, that selfless servant of 'Abdu'l-Bahá, who has seen this wonderful work grow through submitting himself entirely to the Master and reflecting His love to these people.

It is worth while to repeat the story as it was heard, of how the first step was taken, for it shows that if the desire be strong enough to serve the Cause—in no matter how small a degree—we can make no estimate of its ultimate goal.

One day in the streets of Rangoon a man from the jungle was seen running breathlessly along, looking utterly desperate and at the point of exhaustion. A Bahá'í happened to be passing at this moment and was attentive at once to this poor man's condition. Asking if he might help, and to hear something of the cause of his distress, he was told that the man was in search of a legal adviser and had come in a great hurry to the city—only to find himself at an utter loss.

The jungle-man had been accused of a criminal offense by his sister-in-law, in a passion of jealousy, and shortly afterward convicted by the magistrate, who had received a bribe of two hundred rupees from the sister-in-law. The Bahá'í said that he would lead the man to one who would advise him (i.e., Siyyid Mustafa) and help in any way possible.

On hearing the story Siyyid Mustafa said that he knew this magistrate and they would return together at once to the jungle. By chance on the river-boat they met the magistrate, who was indebted to Siyyid Mustafa for past favors, and when asked why he had convicted this man he said: "But the courts are at your disposal, do with them as you will." Siyyid Mustafa assured him that only justice was desired and that he himself would plead this man's case at another trial. This was done and the accused one freed.

After that several families of Kunjangoon came to the city at various times, and were always entertained by Siyyid Mustafa. For two years he was at this service, never during this time mentioning the Cause. Finally they asked him why he took so much trouble for them, saying that they had never met anyone like this before. Then he told them that he was a Bahá'í, and they asked to be taught, so that they might become as he was.
There were ten to be taught at first—and these ten instructed others, and so on. Siyyid Mustafa visited them regularly and helped with all their affairs. A school was started, then a Mashriqu’l-Adhkár, and later ground was given them for community cultivation—the proceeds to be used for the Cause. There are sixty-five acres in all and last year the rice sold from this netted almost one hundred pounds sterling.

We had a great desire to see this Bahá’í village and decided to make the trip, in spite of all the discouragement we received from the English residents of Rangoon. They told us of all the hardships of the trip, which must be made in one day, and assured us that we probably would not return from the jungle alive and they knew nothing of the Bahá’ís and thought we were a lot of quite mad Americans bent on sight-seeing.

Siyyid Mustafa sent a man to Kunjargo a day ahead of us bearing food, cooking utensils, etc., as these friends are unprepared for visitors or to do our sort of cooking.

We were up before daybreak and on the river by sunrise. The life of the East begins early, so already the little ferry was crowded with natives taking the river journey. They made a picturesque group—squatting amongst their gaily colored robes that rival the sunrise in crimson and blues.

In our tiny, first-class compartment there were already two men, a Burman and an American missionary who had been in the East twenty-one years. Siyyid Mustafa lost no time in giving them the Bahá’í Message, and we wondered how he had contained himself for two years when getting to know and understand the people of Kunjargoon!

Mr. Jones, the missionary, was to meet a co-worker at our stop, Twante, and then proceed to another village by the same boat. But we think ‘Abdu’l-Bahá had this trip in hand, and other things had been planned for this day.

When we landed, the second missionary (Mr. Spear) rushed on board and told Mr. Jones that plans had changed and they were both to go to Kunjargoon. We had met Mr. Spear in one of the shops a few days before, and when he saw us in this out-of-the-way place his amazement was ridiculous. “What,” he said, “are you American ladies doing in this jungle place—it is too curious!”

We asked them to follow in their car and have luncheon with us and see our eight hundred Bahá’ís—a still more unexpected sight.

We were met in a Ford car by two of the friends and driven to the village—twenty-six miles away. What a marvelous sight to see all our Bahá’í sisters and brothers awaiting us, dressed in holiday attire of most colorful materials. Lined up on both sides of the road as we approached, their joyous welcome of “Alláh-u-Abhá” rang forth. Such shining faces and eager curiosity combined would be difficult to picture.

There were four in our party, and before this the only Western Bahá’í they had ever seen was Mrs. Schopflocher. Everyone seemed anxious to be of some service to us, the only one for the moment being to reach for our wraps and parasols. They led us to the schoolhouse (of course, this was a holiday for the one hundred and fourteen children who attended), and grouped themselves about us on the floor—the men and old Bahá’ís taking precedence in front and the women and children in the rear. Then they sang Bahá’í hymns to welcome us—taught them in Persian by Siyyid Mustafa. The rafters rang with the pure joy afloat; and where the chorus was caught up by all the men one could almost see the volume of sound floating through the open doors, on through the sun-baked air to the nearby houses—just as one sees heat vibrations. Or was it just the tumult of my heart, and the mist in my eyes, that made the air seem vibrant?

Mr. Jones and his friend arrived in time for luncheon and seemed astonished to find things just as we had pictured them. They could not believe until they saw it themselves that this work had been
accomplished right in their territory—where years of effort had brought them so little reward by comparison. They appeared to be as interested in taking snapshots of the group as we did, but for what purpose they did not say. However, they left with promises to come again and give talks to our friends, which will be most useful, as the Baha’is are diligently studying the Bible.

After luncheon we were shown the village proper—which boasts a court, jail and hospital. Most astonishing of all in this progressive community, they have now a jitney service of Ford cars between Kunjangoon and Twante, twenty-six miles distant. One cannot imagine what this must mean to the villagers, who have had heretofore bullock carts as their only means of transportation.

Then we made our farewells and left, with regret, for the long trip home. It had been made possible to remain this long only by the generous loan of a private steam launch by one of the Baha’is of Rangoon, as the last ferry left Twante long before our arrival there.

Mingled with our joy of this day was an undercurrent of sadness which came as we talked to Siyyid Mustafa on the homeward trip. To quote his words as nearly as possible will give the best idea: “I am an old man now and who will carry on my work? Any day I may be called and who will educate these beautiful children? It breaks my heart to come and see them and to be able to do so little—we need teachers and money to help them now. When you leave don’t forget my people of Kunjangoon.”

And who having seen Kunjangoon could forget it!
Representative Bahá'ís of India
BOLPUR brings Green Acre* most vividly before my eyes, for here is a similar ideal setting in India's fertile state of Bengal. At the school of Tagore one witnesses community life in all its stages of development from rug-weaving and many other industries to the finer arts such as music, singing, drawing and painting, and the most appreciated outdoor sports, such as competitions in rope-skipping, dancing, exercises and other games. Spiritual education is not neglected. Yet the poet Tagore puts forth no special creed or teaching other than weekly discourses by himself, and prayers every day at the “House of Prayer.” This philosopher and poet is looked upon here as an idealist who is giving expression to the nobler aspects of life through the drama and fine arts.

Most of his time is spent writing plays and music for the two hundred pupils from distant villages and cities who are boarding here. The Agricultural Department covers chicken raising and introducing the better breeds brought from the West into the surrounding villages; the cultivation of land and gardening. The greatest wish of Rabandrinath Tagore is to draw the graduates of universities who now crowd the cities back to village life. The young Indian principal of the school took his degree at the State Agricultural College of Massachusetts and additional degrees in England. All teachers are well qualified and come from many different countries in Europe. One woman teacher of drawing and painting is from Austria; another teacher is from Holland; one English professor; and two Christian Indian professors.

The Full Moon Festival, which ushers in the first day of Spring in India, has about the same significance as our May-day dancing around the May-pole, celebrated “slightly” differently, for here the Hindu throws colored powder and squirts bright colored water with a kind of water-gun used for the purpose. All join in the holiday spirit, including the teachers, and throw the vivid reds and yellows right square in one's face and smear it over the body and cloths. By the time evening comes, the people resemble walking flames. Even the hair gets rainbow hued.

Before leaving “the school of the poet” I was asked to give a lecture to the older students and teachers. Everyone to whom I had already spoken seemed to appreciate the principles and teachings of Bahá'u'lláh, but as I have already mentioned they do not specialize here in any religious teaching.

My journey through the south and heart of India was most fruitful, and the leading men and rulers of many different States are now studying the Bahá'í teachings. One of the foremost ministers of the Great Nizam of Hyderabad had heard of the Revelation of Bahá'u'lláh, and weeks before my arrival he was impatiently waiting for books.
An official attached to one of India's greatest princes gave me every assistance in meeting those I most wished to know. When I told him the nature of my work, he exclaimed, "I too am a believer in Bahá'u'lláh, but I have never had the courage to openly admit it as it would mean absolute ruin overnight if it was discovered that I had embraced a new Revelation."

Another of India's princes received me with a most inquiring stare. Rather abruptly and in a most unusual manner, he said, "There is something different about you than anyone I have yet known. It is magnetism, but not personal magnetism, rather more of a spiritual quality. What is it you have come to tell me?" Now when one visits these Indian rulers who are so extremely polite, it is not customary to state one's mission at once, but I came straight to the point and said, "If there is anything spiritual about me it is because I love Bahá'u'lláh the Revealer of the New Revelation." He replied, "I might have known it. I also believe Bahá'u'lláh has brought a message to the world, but until now I have not looked seriously into His Teachings."

The beautiful hill stations are the ideal place to teach, for prominent men and women from all parts of India spend the hot months of the plains below up in these hill stations: Professors of the universities, Maharajas and their entourage, and others. Never has a country been nearer to accepting the divine teachings than India is today, and the opportunities for service are without limit.

Mr. Hashmat'u'lláh Koreshí, secretary of the National Bahá'í Spiritual Assembly of India, is a man of marvelous character and great culture. It would be impossible to record in detail the story of the remarkable assistance I received from the hands of this very brilliant spiritual worker in the vineyard of the new creative Word. From eight o'clock in the morning until evening this distinguished and enthusiastic brother invited to visit me at my hotel the most prominent of Calcutta's thinkers of both sexes, or arranged luncheons, teas and dinners daily. In turn I visited many homes, and carried the Message of Unity into every available place. Many of these very fine families were deeply moved by the narrative of the early life of our beloved Teachers.

A Western Bahá'í believer can always have a sympathetic audience, for since he loves all religionists, his method of approach is constructive and harmonious. There are many so-called dead creeds today in the daily life of the Indian. One can scarcely credit the doings and misunderstandings between the different outstanding religious fanatics. One thing is clear, however, and that is that there are many noble souls and deep thinkers in India who are far above and beyond the illusions of the past.

The cultured Indian is one of the finest types of manhood in the world. My visit to the home of Sir C. P. Bose, the great world-renowned scientist, was a revelation in itself. I walked through the gardens of his home and actually saw the heart-beats of trees as we passed. Marvelous instruments placed near the trees register upon delicate machines the pulse of the tree, and the effect was instantly noticed by a long dash when anything unusual happened such as a person passing suddenly or when some anesthetic was administered. A tree can become intoxicated with certain drugs, and the heartbeat took queer staggers and long swaying movements on the parchment by the needle of these delicate inventions of Sir C. P. Bose, of Calcutta. This was a very eventful afternoon.

Lady Bose is one of the outstanding women in India today. Her untiring efforts along educational and all other lines for the emancipation of her oppressed sisters, classifies her as a great leader in the Feminist Movement. Her "Industrial School for Widows and Married Women" in Bengal is the first institution of its kind to be established in India, and thus her dream of educating the neg-
lected little widows who are bereft of human companionship, has been fulfilled. How refreshing it was to note the immediate and sustained interest of this woman of remarkable character in the great teaching of Bahá'u'lláh, that “material and spiritual education should go hand in hand.”

The Prime Minister of the Maharaja of Mysore was more than kind to me during my visit in the south of India, where I visited the leaders and rulers of several States. The Maharaja of Mysore is one of the greatest of India's princes. He received Bahá’í books with appreciation and extended an invitation to return. When I left the palace I called upon a professor at the college and learned to my surprise that he had once been on the verge of accepting Bahá'u'lláh as the Manifestation of God to the world today, but owing to reports from Persia that the Bahá’í Revelation had entirely died out of the world of existence he had given up the idea of further study. He then inquired as to whether a friend whom he had met twenty years ago in New York was still interested in the Movement, as he had thought it was a fad with this lady.

Promptly I related to him briefly a few stories of the progress of the Bahá’í Cause, its succession of spiritual victories, its world-wide scope. Particularly did I emphasize the superb loyalty of its devotees, their cheerful perseverance and patient struggling to see the New Day of God established on this earth as prophesied by the Divine Messengers. Was I not thinking of the words of ‘Abdu'l-Bahá regarding the “steady progress and universal dimensions of the Cause,” for He hath said, “On account of being a Divine Movement it grew and developed with irresistible spiritual power until in this day wherever you travel east or west and in whatever country you journey you will meet Bahá’í Assemblies and institutions.”

My friend’s immediate response showed a depth of feeling as he requested me to send him the same kind of book I had given the Maharaja, declaring his loyalty to Bahá'u'lláh in future and his desire to help spread the glad-tidings among his countrymen. Last week I received a most joyous letter from this recently morbid man, thanking me in the name of Bahá'u'lláh for the photograph in the little ivory frame of ‘Abdu'l-Bahá, saying he kept it before him always, and each day was begun through the inspiration of that wonderful face.

The seeds of the patient work of Mrs. J. Stannard, a Bahá’í teacher, who so faithfully carried on the teaching work in Calcutta, are now bearing fruit. One prominent man, who for months had been suffering from depression and apathy, came suddenly to life after I once again related the story of the progress of the Cause, how it had spread without any propaganda, but entirely through the dynamic spiritual power of the Cause itself, and the efforts of its devoted followers. This man who had been ill and unable to walk even about his own home, arose at the conclusion of our conference (which lasted two hours when I had planned it for thirty minutes) and walked to the stairway with us (two distinguished Bahá’ís had accompanied me). Also before we left a series of Bahá’í meetings were arranged to be held in his spacious attractive home. Thus doth the power of the Spirit of God manifest in hearts suddenly awakened to its all-embracing potency.

And now for a few words about the Bahá’í villages of Burma. Mrs. Inez Greeven (formerly Mrs. Inez Cook of New York) visited the village of Kunjangoon, known as the “Village of ‘Abdu'l-Bahá” because all the inhabitants are Bahá’ís, and wrote an interesting account of this visit [see page 141]. I have already told of my experiences there. But a new village is in the process of evolu-
tion and boasts about twenty young men who decided to openly declare their faith in Bahá'u'lláh regardless of consequences. Muhammad Eunoos, a blessed old believer, had been expelled by the mullah and told not to return. But when Muhammad Eunoos learned of my arrival in Mandalay he accompanied me to this village of Kyigon, Burma. We had to ride some miles in an ox-cart, sitting cross-legged on straw matting. News had already reached the village of the visit of a Western believer, so when we arrived the following day the whole place had been polished and not one stroke of work was done that day. The entire population turned out to hear about the new Teachings. I sat up among trees in the most attractive bamboo house built high on stilts, while the audience jostled each other for a place to sit.

The meeting continued through the entire day. During the hot afternoon a mullah arrived and inquired, "What is she talking about up there?" Fortunately the chief official of the village was a Buddhist and very friendly. He had called on us early in the morning and offered a cordial greeting. He told the mullah that the lady was talking about God and that if he remained he would have to be courteous and only ask civil questions after the meeting like the others. He was quite disturbed, but when they said, "The lady is a great friend of the Governor of Burma Sir Harcourt Butler," he soon took himself elsewhere and we went on in peace.

Later in the day three young men came forward in the utmost simplicity and knelt at my feet and said, "We accept Bahá'u'lláh as the Prophet of God today." Others became believers also. It was very touching to see their dear old teacher Muḥammad Eunoos take each by the hand and kiss them on each cheek, and then like an initiation ceremony, kiss each on the forehead, with the look of love in his dear old face. This great teacher once built a Mosque when he was a follower of the Islamic faith, and had it confiscated, together with every bit of property he ever had, when he became a believer in the new Manifestation, Bahá'u'lláh. Now he is happy in his poverty, and in his freedom to uphold the Divine Standards of today.

In conclusion perhaps it will be of interest to Bahá'ís to know that I am writing this article while en-route to visit the Prince who was so splendidly sympathetic to Mrs. Lua Getsinger, Bahá'í teacher and lecturer, when she visited India several years ago. It was not at all surprising to learn that they always refer to Mrs. Getsinger in these parts as "St. Lua."

Picture me here in this queer village, a way-station, as it were, for those who go on hunting expeditions after tigers! The village is really locked up at night and all passes closed to tigers, but I am told that tigers are always lurking near these barriers and sometimes find an entry. Here I wait for the next eleven hours until the arrival of the main line train which will carry me on to Jhalrapatan, where the Maharaja of Jhalawar has his State.

A tiny lamp flickers over my shoulder from an improvised mantelpiece and two coolie boys alternate in pulling the punka over my head that I may breathe sufficiently to get through the night, for I am experiencing the "boiling heat" of April days and nights in India. The babble of native curiosity is without and many unseen eyes are gazing upon this unusual activity. An Indian night with its native perfume pervades the place and even in desert waste of insecure footing there is a remarkable atmosphere of genuine reality. Possibly this is the reason for my preference for the East and its associations rather than the West with its civilization. Outside of my door is the Muḥammadan upon his tiny prayer-rug in respectful reverence to Muḥammad; the Hindu also near-by looking hopeful that his meditation is being heard by the long-departed Krishna.

Hope and happiness reign supreme in my heart during my unexpected stay in
Baha'i women of Burma
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this, the most primitive and strange place I have thus far visited, hardly on the fringe, even, of human society. At five o'clock in the morning I shall entrain for Jhalrapatan, where an automobile will be waiting to take me thirty miles more on the journey to the Palace of His Highness the Prince, who will once again hear of the Revealed Word of God to man through Bahá'u'lláh and of how that creative Word has taken effect in the hearts of thousands upon thousands the world-over who believe that “the Religion and the law of God has descended from the heaven of the will of the Possessor of Eternity for the purpose alone of harmonizing and bringing into unity the peoples of the world.”

'Abdu'l-Bahá at Green Acre, Maine, August 17, 1912.
DURING the past thirty-three years the little tract of land in southern Maine, set apart in trust by Miss Sarah J. Farmer of Eliot for the Green Acre Summer Conferences, has witnessed one of the most significant expressions of practical idealism ever taking place in this country.

Viewed in the perspective of these thirty-three years—that wonderful era of world thought and progress, deepened by world suffering, inaugurated by the Columbian Exposition in Chicago in 1893—the spiritual legacy left by Miss Farmer in Green Acre represents a truly astonishing achievement. To this woman of pure New England stock must be credited the glory of founding the first universal platform in America. To Green Acre have come representatives of every race, nation and religion, to mingle in fellowship and contribute each his best to a common end. The roll of speakers who have taken part in the Green Acre Conferences represent well-nigh the flower of modern liberal thought.

"Green Acre," Miss Farmer declared some years before her death, "was established for the purpose of bringing together all who were looking earnestly toward the New Day which seemed to be breaking over the entire world. The motive was to find the Truth, the Reality, underlying all religious forms, and to make points of contact in order to promote the unity necessary for the ushering in of the coming Day of God."

Only the older generation can appreciate the courage and magnanimity of this woman at their true value. The note of human solidarity and interdependence has penetrated life at many points during the past twenty years, but Miss Farmer arose as a consecrated pioneer to make a definite and practical application of ideals hitherto existing only in the minds of philosophers and the lives of saints.

The Fruit of New England Transcendentalism

Too frequently, students of that marvelous period of aspiring consciousness known as the "Transcendental Movement," and associated with the greatness of Emerson, Thoreau and their fellows, have traced the continuity of the movement down the many dividing, tenuous streams of so-called "New Thought." This is a fundamental mistake. Great thoughts do not reach fulfillment in a multiplicity of little thoughts—their fruit is in permanently ennobled customs and institutions of daily life.

This significance of Miss Farmer in the history of American progress is that she stands as the actual fulfiller of Emerson in terms of applied influence. Miss Farmer can be considered as the feminine counterpart of Emerson, for she possessed his idealism to the full, but her nature was executive, practical and intensely human, desiring tangible results above abstract formulas and definitions.

Green Acre consequently arose as the effort to live out and apply the great American vision of truth, justice and righteousness, and throughout more than
thirty years of struggle, Green Acre has never lost sight of that essential purpose.

What Is Green Acre?

Physically, Green Acre is a tract of some two hundred acres, situated along the banks of the Piscataqua river in Eliot, Maine, only four miles up from the sea, and opposite the historic city of Portsmouth, New Hampshire. On this tract, and also round about the countryside, are magnificent pine groves; the combination of river, sea, pines and sunswept rolling farm lands making an environment of unsurpassed charm and healthfulness.

The buildings already erected at Green Acre include the Inn, Fellowship House, Arts and Crafts Studio, Little Theatre, Gift Shop, Tea House, cottages and sites for camping parties. All this property is administered under the supervision of the National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of the United States and Canada. No restrictions exist to limit the attendance at Green Acre beyond basic considerations of character and suitability.

The Green Acre Conferences

The present year 1928 brings the thirty-fourth season of the famous Green Acre Conferences, which have resolutely stressed the independent investigation of reality in all the fundamental issues of human life. Such subjects as Comparative Religion, Religion and Science, The Unity of Mankind, and The Significance of the New Era, have been presented by leaders whose names are known throughout the world. It was typical of Miss Farmer's large purposes, and also of her capacity to dramatize the ideal in the concrete, that the original ceremony opening Green Acre on July 4, 1894, culminated in raising a flag of World Peace.


The audiences attending these Conferences have more than once had the distinction of hearing, in the form of an intimate address, some theme later to become famous as a public lecture or chapter in a book. For more than a decade, it was at Green Acre that Oriental philosophy and religion found their most hospitable open door into the consciousness of the West.

Green Acre a World-wide Activity

In 1896, two years after the opening of Green Acre, Miss Farmer found her objects and ideals expressed in their purest, most vital form in the Baha'i Faith. Perceiving that the entire modern liberal movement of the West was but the direct reflection of the Light which dawned in Persia in 1844, and that the heroic lives of the Baha'i martyrs had established an unshakable basis for every liberal and universal cause, Miss Farmer journeyed to 'Akka, the prison colony near Mount Carmel, and offered her services to 'Abdu'l-Bahá. This action brought about no fundamental alterations in the policy or purposes of Green Acre, but related Green Acre to the modern world Movement at its spiritual source.

The Tablets addressed by 'Abdu'l-Bahá to Miss Farmer during subsequent years expressed His unfailing guidance in all her great work. In some of them He wrote:

"O maid-servant of God! Trust in the grace of thy Lord. He shall surely assist thee with a confirmation whereat the minds will be amazed and the thoughts of the men of learning will be astonished.
Take the cup of the love of God in thy right hand and with thy left hand hoist the banner of universal peace, love and affection among the nations of the earth.

"Verily 'Abdu'l-Bahá was with you in Green Acre in his spirit, soul and in all his spiritual grades. Verily I beseech God to make Green Acre as the Paradise of El-Abhá, so that the melodies of the nightingales of sanctity may be heard from it and the chanting of the verses of unity may be raised therein.

"Blessed art thou, that thy heart is connected with the callings of the Kingdom of Abhá, so that thou hast dispensed with the telepathic wires of the world, because the terminal of the spiritual wire reached the centre of thy heart and the other is placed in the spiritual centre.

"O thou artery pulsating in the body of the world. I supplicate God to heal thee from all troubles and diseases and make thee a sign of guidance and a standard of the Supreme Concourse in those regions. Verily thou art with me in spirit at all times."

On August 16, 1912, 'Abdu'l-Bahá Himself visited Green Acre and remained one week. His majestic figure became a familiar outline upon its grassy slopes and His presence a benediction. At this time Miss Farmer was ill at a sanitarium in Portsmouth. She was able, however, to spend a few hours at Green Acre in order to greet 'Abdu'l-Bahá and extend to Him the hospitality of a spot already dedicated to His Cause.

The two addresses delivered by 'Abdu'l-Bahá on the day of His arrival at Green Acre were significant of His later instructions regarding this centre. They were masterly discourses upon "The Investigation of Reality" and "Love." A divine joy seemed to fill the heart of 'Abdu'l-Bahá at Green Acre for here were found many souls capable of responding to His message. His time was fully occupied with interviews and addresses.

Upon one occasion 'Abdu'l-Bahá stood with the friends upon Mount Salvat, the noble elevation dedicated by Miss Farmer as the site for a spiritual university. He spoke of the future realization of this inspired idea—of the erection there of a University of the Higher Sciences—an institution where young men and women would be prepared for lives of true service and trained in the arts and sciences of a new age. Upon another occasion 'Abdu'l-Bahá invited to a Feast all the residents of Eliot and Green Acre.

While sojourning in Paris, on His return from America en-route to Palestine, 'Abdu'l-Bahá pictured to some friends interested in Green Acre the ideals on which its future should be built:

"In Green Acre you must concentrate your forces around the one all-important fact—the investigation of reality. Expend all your thought on this that the union of opinions and expressions may be obtained.

"The chief objects of the Green Acre Conferences must be the furtherance of universal peace, investigation of reality, brotherhood, tolerance, sympathy to all mankind, the cultivation of a better understanding between the nations of the world, the elimination of dogmas and superficialities, the illumination of the hearts with the light of truth, mutual assistance and co-operation, social service, the study of the fundamental principles of all the religions and their comparative co-ordination. Green Acre must carry away this palm of victory."

In July, 1925, at the invitation of the Green Acre Fellowship and Trustees, the Bahá'ís of the United States and Canada gathered there in their Seventeenth Annual Convention and Congress, and this occasion signalized the visible fulfillment of Miss Farmer's pilgrimage to 'Akka so many years before. An international touch was given the event by the presence of honorary Bahá'í delegates from France and Persia, and the receipt of messages of fellowship from the Bahá'ís of England, Germany, Caucasus, Egypt, 'Iráq, South America, India and Burma, Australia and New Zealand.
The "War Period" and After

A development in the methods necessary for attaining the ideal of Green Acre could be noted from year to year under Miss Farmer's guidance, withdrawn forever shortly before the war. This development was away from days filled entirely with lectures and addresses (more than once the program included over fifteen lectures a day) to a more well-balanced program. The "war period" permanently altered the character of these Conferences by abruptly emphasizing reality as the criterion of truth as well as of usefulness. At present the expressed purpose of the Green Acre committee is to concentrate on fewer speakers, but give each one an adequate opportunity to develop his subject and leave permanent influences behind.

A Center—Not An "Institution"

Those who would compare Green Acre with any foundation which began from the material end—that is, with adequate equipment for public lectures, private instruction or even entertainment and general recreation—are unaware of its true spirit. Green Acre began with a vision rather than with a purse. Its appeal has been greatest to those who appreciate the rare opportunity of participating in a living, growing center rather than in a formally institutionalized regime. The material equipment necessary for Miss Farmer's objectives is being slowly but surely provided, but Green Acre is still inspiring fluid and informal, responding to every sympathetic and creative thought.

Green Acre, in fact, came into being at just about the time when American life began to create impressive "foundations" in the fields of education, art and science corresponding to the earlier bequests and gifts to churches. These great financial foundations have accomplished invaluable good. None of them, however, occupies the particular niche filled by Green Acre, whose supreme function is not to give opportunities to the exceptionally trained specialist, but to manifest the reality of world unity. Green Acre's difficulty never has been the raising of funds, but the finding of people capable of remaining true to this vision.

Thus it was inevitable that Green Acre should, for a time at least, lose much of that brilliance characterizing its conferences during the earlier years, for this brilliance reflected the facets of individualism brought into the intense light of a world ideal. As the fruit slowly matures after the passing of the flower, so Green Acre has been learning how to discipline and unify its own workers rather than to attract the few leaders who tarry but for the passing day. More powerful than any financial budget is that foundation consisting of men and women rid at last of secret ambition, false pride and useless sensibilities. When this unity is thoroughly established, brilliance—so often the flickering torch—becomes illumination—the steady glow of dawn.

It is in the roll of Green Acre Fellowship, listing many friends and workers associated with Miss Farmer's purposes for twenty, even twenty-five or thirty years, that Green Acre's treasure and wealth must be sought, for their faithfulness has created the only condition wherein can be realized the logical conclusion of these Conferences: "a universal platform for all mankind, irrespective of race, religion or nationality... that the influence of the confederation of religions and sects may permeate to all parts of the world from Green Acre, and Green Acre for future ages and cycles may become the standard-bearer of the oneness of humanity."

The Green Acre Ideal

Briefly stated, the ideal of Green Acre is to afford a platform for the discussion of fundamental subjects from the point of view of reality—that is, as they affect mankind and not merely one limited group. This universal platform is to be founded on the firm basis of a community of loyal, unified and active work-
ers, some resident at Green Acre the year round, others spending only their summers there; people of different sect, race and class, and of different character and training, but agreeing in their mutual desire to serve one aim and participate in one all-inclusive purpose. As time goes on, the underlying harmony of Green Acre will be evidenced by more and more accessory institutions, each expressing some one phase of physical, mental or soul life. At Green Acre there must be fullness of life and richness of human comradeshirr—a community whose motive is service, not wealth, but at the same time consciously rejecting all those artificial schemes which promise to solve life's material problems without relying upon self-sacrifice and spiritual love.

In New England, and throughout the United States, there are today untold thousands of people who know that they are capable of responding to finer enthusiasms and higher motives than touch them in their daily lives. The motive of mere material wealth leaves them cold; they find no true distraction in physical games, no true inspiration in abstract art and science, no profit in the clash of religious doctrines.

Green Acre exists entirely to serve these awakening souls of the new day. Green Acre will serve them first of all by using their capacities at their best, kindled by the vision of what remains to be done in the spot blessed by Miss Farmer's life and work. Green Acre will draw them out of themselves, teach them the laws and principles of unity and reveal hidden sources of conviction and joy. For a day, for a week, for a season, for a lifetime, Green Acre needs workers—but Green Acre will give more than she takes.

Green Acre Gives Hospitality to Significant Educational Activity—The Institute of World Unity

The summer of 1927 witnessed a true flowering of the purposes and ideals of Green Acre, but partly disclosed in and through the programs of conferences and meetings held during previous years. The founder, Miss Sarah J. Farmer, ever visioned as the crown of attainment for this consecrated center, a University teaching not merely cultural and scientific subjects but inculcating above all the spirit of humanitarian service and brotherly love.

A definite beginning was made in the direction of this noble ideal by the hospitality which Green Acre extended to the Institute of World Unity, an activity of World Unity Foundation, in 1927.

The purpose of the Institute was announced as "an effort to supply a new basis of faith in brotherhood and world unity through the finding of modern science and philosophy." From August 1 to September 3, five courses were offered, each in charge of a well-known educator. A total of nearly seventy registrations was enrolled, the students coming from many parts of the United States and Canada and representing a wide variety of races and religions. This group displayed such enthusiastic interest in the work of the Institute that its perpetuation and development in future years seems assured.

The natural beauty of Green Acre, and its powerful tradition of universal hospitality, provided a sympathetic environment for the discussion of subjects which necessarily involve a new quality of human association.

Program of Lectures—1927

NATIONALISM AND INTERNATIONALISM

BY PROF. HERBERT ADAMS GIBBONS,
Ph. D., Lit. D.
Fellow of the Royal Historical Society and of the Ecole Palatine of Avignon.
Awarded the Gold Medal of the Societe de Geographie of Paris.
Member of the French Legion of Honor.
August
1.—Nationalism before 1789.
2.—Nationalism vs. Internationalism from 1789 to 1815.
3.—Factors in the Development of Nationalism in Europe from 1815 to 1870.
4.—Nationalist Movements in Europe from 1870 to 1914.
5.—Nationalism vs. Internationalism from 1914 to 1919.
6.—The International Movement since the World War.

THE MAKING OF THE MODERN MIND

BY

PROF. JOHN HERMAN RANDALL, JR.
Ph.D.
Columbia University.
Assistant Professor of Philosophy, Columbia University.

August
8.—The Building of the Christian Tradition.
9.—The Discovery of the Scientific Order of Nature.
10.—The Romantic Call to a Larger Experience.
11.—The Growth of Faith in Evolutionary Science.
12.—The Adjustment of Religion to the Scientific Faith.
13.—The Emergence of the Ideal of a Functionally Unified World.

COMPARATIVE RELIGION

BY

PROF. SAMUEL LUCAS JOSHI, Ph.D.
Dartmouth College
Professor of Comparative Religion, Dartmouth College.

Professor of English Literature, University of Bombay.
First Indian Graduate of Columbia University.
First Carnegie Exchange Professor from India.

August
15.—Introductory lecture reviewing the main phases of development among leading religions.
16.—A Survey of the Concepts of God, Prayer and Sacrifice among different religions.
17.—The nature of the Soul and a comparative study of Eschatology among different religions.
18.—India’s contribution to the interpretation of the central problems of religion.
19.—Science and Religion among Western nations in the 19th Century.
20.—Some problems of today and the religious outlook for tomorrow.

SCIENCE AND RELIGION

BY

PROF. KIRTLEY F. MATHER, Ph.D.
Harvard University
Chairman of the Department of Geology and Geography, Harvard University.
Lecturer at Radcliffe and Wellesley Colleges.
Geologist, United States Geological Survey.

August
22.—The New World Revealed by Modern Science.
23.—Survival of Religion in the Struggle for Existence.
24.—Machines, Men, and Mystics.
25.—The Search for God in a Scientific Age.
26.—Miracles and Prayer in a Law-Abiding Universe.
27.—The Present Trend of Science and Religion.
THE RELATIONS OF THE EAST AND THE WEST

BY

PROF. WILLIAM R. SHEPHERD
Ph.D., L. H. D.
Columbia University

Seth Low Professor of History, Columbia.
Honorary Professor, University of Chile.
American delegate, Pan-American Scientific Congresses.
Contributing Editor, Journal of International Relations.
Author of a classic Historic Atlas, books on Latin America, a history of New Amsterdam, and various papers on the expansion of Europe.

August
29.—The Meeting of East and West.
30.—Western Ways in Eastern Lands.
31.—Western Thoughts in Eastern Minds.

September
1.—Eastern Ways in Western Lands.
2.—Eastern Thoughts in Western Minds.
3.—Two Strong Men Stand Face to Face.

Program of Lectures—1928

THE WORLD TODAY IN TERMS OF WORLD UNITY

BY

HERBERT ADAMS GIBBONS, Ph. D.
Historian

July
30.—The Problems of the British Empire.
31.—France and Germany in the New Europe.

August
1.—The Attitude of Italy and Russia Towards International Co-operation.
2.—Africa and Asia Repudiate the "White Man's Burden."
3.—A New Era in Pan-American Relations.

RACIAL RELATIONSHIP AND INTERNATIONAL HARMONY

BY

FRANK H. HANKINS, Ph. D.
Smith College

August
6.—Races and Nations: Their Meaning and Relations.
7.—Race Pride and Prejudice: Their Basis, Social Role and Modification.
8.—The Question of Racial Equality.
9.—The International Significance of Different Rates of Increase of Races and Nationalities.
10.—Stages and Processes in the Evolution of Social Organization and Integration.

SCIENCE, PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION

BY

E. A. BURTT, Ph. D.
University of Chicago

August
13.—The Human Significance of the Notion of Universal Law.
14.—The Empirical Method of Science.
15.—The Hypothetical Character of Scientific Explanation.
16.—Implications of the Scientific Attitude for Philosophy.
17.—Implications of the Scientific Attitude for Religion.

THE EVOLUTION OF RELIGION

BY

NATHANIEL SCHMIDT, Ph. D.
Cornell University

August
20.—Early Forms of Religion.
21.—The Rise and Fall of the Gods.
22.—The Function of the Prophet.
23.—Mutations and Survivals in Religion.
24.—The Present Outlook for Religion.
A Group of Bahá'ís of Tihrán, Persia
REFERENCES TO THE BAHÁ’Í FAITH

Excerpts from Books and other Publications

I. By Professor E. G. Browne.

Introduction to Myron H. Phelps' 'Abbás Efendí, pages xv-xx: 1903 rev. 1912—

I have often heard wonder expressed by Christian ministers at the extraordinary success of Bábí missionaries, as contrasted with the almost complete failure of their own. "How is it," they say, "that the Christian doctrine, the highest and the noblest which the world has ever known, though supported by all the resources of Western civilization, can only count its converts in Muhammadan lands by twos and threes, while Bábism can reckon them by thousands?" The answer, to my mind, is plain as the sun at midday.

Western Christianity, save in the rarest cases, is more Western than Christian, more racial than religious; and by dallying with doctrines plainly incompatible with the obvious meaning of its Founder's words, such as the theories of "racial supremacy," "imperial destiny," "survival of the fittest," and the like, grows steadily more rather than less material. Did Christ belong to a "dominant race," or even to a European or "white race?"... I am not arguing that the Christian religion is true, but merely that it is in manifest conflict with several other theories of life which practically regulate the conduct of all States and most individuals in the Western world, a world which, on the whole, judges all things, including religions, mainly by material, or to use the more popular term, "practical," standards. . . . There is, of course, another factor in the success of the Bábí propagandist, as compared with the Christian missionary, in the conversion of Muhammadans to his faith: namely, that the former admits, while the latter rejects, the Divine inspiration of the Qur'án and the prophetic function of Muhammad. The Christian missionary must begin by attacking, explicitly or by implication, both these beliefs; too often forgetting that if (as happens but rarely) he succeeds in destroying them, he destroys with them that recognition of former prophetic dispensations (including the Jewish and the Christian) which Muhammad and the Qur'án proclaim, and converts his Muslim antagonist not to Christianity, but to Skepticism or Atheism. What, indeed, could be more illogical on the part of Christian missionaries to Muhammadan lands than to devote much time and labor to the composition of controversial works which endeavor to prove, in one and the same breath, first, that the Qur'án is a lying imposture, and, secondly, that it bears witness to the truth of Christ's mission, as though any value attached to the testimony of one proved a liar! The Bábí (or Bahá'í) propagandist, on the other hand, admits that Muhammad was the prophet of God and that the Qur'án is the Word of God, denies nothing but their finality, and does not discredit his own witness when he draws from that source arguments to prove his faith. To the Western observer, however, it is the complete sincerity of the Bábís, their fearless disregard of death and torture undergone for the sake of their religion, their certain conviction as to the truth of their faith, their generally admirable conduct towards mankind and especially towards their fellow-believers,
which constitute their strongest claim on his attention.

Introduction to Myron H. Phelps’ ‘Abbas Effendi, pages xii-xiv—

It was under the influence of this enthusiasm that I penned the introduction to my translation of the Traveller’s Narrative. . . . This enthusiasm, condoned, if not shared, by many kindly critics and reviewers, exposed me to a somewhat savage attack in the Oxford Magazine, an attack concluding with the assertion that my Introduction displayed “a personal attitude almost inconceivable in a rational European, and a style unpardonable in a university teacher.” (The review in question appeared in the Oxford Magazine of May 25, 1892, page 394. . . . “the prominence given to the Báb in this book is an absurd violation of historical perspective; and the translation of the Traveller’s Narrative a waste of the powers and opportunities of a Persian Scholar.”) Increasing age and experience (more’s the pity!) are apt enough, even without the assistance of the Oxford Magazine, to modify our enthusiasms; but in this case, at least, time has so far vindicated my judgment against that of my Oxford reviewer that he could scarcely now maintain, as he formerly asserted, that the Bábi religion “had affected the least important part of the Muslim World, and that not deeply.” Everyone who is in the slightest degree conversant with the actual state of things (September 27, 1903), in Persia now recognizes that the number and influence of the Bábis in that country is immensely greater than it was fifteen years ago. . . .

Introduction to A Traveller’s Narrative, pages ix, x—

Though I dimly suspected whither I was going and whom I was to behold (for no distinct intimation had been given to me), a second or two elapsed ere, with a throb of wonder and awe, I became definitely conscious that the room was not untenanted. In the corner where the divan met the wall sat a wondrous and venerable figure, crowned with a felt head-dress of the kind called táj by dervishes (but of unusual height and make), round the base of which was wound a small white turban. The face of him on whom I gazed I can never forget, though I cannot describe it. Those piercing eyes seemed to read one’s very soul; power and authority sat on that ample brow; while the deep lines on the forehead and face implied an age which the jet-black hair and beard flowing down in indistinguishable luxuriance almost to the waist seemed to belie. No need to ask in whose presence I stood, as I bowed myself before one who is the object of a devotion and love which kings might envy and emperors sigh for in vain.

A mild, dignified voice bade me be seated, and then continued: “Praise be to God, that thou hast attained! . . . Thou hast come to see a prisoner and an exile . . . We desire but the good of the world and the happiness of the nations; yet they deem us a stirrer-up of strife and sedition worthy of bondage and banishment . . . That all nations should become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men should be strengthened; that diversity of religion should cease, and differences of race be annulled—what harm is there in this? . . . Yet so it shall be; these fruitless strifes, these ruinous wars
shall pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come . . . Do not you in Europe need this also? Is not this that which Christ foretold? . . . Yet do we see your kings and rulers lavishing their treasures more freely on means for the destruction of the human race than on that which would conduce to the happiness of mankind . . . These strifes and this bloodshed and discord must cease, and all men be as one kindred and one family . . . Let not a man glory in this that he loves his country; let him rather glory in this, that he loves his kind . . ."

Such, so far as I can recall them, were the words which, besides many others, I heard from Bahá. Let those who read them consider well with themselves whether such doctrines merit death and bonds, and whether the world is more likely to gain or lose by their diffusion.

Introduction to A Traveller's Narrative, pages xxxv, xxxvi—

Seldom have I seen one whose appearance impressed me more. A tall, strongly-built man holding himself straight as an arrow, with white turban and raiment, long black locks reaching almost to the shoulder, broad powerful forehead, indicating a strong intellect, combined with an unswerving will, eyes keen as a hawk's, and strongly marked but pleasing features—such was my first impression of 'Abbas Effendi, "The Master" (Aghá) as he par excellence is called by the Bábís. Subsequent conversation with him served only to heighten the respect with which his appearance had from the first inspired me. One more eloquent of speech, more ready of argument, more apt of illustration, more intimately acquainted with the sacred books of the Jews, the Christians and the Muhammadans, could, I should think, be scarcely found even amongst the eloquent, ready and subtle race to which he belongs. These qualities combined with a bearing at once majestic and genial, made me cease to wonder at the influence and esteem which he enjoyed even beyond the circle of his father's followers. About the greatness of this man and his power no one who had seen him could entertain a doubt.

II. By Dr. J. Estlin Carpenter.

Excerpts from Comparative Religion, pages 70, 71—

From that subtle race issues the most remarkable movement which modern Muhammadanism has produced. . . . Disciples gathered round him, and the movement was not checked by his arrest, his imprisonment for nearly six years and his final execution in 1850. . . . It, too, claims to be a universal teaching; it has already its noble army of martyrs and its holy books; has Persia, in the midst of her miseries, given birth to a religion which will go round the world?

III. By T. K. Cheyne.

Excerpts from The Reconciliation of Races and Religions, (1914)—

There was living quite lately a human being* of such consummate excellence that many think it is both permissible and inevitable even to identify him mystically with the invisible Godhead. . . . His† combination of mildness and power is so rare that we have to place him in a line with supernormal men. . . . We learn that, at great points in his career after he had been in an ecstacy, such radiance of might and majesty streamed from his countenance that none could bear to look upon the effulgence of his glory and beauty. Nor was it an uncommon occurrence for unbelievers involuntarily to bow down in lowly obeisance on beholding His Holiness. The gentle spirit of the Báb is surely high up in the cycles of eternity. Who can fail, as Professor Browne says, to be attracted by him? "His sorrowful and per-

---

*Bahá'u'lláh.
†Báb
secuted life; his purity of conduct and youth; his courage and uncomplaining patience under misfortune; his complete self-negation; the dim ideal of a better state of things which can be discerned through the obscure mystic utterances of the Bayán; but most of all, his tragic death, all serve to enlist our sympathies on behalf of the young prophet of Shiráz.”

“I sentait le besoin d’une reforme profonde a introduire dans les moeurs publiques. . . . Il s’est sacrifié pour l’humanité; pour elle il a donné son corps et son ame, pour elle il a subi les privations, les affronts, les injures, la torture et le martyr.” (Mons. Nicolas.)

If there has been any prophet in recent times, it is to Bahá’u’lláh that we must go. Character is the final judge. Bahá’u’lláh was a man of the highest class—that of prophets. But he was free from the last infirmity of noble minds, and would certainly not have separated himself from others. He would have understood the saying: “Would God all the Lord’s people were prophets!” What he does say, however, is just as fine: “I do not desire lordship over others; I desire all men to be even as I am.”

The day is not far off when the details of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá’s missionary journeys will be admitted to be of historical importance. How gentle and wise he was, hundreds could testify from personal knowledge, and I, too, could perhaps say something. . . . I will only, however, give here the outward framework of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá’s life, and of his apostolic journeys, with the help of my friend Lotfulláh. . . .

During his stay in London he visited Oxford (where he and his party—of Persians mainly—were the guests of Professor and Mrs. Cheyne), Edinburgh, Clifton and Woking. It is fitting to notice here that the audience at Oxford, though highly academic, seemed to be deeply interested, and that Dr. Carpenter made an admirable speech. . . .

IV. By Professor Vambery.

Testimony to the Religion of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá. (Translated from the Persian by Mirzá Ahmad Sohrab. Published in Egyptian Gazette, Sept. 24, 1913, by Mrs. J. Stannard.)—

I forward this humble petition to the sanctified and holy presence of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá ‘Abbas, who is the center of knowledge, famous throughout the world, and loved by all mankind. O thou noble friend who art conferring guidance upon humanity—May my life be a ransom to thee!

The loving epistle which you have descended to write to this servant, and the rug which you have forwarded, came safely to hand. The time of the meeting with your Excellency, and the memory of the benediction of your presence, recurred to the memory of this servant, and I am longing for the time when I shall meet you again. Although I have traveled through many countries and cities of Islám, yet have I never met so lofty a character and so exalted a personage as your Excellency, and I can bear witness that it is not possible to find such another. On this account, I am hoping that the ideals and accomplishments of your Excellency may be crowned with success and yield results under all conditions; because behind these ideals and deeds I easily discern the eternal welfare and prosperity of the world of humanity.

This servant, in order to gain first-hand information and experience, entered into the ranks of various religions, that is, outwardly, I became a Jew, Christian, Muhammadan and Zoroastrian. I discovered that the devotees of these various religions do nothing else but hate and anathematize each other, that all their religions have become the instruments of tyranny and oppression in the hands of rulers and governors, and that they are the causes of the destruction of the world of humanity.

Considering those evil results, every person is forced by necessity to enlist himself on the side of your Excellency,
and accept with joy the prospect of a fundamental basis for a universal religion of God, being laid through your efforts.

I have seen the father of your Excellency from afar. I have realized the self-sacrifice and noble courage of his son, and I am lost in admiration.

For the principles and aims of your Excellency, I express the utmost respect and devotion, and if God, the Most High, confers long life, I will be able to serve you under all conditions. I pray and supplicate this from the depths of my heart.

Your servant,

(Mamhenyn.)

VAMBERY.

VI. By VALENTINE CHIROL.

Quotations from The Middle Eastern Question or Some Political Problems of Indian Defense, chapter XI, page 116 (The Revival of Bábísm)—

When one has been like Sa’di, a great personage, and then a common soldier, and then a prisoner of a Christian feudal chief; when one has worked as a navvy on the fortifications of the Count of Antioch, and wandered back afoot to Shíráz after infinite pain and labor, he may well be disposed to think that nothing that exists is real, or, at least, has any substantial reality worth clinging to. Today the public peace of Persia is no longer subject to such violent perturbations. At least, as far as we are concerned, the appearances of peace prevail, and few of us care or have occasion to look beyond the appearances. But for the Persians themselves, have the conditions very much changed? Do they not witness one day the sudden rise of this or that favorite of fortune and the next day his sudden fall? Have they not seen the Atábeg-Azam twice hold sway as the Sháh’s all-powerful Vázir, and twice hurled down from that pinnacle by a bolt from the blue? How many other ministers and governors have sat for a time on the seats of the mighty and been swept away by some intrigue as sordid as that to which they owed their own exaltation? And how many in humbler stations have been in the meantime the recipients of their unworthy favors or the victims of their arbitrary oppression? A village which but yesterday was fairly prosperous is beggared today by some neighboring landlord higher up the valley, who, having duly propitiated those in authority, diverts for the benefit of his own estates the whole of its slender supply of water. The progress of a governor or royal prince, with all his customary retinue of ravenous hangers-on, eats out the countryside through which it passes more effectually than a flight of locusts. The visitation is as ruinous and as unaccountable. Is it not the absence of all visible moral correlation of cause and effect in these phenomena of daily life that has gone far to produce the stolid fatalism of the masses, the scoffing skepticism of the more educated classes, and from time to time the revolt of some nobler minds? Of such the most recent and perhaps the
The noblest of all became the founder of Bābīism.

Chapter XI, page 120—

The Báb was dead, but not Bābīsm. He was not the first, and still less the last, of a long line of martyrs who have testified that even in a country gangrened with corruption and atrophied with indifferentism like Persia, the soul of a nation survives, inarticulate, perhaps, and in a way helpless, but still capable of sudden spasms of vitality.

Chapter XI, page 124—

Socially one of the most interesting features of Bābīsm is the raising of woman to a much higher plane than she is usually admitted to in the East. The Báb himself had no more devoted a disciple than the beautiful and gifted lady, known as Qurratu’l-‘Ayn, the “Consolation of the Eyes,” who, having shared all the dangers of the first apostolic missions in the north, challenged and suffered death with virile fortitude, as one of the Seven Martyrs of Tihrán. No memory is more deeply venerated or kindles greater enthusiasm than hers, and the influence which she yielded in her lifetime still inures to her sex.

VII. By Albert Vail.

Quotation from Heroic Lives, page 305—

Prof. Jowett of Oxford, Master of Balliol, the translator of Plato, studied the movement and was so impressed thereby that he said: “The Bábite (Bahá’í) movement may not impossibly turn out to have the promise of the future.”

Dr. J. Estlin Carpenter quotes Prof. Edward Caird, Prof. Jowett’s successor as Master of Balliol, as saying, “He thought Bābīsm (as the Bahá’í movement was then called) might prove the most important religious movement since the foundation of Christianity.” Prof. Carpenter himself gives a sketch of the Bahá’í movement in his recent book on Comparative Religion and asks, “Has Persia, in the midst of her miseries, given birth to a religion that will go around the world?”

VIII. By Alfred W. Martin.

Excerpts from Comparative Religion and the Religion of the Future, pages 81-91—

Inasmuch as a fellowship of faiths is at once the dearest hope and ultimate goal of the Bahá’í movement, it behooves us to take cognizance of it and its mission. . . . Today this religious movement has a million and more adherents, including people from all parts of the globe and representing a remarkable variety of race, color, class and creed. It has been given literary expression in a veritable library of Asiatic, European, and American works to which additions are annually made as the movement grows and grapples with the great problems that grow out of its cardinal teachings. It has a long roll of martyrs for the cause for which it stands, twenty thousand in Persia alone, proving it to be a movement worth dying for as well as worth living by.

From its inception it has been identified with Bahá’u’lláh, who paid the price of prolonged exile, imprisonment, bodily suffering, and mental anguish for the faith he cherished—a man of imposing personality as revealed in his writings characterized by intense moral earnestness and profound spirituality, gifted with the selfsame power so conspicuous in the character of Jesus, the power to appreciate people ideally, that is, to see them at the level of their best and to make even the lowest types think well of themselves because of potentialities within them to which he pointed, but of which they were wholly unaware; a prophet whose greatest contribution was not any specific doctrine he proclaimed, but an informing spiritual power breathed into the world through the example of his life and thereby quickening souls into new spiritual activity.
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Surely a movement of which all this can be said deserves—nay, compels—our respectful recognition and sincere appreciation.

. . . Taking precedence over all else in its gospel is the message of unity in religion. . . . It is the crowning glory of the Bahá’í movement that, while deprecating sectarianism in its preaching, it has faithfully practiced what it preached by refraining from becoming itself a sect. . . . Its representatives do not attempt to impose any beliefs upon others, whether by argument or bribery; rather do they seek to put beliefs that have illumined their own lives within the reach of those who feel they need illumination. No, not a sect, not a part of humanity cut off from all the rest, living for itself and aiming to convert all the rest into material for its own growth; no, not that, but a leaven, causing spiritual fermentation in all religions, quickening them with the spirit of catholicity and fraternalism.

. . . Who shall say but that just as the little company of the Mayflower, landing on Plymouth Rock, proved to be the small beginning of a mighty nation, the ideal germ of a democracy which, if true to its principles, shall yet overspread the habitable globe, so the little company of Bahá’ís exiled from their Persian home may yet prove to be the small beginning of a world-wide movement, the ideal germ of democracy in religion, the Universal Church of Mankind?

_IX. By Prof. James Darmester._

Excerpt from _Art_ in “Persia: A Historical and Literary Sketch” (translated by G. K. Nariman), and incorporated in _Persia and Parsis_, Part I, edited by G. K. Nariman. Published under patronage of the Irán League, Bombay, 1925. (The Marker Literary Series for Persia, No. 2)—

The political reprevebute brought about by the Sūfis did not result in the regeneration of thought. But the last century which marks the end of Persia has had its revival and twofold revival, literary and religious. The funeral ceremonies by which Persia celebrates every year for centuries—the fatal day of the 10th of Mohorrum, when the son of ‘Alí breathed his last at Karbila—have developed a popular theatre and produce a sincere poetry, dramatic and human, which is worth all the rhetoric of the poets. During the same times an attempt at religious renovation was made, the religion of Bábism. Demoralized for centuries by ten foreign conquests, by the yoke of a composite religion in which she believed just enough to persecute, by the enervating influence of a mystical philosophy which disabled men for action and divested life of all aim and objects, Persia has been making unexpected efforts for the last fifty-five years to re-make for herself a virile ideal. Bábism has little of originality in its dogmas and mythology. Its mystic doctrine takes its rise from Sūfism and the old sects of the Alīides formed around the dogma of divine incarnation. But the morality it inculcates is a revolution. It has the ethics of the West. It suppresses lawful impurities which are a great barrier dividing Islám from Christendom. It denounces polygamy, the fruitful source of Oriental degeneration. It seeks to reconstitute the family and it elevates man and in elevating him exalts woman up to his level. Bábism, which diffused itself in less than five years from one end of Persia to another, which was bathed in 1852 in the blood of its martyrs, has been silently progressing and propagating itself. If Persia is to be at all regenerate it will be through this new faith.

_X. By Charles Baudouin._


We Westerners are too apt to imagine that the huge continent of Asia is sleeping as soundly as a mummy. We smile at the vanity of the ancient Hebrews, who be-
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lieved themselves to be the chosen people.

We are amazed at the intolerance of the Greeks and the Romans, who looked upon the members of all races as barbarians. Nevertheless, we ourselves are like the Hebrews, the Greeks and the Romans. As Europeans we believe Europe to be the only world that matters, though from time to time we may turn a paternal eye towards America, regarding our offspring in the New World with mingled feelings of condescension and pride.

Nevertheless, the great cataclysm of 1914 is leading some of us to undertake a critical examination of the inviolable dogma that the European nations are the elect. Has there not been of late years a demonstration of the nullity of modern civilization—the nullity which had already been proclaimed by Rousseau, Carlyle, Ruskin, Tolstoy, and Nietzsche? We are now inclined to listen more attentively to whispers from the East.

Our self-complacency has been disturbed by such utterances as that of Rabindranath Tagore, who, lecturing at the Imperial University of Tokio on June 18, 1916, foretold a great future for Asia. The political civilization of Europe was “carnivorous and cannibalistic in its tendencies.” The East was patient, and could afford to wait till the West, “hurry after the expedient,” had to halt for want of breath. “Europe, while busily speeding to her engagements, disdainfully casts her glance from her carriage window at the reaper reaping his harvest in the field, and in her intoxication of speed, cannot but think him as slow and ever receding backwards. But the speed comes to its end, the engagement loses its meaning, and the hungry heart clamors for food, till at last she comes to the lonely reaper reaping his harvest in the sun. For if the office can not wait, or the buying and selling, or the craving for excitement—love waits, and beauty, and the wisdom of suffering and reverent meekness of simple faith. And thus shall wait the East till her time comes.”

Being thus led to turn our eyes towards Asia, we are astonished to find how much we have misunderstood it; and we blush when we realize our previous ignorance of the fact that, towards the middle of the nineteenth century, Asia gave birth to a great religious movement—a movement signaled for its spiritual purity, one which has had thousands of martyrs, one which Tolstoy has described. H. Dreyfus, the French historian of this movement, says that it is not “a new religion,” but “religion renewed,” and that it provides “the only possible basis for a mutual understanding between religion and free thought.” Above all, we are impressed by the fact that, in our own time, such a manifestation can occur, and that the new faith should have undergone a development far more extensive than that undergone in the same space of time nearly two thousand years ago, by budding Christianity.

. . . At the present time, the majority of the inhabitants of Persia have, to a varying extent, accepted the Bábíst faith. In the great towns of Europe, America, and Asia, there are active centers for the propaganda of the liberal ideas and the doctrine of human community, which form the foundations of Bahá’íst teaching.

We shall not grasp the full significance of this tendency until we pass from the description of Bahá’ísm as a theory to that of Bahá’ísm as a practice, for the core of religion is not metaphysics, but morality.

The Bahá’íst ethical code is dominated by the law of love taught by Jesus and by all the prophets. In the thousand and one details of practical life, this law is subject to manifold interpretations. That of Bahá’u’lláh is unquestionably one of the most comprehensive of these, one of the most exalted, one of the most satisfactory to the modern mind. . . .

That is why Bahá’u’lláh is a severe critic of the patriotism which plays so large a part in the national life of our day. Love of our native land is legitimate, but this love must not be exclusive. A man should love his country more than he loves his house (this is the dogma held
by every patriot); but Bahá'u'lláh adds that he should love the divine world more than he loves his country. From this standpoint, patriotism is seen to be an intermediate stage on the road of renunciation, an incomplete and hybrid religion, something we have to get beyond. Throughout his life Bahá'u'lláh regarded the ideal universal peace as one of the most important of his aims. . . .

. . . Bahá'u'lláh is in this respect enunciating a novel and fruitful idea. There is a better way of dealing with social evils than by trying to cure them after they have come to pass. We should try to prevent them by removing their causes, which act on the individual, and especially on the child. Nothing can be more plastic than the nature of the child. The government's first duty must be to provide for the careful and efficient education of children, remembering that education is something more than instruction. This will be an enormous step towards the solution of the social problem, and to take such a step will be the first task of the Baytu'll'Adl (House of Justice). "It is ordained upon every father to rear his son or his daughter by means of the sciences, the arts, and all the commandments; and if any one should neglect to do so, then the members of the council, should the offender be a wealthy man, must levy from him the sum necessary for the education of his child. When the neglectful parent is poor, the cost of the necessary education must be borne by the council, which will provide a refuge for the unfortunate."

The Baytu'l-'Adl, likewise, must prepare the way for the establishment of universal peace, doing this by organizing courts of arbitration and by influencing the governments. Long before the Esperantists had begun their campaign, and more than twenty years before Nicholas II had summoned the first Hague congress, Bahá'u'lláh was insisting on the need for a universal language and courts of arbitration. He returns to these matters again and again: "Let all the nations become one in faith, and let all men be brothers, in order that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men may be strengthened. . . . What harm can there be in that? . . . It is going to happen. There will be an end to sterile conflicts, to ruinous wars; and the Great Peace will come!" Such were the words of Bahá'u'lláh in 1890, two years before his death.

While adopting and developing the Christian law of love, Bahá'u'lláh rejected the Christian principle of ascetism. He disown was marked by a marked quest for moral and spiritual progress, a quest which would lead to the establishment of a universal language and courts of arbitration. Such a system, he believed, could be more firmly rooted in the inner life, more benignly spiritual; nothing could speak more intimately to the soul, in low tones, and as if from within. . . .

Bahá'ism, then, is an ethical system, a system of social morality. But it would be a mistake to regard Bahá'íst teaching as a collection of abstract rules imposed from without. Bahá'ism is permeated with a sane and noble mysticism; nothing could be more firmly rooted in the inner life, more benignly spiritual; nothing could speak more intimately to the soul, in low tones, and as if from within. . . .

Such is the new voice that sounds to us from Asia; such is the new dawn in the East. We should give them our close attention; we should abandon our customary mood of disdainful superiority. Doubtless, Bahá'u'lláh's teaching is not definitive. The Persian prophet does not offer it to us as such. Nor can we Europeans assimilate all of it; for modern science leads us to make certain claims in matters of thought—claims we cannot relinquish, claims we should not try to forego. But even though Bahá'u'lláh's precepts (like those of the Gospels) may not fully satisfy all these intellectual demands; they are rarely in conflict with our scientific outlooks. If they are to become our own spiritual food, they must be supplemented, they must be re-lived by the religious spirits of Europe, must be re-thought by minds schooled in the Western mode of thought. But, in its existing form, Bahá'íst teaching may serve, amid our present chaos, to open for us a road leading to solace and to comfort; may restore our confidence in the spiritual destiny of man. It reveals to us how the
human mind is in travail; it gives us an inkling of the fact that the greatest happenings of the day are not the ones we were inclined to regard as the most momentous, not the ones which are making the loudest noise.

XI. DR. HENRY H. JESSUP, D.D.

This, then, is our mission: that we who are made in the image of God should remember that all men are made in God's image. To this divine knowledge we owe all we are, all we hope for. We are rising gradually toward that image, and we owe to our fellowmen to aid them in returning to it in the Glory of God and the Beauty of Holiness. It is a celestial privilege and with it comes a high responsibility, from which there is no escape.

In the Palace of Bahji, or Delight, just outside the Fortress of 'Akka, on the Syrian coast, there died a few months since, a famous Persian sage, the Bábí Saint, named Baha'u'lláh—the "Glory of God"—the head of that vast reform party of Persian Muslims, who accept the New Testament as the Word of God and Christ as the Deliverer of men, who regard all nations as one, and all men as brothers. Three years ago he was visited by a Cambridge scholar and gave utterance to sentiments so noble, so Christ-like, that we repeat them as our closing words:

"That all nations should become one in faith and all men as brothers; that the bonds of affection and unity between the sons of men should be strengthened; that diversity of religions should cease and differences of race be annulled. What harm is there in this? Yet so it shall be. These fruitless strifes, these ruinous wars shall pass away, and the 'Most Great Peace' shall come. Do not you in Europe need this also? Let not a man glory in this, that he loves his country; let him rather glory in this, that he loves his kind."

XII. BY THE RIGHT HON.
THE EARL CURZON.
Excerpts from Persia, Vol. I, pages 496-504. (Written in 1892.)—

Beauty and the female sex also lent their consecration to the new creed and the heroism of the lovely but ill-fated poetess of Qazvin, Zerin-Taj (Crown of Gold) or Qurruatu'l-'Ayn (Solace of the Eyes), who, throwing off the veil, carried the missionary torch far and wide, is one of the most affecting episodes in modern history. . . . The lowest estimate places the present number of Bábís in Persia at half a million. I am disposed to think, from conversations with persons well qualified to judge, that the total is nearer one million. They are to be found in every walk of life, from the ministers and nobles of the Court to the scavenger or the groom, not the least arena of their activity being the Mussulman priesthood itself. It will have been noticed that the movement was initiated by Siyyids, Hájis and Mullás, i. e., persons who, either by descent, from pious inclination, or by profession, were intimately concerned with the Muhammadan creed; and it is among even the professed votaries of the faith that they continue to make their converts. . . Quite recently the Bábís have had great success in the camp of another enemy, having secured many proselytes among the Jewish populations of the Persian towns. I hear that during the past year (1891) they are reported to have made 150 Jewish converts in Tihrán, 100 in Hamadán, 50 in Kásbán, and 75 per cent of the Jews at Gulpágán. . . . The two victims, whose names were Hájí Mirzá Hassan and Hájí Mirzá Husayn, have been renamed by the Bábís: Sul-tánú'sh-Shuhadá', or King of Martyrs, and Maḥbábu'sh-Shuhadá', or Beloved of
Martyrs—and their naked graves in the cemetery have become places of pilgrimage where many a tear is shed over the fate of the “Martyrs of Isfahán.” . . . It is these little incidents, protruding from time to time their ugly features, that prove Persia to be not as yet quite redeemed, and that somewhat stagger the tall-talkers about Iranian civilization. If one conclusion more than another has been forced upon our notice by the retrospect in which I have indulged, it is that a sublime and murmuring devotion has been inculcated by this new faith, whatever it be. There is, I believe, but one instance of a Bábí having recanted under pressure of menace of suffering, and he reverted to the faith and was executed within two years. Tales of magnificent heroism illumine the bloodstained pages of Bábí history. Ignorant and unlettered as many of its votaries are, and have been, they are yet prepared to die for their religion, and fires of Smithfield did not kindle a nobler courage than has met and defied the more refined torture-mongers of Tihrán. Of no small account, then, must be the tenets of a creed that can awaken in its followers so rare and beautiful a spirit of self-sacrifice. From the facts that Bábíism in its earliest years found itself in conflict with the civil powers and that an attempt was made by Bábis upon the life of the Sháh, it has been wrongly inferred that the movement was political in origin and Nihilist in character. It does not appear from a study of the writings either of the Báb or his successors, that there is any foundation for such a suspicion. . . .

The charge of immorality seems to have arisen partly from the malignant inventions of opponents, partly from the much greater freedom claimed for women by the Báb, which in the oriental mind is scarcely dissociable from profligacy of conduct. . . . If Bábísm continues to grow at its present rate of progression, a time may conceivably come when it will oust Muḥammadanism from the field in Persia. . . . Since its recruits are won from the best soldiers of the garrison whom it is attacking, there is greater reason to believe that it may ultimately prevail. . . . The pure and suffering life of the Báb, his ignominious death, the heroism and martyrdom of his followers, will appeal to many others who can find no similar phenomena in the contemporaneous records of Islám. . . .

XIII. By Sir Francis Younghusband.
Excerpts from The Gleam. (1923.)—

The story of the Báb, as Mírzá ‘Alí Muḥammad called himself, was the story of spiritual heroism unsurpassed in Svabhava’s experience; and his own adventurous soul was fired by it. That a youth of no social influence and no education should, by the simple power of insight, be able to pierce into the heart of things and see the real truth, and then hold on to it with such firmness of conviction and present it with such suasion that he was able to convince men that he was the Messiah and get them to follow him to death itself, was one of those splendid facts in human history that Svabhava loved to meditate on. This was a true hero whom he would wish to emulate and whose experiences he would profit by. The Báb’s passionate sincerity could not be doubted, for he had given his life for his faith. And that there must be something in his message that appealed to men and satisfied their souls, was witnessed to by the fact that thousands gave their lives in his cause and millions now follow him. If a young man could, in only six years of ministry, by the sincerity of his purpose and the attraction of his personality, so inspire rich and poor, cultured and illiterate, alike, with belief in himself and his doctrines that they would remain staunch, though hunted down and without trial sentenced to death, sawn asunder, strangled, shot, blown from guns; and if men of high position and culture in Persia, Turkey and Egypt in numbers to this
day adhere to his doctrines, his life must be one of those events in the last hundred years which is really worth study. And that study fortunately has been made by the Frenchman Gobineau and by Professor E. G. Browne, so that we are able to have a faithful representation of its main features.

Thus, in only his thirtieth year, in the year 1850, ended the heroic career of a true God-man. Of the sincerity of his conviction that he was God-appointed, the manner of his death is the ampest possible proof. In the belief that he would thereby save others from the error of their present beliefs he willingly sacrificed his life. And of his power of attaching men to him, the passionate devotion of hundreds and even thousands of men who gave their lives in his cause, is convincing testimony.

He himself was but "a letter out of that most mighty book, a dewdrop from that limitless ocean." The One to come would reveal all mysteries and all riddles. This was the humility of true insight. And it has had its effect. His movement has grown and expanded, and it has yet a great future before it.

During his six years of ministry, four of which were spent in captivity, he had permeated all Persia with his ideas. And since his death the movement has spread to Turkey, Egypt, India and even into Europe and America. His adherents are now numbered by millions. The spirit which pervades them, says Professor Browne, "is such that it cannot fail to affect most powerfully all subject to its influence."

XIV. Excerpt from The Christian Commonwealth, January 22, 1913: "'Abdu'l-Bahá at Oxford"—

'Abdu'l-Bahá addressed a large and deeply interested audience at Manches­ter College, Oxford, on December 31. The Persian leader spoke in his native tongue, Mírzá Ahmad Sohrab interpreting. Principal Estlin Carpenter presided, and introduced the speaker by saying that they owed the honour and pleasure of meeting 'Abdu'l-Bahá to their revered friend, Dr. Cheyne, who was deeply interested in the Bahá‘í teaching. The movement sprung up during the middle of the last century in Persia, with the advent of a young Muḥammadan who took to himself the title of the Báb (meaning door or gate, through which men could arrive at the knowledge or truth of God), and who commenced teaching in Persia in the year 1844. The purity of his character, the nobility of his words, aroused great enthusiasm. He was, however, subjected to great hostility by the authorities, who secured his arrest and imprisonment, and he was finally executed in 1850. But the movement went on, and the writings of the Báb, which had been copious, were widely read. The movement has been brought into India, Europe, and the United States. It does not seek to create a new sect, but to inspire all sects with a deep fundamental love. The late Dr. Jowett once said to him that he had been so deeply impressed with the teachings and character of the Báb that he thought Bábíism, as the present movement was then known, might become the greatest religious movement since the birth of Christ.
QUEEN MARIE OF RUMANIA PAYS TRIBUTE TO THE BEAUTY AND NOBILITY OF THE BAHA'I TEACHINGS

"In the bold and repeated testimonies which Her Majesty, Queen Marie of Rumania, has chosen to give to the world, we truly recognize evidences of the irresistible power, the increasing vitality, the strange working of a Faith destined to regenerate the world. Her Majesty's striking tribute paid to the illuminative power of the Teachings of Bahá'u'lláh and 'Abdu'l-Bahá is bound to effect an entire transformation in the attitude of many to a Faith the tenets of which have often been misunderstood and sorely neglected. It will serve as a fresh stimulus to the enlightened and cultured to investigate with an open mind the verities of its message, the source of its life-giving principles."—SHOGHI.

EXcerpts FROM Letter OF SHOGHI EFFendi TO THE BAHA'IS OF THE WEST

YOU have, most of you, I presume, read with thrilling joy in one of the recent issues of the Star of the West that illuminating account given by our beloved sister, Miss Martha Root, wherein she tells with her characteristic directness and modesty the story of her moving interview with Her Majesty Queen Marie of Rumania and of the cordial and ready response which her gentle yet persuasive presentation of the principles of the Bahá'í Faith has evoked in the heart of that honored Queen. One of the visible and potent effects which this historic interview proved capable of achieving was the remarkable appeal in the form of open letters which Her Majesty freely and spontaneously caused to be published to the world at large testifying in a language of exquisite beauty to the power and sublimity of the Message of Bahá'u'lláh. . . .

With bowed heads and grateful hearts we recognize in this glowing tribute which Royalty has thus paid to the Cause of Bahá'u'lláh an epoch-making pronouncement destined to herald those stirring events which, as 'Abdu'l-Bahá has prophesied, shall in the fullness of time signalize the triumph of God's holy Faith. . . .

Moved by an irresistible impulse, I have addressed to Her Majesty in the name of the Bahá'ís of both the East and the West a written expression of our joyous admiration and gratitude for the queenly tribute which Her Majesty has paid to the beauty and nobility of the Bahá'í Teachings. I have, moreover, assured Her Majesty of the far-reaching effect which her superb testimony will inevitably produce, and of the welcome consolation it has already brought to the silent sufferers in the distracted country of Persia. To my message of appreciation and gratitude there has come lately a written response, penned by Her Majesty, profoundly touching, singularly outspoken, and highly significant in the testimony it bears. From this queenly tribute to a Divine Ideal I quote these penetrating words:

"Indeed a great light came to me with the Message of Bahá'u'lláh and 'Abdu'l-Bahá. It came as all great messages come at an hour of dire grief and inner con-
flict and distress, so the seed sank deeply. . . . We pass on the Message from mouth to mouth and all those we give it to see a light suddenly lighting before them and much that was obscure and perplexing becomes simple, luminous and full of hope as never before. That my open letter was balm to those suffering for the Cause is indeed a great happiness to me, and I take it as a sign that God accepted my humble tribute. . . . With bowed head I recognize that I too am but an instrument in greater Hands and rejoice in the knowledge . . . .

(Signed) SHOGHI.

Haifa, Palestine, October 7, 1926.

OPEN LETTERS OF QUEEN MARIE OF RUMANIA

A WOMAN brought me the other day a Book. I spell it with a capital letter because it is a glorious Book of love and goodness, strength and beauty.

She gave it to me because she had learned I was in grief and sadness and wanted to help. . . . She put it into my hands saying: “You seem to live up to His teachings.” And when I opened the Book I saw it was the word of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, prophet of love and kindness, and of his father the great teacher of international good-will and understanding—of a religion which links all creeds.

Their writings are a great cry toward peace, reaching beyond all limits of frontiers, above all dissension about rites and dogmas. It is a religion based upon the inner spirit of God, upon that great, not-to-be-overcome verity that God is love, meaning just that. It teaches that all hatreds, intrigues, suspicions, evil words, all aggressive patriotism even, are outside the one essential law of God, and that special beliefs are but surface things whereas the heart that beats with divine love knows no trine nor race.

It is a wondrous Message that Baha’u’llah and his son ‘Abdu’l-Baha have given us. They have not set it up aggressively knowing that the germ of eternal truth which lies at its core cannot but take root and spread.

There is only one great verity in it: Love, the mainspring of every energy, tolerance towards each other, desire of understanding each other, knowing each other, helping each other, forgiving each other.

It is Christ’s Message taken up anew, in the same words almost, but adapted to the thousand years and more difference that lies between the year one and today. No man could fail to be better because of this Book.

I commend it to you all. If ever the name of Baha’u’llah or ‘Abdu’l-Baha comes to your attention, do not put their writings from you. Search out their Books, and let their glorious, peace-bringing, love-creating words and lessons sink into your hearts as they have into mine.

One’s busy day may seem too full for religion. Or one may have a religion that satisfies. But the teachings of these gentle, wise and kindly men are compatible with all religion, and with no religion.

Seek them, and be the happier.

By MARIE, Queen of Rumania.

(From the Toronto Daily Star, May 4, 1926.)

Of course, if you take the stand that creation has no aim, it is easy to dismiss life and death with a shrug and a “that ends it all; nothing comes after.”

But how difficult it is so to dismiss the universe, our world, the animal and vegetable world, and man. How clearly one sees a plan in everything. How unthinkable it is that the miraculous development that has brought man’s body, brain and
AT first we all conceive of God as something or somebody apart from ourselves. We think He is something or somebody definite, outside of us, whose quality, meaning and so-to-say "personality" we can grasp with our human, finite minds, and express in mere words.

This is not so. We cannot, with our earthly faculties entirely grasp His meaning—no more than we can really understand the meaning of Eternity.

God is certainly not the old Fatherly gentleman with the long beard that in our childhood we saw pictured sitting amongst clouds on the throne of judgment, holding the lightning of vengeance in His hand.

God is something simpler, happier, and yet infinitely more tremendous. God is All, Everything. He is the Power behind all beginnings. He is the inexhaustible source of supply, of love, of good, of progress, of achievement. God is therefore Happiness.

His is the voice within us that shows us good and evil.

But mostly we ignore or misunderstand this voice. Therefore did He choose his Elect to come down amongst us upon earth to make clear His word, His real
meaning. Therefore the Prophets; therefore Christ, Muhammad, Bahá’u’lláh, for man needs from time to time a voice upon earth to bring God to him, to sharpen the realization of the existence of the true God. Those voices sent to us had to become flesh, so that with our earthly ears we should be able to hear and understand.

Those who read their Bible with "peeled" eyes will find in almost every line some revelation. But it takes long life, suffering or some sudden event to tear all at once the veil from our eyes, so that we can truly see. . . .

Sorrow and suffering are the surest and also the most common instructors, the straightest channel to God—that is to say, to that inner something within each of us which is God.

Happiness beyond all understanding comes with this revelation that God is within us, if we will but listen to His voice. We need not seek Him in the clouds. He is the All-Father whence we came and to whom we shall return when, having done with this earthly body, we pass onward.

If I have repeated myself forgive me. There are so many ways of saying things, but what is important is the Truth which lies in all the many ways of expressing it.

By Marie, Queen of Rumania.

(From the Philadelphia Evening Bulletin, Monday, September 27, 1926.)
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[This list has been compiled by the National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá’ís of the United States and Canada for use by local secretaries and committees in their Bahá’í correspondence. Any omission or inaccuracy should be reported at once to Secretary, National Spiritual Assembly, P. O. Box 89, Wall Street Station, New York, N. Y., U. S. A.—EDITORS.]

(1) BAHÁ’Í NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLIES

National Assembly of the Bahá’ís of Caucasus,
Care of Mr. Ziaolláh Asgharzadeh, 4 Victoria Avenue, Bishopsgate, London, E. C. 2, ENGLAND.

National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá’ís of Egypt,
Care of Muhammad Effendi Taki Isfahani, rue Marjoosh, Cairo, EGYPT.

National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá’ís of Germany,
Care of Frau Consul Schwarz, 3 Alexanderstrasse, Stuttgart, GERMANY.

National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá’ís of Great Britain,
Care of Mr. G. P. Simpson, 58 North End Road, London, N. W. 11, ENGLAND.

National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá’ís of India and Burma,
Care of Hashmatulláh, Hawadia, Chakla, Surat, INDIA.

National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá’ís of ‘Iráq,
Care of ‘Abdu’l-Razaak ‘Abbas, Customs House, Bagdad, IRÁQ.

National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá’ís of Persia,
Care of Mirzá Ghulam ‘Ali Davachi, Avenue Naserrieh, Tíhrán, PERSIA.

National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá’ís of Turkistán,
Care of Mr. Ziaolláh Asgharzadeh, 4 Victoria Avenue, Bishopsgate, London, E. C. 2, ENGLAND.

National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá’ís of the United States and Canada,
Care of Mr. Horace Holley, P. O. Box 89, Wall Street Station, New York, N. Y., UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
(2) BAHA'I SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLIES

With Names and Addresses of Secretaries Corrected to April 30, 1928.

AUSTRALIA—
Adelaide: Mrs. Maysie Almond, Box 420, G. P. O., (South Australia).
Brisbane: Mrs. N. Midgley, Hilda Street, Corinda.
Melbourne: Mrs. Amy Thornton, 61 Tivoli Road, South Yarra.
Sydney, N. S. W.: Miss M. B. Dixon, Wyrallah Flats, 143 Avoca Street, Randwick.

BRAZIL, S. A.—
Bahia: Miss Leonora Holsapple, Baixa da Graca 25.

BURMA (see India and Burma)—

CANADA (see United States and Canada)—

CHINA—
Shanghai: Mirzá H. H. Ouskouli, 41 a Kiangse Road.

EGYPT—
Port Said: Mohed Mustapha, E. S. Telegraphs.

ENGLAND—
London: Mr. George P. Simpson, 58 North End Road, N. W. 11.
Manchester: Mrs. Lucy Sugar, 16 Lily Street, Crumpsall.
Manchester: Mr. J. C. Craven, 27 Derby Street, Altrincham, Cheshire.
Dorset: Sister Challis, Ridván, Blandford Road, Broadstone.

FRANCE—
Paris: Mr. Edwin Scott, 17 rue Boissonade.

GERMANY—
(See list of local centers on page 187. The names of secretaries and correspondents have not been received in time for publication.)

INDIA AND BURMA—

Burma—

Mandalay: Bahá’í Assembly No. 9, 34th Street.

Rangoon: The Bahá’í Assembly, P. O. Box 299.

India—
Bombay: The Bahá’í Assembly, P. O. Box 470.

Calcutta: The Bahá’í Assembly, P. O. Box 10213.

Camp Karachi: The Bahá’í Assembly, 1059 Elphinstone Street.

Poona: The Bahá’í Assembly, care of National Hotel.

JAPAN—
Kobe: Mr. Sanzo Mioawa, 40 Uramachi, Kyoriuchi.

KOREA—
Seoul: The Bahá’ís of Seoul, 112 Kandoug.

NEW ZEALAND—
Auckland: Miss Margaret B. Stevenson, Clunie, 3 Cowie Road, Parnell.

PALESTINE—
Haifa: The Bahá’í Assembly, care of Soheil Afnán, Bahá’í Community.

PERSIA—
Hamadán: Care of Háji Mehdi Yari.
Kirmán: Care of Khodadad Kikhosrow.
Káshán: Care of Bahman Khoda Murad & Co. (Payman).

Mashhad: Care of Mirzá ‘Abdu’l Hossein Mahmúd Zadeh, Koutche Bagh Anbar.

Russia—
Moscow: Care of Kázim Zade Kázim Rúhání, Moscow, U. R. S. S., care of Postale N 592.

South Africa—
Pretoria: Care of H. Vernon Durose, Pretoria Bahá'í Assembly, 220 Johann Street, Arcadia.

Switzerland—
Assembly of Lausanne: Care of Mme. Beck, 3 Caroline.

Syria—
Alexandretta: Mr. H. Káshání, P. O. Box 25.
Beirut: Care of Zabiholláh Ghorban, American University of Beirut.

Tasmania—
Hobart: Care of Miss Greta Lamprill, "Newlands", Toorak Road.

Turkey—
Constantinople: Care of Noury Sadik Bey, Boîte Postale No. 167 Galata.

United States and Canada—
California—
Berkeley: Miss Margaret E. Cooley, care of Bahá’í Library, 1199 Spruce Street.
Geyserville: Mrs. Edith Whitton, Route 1.
Glendale: Mrs. Grace R. Lamb, 1131 North Jackson Street.
Los Angeles: Mrs. Sara E. Witt, 2403 South Cochrán Avenue.
Oakland: Miss Lottie M. Linfoot, 1419 Harrison Street.
Pasadena: Mrs. S. W. French, 501 Bellefontaine Street.
San Francisco: Miss Elizabeth L. Duffy, 1121 Bush Street.
Visalia: Miss Jane A. Barker, 1501 West Main Street.

Canada—
Montreal: Bahá’í Assembly, 747 St. Catherine Street, West.
Vancouver, B. C.: Mrs. Evelyn Kemp, 803 Sylvia Court.

Colorado—
Denver: Mrs. Josephine H. Clark, 2136 South Columbine Street.

Connecticut—
New Haven: Mrs. Chas. P. Hillhouse, 462 First Avenue, West Haven.

Washington, D. C.—
Miss Elizabeth G. Hopper, 1910 Kalorama Road, N. W.

Florida—
St. Augustine: Mrs. Anna E. Daniels, 124 Central Avenue.

Hawaii—
Honolulu: Honolulu Bahá’í Assembly, 1834 Nuuanu Avenue.
Maui: Mrs. Katherine Brown, Makawao.

Illinois—
Chicago: Mrs. Fannie G. Lesch, 2705 Mildred Avenue.
Peoria: Miss Sarah L. Phelps, 209 North Underhill Street.
Urbana: Mrs. H. A. Harding, 704 W. Nevada Street.
Wilmette: Mr. Edward D. Struven, 112 Linden Avenue.

Maine—
Elliot: Mr. Philip A. Marangella, Farmer Road.

Maryland—
Baltimore: Mrs. F. W. Hipsley, 2803 Allendale Road.

Massachusetts—
Boston: Mr. Bishop Brown, 1875 Commonwealth Avenue.
Springfield: Mrs. Mary B. St. Laurent, 90 Elm Street, Westfield.
Worcester: Mrs. Howard Struven, 166 Heard Street.

Michigan—
Detroit: Mrs. Mabelle L. Davis, 4321 Fourth Avenue.
Home where the Bahá’í study class is held every week in Honolulu, Hawaii
Michigan—(Continued)
Fruitport: Mrs. Mary Frazer, Box 149.
Lansing: Mr. W. E. Werner, Route 5, Williamston.
Muskegon: Mrs. W. J. Moorman, 1461 Clinton Street.

Michigan—
Minneapolis: Mrs. Rudolph Steinmetz, 1311 West 24th Street.

New Hampshire—
Portsmouth: Mrs. Jessie I. Crockett, 214 Aldrich Road.

New Jersey—
Montclair: Mrs. Victoria Bedikian, P. O. Box 179.
Newark: Mrs. William Witman, 534 Central Avenue, East Orange.
West Englewood: Mr. Albert Walkup, 457 Rutland Avenue.

New York—
Buffalo: Miss N. Grace Bissell, 703 West Ferry Street.
Ithaca: Miss Hettey B. Townley, 241 South Cayuga Street.
New York City: Miss Bertha L. Herklots, Bahá’í Center, 119 West 57th Street.

Yonkers: Mrs. Julia Ross, 196 Martini Avenue.
Ohio—
Akron: Mrs. Alice Bacon, 24 Ambrose Court.
Cincinnati: Miss Hilda Stauss, 3640 Eppard Avenue, Westwood.
Cleveland: Mrs. Dale S. Cole, 3174 Corydon Road.

Oregon—
Portland: Mr. J. W. Latimer, 409 Board of Trade Building.

Pennsylvania—
Philadelphia: Miss Jessie E. Revell, 2531 North 19th Street.

Washington—
Seattle: Mrs. Ida A. Finch, 217 Bay Building.
Spokane: Mrs. Isabelle M. Campbell, 1427 South Madison Street.

Wisconsin—
Kenosha: Mr. Louis J. Voelz, 6108 Sheridan Road.
Milwaukee: Miss Beula Brown, 1078 Murray Avenue.
Racine: Mr. Andrew J. Nelson, 2013 Carmel Avenue.

(3) BAHA’I GROUPS
With Names and Addresses of Correspondents

Austria—
Graz: Mr. Adolf Fontana, Kirchengasse, 14.
Vienna: Mr. Franz Pollinger, Grillparzerstrasse, 14.
Vienna: Herr Dr. Hugo Maier, Althanplatz 9/8.

China—
Hongkong: Tswi Pei, Manager, Bank of China.

Denmark—
Copenhagen: Miss Johanna Sorensen, St. Kongensgade 110C.

Egypt—
Alexandria: Dr. M. Basheer, 3 rue Moharrar Bey.

Fiji Islands—
Labasa: Miss Nora Lee, care of Colonial Sugar Refining Co.

France—

Italy—
Portofino (Mare): (In summer only), Mrs. E. R. Mathews, Villa San Martino.
ITALY—(Continued)

Florence: Mrs. Emogene Hoagg, care of Thos. Cook & Son.

JAPAN—
Kobe: Mr. Susumu Aibara, Yama-Ashi-ya, Muko-gun.
Tokyo: Kanae Takesita, Higasi Okubo.

JUGO-SLAVIA—
Petrinja (Capraz): Mr. Phi P. Opat­chitch.

PHILIPPINE ISLANDS—
Manila: Mr. Teodoro R. Yangco, 421 Muelle de la Industria.

RUSSIA—
Leningrad: Isabel Grinerskaya, Prosp. Nahimson, No. 10 Log. 32.
Moscow: M. Zabihullah Namdar, Petrovka 15, Kv. 24.

SWITZERLAND—
Vand: Dr. A. Forei, Yvorne.

SYRIA—
Aleppo: Mejidden Chelebi Zade, Med­rest-ul-Farookie.

TUNIS—
Care of Shaykh Muhyiddin, care of M. T. Işfahâni, Marjorish Street, Cairo, Egypt.

UNITED STATES AND CANADA—

California—
Clear Lake Highlands: Mrs. Flora M. Clark, Box 7.
Santa Barbara: Mrs. Henrietta Wagner, 1115 Anacapa Street.
Stanford University: Miss Marion Hol-ley, 351 Roble Hall.

Florida—
Miami: Mrs. Olive E. Kretz, 121 South East First Street.

Georgia—
Augusta: Miss Margaret Klebs, Leonard Building.
Atlanta: Dr. J. C. Oakshette, 405 Grand Building.

Illinois—
Belvidere: Dr. Edward Fernald, 414 South State Street.
Springfield: Mrs. Rieke Jurgens, 420 W. Reynolds Street.

Iowa—
Keokuk: Mrs. Glenn Carlson, 1206 Or­leans Avenue.

Minnesota—
Duluth: Mr. E. Bauers, 624 Arlington Avenue, Duluth Heights.
St. Paul: Miss Estelle E. Barnett, 969 Fairmount Avenue.

Montana—
Butte: Mrs. Betty Cutts, 829 West Broad­way.

New Jersey—
Asbury Park: Miss Jane Durand, 1305 Comstock Street.
Jersey City: Mr. F. G. Hale, 258 Wood­lawn Avenue.

New York—
Rochester: Miss Elizabeth Brooks, 29 Strathallen Park.

Ohio—
Dayton: Mrs. J. T. McVey, 27 Grafton Avenue.
Sandusky: Mrs. Jennie Field, 1106 De­catur Street.

Pennsylvania—
Pittsburgh: Mr. J. C. Robinson, 66 Main Street, Carrick.

Wisconsin—
Madison: Mrs. Joel Stebbins, Observa­tory Hill.
(4) BAHÁ'Í GROUPS

CAUCASUS—
Baku, Ganjih, Bátum, Sáliyán, Shíráván, Naftálán, Darband, Petrovki, Erivan, Chíni, Khillí, Kúgháy, Burdá', Shamákhí, Shakkí, Bálá-Khání, Tíflís.

EGYPT—
Cairo, Alexandria, Yeddàh, Ismá'íliyyih, Assiut, Qawmu's-Sa'áyídh, Kufrí'z-Zayyat, Kufrí'd-Dawwar, Sáfá fu'l-'Ináb, Atyayí'l-Bárúd.

GERMANY—

INDIA AND BURMA—
V. Daidanaw-Kalazoo, Surat, Haydara-bad, Cawnpore, Amritzar, Delhi, Kyi-gon.

ITALY—
Rome, Florence, Como, Torino, Genoa, Portofino.

MESOPOTAMIA—
Baghdád, ʻAváshíq, Bașríh, Huwaydar, Ya'qúbíyyih, Adhúábhíh, Násíríyyih.

PALESTINE—
ʻAká, Yaffa, Jerusalem.

PERSIA—(See below)—

SWITZERLAND—
Geneva, Yvorne (Vaud), Zurich.

SYRIA—
Aleppo, Damascus, Birijik, Aințab, Marsíne.

TURKEY—
Adana, Trebizond.

TURKISTAN—
Ishqábád, Ėshkand, Qahqahíh, Char-jú, Bukhárá, Sanarqand, Takht-i-Bá-zár, Yúltán, Andíján, Gul-Tapíh, Aryúl, Marqílán, Ártíq, Bírám-'Alí, Kislavodski, Marv, Tajan.

(5) BAHÁ'Í ADMINISTRATIVE DIVISIONS IN PERSIA

As fixed by the Delegates to the first Bahá'í Convention
Téhrán, May 23, 1927

I. Téhrán Division: centre 1. Téhrán,

II. Ádhirbáýján Division: centre 1. Ta-bris,
III. Khurasan Division: centre 1. Mashhad,

IV. Fars Division: centre 1. Shiraz,

V. Kirmán Division: centre 1. Kirmán,

VI. Gilân Division: centre 1. Rasht,

VII. Mazindaran Division: centre 1. Sâri,

VIII. AstaraBAD Division centre 1. Bandar-I-Jaz.
IX. Khuzistan Division: centre 1. Ahvaz,

X. Isfâhân Division: centre 1. Isfâhân,
XI. Kirmánsháhán Division: centre 1. Kirmánsháhán,


(6) BAHÁ’Í PERIODICALS

Magazines Published by Bahá’í Institutions

The Bahá’í Magazine—Star of the West. Official magazine of the Bahá’ís of the United States and Canada. Founded by Albert Windust and Gertrude Buikema in Chicago, 1910; now in Washington, D. C. Stanwood Cobb, Editor; Mariam Haney, Associate Editor; Margaret McDaniel, Business Manager. Address: 706 Otis Building, Washington, D.C.

Die Sonne der Wahrheit—Official magazine of the Bahá’ís of Germany. Published at Stuttgart. Frau Alice Schwarz, Editor. Address: Alexanderstrasse 3.

The Herald of the South—The Bahá'í magazine for New Zealand and Australia. Address: “Clunie,” 3 Cowie Road, Parnell, Auckland, New Zealand.

La Nova Tago (The New Day)—The International Bahá'í-Esperanto Magazine, published four times a year by the Esperanto Committee of the Bahá'í Assembly of Hamburg, Germany. Address: Octaviostrasse 21, Wandsbek, Hamburg, Germany.

Bahá'í Weltzemeinschaft—Published quarterly by the Committee on Education of the National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá'ís of Germany.

Baha'i News Letter—The bulletin of the National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá'ís of the United States and Canada.

Das Rosengaertlein—Published for children by the Committee on Education of the National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá'ís of Germany.

Mitteilungen—The bulletin of the Bahá'í Assembly of Hamburg, Germany.

Khurshid-i-Khávar—Magazine published by the Bahá'í Spiritual Assembly of 'Ishqábád, Turkistán.

(7) BAHÁ'Í PUBLISHING COMMITTEE

All Bahá'í books in the English language can be obtained from Bahá'í Publishing Committee, P. O. Box 348, Grand Central Station, New York City, N. Y., U. S. A. (Catalogs sent on request.)

(8) THE BAHÁ'Í WORLD
(Formerly Bahá'í Year Book)

The biennial international record of current Bahá'í activities, published by the National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá'ís of the United States and Canada, under the supervision of Shoghi Effendi. Secretary of Editorial Committee, Albert Windust, 610 West Van Buren Street, Chicago, Illinois, U. S. A.
Map showing Travels of the Báb and Bahá'u'lláh.
(Designed by J. F. Clevenger, Washington, D. C.)
BAHÁ’Í BIBLIOGRAPHY

SECTION ONE

Books and pamphlets published under Bahá’í auspices or approved by a responsible Bahá’í Body

LIST ONE

BAHÁ’Í PUBLICATIONS OF AMERICA

Published and Distributed by the Publishing Committee of the National Spiritual Assembly.

WRITINGS OF BAHÁ’U’LLÁH

Hidden Words, the essence of the teachings of all the Prophets. Translated by Shoghi Effendi. Leather cover, also paper cover.

The Book of Assurance (Book of Iqán), explaining the oneness of all the Prophets and their significance as the expression of the Will of God. Cloth cover.

Tablets of Bahá’u’lláh (Tarázát, The Tablet of the World, Kalímát, Tajalliyát, Bishárat, Ishráqát), social and spiritual principles of the new age. Cloth cover.

Three Tablets of Bahá’u’lláh (Tablet of the Branch, Kitáb-i-‘Ahd, Lawh-i-Aqdas), the appointment of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá as the interpreter of the teachings of Bahá’u’lláh, the Testament of Bahá’u’lláh, and His Message to the Christians. Paper cover.

Epistle to the Son of the Wolf, a work written by Bahá’u’lláh in His last years, addressed to the son of a prominent Persian who had been a savage enemy of the Cause. This Tablet recapitulates many teachings Bahá’u’lláh had revealed in earlier works. (Translated by Julie Chanler.) Bound in cloth and parchment.

Seven Valleys, the stages passed by travelers on the path of spiritual progress. Paper cover.

Prayers, containing also Prayers by ‘Abdu’l-Bahá. Paper cover.

WRITINGS OF ‘ABDU’L-BAHÁ

Tablets of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá (compiled by Albert Windust), intimate letters written in reply to questions addressed by individuals and groups. Volume Two. (Volumes One and Three temporarily out of print). Cloth cover.

The Promulgation of Universal Peace (compiled by Howard MacNutt), public addresses delivered throughout the United States and Canada in 1912. This work contains ‘Abdu’l-Bahá’s spiritual message to the American people, whom He summoned to establish the “Most Great Peace,” which is the consummation of the ideals of all religionists, scientists and humanitarians. In two volumes. Cloth cover.

The Wisdom of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá (compiled by Lady Blomfield, and previously published under the title of “Paris Talks”) a brief but comprehensive presentation of His message. Cloth cover, also paper cover.

Some Answered Questions (compiled by Laura Clifford Barney), an exposition of fundamental spiritual and philosophic problems. Cloth cover.

Chapter on Strikes, a supplement to the above.

Mysterious Forces of Civilization, a work addressed to the people of Persia nearly forty years ago to show the way to true progress. Cloth cover.
Divine Philosophy (compiled by Isabel Fraser Chamberlain), selected addresses delivered in Paris on the eve of the Great War.

'Abdu'l-Bahá in London (compiled by Eric Hammond), a record of public and private addresses delivered in 1911.

'Abdu'l-Bahá in New York, containing selected addresses delivered at Columbia University and various churches and public meetings in 1912.

Tablets to Japan, a collection of letters written by 'Abdu'l-Bahá to Japanese and to Americans serving the Cause in Japan. Foreword by Agnes Alexander.

Tablet to The Hague, a letter written in 1919 to the Central Organization for a Durable Peace.

Prayers and Tablets of 'Abdu'l-Bahá, collected and translated by Shoghi Effendi.

COMPILATIONS

Bahá'í Scriptures (compiled by Horace Holley), selected from available writings of Bahá'u'lláh and 'Abdu'l-Bahá and arranged in nine chapters according to subject; with glossary and index. 576 pages. Cloth cover.

The Divine Art of Living (compiled by Mrs. Mary Rabb), passages from writings of 'Abdu'l-Bahá, selected particularly for their power to inspire the seeking heart. Published by Brentano's. 191 pages. Cloth cover, also paper cover.

The Foundations of World Unity, selected addresses delivered by 'Abdu'l-Bahá at Universities, Churches, Synagogues, Peace Societies and similar public meetings during His journey through America in 1912. Paper cover.

No. 9 Compilation, available in thirteen languages, 16 pages.

Miniature No. 9 Compilation.

Education, a compilation from teachings of 'Abdu'l-Bahá made by a committee of the National Assembly in 1923. 21 legal-size mimeographed pages.

God and His Manifestations (compiled by Mrs. J. W. Gift), an outline for the study of such Bahá'í topics as the need of a Manifestation, the signs of His appearance, His influence upon civilization, the proofs of His cause, etc. Paper cover.

The Oneness of Mankind (compiled by Louis G. Gregory and Mariam Haney), selections from words of Bahá'u'lláh and 'Abdu'l-Bahá on inter-racial amity. 64 pages. Paper cover.

The Spirit of World Unity, selections from words of 'Abdu'l-Bahá in America on religious, racial and scientific subjects. 24 pages. Paper cover.

Thoughts that Build, by Rev. J. Storer, (published by Macmillan), a compilation of passages from ancient and modern spiritual writings, arranged with one page for each day throughout the year. Many selections from Bahá'u'lláh and 'Abdu'l-Bahá are included. With index of authors. Cloth cover.

Spiritual Opportunity of the Bahá'ís of the United States and Canada, reprint of Tablets written by 'Abdu'l-Bahá in 1916 and 1917, with excerpts from words of Bahá'u'lláh, Bahiyyih Khánum and Shoghi Effendi.

Tablets to Japan (compiled by Agnes Alexander), messages of instruction and encouragement written by 'Abdu'l-Bahá to believers in Japan.

BOOKS ABOUT THE BAHA'I MOVEMENT

Bahá'í Administration, a work compiled by the National Spiritual Assembly to present the original sources of instruction on the duties and responsibilities of believers, in their relations to the local, national and international bodies
of the Cause. Part One: Excerpts from the Will and Testament of 'Abdu'l-Bahá; Part Two: Letters from Shoghi Effendi to the American National Spiritual Assembly and the body of believers from January 21, 1922, to October 18, 1927; Part Three: Declaration of Trust by the National Spiritual Assembly; index. 155 pages. Cloth cover.

Bahá'í Year Book, volume one, a record of activities from April, 1925 to April, 1926, with articles on various Bahá'í institutions, newly translated teachings, photographs, etc. 174 pages. Cloth cover.

The Bahá'í World: A biennial international record of Bahá'í activities from April, 1926, to April, 1928 (formerly “Bahá'í Year Book”). Cloth cover.

Episodes in My Life, by Munírih Khánum, wife of 'Abdu'l-Bahá, a witness to the providential spirit directing the Bahá'í Cause in its most trying days.

The Brilliant Proof, by Mírzá Abú'l-Fadl of Gulpáyigan, a refutation of an attack on the Cause by a Protestant missionary. Contains both English and Persian text. Paper cover.

Bahá'u'lláh and the New Era, by J. E. Esslemon, M. B., Ch. B., F. B. E. A., an authoritative and comprehensive survey of Bahá'í history and teachings as related to present religious, scientific and social conditions in Europe and America, with many quotations from the writings, and a bibliography and index. Leather cover, also paper cover.

Bahá'u'lláh and His Message, by J. E. Esslemon, briefly outlining the spiritual message of the new day.

The Universal Religion, by Hippolyte Dreyfus, an introductory work on the Bahá'í Cause by a French orientalist, who has translated many of the writings of Bahá'u'lláh.

Addresses by Jináb-i-Fádíl, a series of lectures by a Persian scholar appointed by 'Abdu'l-Bahá to teach the principles of the Bahá'í Cause in America. (Nos. 4 and 5 only.)

Lessons in Religion, by Shaykh Muhammad-'Alí Qá'imí, prepared especially for children. Translated by Edith Roohe Sanderson.

The Oriental Rose, by Mary Hanford Ford, a vivid presentation of historical aspects of the Bahá'í Movement.

Unity Triumphant, by Elizabeth Herrick, the Revelation of Bahá'u'lláh as the fulfillment of Christianity, with extensive quotations and bibliography.


Twelve Articles Introductory to the Study of the Bahá'í Teachings, by C. Mason Remey, including chapters on the founders of the Movement, the writings, the organization, relation to the Religions of the Orient, worship, etc. 182 pages. Cloth cover.

What is the Bahá'í Movement? a brief explanation by Dr. J. E. Esslemon. Published also in Yiddish, Dutch and Russian.

Bahá': The Spirit of the Age, by Horace Holley, presenting the Bahá'í Movement and teachings as the synthesis of all modern movements.

Dawn of Knowledge and The Most Great Peace, by Paul Kingston Dealy, the Bahá'í Cause and ancient prophecy. Paper cover.
The Bahá’í Movement: Its Spiritual Dynamic, by Albert Vail, reprint of a magazine article.


Martyrdoms in Persia in 1903, by Hájí Mírzá Hujaydar-Alí, relating the circumstances in which seventy Persian Bahá’ís were martyred.


The Call of God, by George Latimer, the significance of the return of the Messenger.

The Bahá’í Faith, by a Methodist layman, questions and answers suggested by personal experience.

The Bahá’í Religion, a reprint of the two Bahá’í papers presented at the Conference on Some Living Religions Within the British Empire. 24 pages. Paper cover.

MISCELLANEOUS

‘Abdu’l-Bahá’s First Days in America, intimate and beautiful glimpses of the Master, from the diary of Juliet Thompson. 40 pages. Printed by The Roycrofters.

God’s Heroes, by Laura Clifford Barney, a drama written around the great Bahá’í heroine and martyr, the poetess Qurratu’l-‘Ayn. Illuminated in Persian style. 106 pages. Cloth cover.

The Mashriqu’l-Adhkar and the Bahá’í Movement, by Jean Masson, explaining the significance of the Bahá’í House of Worship.

The Dream of God, a poem by Albert Durrant Watson.

Religions of the Empire, edited by W. Loftus Hare (published by Duckworth, London), the addresses delivered by representatives of the several religions invited to participate in the Conference on Some Living Religions Within the British Empire held at the Imperial Institute, London, England, from September 22 to October 3, 1924. Includes the two papers read on the Bahá’í Cause. 519 pages. Cloth cover.

The Reality of Religion, a Tablet of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá. 4-page leaflet.

What Went Ye Out For to See? by Thornton Chase, a letter written in reply to an inquiry from a Christian.

The Source of Spiritual Qualities, from words of Bahá’u’lláh. 4-page leaflet.

Bahá’í Persecutions in Persia, reprint of letter written to the Sháh by the National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá’ís of the United States and Canada in 1926.

The Bahá’í Cause, eight-page pamphlet prepared by the National Teaching Committee for general distribution, with list of Bahá’í Assemblies.

Before Abraham Was, I AM! by Thornton Chase, an explanation of the Station of the Manifestation of God.

Greatest Name, on heavy card stock, suitable for framing.

Photograph of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, photo-engraving on good quality paper suitable for framing.

The Mashriqu’l-Adhkár (Bahá’í House of Worship) colored lithograph of the design by Louis Bourgeois, nine by twelve inches. Also framed under glass.

The Bahá’í Benediction, music and words by Louise R. Waite.

The Mashriqu’l-Adhkár, photo-engraving of design by Louis Bourgeois, on good quality paper suitable for framing.

The Mashriqu’l-Adhkár, colored lithograph of the design by Louis Bourgeois, post card size.
SECTION TWO
Books and pamphlets published in England, France, Germany, Russia, Egypt and India, under Bahá’í auspices.

LIST TWO
BAHÁ’Í PUBLICATIONS OF ENGLAND

**THE COMING OF “THE GLORY,”** by Florence E. Pinchon—being published by Simpkin, Marshall, Hamilton, Kent & Co., Ltd., London—has been highly endorsed by Shoghi Effendi. Books may also be obtained from the Bahá’í Publishing Committee, P. O. Box 348, Grand Central Station, New York City, N. Y., U. S. A.

Some Answered Questions. (See list one.) Published by Kegan, Paul.

Hidden Words of Bahá’u’lláh. (See list one.)


Paris Talks. (See list one, “The Wisdom of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá.”) Published by G. Bell & Son.

The Mysterious Forces of Civilization. (See list one.)


Brief Account of the Bahá’í Movement, by Ethel J. Rosenberg. Published by Burnside, Ltd.

The Splendour of God, by Eric Ham mond. One of the Wisdom of the East series. Published by John Murray.

The Universal Religion, by Hippolyte Dreyfus, an introductory work on the Bahá’í Cause by a French orientalist who has translated many of the writings of Bahá’u’lláh.

What Is a Bahá’í? by J. E. Esslemont, a reprint of chapter three of his larger work. Published by Burnside, Ltd.

The Bahá’í Faith, by G. Palgrave Simpson.

The Passing of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá. (See list one.)

The Reconciliation of Races and Religions, by Thos. Kelly Cheyne, Dr. Lit., D. D.

The Life and Teachings of ‘Abbás Effendi, by Myron H. Phelps. Published by Putnam & Sons. (Out of print.)

God’s Heroes, by Laura Clifford Barney. (See list one.)

Unity Triumphant, by Elizabeth Herrick. The Revelation of Bahá’u’lláh as the fulfillment of Christianity, with extensive quotations and bibliography. Published by Kegan, Paul.

Bahá’í: The Spirit of the Age, by Horace Holley. (See list one.) Published by Kegan, Paul.

Religions of the Empire, edited by W. Lofts Hare. Published by Duckworth (London). Addresses delivered by representatives of the several religions invited to participate in the Conference on Some Living Religions Within the British Empire, held at the Imperial Institute, London, England, from September 22 to October 3, 1924. Includes the two papers read on the Bahá’í Cause. 519 pages. Cloth cover.

Bahá’u’lláh and The New Era, by J. E. Esslemont. (See list one.) Published by George Allen & Unwin, Ltd.

The Modern Social Religion, by Horace Holley. Published by Sidgwick & Jackson. (Out of print.)
LIST THREE
BAHÁ'Í LITERATURE IN FRENCH


L'oeuvre de Bahá'u'lláh, traduit par Hippolyte Dreyfus. Editions Leroux, Paris. Deux volumes. (A suivre.)


LIST FOUR
BAHÁ'Í LITERATURE IN GERMAN

1. Im Verlag des deutschen Bahá'í-Bundes, Stuttgart, Hölderlinstr. 35 erschienen—

Bahá'u'lláh: Das heilige Tablet, ein Sendschreiben an die Christenheit.
Deutsch von Wilhelm Herrigel.


Thornton Chase: Ehe Abraham war, war Ich. Deutsch von Wilhelm Herrigel.


Wilhelm Herrigel: Die Bahá'í-Bewegung im allgemeinen und ihre grossen Wirkungen in Indien. (enthaltend: S. S.: Ein Jahr unter den Bahá'í in Indien und Birma.)

Alice T. Schwarz: Die universale Weltreligion. Ein Blick in die Bahá'í-Lehre.

Dr. Hermann Grossmann: Die Soziale Frage und ihre Lösung im Sinne der Bahá'ílehre.
Baha'i-Perlen: Deutsch von Wilhelm Herrigel.

Das Hinscheiden 'Abdu'l-Bahá's. (The Passing of 'Abdu'l-Bahá.) Deutsch von Alice T. Schwarz.

2. im Verlage der Weltgemeinschaft Deutscher Zweig, Wansbek, Schiller-str. la, erschienen—

Dr. Hermann Grossmann: Baha'i-Erziehung (Schriften zur Baha'i-Erziehung Nr. 1), 1924. Kostenlos.

Jos. der Schaferknabe. 'Abdu'l-Bahá nacherzählt. (Rosengärtnlein-Jugendbücher Nr. 1), 1924. Kostenlos.

Die Geschichte vom kleinen Vogel und andere Erzählungen aus dem Leben 'Abdu'l-Bahá's. (Rosengärtnlein-Jugendbücher Nr. 2, 1925.) Kostenlos.

3. von der Baha'i-Bewegung Hamburg herausgegeben—

Deutsch:

Dr. Herman Grossmann: Gotteserkennnis und Gottesbegriff, im Sinne der Bahá'í-Lehre erläutert. 81. Kostenlos.

Was ist Bahá'í-Bewegung? Flugblatt. Kostenlos.

Esperanto:


4. sonstige Veröffentlichungen—

Deutsch:


Dr. Adelbert Mühlschlegel: Melodrama zum dritten deutschen Bahá'í-Kongress 80. Stuttgart, 1924.

Dr. Adelbert Mühlschlegel: Ridván 81 Festspiel. Stuttgart, 1925.

Esperanto:


Englisch:

Baha'i-Congress, Stuttgart, 1924.

5. Früher erschienene, jetzt vergriffene Veröffentlichungen—


Die Bahá'í-Bewegung. Flugblatt. Karlsruhe.

Pastor Dr. Römer: Die Babi-Bahá'í. Verlag der deutschen Orient-mission, 1912. (Gegenschrift.)

LIST FIVE
Partial List of Bahá’í Literature in Oriental Languages

PERSIAN

The Book of Mubín, Tablets of Bahá'u'lláh. Bombay.
The Book of Iqídá'r, Tablets of Bahá'u'lláh. Bombay.
The Iṣḥárát, Tarázát, Tajalliát. Bombay.
Tablets from Bahá'u'lláh. Cairo.
The Book of Iqán. Cairo and Bombay.
Tablets and Prayers from Bahá'u'lláh. Cairo.
The Will and Testament of Bahá'u'lláh. Russia.
Some Answered Questions. London.
The Traveller's Narrative. London.
The Múduníyyéh, by ‘Abdu'l-Bahá. Cairo and Bombay.
The Síasiyyéh, by ‘Abdu'l-Bahá. Cairo and Bombay.
The Epistle to the Son of the Wolf, Bahá'u'lláh. Cairo.
Seven Valleys, Four Valleys, and Poetry of Bahá'u'lláh, Cairo.
The Tablets of ‘Abdu'l-Bahá, Vol. 2, Cairo.
The Tablets of ‘Abdu'l-Bahá, Vol. 3, Cairo.
Some Answered Questions. Cairo.
Al-Fará'id, by Abu'l-Fadl. Cairo.
Dúrerí-Bahíyyíh, Abu'l-Fadl. Cairo.

The Letters of Abu'l-Fadl. Cairo.
The History of Háji Muḥammad Tahir. Cairo.
Dála'il-el-'Irfan, Ḥaydar-'Alí. Cairo.
Bihjel'-Sudur, Ḥaydar-'Alí. Cairo.
Hujjat'-Bahíyyíh, Abu'l-Fadl. Cairo.
Bahrí'l-'Irfan, by Muḥammad Afshar. Cairo.
The History of Ṭáhirih. Cairo.
The Early Tablets of Bahá'u'lláh, compiled by Baron Rosen, St. Petersburg.

URDU

The Translation of the Tablet to the World of Bahá'u'lláh. Bombay.
The Seven Valleys. Bombay.
The Hidden Words. Bombay.
The Tablets of ‘Abdu'l-Bahá.

ARABIC

The Iṣḥárát, Tajalliát, Tarázát, and Kalimát. Cairo.

TURKISH

Some Answered Questions. Instructions of ‘Abdu'l-Bahá.
SECTION THREE
Alphabetical List of Bahá’í Books and Pamphlets
Compiled by Bishop Brown

WRITINGS OF THE BÁB


WRITINGS OF BAHÁ’U’LLÁH

The Book of Assurance (Book of Iqán), Brentano’s, New York, 1925.


Epistle to the Son of the Wolf (translated by Mrs. Julie Chanler, Bahá’í Publishing Committee, New York, 1928.


Súratu’ll-Haykal. Translated from the Arabic by Anton Haddad. Chicago, 1900.


WRITINGS OF ‘ABBÁD-BAHÁ’Á


Definition of Love by ‘Abdu’l-Bahá. Received at New York, December 7, 1902.


Tablet to the Beloved of God of the Occident. Translated by Ahmad Esphahani (Ahmad Sohrab). Washington, D. C., September 8, 1906.
THE BAHÁ’Í WORLD


Tablets to Some American Believers in the Year 1900. The Board of Council, New York, 1901.

Prayers and Tablets. 1906.


Utterances to Two Young Men. Board of Council, New York, 1901.


Woman’s Great Station. An address given in New York in 1912.

WRITINGS OF SHOGHI EFFENDI


WRITINGS BY BAHÁ’IS


Brittingham, James F.: The Message of the Kingdom of God. 1907.


Chase, Thornton: What Went Ye Out for to See?


Fa'lı, Jinab-i-: *Addresses*. Booklets. 5 Nos. Translated by 'Alímad Sohrab. Seattle, 1921.


Haddad, Anton: *Divine Revelation, the Basis of Civilization*. Board of Council, New York, 1902.


Holley, Horace: *Bahá'í—the Spirit of the Age*. Brentano's, New York, 1921.


Husayn, Mirzá 'Abdul-: *Letter written on behalf of the "Friends" of Isfahán, Persia, to the American Believers*. April 25, 1902.


Prayers, Tablets, Instructions, etc., gathered by American visitors in 'Akká, 1900.

Remey, Charles Mason: Twelve articles introductory to the study of the Bahá'í teachings.
Remey, Charles Mason: *Universal Consciousness of the Baha’i Religion*. 
Roy and M. J. M.: *Knock, and It Shall Be Opened Unto You*. 
Roy and M. J. M.: *Table Talks. Regarding Reincarnation and other subjects.* 
Thompson, Juliet: *’Abdu’l-Bahá’s First Days in America*. Roycrofters, East Aurora, N. Y., 1924. 

Vail, Albert: *Baha’i Movement — Its Spiritual Dynamic*. 
Winterburn, Mr. and Mrs. George: *Table Talks with ’Abdu’l-Bahá*. Baha’i Publishing Society, Chicago, 1908. 

**COMPILATIONS**

*Baha’i Scriptures*. Compiled by Horace Holley, Brentano’s, New York, 1923. 
Compilation No. 9. Available in different languages. 
*Divine Pearls*. Compiled by Victoria Bedikian. 
*Foundations of World Unity*. Compiled by Horace Holley, New York, 1927. 
*God and His Manifestations*. Compiled by Mrs. M. H. Gift. 
*Oneness of Mankind*: A compilation of the utterances of Baha’u’llah and ’Abdu’l-Bahá by Mariam Haney and Louis Gregory, to assist the progress of interracial amity, 1927. 
*Prayers Revealed by Baha’u’llah and ’Abdu’l-Bahá*. 
*Racial Amity*. Compiled by M. H. and M. M. 1924. 
Lincoln Hall, University of Illinois, where Bahá’í lectures are held.

Urbana Bahá’í group who hold their meetings in Lincoln Hall, University of Illinois
MISCELLANEOUS

Bahá'í Cause. Eight-page pamphlet prepared by the National Teaching Committee. Bahá'í Publishing Society, 1924.

Bahá'í Calendars. Daily excerpts from the writings of Bahá'u'lláh and 'Abdu'l-Bahá. Privately printed in Honolulu, New York and other cities.

Bahá'í Temple. Reprints of press comments and Temple symbolism. Published by Louis Bourgeois, Chicago, 1921.


Remey, Charles Mason: Prospectus of a Series of Five Lectures upon the Bahá'í Movement.


Remey, Charles Mason: Mashriqu'l-Adhkár. (Bahá'í House of Worship.) Privately printed.


GERMAN PERIODICALS

Sonne der Wahrheit.
La Nova Tago (Esperanto).

PERSIAN


Mashriqu'l-Adhkár: Twenty-two-page booklet written in Persian on the Bahá'í Temple. Published by the Bahá'í Assembly of Washington, D.C.

AUTHORIZED BAHA'I PERIODICALS

Bahá'í News Letter. The Bulletin of the National Spiritual Assembly of the United States and Canada.

The Bahá'í Magazine—Star of the West. (Vol. 1, Bahá'í News.) Vol. 19 with current year 1928.

The Dawn. Burma.

Herald of the East. (Bahá'í News of India).

Sonne der Wahrheit. Germany.

La Nova Tago. (Esperanto), Germany.

The Herald of the South. Australia.

Khurshid-e-Kliawar. 'Ishqábád, Russia.

Al-Bahá.

Kaukeb-e-Hind.
References to the Bahá’í Movement in non-Bahá’í works, whether favorable or unfavorable.

Compiled by Bishop Brown

American

Adams, Rev. Isaac: Persia by a Persian, 1900.


Ellwood: Reconstruction of Religion.


History of the Nineteenth Century Year by Year. 3 Vols. (See page 1131.) P. F. Collier & Son, New York, 1902.


Spear, R. E.: Missions and Modern History. 2 Vols.


English


Religions of the Empire, Edited by William Hare. Duckworth, London, 1925.


Stannard, Mrs. J.: *The Bahá'í Movement*. Articles reprinted from the Vedic Magazine of Lahore.


**FRENCH**


Tablette de Bahá’u’lláh écrite a Adrianople pour un des croyants de Gazvin. Trois Lettres a des Persans. Abd-oul-Beha. (Juin-Juillet, 1907.)


Serena, Mme. C.: Hommes et Choses en Perse.

Sacy, Gabriel: Du Reaume de Dieu et del’Agneau connu sous le nom de Babyisme; se trouve chez l’Auteur au Claire. June 12, 1902.

GERMAN


Bahá’i-Perlen: Deutsch von William Herrigel.


Chase, Thornton: Die Bahá’i-Offenbarung.


Das Hinscheiden ‘Abdu’l-Bahá.


Forel, Dr. August, in Der Web zur Kultur. Chap. 6, Addenda. Leipzig, Vienna, 1924.


Grossman, Dr. H.: Die Soziale Frage und ihre Lösung.

Herrigel, William: Die Bahá’íbewegung im Allgemeinen und ihre grossen Wirkungen in Indien.

History and Meaning of the Bahá’í Movement. In the Sixth Sense, 4th year, Nos. 2 and 3.


Kremer (V) in the History of Ruling Ideas of Islam. 2nd Chapt. 7, 1868.


Religiose Lichtblicke. Deutsch von Albert Renttle.

Remey, Charles Mason: Das neue Zeitalter.


Rosen, Baron, in Scientific Collections of the Institute of Oriental Languages. St. Petersburg, Russia, 1877, 1886, 1890.


Schwarz, Alice T.: Die Universale Weltreligion.


SECTION FIVE

References to the Bahá’í Movement in Magazines

Compiled by Bishop Brown

American Magazines

American Journal of Theology, January 1902.


Art World, March, 1917.

Asia, May, 1924.

Atlantic Monthly, September, 1926.


Book Buyer, June, 1901.

Contemporary Review, August, 1869.

Contemporary Review, October, 1869.

Contemporary Review, March, 1912.

Contemporary Review Advertiser, December, 1885.

Current History, December, 1925.

Current Literature, July, 1901.

Current Literature, September, 1911.

Current Literature, June, 1912.

Eclectic Magazine, February, 1886.
Eclectic Magazine, September, 1896.
Esoteric Christianity, February, 1915.
Everybody's, December, 1911.
Everywoman, December, 1915.
Everywoman, December, 1916.
Fortnightly Review, June, 1911.
Fortnightly Review, April, 1912.
Fortnightly Review, June, 1913.
Forum, August, 1917.
Forum, July, 1925.
Friends' Intelligencer, September, 1925.
Independent, April, 1912.
Independent, July, 1912.
Independent, September, 1912.
Independent, December, 1921.
Indian Review (Madras), August, 1914.
Littel's Living Age, August, 1869.
Literary Digest, May, 1912.
Literary Digest, August, 1920.
Literary Digest, December, 1921.
Missionary Review, October, 1902.
Missionary Review, February, 1904.
Missionary Review, March, 1904.
Missionary Review, May, 1906.
Missionary Review, October, 1911.
Missionary Review, October, 1914.
Missionary Review, August, 1919.
Missionary Review, October, 1921.
Nation (N. Y.), June 21, 1866.
National, December, 1908.
National, May, 1922.
Nineteenth Century, July, 1896.
Nineteenth Century, February, 1915.
New Orient, January, 1926.
North American, April, 1901.
North American, June, 1912.
Open Court, June, 1904.
Open Court, August, 1915.
Open Court, October, 1915.
Open Court, November, 1915.
Open Court, August, 1916.
Open Court, October, 1916.
Open Court, November, 1916.
Outlook, June, 1901.
Outlook, June, 1912.
Outlook, December, 1920.
Outlook, December, 1921.
Review of Reviews, February, 1901.
Review of Reviews, June, 1912.
Review of Reviews, February, 1922.
Scientific American, August, 1920.
Spokesman, The (Negro), September, 1925.
Survey, April, 1912.
Unity, February, 1918.
Unity, December, 1921.
Vedic Magazine (Lahore), Vol. 8, No. 9.
World's Work, July, 1912.
World's Work, July, 1922.

ENGLISH MAGAZINES

Academy, The, March, 1895.
All the Year Around, July, 1869.
Arena, The, November, 1904.
Asiatic Quarterly Review, April, 1913.
Christian Commonwealth, January 1, 1913.
Christian Commonwealth, January 22, 1913.
Christian Commonwealth, January 29, 1913.
Christian Commonwealth, February 12, 1913.
Clifton Chronicle and Directory, January, 1913.
International Psychic Gazette, Nos. 6 and 7.
London Budget, January, 1913.
Saturday Review, January, 1894.
Scots Pictorial, January, 1913.
Scottish Review, April, 1892.
Spectator, The, April, 1892.

FRENCH MAGAZINES

Revue Critique d'Histoire et de Litterature, April 18, 1887.
Journal Asiatique, Vol. II.
Journal Asiatique, Vol. X.
Revue Moderne, 1865-1866.
Bulletin Melanges Asiatiques, Vol. IV.
Bahá'í students of the American University of Beirut, Syria, 1927
## TRANSLITERATION OF ORIENTAL TERMS FREQUENTLY USED IN BAHÁ'Í LITERATURE

*Arranged Alphabetically*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arabian Term</th>
<th>Persian Term</th>
<th>English Term</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abádíh</td>
<td>Bahjí</td>
<td>Ibráhím</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbaš</td>
<td>Bahúchistán</td>
<td>'Ilm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdu'l-Bahá</td>
<td>Bandar-'Abbás</td>
<td>Imám</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdu'l-Ámíd</td>
<td>Báfrúrásh</td>
<td>Iqán</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdu'l-Husayn</td>
<td>Bašírh</td>
<td>Iran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdu'llah</td>
<td>Bátúm</td>
<td>'Iráq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abú'-Faḍl</td>
<td>Bayán</td>
<td>'Iráq-i-'Ajam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adasiyyih</td>
<td>Bayt</td>
<td>'Ishfáhán</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ádhirbáyján</td>
<td>Birjand</td>
<td>'Ishqábád</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Afrán</td>
<td>Bismi'lláh</td>
<td>'Ishráqát</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agášán</td>
<td>Bukhárá</td>
<td>'Ishthárd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Ahd</td>
<td>Burújírd</td>
<td>Islám</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahmad</td>
<td>Búshír</td>
<td>Ismá'íliyyih</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahsá'í</td>
<td>Bushríyíyíh</td>
<td>Istarábád</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahváz</td>
<td>Bushríyíyí</td>
<td>'Izzat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Akká</td>
<td>Chihríq</td>
<td>Jalál</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Áli</td>
<td>Dawlat-Abád</td>
<td>Jamál</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alláh-u-Abhá</td>
<td>Dhibíh</td>
<td>Jamál-i-Mubárák</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alváh</td>
<td>Dúzdáb</td>
<td>Jásb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alváh-i-Salátín</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amin</td>
<td>Fárán</td>
<td>Ka'bhíh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amru'lláh</td>
<td>Fárs</td>
<td>Kalimát</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anzáli</td>
<td>Firdawsí</td>
<td>Kamál</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Áqá</td>
<td>Ganjíh</td>
<td>Karand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aqdas</td>
<td>Gilán</td>
<td>Karbílá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Arabístán</td>
<td>Gul</td>
<td>Káshán</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asmá'</td>
<td>Gulastán</td>
<td>Kawmu'ş-Ša'áyídih</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Avášhiq</td>
<td></td>
<td>Kawthar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ayádí</td>
<td></td>
<td>Kázím</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azal</td>
<td></td>
<td>Kázímayn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Azamat</td>
<td></td>
<td>Kirmání</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Azíz</td>
<td></td>
<td>Kirmáns háh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Báb</td>
<td>Hábíb</td>
<td>Khákhál</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Báb'ú'l-Báb</td>
<td>Hádíth</td>
<td>Kháníqayn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baghdád</td>
<td>Háji</td>
<td>Khaylí-Khíb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahá</td>
<td>Hamadán</td>
<td>Khurúsán</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahá'i</td>
<td>Haykar</td>
<td>Khíy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahá'u'lláh</td>
<td>Himmat-Ábád</td>
<td>Kitáb-i-'Ahd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahíyyih</td>
<td>Húsayn</td>
<td>Kitáb-i-Aqdas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Huvaydar</td>
<td>Kurdístán</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Láhiján</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lár</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lawh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lurístán</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mahbúbu'ásh-Shuhadá'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mahmúd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Maqám</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mákú</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Maláyir</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Marágíh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Marhábá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Marv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Masá'il</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Magẖhad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Masẖiyyat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Masẖriqú'l-Adhkár</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Máźindarán</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mihdí</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Milán</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mírzá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mishkin-Qalam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Muhammad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Muhammadíh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mujtahid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mulk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mullá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Muniríh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mustagẖáth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nábíl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Najáf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Najaf-Ábád</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nágídín</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Náṣirú'd-Dín</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nawrúz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nayriz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nişáhábúr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Núr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pahlavi</td>
<td>Rahmat</td>
<td>Simnán</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qádiyán</td>
<td>Rawháni</td>
<td>Sisán</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qahqahih</td>
<td>Ridván</td>
<td>Siyyid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qá'im</td>
<td>Rúhu'lláh</td>
<td>Súfi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qamsar</td>
<td>Sabzivár</td>
<td>Sulaymán</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qasr-i-Shirín</td>
<td>Sadru'll-Muntahá</td>
<td>Sultán-Abád</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qawl</td>
<td>Samargand</td>
<td>Sultanu'sh-Shuhadá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qayyüm</td>
<td>Sangsar</td>
<td>Sunní</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qazvín</td>
<td>Sári</td>
<td>Súratu'll-Haykal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quchán</td>
<td>Sháh</td>
<td>Varqá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quddús</td>
<td>Shah</td>
<td>Vázír</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qudrat</td>
<td>Shahid</td>
<td>Yahyá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qum</td>
<td>Shahmirzád</td>
<td>Tajalliyát</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qur'án</td>
<td>Sháhrúd</td>
<td>Tákur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qurruatu'll-'Ayn</td>
<td>Shayraf</td>
<td>Tárik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rafsinján</td>
<td>Shi'ih</td>
<td>Tarázát</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rahim</td>
<td>Shiráz</td>
<td>Tarbiyat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rahmán</td>
<td>Shushtar</td>
<td>Táshkand</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GUIDE TO TRANSLITERATION AND PRONUNCIATION OF THE PERSIAN ALPHABET**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arabic Letter</th>
<th>Transliteration</th>
<th>Pronunciation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>á</td>
<td>as in account</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>á</td>
<td>á</td>
<td>as in arm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>as (e) in best</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>í</td>
<td>í</td>
<td>as (ee) in meet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u</td>
<td>ū</td>
<td>as (o) in short</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ú</td>
<td>ú</td>
<td>as (oo) in moon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aw</td>
<td>aw</td>
<td>as in mown</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Bahá'ís of Tunis.
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Howard MacNutt of Brooklyn, N. Y., prominent Bahá'í teacher, who died at Miami, Florida, December 26, 1926. This, his favorite picture, was taken in California. He stands at the grave, in a Los Angeles cemetery, of Thornton Chase, the distinguished early American Bahá'í teacher.
PART FOUR

INTRODUCTION TO
"THE PROMULGATION OF UNIVERSAL PEACE"

BY

HOWARD MACNUTT

[The passing from this world of Mr. Howard MacNutt of Brooklyn, N. Y., in December, 1926, has prompted us to reproduce this Introduction to the Addresses of 'Abdu'l-Bahá delivered in America in 1912 published under the title, "The Promulgation of Universal Peace," which were compiled and edited by Mr. MacNutt. We do this knowing it is a fitting memorial to him as intended and recorded by the pen of 'Abdu'l-Bahá. In a Tablet dated at Palestine, July 20, 1919, addressed to Albert Windust, Chicago, printer of the book, 'Abdu'l-Bahá wrote: "Name the book which Mr. MacNutt is compiling, 'The Promulgation of Universal Peace.' As to its Introduction, it should be written by Mr. MacNutt himself when in heart he is turning toward the 'Abhá kingdom, so that he may leave a permanent trace behind him. Send a copy of it to the Holy Land." The English original was sent to 'Abdu'l-Bahá for approval. By His direction it was translated into Persian and returned to the printer with instructions that both English and Persian should appear in the publication.—EDITORS.]

Two years before the crash of the world war shook the continents and upheaved oceans 'Abdu'l-Bahá 'Abbás visited the United States of America proclaiming the glad-tidings of Universal Peace and the oneness of the world of humanity. In His message He reviewed social, religious and political conditions of the nations, foretold clearly the impending clash and conflict of militarism, summoning mankind to the standard of divine guidance upraised in this cycle of the cycles by the Manifestation and Teachings of Bahá'u'lláh. His visit extending from April to December, 1912, covered an itinerary across the continent and return, involving an extraordinary and incredible expenditure of energy on the part of one who at the threshold of three score years and ten had spent practically His whole lifetime in exile and imprisonment for the cause of God.

This treasury of His words is a compilation of informal talks and extempore discourses delivered in Persian and Arabic, interpreted by proficient linguists who accompanied Him, and taken stenographically in both Oriental and Occidental tongue.

Upon the day of His arrival in New York He said, "It is my purpose to set forth in America the fundamental principles of the Revelation and Teachings of Bahá'u'lláh. It will then become the duty of the Bahá'ís of this country to give these principles unfoldment and applica-
tion in the minds, hearts and lives of the people." ‘Abdu'l-Bahá’s words therefore will be found characterized by a broad clear simplicity and practical basis, marked by an absence of metaphysical flights, philosophical speculation and mere rhetorical eloquence; always reflecting the pure beauty of the Word of God, that primal, essential, eternal foundation upon which rest religion, science and all human advancement.

Everywhere in His journeying throughout the United States ‘Abdu'l-Bahá was received and welcomed in a spirit of love and reverence. Temples and churches of all denominations, synagogues, peace societies, religious and educational institutions, colleges, women's clubs, metaphysical groups and new-thought centers opened their doors, pulpit and platforms willingly and without reservation to His message. He attended peace conferences at Lake Mohonk, visited the open forum at Green Acre on the Piscataqua, addressed large gatherings at Columbia and Leland Stanford Universities, spoke before scientific associations, socialist bodies, ethical cults, welfare and charitable organizations, attended receptions and banquets in the mansions of the rich, visited the poor and lowly in their humble homes, carried the light of hope and uplift to darkened souls in Bowery Mission; in brief, proclaimed His message and teachings universally to every degree and capacity of humankind, with such pure and sincere motive that all heard Him gladly and without prejudice or antagonism. Furthermore, His beneficent activity in the cause of God and loving service to mankind was without money and without price, for ‘Abdu'l-Bahá in no instance accepted remuneration—a most unusual precedent and a wholesome variation from the money-getting methods of other visitors from the Orient. On the contrary, it was His custom to make liberal donations to needy churches and religious bodies, often assisting by generous gift and contribution, societies and associations devoted to universal principles and ideals. Standing in the doorway of Bowery Mission one night He distributed two hundred dollars in silver to a long line of poor, disconsolate men, speaking words of uplift and encouragement as they passed before Him. Under all circumstances ‘Abdu'l-Bahá refused to accept money for Himself or the cause He represented. When the Bahá'ís of this country received word of His intended visit, the sum of eighteen thousand dollars was subscribed toward the expense of His journey. He was notified of this action and a part of the money forwarded to Him by cable. He cabled in answer that the funds contributed by His friends could not be accepted, returned the money and instructed them to give their offering to the poor.

Briefly, the visit of ‘Abdu'l-Bahá to the United States was unique and characteristic of His high, holy mission, reflecting an unmistakable altruism of purpose and purity of motive. Philosophers, scientists, agnostics, materialists, professors, diplomats and officials were found in His audiences intently listening, sincerely questioning His presentation of the exalted principles and perfect ideals of the Bahá'í revelation in their application to the education, uplift and unification of mankind. Everywhere in editorial comment and publication of news concerning Him the daily press was reverent and respectful in its tone and statement instinctively recognizing His high purpose and the manifest virtue of His teachings to the world.

An understanding of the mission and significance of this radiant Herald of the New Day would not be complete without vision of the cumulative chain of religious history which extends backward from the time of ‘Abdu'l-Bahá's appearance here to a period practically contemporary with the birth of American Independence in 1776. This is of especial importance too in the light of the fact that when Bahá'u'lláh sent epistles to the kings and rulers of the earth in 1868 He addressed one to the republic of the United States in which He said, "0 concourse of statesmen! Assist the broken-hearted with the hands of justice and crush the mighty oppressors
with the scourges of the commands of your Lord, the Powerful, the Wise.” A very brief summary will be sufficient to show this spiritual sequence and historical progression of which ‘Abdu'l-Bahá is the apex and consummation.

The earliest dawning rays of the effulgent Sun of Truth, the Word of God which shone forth from the heaven of the divine will upon the horizon of the human world in this luminous cycle were reflected in the pure mirrors of sanctity Shaykh Ahmad of Ahsâ’i and Háji Siyyid Kázim of Rasht. As stars of morning precede the coming of the mighty luminary of day, these brilliant souls arose successively in Persia toward the close of the eighteenth century, piercing the sombre shadows of night and proclaiming the splendor of the approaching Manifestation. This mission completed, the lamps of their physical existence were extinguished in 1826 and 1844 respectively.

On May 23, 1844, His Holiness Mirzá ‘Ali Muḥammad the Báb suddenly enkindled the world by declaring in Shiráz, Persia that the Day of God was at hand. For six years as herald and forerunner this winsome messenger of the kingdom sounded His heavenly call, until in 1850 the flaming tongue and pen of His eloquence were stilled in the throes of a glorious martyrdom.

Then the heaven of religion overspread with the brilliant radiance of His Holiness Bahá’u’lláh, Glory of God, the Manifest Word and Sun of Reality which poured its bounty upon the world of mankind forty years, extending to the time of its occultation in 1892. Throughout these years this Glorious Being was subjected to continuous exile, imprisonment and oppression by earthly rulers until after infinite hardships and suffering He ascended from these abject conditions and surroundings of religious and political tyranny to His abode in the supreme world.

But the equation of divine purpose was not yet complete. The coming of Bahá’u’lláh, had fulfilled the prophetic promises of the sacred books of the Jews, Christians, Muḥammadans, Zoroastrians, Hindus, Buddhists and others. Like mighty rivers restricted to their own watersheds these separate systems of religious belief and worship, incapable of mingling in their courses, had found their destined union and confluence in the infinite ocean of Bahá’u’lláh’s utterance. Furthermore, the supreme and ultimate product of divine revelation, the apotheosis of prophecy and the universal outcome in which all the heavenly religions would consummate was that quintessence of the cycles, that “Mystery of God,” a perfected “Servant” in whom the divine and human wills had found complete blending. This sanctified personage was to appear in the great Day of God, that Day of universal splendor when “the glory of the Lord should be revealed and all flesh should see it together.”

In the latter half of the nineteenth century the nations and peoples of the world had become so closely associated and wrought together in their physical existence, so interwoven and interdependent in the necessities and requirements of life that the problems and politics of one government now affected and influenced the conditions of them all. The world had become one vast human family wherein interests were intimately related, responsibilities mutual and problems universal. Therefore the Word of God revealed by Bahá’u’lláh was universal in its provision and remedy for the conditions of mankind; conditions which although they were direct outcomes of human will and making, had been eternally foreseen by the Omniscient eye and spoken by the tongues of Prophets as recorded in all the holy books. Great numbers of brilliant souls throughout the East had accepted and followed this manifest standard of unity and reconciliation. In religious heredity, training and belief they had been diverse, hostile and irreconcilable but under the benign, penetrating influence of the Holy Spirit of the Word made flesh in Bahá’u’lláh they attained
the blessed station of oneness and love in the heaven of the kingdom.

To strengthen, safeguard and increase this unity and love Bahá'u'lláh appointed a successor to whom all should turn for guidance and illumination after His own departure; naming in the Book of the Covenant written by His own blessed hand, His eldest son, the Greatest Branch, ‘Abdu'l-Bahá, Center of the Covenant in whom Bahá'ís throughout the world recognize the authority of perfect servitude at the threshold of the manifest Word. This is the essence of His title, entity and being, ‘Abdu'l-Bahá, Servant of Bahá.

The great wisdom of this appointment is shown in many ways. It is particularly evident when we realize that from His earliest childhood ‘Abdu'l-Bahá had been inseparably associated with Bahá'u'lláh. Born in Tihrán May 23, 1844, the day and date of the Bab’s declaration, His very birth foretokened the significance of His life and being in the divine processes and consummations of this luminous cycle. At the age of eight years He was one of the little band of exiles who crossed the Persian border into ‘Iraq-‘Arabí, sharing vicissitudes and suffering with heroic strength and subjected with the rest to continuous imprisonments in various cities until they reached the prison-fortress of ‘Akka in Syria, August 31, 1868. Throughout this long and faithful vigil of devotion to Bahá'u'lláh and loyalty to the cause of God, the record of ‘Abdu'l-Bahá's life is pure and spotless, wonderful in its exaltation and effulgent with the beauty of holiness. When the tyrannous regime of Sultán ‘Abdu'l-Hamid ended, the gates of ‘Akka were thrown open and ‘Abdu'l-Bahá came forth free upon the fortieth anniversary of His entrance into that neglected and unspeakable place. This was August 31, 1908. In 1911, two years after His release from a living martyrdom of fifty-six years and at the age of sixty-seven He visited Europe, returning to Egypt from whence in 1912 He sailed for America as stated.

Thus far the evidences of divine forces and influences surrounding the life of ‘Abdu'l-Bahá should be sufficient to impress and convince any thoughtful soul that we are viewing an unusual and majestic personality, a world-commanding figure who has appeared for the uplift, unification and peace of mankind. Dark indeed are the world-horizons unless we behold the shining beauty of this Sun of Reality. The human world plunging deeper and deeper with ever-increasing momentum into seas of materialism is crying out in its crucial need and stress for help and remedy—for a new creative spirit of life and regeneration—a power and healing direct from God. And just at this time ‘Abdu'l-Bahá, Messenger of Universal Peace and the oneness of the world of humanity, is sounding His call of salvation to the nations of the earth in heavenly words fortified by an impelling dynamic spiritual power and surcharged with the pure breaths of the Holy Spirit.

The divine Covenant outworking its purpose and plan in the history and destiny of mankind has been revealed progressively according to the necessities of the age and the degree of human capacity. In each dispensation of its bounties it has infused a new and spiritual impulse into minds and hearts through channels of religious belief. These irrigating currents have been the source of life to the human world and its only civilizing impetus. The standard of human requirement in every cycle has been obedience to the divine Word and purpose, firmness and steadfastness in the ancient Covenant of God. History shows how invariably and inevitably the people of the Covenant, as in the time of Abraham, Moses, Jesus and Muhammad became the mightiest civilizing forces and formative influences in human progression, and how through obedience and fidelity to the Messenger of the Covenant the exigencies confronting them in their day were overcome, their difficulties surmounted, their questions answered and uncertainties dispelled, so that ever-widening vistas of nobler attainments and loftier ranges of vision were opened to them in the horizons of human destiny. In reality this evolution and progression
constitute the bounties of the Covenant itself, divine bestowals of higher capacity for development, discovery and advancement. That is to say, in each dispensation, through the gifts and bestowals of the Covenant the people of the Covenant have been quickened by a power which enabled them to overcome the menace of difficulties surrounding them, dominate their environments, make conditions minister to their advancement and growth, purify their lives and laws, strengthen their institutions and uplift themselves to the beatitude of peace, prosperity and unity; whereas those who denied the Covenant and were deprived of its bounties have succumbed to forces and surrounding conditions and have passed into oblivion, incapable of existence and continuance. This is the inner, penetrating power of the pure religion of God, the divine leavening spirit of the Covenant which has manifested itself in every age through an appointed or collective Center whom all were commanded to acknowledge in allegiance and steadfastness lest they become deprived of the outpouring and overflowing bestowals of God.

Inasmuch as this wonderful century, this Day of God is universal in its conditions and requirements, characterized by an inter-relationship and interdependence never before witnessed among the nations of the world, and inasmuch as the Book of the Covenant has been revealed in this day by the tongue and pen of His Holiness Bahá'u'lláh to all races, religions and peoples without preference or favor, naming in holy words and text the one to whom all must turn in obedience and loyalty, it therefore follows that the source of effulgent power and heavenly bestowals, the collective center and point of unity from which the bounties of the Covenant are now overflowing to the world of mankind is ‘Abdu'l-Bahá, Servant of Bahá, Center of the Covenant of God. He is the channel of purifying, unifying religious belief, the new impulse and dynamic, the creative spirit of regeneration, the power and healing direct from God, the irrigating current of life to the world of man, the answerer of questions, the explainer of the Book, the bestower of spiritual capacities, the uplifting impetus of civilization, the Servant of all mankind, the point of agreement and reconciliation for all the divine religions, the Standard-bearer of Universal Peace and Messenger of the Glad-tidings of the Oneness of the World of Humanity.

‘Abdu'l-Bahá's station of servitude in the divine cause is therefore world-wide and universal, beyond the limitation of race, denomination, creed or nationality; a station supreme in its loftiness, perfect in its humility: Servant of the servants of God. Significant indeed is His visit to the shores of the western world; pregnant indeed are His words to the highly organized material civilizations of the Occident; potent indeed His message of peace and unity of mankind cementing the East and the West in spiritual solidarity, blending the world that is old and the world that is new under the beneficent laws of the heavenly kingdom.

In obedience to the direct command of ‘Abdu'l-Bahá, this Introduction has been written by a humble follower of His light and a devoted lover of His beauty. May the glory of God illumine this heart and guide this pen to do His will in this most great responsibility.
A PRAYER

IN THE NAME OF GOD!

ONLY beloved! with a heart on fire
And all my longing set in one desire
To make my thoughts a many-stringed lyre
   For Thy sweet hand to play,
I bend beneath Thy mercy-seat and pray
That in the strength of perfect love I may
Tread with firm feet the red and mystic way
   Whereto my hopes aspire.

I have forgotten all for love of Thee,
And seek no other joy from destiny
Than to be wrapped within Thy unity
   And, whatso' er befall,
To hear no voice on earth but Thy clear call,
To walk among Thy people as Thy thrall,
And see Thy beauty breathing throughout all
   Eternal ecstasy.

Lead me forth, Lord, amid the wide world's ways
To bear to Thee my witness and to raise
The dawn-song of the breaking day of days.
   Make my whole life one flame
Of sacrificial deeds that shall proclaim
The new-born glory of Thy ancient name—
And let my death lift higher yet the same
   Triumphant chant of praise.

G. T.
THE BAHA’I RELIGION

Papers read at the Conference of Some Living Religions
Within the British Empire, 1924

FOREWORD

THE British Empire Exhibition at Wembley in 1924 afforded opportunity for holding a number of conferences on many subjects of imperial interest. Amongst these was one on “Some Living Religions Within the British Empire,” organized by the School of Oriental Studies and the Sociological Society, the purpose of which was to render more widely known the Faiths now prevailing in the Eastern and Western Dominions of the British Commonwealth. With this object in view it was decided by the Executive Committee of the Conference that the papers to be presented should be contributed by adherents of each religion, who, while touching lightly on creed and dogma, should treat chiefly of the everyday results of the teachings as evidenced in the personal and social life of its followers.

It was originally intended that the Conference should be held in one of the halls at the Wembley Exhibition, but owing to difficulties which arose with regard to accommodation, it was held at the Imperial Institute, South Kensington, from September 22nd to October 3rd, 1924.

Amongst the twelve or more living religions dealt with, the Bahá’í religion naturally found its place, both because of its own inherent importance and because of its widespread range throughout the Empire, covering as it does not only Eastern but also Western countries.

The Bahá’í paper to be presented to the Conference was written, at the express wish of the Guardian of the Cause (Shoghi Effendi), under the supervision of a committee of the National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá’ís of the United States and Canada, by Mr. Horace Holley—the other members of the committee being Mr. Mountfort Mills and Mrs. Parsons. It was subsequently revised by some members of the National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá’ís of Great Britain, and was read at the meeting on September 25th, 1924, by Mr. Mountfort Mills, the chair being taken by Dr. Walter Walsh, the leader of the Free Religious Movement.

The Assembly came to the conclusion that it would be desirable to bring out more fully the practical results obtained through the teachings of Bahá’u’lláh, and a short supplementary paper was therefore written by Ruḥí Afnán with the direct advice of Shoghi Effendi, and was read by the author at the above mentioned meeting.

These two papers are now published in a separate edition for the benefit of Bahá’ís especially, but they will find their place also in the memorial volume of Transactions of the Conference, issued by the Committee and published by Messrs. Duckworth & Co., Ltd.

NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY OF THE BAHA’IS OF GREAT BRITAIN,

E. J. Rosenberg,
G. P. Simpson,

Joint Secretaries.
Delegates and friends attending the Conference of Some Living Religions Within the British Empire, at a Reception given by Lady Blomfield, at London, England, in the Autumn of 1924.
MR. CHAIRMAN AND FRIENDS:—Before I undertake to present in brief outline those events, persons and principles that combine to produce the significance of the Bahá’í Cause, permit me, in behalf of the Bahá’ís resident outside as well as inside the British Empire, to express a heartfelt and lasting gratitude toward those by whose vision and energy this Conference came into being. For this Conference, both in character and method, expresses that ideal of religious unity so indelibly impressed upon all the members of the Bahá’í Cause, and its very existence, under these conditions of impressive dignity and far-reaching influence, appears to us as the fulfillment of a glorious, long-cherished hope.

It may well be that in this audience there are men and women whose memory still clearly pictures that occasion when, on September 10th, 1911, from the pulpit of the City Temple in London, ‘Abdu’l-Bahá delivered his first public address to the Western world. Summarizing as they do the spirit as well as purpose of the Bahá’í Cause, the words uttered on that day enable me to convey the inmost essence of the universal movement we are now gathered to consider.

‘Abdu’l-Bahá said: “O noble friends, seekers after God! Praise be to God! Today the Light of Truth is shining upon the world in its abundance; the breezes of the heavenly garden are blowing throughout all regions; the call of the Kingdom is heard in all lands, and the breath of the Holy Spirit is felt in all hearts that are faithful. The Spirit of God is giving eternal life. In this wonderful age the East is enlightened, the West is fragrant, and everywhere the soul inhales the holy perfume. The sea of the unity of mankind is lifting up its waves with joy, for there is real communication between the hearts and minds of men. The banner of the Holy Spirit is uplifted, and men see it, and are assured with the knowledge that this is a New Day.

“This is a new cycle of human power. All the horizons of the world are luminous, and the world will become indeed as a garden and a paradise. It is the hour of unity of the sons of men and of the drawing together of all races and all classes. You are loosed from ancient superstitions which have kept men ignorant, destroying the foundations of true humanity.

“The gift of God to this enlightened age is the knowledge of the oneness of mankind and of the fundamental oneness of religion. War shall cease between nations, and by the Will of God the Most Great Peace shall come; the world will be seen as a new world, and all men will live as brothers.

“In the days of old an instinct for warfare was developed in the struggle with wild animals. This is no longer necessary; nay, rather co-operation and mutual understanding are seen to produce the greatest welfare of mankind. Enmity is now the result of prejudice only.

“In the Hidden Words Bahá’u’lláh says: ‘Justice is to be loved above all.’ Praise be to God, in this country the standard of justice has been raised; a great effort is being made to give all souls an equal and a true place. This is the desire of all noble natures; this is today the teaching for the East and for the West; therefore, the East and the West will understand each other and reverence each other, and embrace like long-parted lovers who have found each other.

“There is one God; mankind is one; the foundations of religions are one. Let us worship Him, and give praise for all His great Prophets and Messengers who have manifested His brightness and glory.
"The blessing of the Eternal One be with you in all its richness, that each soul according to his measure may take freely of Him."

As these words echo now once more in human hearts, so penetrating, so inspiring to our noblest ideals, so quickening to our mutual spiritual faith, so gracious, yet so challenging, there is no need for me, I am sure, to assert to this audience the fact that the Bahá'í Cause seeks no competitive victory among the world's religions; and lays no additional frontiers among those innumerable boundaries that already divide the body of humanity into different organized creeds.

After eighty years of existence, the particular genius inspiring the Bahá'í Cause, clearly expressed by its Founder and universally accepted by all its adherents, is the ideal of unity consciously binding the hearts of men.

Both as a spiritual doctrine and as a living movement rooted in well-nigh incredible sacrifice and heroism, the Bahá'í Cause can best be presented in the light of the gradual working out of that ideal.

The origin of the Cause itself coincided in point of time with the beginnings of what all thoughtful people discern to be a new era in the development of mankind. Here in the West, the new era manifested itself most visibly through the abrupt industrial revolution produced by the influence of scientific discovery; in the East, less visibly, the same ferment and universal spirit of change also had its effects in the realm of feeling and thought.

It was in that country of the Orient least touched by Western influence—that country, Persia, least known to the people of the West and least significant to them politically, economically or morally—that country most firmly bound to its own separate tradition and to all appearances most incapable of throwing off the fetters of the dead past—that Bahá'u'lláh, Founder of the Bahá'í Cause, arose with a message instinct with the enthusiasm of a New Day.
its flame far and wide. To extinguish the flame itself proved impossible, though the annals of the world's religions contain no records of deliberate persecution more cruelly imposed, nor suffered voluntarily by so many believers. The figure most generally accepted of Bábí and Bahá'í martyrs is in excess of twenty thousand souls. Such was the price paid for faith in the promise of the Báb—such the spiritual heritage the Báb in passing handed on to Him whom He had heralded, Bahá'u'lláh!

To take up this spiritual heritage—to arouse this vivid expectation in thousands of faithful hearts and to inspire them with permanent principles—to establish a mould of doctrine and new custom for this fluid fire—was, for Bahá'u'lláh, the descent from a position of highest material comfort and authority to the lowest degree of poverty, imprisonment, suffering and exile. All that worldly men cherish and long for, Bahá'u'lláh freely sacrificed in order that His vision of God might be fulfilled and perpetuated in the conscious unity of men.

The teachings which Bahá'u'lláh gave His followers were, in large measure, written teachings—letters or "tablets" sent to individuals and groups in response to questions they were unable to address to Him in person by reason of His exile; messages sent by Bahá'u'lláh from prison to the European and Oriental rulers; or works of devotion, meditation and spiritual interpretation, as well as of scientific and sociological character, dictated to secretaries among those who shared His prison life.

The essential distinction between religion and philosophy is perfectly illustrated by the effects which the words of Bahá'u'lláh had upon His followers. Not as mere images to be admired by the mind's eye, but as seeds to be planted in the earth of the heart—seeds to be watered with sacrifice and adoration until they produced the flower and the fruit of a new life—such were and are the utterances of Bahá'u'lláh to those who follow Him. From all ranks and stations they came, all types and temperaments, all degrees of training and experience, bringing with them the innate differences of a whole humanity, but moved by a common recognition of one organic, central faith. To produce and maintain unity among these thousands of followers, without offering them hope of material gain or earthly honor and well-being, was in itself a superhuman accomplishment.

Bahá'u'lláh's teaching reflected no acquired learning—it was an immediate experience in the soul of one who turned wholly and directly to God. "Oneness, in its true significance," He has said, "means that God alone should be realized as the one power which animates and dominates all things, which are but manifestations of its energy."

From this fundamental concept—or rather realization—the teachings of Bahá'u'lláh flow forth with single, harmonious essence, like waters from the same spring.

To Bahá'u'lláh, those various standards of truth which sway human society; one standard in religion, another standard in science, a third standard in politics, a fourth standard in industry—this conflict of standards is the source of all the world's ills, the spiritual ignorance which all the Prophets came to remove. To Bahá'u'lláh, religion is not one of life's several aspects, but the predominant spirit which expresses itself through all aspects, producing, in its purity, harmony among the diverse elements of will, imagination, feeling and thought. First in order of experience, the realization of God; then the realization of self; last of all, the realization of one's relation to his fellowmen and the world.

The true meaning of all history, to Bahá'u'lláh, reveals the nearness of men to the realization of God or their remoteness therefrom; He teaches that all the Founders of religion are successive, co-related expressions of the will of God—identical as to purpose and function, separate and diverse only in that each Founder adapted the one divine teaching to the particular needs of His time. The
glory of this age, according to Bahá'u'lláh, is its capacity to understand the oneness of all religions; and His inextinguishable vision of united humanity vitalizes a method of unity based upon that understanding.

This point is essential to any consideration of the Bahá'í Cause. Let us turn to Bahá'u'lláh's own words: "God, singly and alone, abideth in His place which is holy above space and time, mention and utterance, sign, description and definition, height and depth. God hath been and is everlastingly hidden in His own essence and will be eternally concealed in His identity from the sight of eyes. Nay, there hath not been nor will be any connection or relation between the created beings and His Word.

"Therefore God hath caused brilliant Essentials of sanctity to appear from the holy worlds of the spirit, in human bodies, walking among mankind, in accordance with His abundant mercy.

"These Mirrors of sanctity fully reflect that Sun of existence and Essence of desire. Their knowledge expresses His knowledge, their dominion His dominion, their beauty His beauty, their power His power, and their manifestation His manifestation.

"Whosoever is favored by these shining and glorious Lights and hath attained to these luminous, radiant Suns of Truth during every manifestation, hath attained the realization of God, and entered the city of eternal life.

"Those who earnestly endeavor in the way of God, after severance from all else, will become so attached to that city that they will not abandon it for an instant. This city is the revelation of God, renewed every one thousand years, more or less."

It is a fair estimate of the teaching of Bahá'u'lláh, I believe, to consider it as being made up almost equally of an interpretation of that which is fundamental and true to all religions alike, and of encouragement and exhortation to respond, with spirit, mind and soul, to the new and greater religious possibilities of this age. "Know that in every age and dispensation all divine ordinances are changed, according to the requirements of the time, except the law of Love which, like unto a fountain, flows always and is never overtaken by change."

But it is not the experience of one soul alone which establishes a religion; rather is it the sharing of that experience with others under conditions which raise the others to the level of the experience, transmuting them while maintaining the source undefiled. The supreme test of every religion is its power of spiritual continuity after the passing of the Founder Himself.

Bahá'u'lláh departed from this world in 1892, leaving among His papers a Will or Testament appointing His eldest son, 'Abdu'l-Bahá, the executive head of His Cause and the interpreter of His teachings. Whether or not the Bahá'í movement deserves the name "living religion" today is solely dependent upon the administration of 'Abdu'l-Bahá during the thirty years that intervened between the death of Bahá'u'lláh and His own ascension in 1921.

By 1892 the Cause had spread to India, to Egypt, to Turkistán, to Palestine. Even a sympathetic observer might readily have considered it inherently limited in its appeal to the Oriental character and tradition. But forces were already at work which eventually extended the boundary of the Cause to include adherents in Europe and America as well. A returned missionary, for example, speaking at the Congress of Religions held at the World's Fair in Chicago, during 1893*, made the statement that there had just passed away in 'Akká one whose spirit was so broad and universal that His teachings might well be studied as a means of restoring true religious faith. A number of people from America shortly afterwards visited 'Akká in order to investigate the teachings, with the result that in 'Abdu'l-Bahá they found a living

[*Henry H. Jessup, D. D., of Beirut, Syria. See page 169.—Editors.]
manifestation of the spirit of universality they were seeking. The return of this group of students to America was, however, not the first point of contact between the Bahá'í Cause and the West. Previous to this event, Edward G. Browne, Orientalist of Cambridge University, had already made his memorable journey to Persia and 'Akká, described in the introduction of his translation of A Traveller's Narrative written to illustrate the Episode of the Báb; still other European scholars who had studied the Cause being Baron Rosen, of Russia, and Comte de Gobineau, of France.

It was directly to the influence of 'Abdu'l-Bahá, nevertheless, that the Cause of Bahá'u'lláh owes its acceptance by thousands of people in the West. 'Abdu'l-Bahá Himself was their first and most valid proof that through Bahá'u'lláh a new spiritual force had been revealed to this age; and it has been through the words and writings of 'Abdu'l-Bahá that the essential principles of the Cause received their direct application to problems peculiar to Western civilization.

Careful comparison of the writings of 'Abdu'l-Bahá with those of Bahá'u'lláh shows not the slightest divergence of essential principle. One is the Religion; the other the application of the Religion to a new and broader field of life. One is as a sun; the other as the circumferential rays of its light. The statement may be made without reservation that no previous religious teaching ever dealt with the innumerable problems of daily existence with such a degree of purity as 'Abdu'l-Bahá maintained for the message of Bahá'u'lláh.

What unique claim, one may well ask, has this message upon our attention? What element does it bring not already contained in the older religious systems of the world? How can this new Cause contribute to a solution of those world problems under which humanity staggers today?

"Guidance," said Bahá'u'lláh, "hath ever been by words, but now it is by deeds."

True to this counsel, 'Abdu'l-Bahá first applied to His own life those ordinances and principles He received from the teachings of Bahá'u'lláh. What 'Abdu'l-Bahá gave to the world in words He had previously given as established facts. Before He announced to any Western audience the principle that the foundation of all religions is one, 'Abdu'l-Bahá had already created a bond of sympathy and understanding between members of all religions. Before He spoke of the essential harmony of religion and science He had Himself explored the world of spirit and, with inward gaze, found the expression of love imprinted in nature and in man.

Between 1911 and 1913 'Abdu'l-Bahá, but recently released from two score years constant imprisonment, journeyed through Europe and America, delivering His Father's message to audiences representing the Western industrial civilization in every aspect and phase. The principles developed by 'Abdu'l-Bahá under such conditions may fairly be considered His characteristic solution of the problems of the age.

Let us attempt a brief summary of these principles, bearing in mind, however, the essential fact that, shorn of the spirit of love with which they were uttered, and lacking the will to unity, to which their appeal was made, they must remain inoperative until further suffering has purified the hearts of men.

Foremost among 'Abdu'l-Bahá's principles is that of the independent investigation of truth.

A key to this principle may be found in 'Abdu'l-Bahá's use of the word "imitation" where we would use such words as "superstition" or "prejudice" or "ignorance." Looking upon the minds, 'Abdu'l-Bahá perceived them as merely imitating one another and the past, like those prisoners who are chained one to another in rows. Few people ever stand apart from their mental and moral environment and test its standards by any universal truth. What most of us consider "thought" is merely an adapting of the common thinking to our personal ad-
vantage. The savage obeys the law of the jungle, and we obey no less blindly the customs of our own day; and consequently, so far as true self-realization is concerned, we are merely that same savage reborn to a jungle of men rather than a jungle of beasts. True independent investigation of reality leads to the investigation of our own inmost being, and makes us realize that severance from the self of passion and desire is the supreme independence.

Another of 'Abdu'l-Bahá's principles is that of the oneness of mankind. All that 'Abdu'l-Bahá expressed through utterance or action He expressed from the positive and steadfast realization that mankind, in its origin and its end, is one spiritual Man, whose atoms, so to speak, we are. Today, as we see and feel the immediate inter-action of events and conditions throughout the world, and how no portion of humanity is independent of any other portion, we begin to realize something of the significance of this Baha'i teaching. Thus for the first time one undeviating standard is available for the guidance of religions, governments, industries, education, science and art alike, and that standard is the promotion of the oneness of mankind. Whatever promotes unity is of the universal cause, and will prove fruitful and enduring; but whatever prevents unity is of limited effect, and will be rejected by the Holy Spirit whose action is predominant over all.

Another principle expressed by 'Abdu'l-Bahá is that the foundation of all religion is one. For by “foundation” 'Abdu'l-Bahá means the manifestation of the Holy Spirit, from which all the religions originally came. The Holy Spirit is at all times one, though like the spring season it comes and goes, for the Holy Spirit is the expression of the will of God, and God is not divided against Himself, but the people of the world are divided. It is this division of the people which causes differences in the effects of the Holy Spirit from age to age, for the Holy Spirit is perfect and complete in itself, but enters the world of humanity only according to the capacity of the time. It is an inexhaustible ocean, while the people are but small vessels that quickly overflow. Thus Moses, Buddha, Christ, Muhammad seem different beings and founders of different religions; we see them in the mirror of the world's division and not in the light of the Holy Spirit. In that light they are one being, one essence, one cause, one power and one foundation; and whatever they uttered is the reality, which we have seized and divided (interpreted) for our own gain, as the soldiers seized and divided the garments of Jesus. 'Abdu'l-Bahá has said that when representatives of all the world's religions have gathered for a sincere investigation of the foundation of religion, their oneness will become manifest and all the secondary, man-made features of religion will utterly disappear.

A fourth principle which 'Abdu'l-Bahá enunciated was that religion must be in accord with science and reason. Now a person who is sick is limited by that sickness both physically and mentally, and he himself cannot overcome those limitations except by attaining health. In the same way there are limitations which fall upon the understanding from sickness of soul. It is spiritual sickness which makes it possible for a man to cling to a religion at variance with science and reason. He may not realize these limitations, but that is part of the disease. These limitations shut out the ray of the spirit, as a wall shuts out the sun. Thus irrational religion does not and cannot become truly predominant in human affairs. Even the fanatic does not follow out his religion in all things, but his self-interest or self-gratification is served in devious ways. Without the Holy Spirit a religion cannot awaken souls, but irrational religion gains influence over material affairs through being itself material.

But this principle is binding upon
science no less than upon religion. ’Abdu’l-Bahá summons the man of science to spiritual religion as He summons the man of religion to an appreciation of science. If in a laboratory, by means of certain elements, an important experiment could be carried out and thereby great human benefits obtained, what should we think of the person who, though refusing to enter the laboratory, nevertheless denied the possibility of the experiment? Yet modern science for the most part takes this very attitude towards religion. For the founders of all religions have indicated the elements and principles for the development of spirituality, and the people of science deny the essence of spirituality while refusing to enter the laboratory of the spirit of the infinite in their own souls.

As a matter of fact, while irrational religion and materialistic science seem outwardly opposed, inwardly they are equally conditions of being that manifest the absence of the Holy Spirit. Both are plants confined in darkness, and both are ships deprived of sails. Where the Holy Spirit obtains, all seeming antagonism between science and religion vanishes, for there is but one Reality, though this can be cognized by the several faculties on the several planes.

‘Abdu’l-Bahá has also expressed as an organic, universal principle the equality of man and woman—emphasizing again and again the fact that the solution of our spiritual as well as social problems is dependent on the attainment of this equality.

“Humanity,” He said, “has two wings, man and woman; when one wing only is available the bird cannot fly.”

As to those existing inequalities between the sexes, so deeply rooted in custom and also institutions, ‘Abdu’l-Bahá stated that these were due not to inequalities of capacity but to inequalities of opportunity. Beginning with education, we may anticipate—not only for the West but also for the East—the irresistible progress of woman towards true equality with man, a progress whose milestones will be the abolition of militarism, poverty, ignorance and disease.

“All former religions,” ‘Abdu’l-Bahá stated on one occasion, “gave man a higher station than woman, but Bahá’u’lláh has declared that they are equal in all conditions and degrees.” The importance attributed to this principle in the Bahá’í Cause can be measured by another teaching, to the effect that parents who can afford to educate only one child should give preference to daughter over son, the reason being that mothers are the first educators of the race.

At the very dawn of the feminist movement it was a Bahá’í, in fact, the famous poetess Qurratu’l’-Ayn, who first threw off the traditional veil of the Oriental woman, and entered that extraordinary career of public teaching which led to her martyrdom by the enemies of Bahá’u’lláh.

Another principle laid down by ‘Abdu’l-Bahá is that of the solution of the economic problem. The solution of the economic problem ‘Abdu’l-Bahá has declared to be a distinctive characteristic of religion in its universal aspect; for no human power or alliance of powers hitherto has been able to work out a solution.

Now, by the fear that is based on the idea of poverty either actual or prospective, the human soul is ever turned downward into nature, where the predominant law is the struggle for existence; and becoming dominated by this law, captive to it, the soul’s struggles only the more heavily burden its own chains. For the struggle for existence sets off the powers of one soul against the powers of another, and this mutual division of powers means mutual defeat. Thus in this day the sciences and inventions which shadow forth a universal order, and dumbly signify the existence of a reality whose law is co-operation, have become, through perversion, the greatest menace to the very existence of mankind.

“The disease which afflicts the body of humanity is lack of love and absence of
altruism," said 'Abdu'l-Bahá in New York City twelve years ago. "In the hearts of men no real love is found, and the condition is such that unless their susceptibilities are awakened by some power so that unity, love and accord develop within them, there can be no healing, no relief among mankind."

A close study of this aspect of ‘Abdu'l-Bahá's teaching indicates certain fundamental elements as conditional to the solution of the economic problem. One of these elements is the universal obligation of useful labor. Consider how idleness is condemned by physiologist and psychologist today, no less vigorously than by the moralist and the student of economics. Wealth does not exempt any human being from the consequences of idleness or even misdirected activity. The consequences are ill-health of mind as well as body, and that disordered condition whose end is impotence or insanity. Moreover, in avoiding useful labor, the privileged classes and their parasites have deprived themselves of the very capacity for labor, while that capacity increases in those who cannot or will not avoid work. In this condition we may see perhaps one meaning of Christ’s saying: “The meek shall inherit the earth.”

But ‘Abdu'l-Bahá has also stated that useful labor, performed in the spirit of service, and with the ideal of perfection, is accounted an act of worship and a form of prayer. Now prayer and worship, in their true signification, are not cries for assistance, nor requests for a gift, nor yet taxes paid to a spiritual overseer, but are expressions of love to God and gratitude for the supreme gift of life in the spirit that knows no death. It is this spirit of love and devotion which ‘Abdu'l-Bahá declares should actuate our daily labor. Moreover, work performed in this spirit is creative work, and to create is an attribute of God, so it is the worker who shows forth the divine image and likeness on this material plane. But consider how many changes must take place in the industrial world before this creative sense can be generally expressed, and before labor is surrounded by the conditions which this conception of labor demands! Nevertheless, even this shall be; for the Holy Spirit is destroying mightily all that intervenes between man and his own reality.

Another fundamental element is that of the voluntary sharing of wealth.

Reflect how those who possess other forms of wealth—physical, mental, moral and spiritual—have ever obeyed this universal and wonderful law. Thus those who share their physical strength with the weak; those who strive incessantly to increase the commonwealth of beauty and of truth; those who devote their lives to the realization of greater political justice; and, above all, those who give love to whosoever has it not, fulfill this divine law. All the love, beauty, truth, justice and science we have on earth are the result of a voluntary sharing of wealth—a divine principle whose veils grow darker and darker as we approach the lowest degree of wealth, which is gold. But were we to estimate the sum total of all the taxes paid to any government within the past fifty years, and regard this total as being wealth forcibly rather than voluntarily shared, we can perceive how disastrously extravagant material selfishness is, even on its own plane. For a fraction of that sum total, given in the spirit of unity, would have obviated most of those expenses by which taxes are consumed, while in addition increasing vastly the means of producing more wealth by all and for all.

Yet, far from condemning wealth, ‘Abdu'l-Bahá makes its attainment through useful labor a specific advice; but the object of its possession is the promotion of the unity of mankind. By considering wealth as a talent on the material plane, the principle becomes clear. It is not the inequality of talents or possessions which produces injustice, but the spirit of separateness in the poor as well as the rich, in the ignorant as well as in the learned. Mutual dependence is the essential foundation of love, for no one can stand alone.
Another principle strongly emphasized by 'Abdu'l-Bahá is the establishment of an international auxiliary language.

As the nervous system is one throughout the body, and co-ordinates all the organs and limbs, so the body of humanity requires one universal language and writing to be learned by all people in addition to the mother tongue, which shall serve to interpret its needs, unite its interests and consolidate its purposes; and diversity of tongues engenders the paralysis of the body of mankind. Those who have concern for human welfare and progress will surely give this subject the attention it deserves.

But the principle by which 'Abdu'l-Bahá is most widely known, and for which He has been most extensively quoted, is that of universal peace. The assurance that this is the century of universal peace, the age of the elimination of warfare, the day of the most mighty surging of the spiritual waves and the full illumination of the Sun of Righteousness—this assurance is 'Abdu'l-Bahá's steadfast covenant with those who follow Him.

Today the disaster of warfare is a net thrown over the whole of humanity, like the net thrown over a gladiator about to be slain. None can emerge from this net until all emerge. But the very fact that there is no escape for one save through escape for all, and the overwhelming danger of the present situation, brings the consciousness of the oneness of humanity nearer day by day. Therefore this overshadowing calamity feared as a net of death by those who view it with personal eyes, yet is seen to be a garment of divine protection by those who view all things in their spiritual light.

For the effort to avoid universal warfare is binding the minds and hearts of those who have been divided during history's ten thousand years. It is creating the great agencies and institutions of the future humanity; it is destroying all agencies and institutions whose purpose is to keep humanity divided and enslaved.

Consider how the world's two most powerful kings have lately been overthrown and their empires rent asunder, and the full toll of inveterate ambition and greed has not yet been taken.

Therefore the indifferent are becoming mindful, and the activities of all humanitarians are finding a common channel and a unified expression. But peace, perfect peace, must first possess the heart, through the breaths of the Holy Spirit; consequently those among the humanitarians who are wisest, while they strive to produce concrete results and discuss all possible methods, nevertheless have for their great objective the reconciling of the hearts of men. For only that which is established in the heart can ever be established in the world, and peace will never be made real, lasting or secure, until the world has recognized the power of the Holy Spirit which alone can conquer and subdue the rebellious hearts or ingraft one changeless ideal in the restless, ever-divided minds. This is the Most Great Peace; this is the Peace of God.

The arch which these social principles of 'Abdu'l-Bahá, like pillars, are intended to support—the structure which fulfills their purpose and directs their use—is the principle of an international tribunal.

'Abdu'l-Bahá ever visioned the world federation wherein all men and women have part, and invokes this ideal within the minds of progressive people of all races and nations. Its cement is an international tribunal instituted through democratic selection and given binding authority by mutual agreement and pledge. No portion of the race but will be fairly represented, therefore no portion but will be controlled by its decisions. 'Abdu'l-Bahá has said that when this tribunal is established, all controversial problems would be brought before it and any government which unjustly instigated war would thus be resisted by all the nations, the chief function of this world arbitration court being to prevent war. This is the firm basis of peace, and no
agreement with reservations can be substituted for it.

It is an inherent part of all 'Abdu'l-Bahá's teaching on the subject of tribunals and political progress that the spiritual conditions for real justice have not yet been fulfilled. He regards the function of legislation as a function of illumined minds, severed from all considerations save those of justice and truth. Just as the poet receives his visions, or the scientist his principles, through intense meditation, so will the future legislative body arrive at its structure of civic, national or international law. Order is of the essence of the manifested universe, and that order flows through and inspires the minds that turn to it in unity and for the purpose of manifesting justice. Thus those who are capable of entering this unity and impersonal abstraction are to be selected by the people from their wisest men. The legislator, in fact, is placed by 'Abdu'l-Bahá in a high spiritual station, where the solving of great political and economic problems is dependent upon such intense meditation.

Thus, in brief, has the Successor and Interpreter of Bahá'u'lláh established a vital contact for His followers with the fundamental needs of the time—a contact which carries religion into the very heart of life, yet without impairing its essential sanctity and holiness. To produce a world civilization reflecting the oneness of God in the harmony of mankind—a civilization which is not merely the exploitation of nature but rather a fitting environment for the soul—such was the ideal of 'Abdu'l-Bahá, and the purpose inspiring His difficult and arduous journeys of teaching throughout the West. The social aspects of the Bahá'í teaching are supremely important at the present day.

The relationship of social service to the religious life, so strongly emphasized in the Bahá'í teachings, is perfectly symbolized in the form of the Temple, or universal House of Worship, which Bahá'u'lláh established. The Bahá'í Temple, already in process of construction at Wilmette, a suburb of Chicago, on the shores of Lake Michigan in the United States, embodies this conception on a most impressive scale. Open to all men and women without distinction of race, class, creed or color, this institution will, on completion, consist of a central structure devoted to meditation and prayer, surrounded by other edifices used as schools, asylums, hospitals, hostels, and orphanages—the embodiment, in fact, not merely of the relationship of religion to life, but also of soul to body. The first Bahá'í Temple to be constructed was erected at Ishqábád, Turkistán. It is a matter of interesting record that contributions for the Temple at Wilmette have been sent by representatives of every race and creed both in the East and the West. The world contains no purer expression of the new inter-religious, inter-racial and international brotherhood that is coming to fruition in this age.

The wise student of religion, however, seeking for the hidden springs of any faith, examines not merely the documents and individuals which it has produced, but also the characteristic forms devised by its followers in order to perpetuate its existence. Alone among religions the organization of the Bahá'í Cause is evolving through forms laid down by the Founder Himself, forms which manifest the spirit of democracy and directly contribute to the habit of democracy among all who come under their influence.

Beginning with the local community, the administrative details of Bahá'í service and teaching are in the hands of a "Spiritual Assembly" consisting of nine persons elected annually by universal suffrage of the believers. For the nation, in turn, Bahá'í administration is entrusted to a "National Spiritual Assembly" elected by representatives of the local Assemblies. Outside Persia, where the Cause has penetrated to every town and village, nearly two hundred local Assemblies exist at the present time. Of National Assemblies there are now five. In the future the National Assemblies will in the same way, send representatives to
an international Bahá'í conference, who
will elect an International Assembly of
nine. None of these bodies has authority
or power to pass upon matters of doc­
trine and faith. None can, directly or
indirectly, assume to come between the
individual soul and God. Their province
is confined to the practical affairs of life,
corresponding to the function of the leg­
islator and the executive rather than the
priest. To the Bahá'ís, the text left by
Bahá'u'lláh in writing, together with the
commentary of 'Abdu'l-Bahá, likewise in
writing, constitutes a religion in its full­
ness and maturity of expression, giving
no opportunity to those superimposed
creeds which arbitrarily narrow and con­
trol the gates of faith.

This outline of the form along which
the Cause is now developing establishes,
very obviously, a kind of moral school
whose students are voluntarily prac­ticing
the elementary lessons of world brother­
hood. Small though it is, in comparison
with the vast population of the earth, it
nevertheless must be regarded as a
"working model" of that unity we all
long for, and an evidence of the essen­
tial power of the vision of Bahá'u'lláh
too concrete to be dismissed. As in the
early days of the movement, this present
development proceeds without the induc­
ment of material reward, since the strict­
est injunction is laid upon Bahá'ís to ab­
stain from political activities in or
through the Cause.

In conclusion, I ask you to consider
one all-important fact: Just as a lighted
lamp is to be measured, not by its physi­
cal size, but rather by the area covered
by its rays, so a living religion should be
estimated, not in terms of numbers nor
of property, but by the area of human
experience it is able to illumine through
its innate force of truth. Were we to
follow, sympathetically and understand­
ingly, those beams of conscious love that
shine so brightly through the teachings
of Bahá'u'lláh, never again could we
bring ourselves to use the term "reli­
gions," but rather should we behold suc­
cessive outpourings of one same Divine

Love, undivided and indivisible—infin­
itely humble, the very spirit of meek­
ess, outwardly soon overthrown, yet re­
turning again and again through the ages,
the teacher, the consooler, the reconciler
of all mankind. None can claim that he
is a follower of Bahá'u'lláh until, in spir­
it, he is a follower of every Messenger
who has brightened earth with the "glad­
tidings" of the victory of God. None can
claim that he is a follower of Bahá'u'lláh
who conceives any portion or aspect
of life as non-religious, non-contributive
to the eternal ascent of the soul. None
can claim that he is a follower of Bahá'­
u'lláh whilst secret intolerance separates
him from any fellowman. Above all,
none can claim that he is a follower of
Bahá'u'lláh whose heart remains barren,
fearful or indifferent in this present age
—the day which is witness to the over­
throw of the foundations of materialism,
and the kindling of human hearts with
the spirit of universal knowledge and
love.

Permit me to close this brief, all too­
inadequate presentation of the Bahá'í
Cause with a prayer uttered by 'Abdu'l-
Bahá:

"Bring thy children together again, O
Lord, by the power of Thy Covenant, and
gather their dispersion by the might of
Thy promise, and unite their hearts by
the dominion of Thy love. Make them
love one another so that they may sacri­
fice their spirits, expend their substance
and freely devote their lives for each
other's sake.

"O Lord, cause to descend upon them
quietness and tranquillity. Shower upon
them the clouds of Thy mercy in great
abundance, and make them to character­
ise themselves with the attributes of the
Merciful!

"O Lord, make us firm in Thy noble
command and bestow upon us Thy gifts
through Thy bounty, grace and munifi­
cence.

"Verily, Thou art the Generous, the
Merciful, the Willer of all good!"
A Bahá'í class in Caucasus, Russia. This very interesting picture shows a group of Bahá'í children receiving instructions in the principles of character building.
THE SPEAKER WHO PRECEDED ME GAVE YOU A SKETCH OF THE HISTORY OF THE BAHÁ'Í MOVEMENT AS WELL AS A STATEMENT OF SOME OF ITS FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES AND TEACHINGS. IT NOW RESTS WITH ME TO EXPLAIN BRIEFLY THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THOSE PRINCIPLES AND TEACHINGS AND TO DESCRIBE THE Profound changes they have wrought in the lives of their followers.

At a time when the spirit of materialism was spreading all over Europe, when internal revolutions, diplomatic intrigues, political strife and economic rivalries were darkening the horizon of an agitated and suffering world, BAHÁ'U'LLÁH, FROM THE PRISON CITY OF 'AKKÁ, ADDRESSED A NUMBER OF EPISTLES TO THE MONARCHS AND RULERS OF THE WORLD TO WHOM HE DECLARED HIS TEACHINGS AND PRINCIPLES.

To the Baha'is these teachings stand out as the only remedy for the divers ills of the present age and the only solution of its manifold problems.

Bahá'u'lláh saw the world like the surface of a glacier hopelessly divided by innumerable fissures and dark and deep crevasses. The development of modern science had opened the eyes of men to the bigotry and prejudice that existed in religion and had so alienated them from it that even its pure and fundamental truths seemed, to their minds, to be darkened. The gulf existing between man and God was widening and agnosticism was the fashion of the day. The spirit of nationalism, embittered by fierce economic and political rivalries, had so widened the chasms separating the nations, that nothing less than a great world war could be foreseen.

Within the individual nations also, new lines of cleavage accentuated the divisions and differences of men, and class hatred and economic unrest were spreading fast over the European continent.

Bahá'u'lláh conceived the glorious vision of the Oneness of Mankind and set before Himself the task of healing, by aid of His fundamental principles, every sore that afflicted the body of humanity. He knew well that unless all the crevasses were bridged over and all the differences removed, unity and universal peace would not prove enduring, nor even attainable.

To bring back man to God and at the same time to enable him to appreciate the advantages which science provides, He declared that true religion and science cannot possibly be antagonistic. For both, in their essence, are truths, and between truths there can be no conflict. Moreover, to reconcile the religious, He laid it down, as a guiding principle, that the purpose of Religion is to provide a social bond, to create a new force in man's life, to infuse in him the love of his neighbor. If, therefore, a religion, which He likened to a medicine, should aggravate the disease, it is far better to be without it.

In adjusting international difficulties He did not advocate political methods. He knew that war is only the result of a state of mind, a spirit of blind and narrow nationalism inherent in man's heart. He, therefore, dealt His first blow by declaring that "Glory is not his who loves his country, but glory is his who loves his kind." All men are the sheep of one fold and God the divine and loving Shepherd. Why, therefore, slay each other?

As one of the sources of misunderstanding is multiplicity of languages, He called upon the members of the International House of Justice, either to create a new auxiliary language or to choose one of those already existing and to have it taught in all the schools of the world, so that ideas might be more easily diffused and the risk of grave misunderstanding lessened. He then laid down the broad lines that should direct the formation of the International House of Justice, a supreme and all-inclusive body whose members shall be fully accredited representa-
tives of all the peoples of the world. They shall assemble, and after mature deliberation, arbitrate on all questions, social, political and economic, which may lead to war.

In order to eliminate the root cause of all forms of class hatred He proclaimed, "Do ye know why We have created you from one clay? That no one should exalt himself over the other. Ponder in your heart how ye were created. It behooveth you, since We have created you all from the same substance, to be even as one soul, in such wise that ye may walk with the same feet, eat with the same mouth and dwell in the same land; that from your inmost being, by your deeds and actions, the signs of oneness and the essence of detachment may be made manifest. This is My counsel unto you, O ye concourse of Light! Heed ye this counsel, that ye may obtain the Fruit of Holiness from the Tree of Wondrous Glory."

Thus by taking away all the causes of differences Bahá'u'lláh sought to establish the Oneness of Mankind and to abolish definitely international and class war.

Up to the present religion has been static in nature. At the time of its appearance it satisfies the needs of humanity, solves its problems and improves its condition, but being rigid in its laws, fails to keep pace with civilization and slowly falls behind, loses its influence and becomes a drag on development. Bahá'u'lláh, however, has laid down some basic principles which can be applied to all stages of human progress, and then empowered the International House of Justice, which is a purely democratic institution, to amend these laws and mould them to the needs of the time. He says, "Inasmuch as for each time and day a particular law and order is expedient, power is given to the ministers of the House of Justice, so that they may execute that which they deem advisable at the time." So, according to the Bahá'í ideal religion will become a progressive and dynamic institution and remain a source of inspiration and progress.

During the last two or three decades various progressive movements have appeared with rather similar aims, proclaiming very much the same principles. Yet hardly has any one of them to my knowledge given such a comprehensive and perfect program of reform. They have each, as a rule, confined themselves to only a few of the vast and varied problems of the age, oblivious of the fact that, so long as one single sore remains neglected, germs may find their way in and endanger the life of humanity. For, how could universal peace be insured when religious and racial differences breed hatred or even when the multiplicity of languages hampers mutual understanding.

The service rendered by these various progressive movements is undeniably great and their efforts are highly valued by all Bahá'ís who on this occasion would like to place on record their sincere and profound appreciation.

In addition to the constant and appalling persecution the Bahá'ís have suffered at the hands of the fanatical elements in Persia, they have been the target of some misleading criticism from various writers of the West. Unable to deny the beauty and potency of the teachings of Bahá'u'lláh, these critics have not ceased to declare that such lofty principles were only inspiring ideals and not practical reforms attainable by mankind. These progressive movements have fortunately opened the eyes of the world not only to the practicability but also to the absolute and urgent need of our present civilization for the League of Nations. They have taught the world that a narrow nationalism was the curse of the present age and the recent past, and that the sooner we accustom ourselves to think super-nationally, the more easy it will become to manage our intricate international affairs.

Those critics imagined that the religions of the world could never be reconciled, but the modern developments of the science of comparative religion, which has come into prominence only in the last three decades, together with conferences similar and leading up to this present one,
will before long prove to the world that the fundamental principles underlying all the religions are one, that their only points of difference are the minor questions that relate to rites, ceremonies and external practices which must be necessarily modified with the changes in human wants and environment. The world has already begun to realize that controversies over such secondary points only serve to alienate those sincere souls to whom the heart of religion is all important and who by nature would be willing rather to hold out the hand of fellowship to all who worship at the Altar of the One Living God, than to wrangle over forms that seem to their minds of only secondary value.

I have tried to give a picture of the high aim that Baha'u'llah had set before Him, and now I pray your attention for a few moments more to a brief description of the far-reaching changes brought about in the life of His followers.

In the East, especially in the land of its birth, Persia, where it admittedly stands, amid the chaos and corruption of its heedless inhabitants, as the beacon-light of progress and reform, its achievements have been great. There, under an unceasing storm of persecution, abuse and calumny, the Movement has not only wrought a fundamental revolution in the life of the individuals but has also inaugurated various reforms of which I shall mention only two.

Wherever the number of the Bahá'ís is sufficiently great, and they can afford the means, a school has been established to provide the necessary primary education for girls as well as for boys. As even these schools are under constant threat of being closed, the Bahá'ís have not been able to pursue this course to its desired extent. Only three years ago one of the schools which had been established after immeasurable sacrifices and difficulties, was burned down by the mob and its poor students severely beaten and dispersed.

I need not dwell upon the degrading position of women in such a state as Persia. Not only are they debarred from the smallest measure of freedom and education, but are in many cases considered nothing more than a mere appendage, an indispensable, but utterly servile member of the household. Wherever a Bahá'í community can provide schools for its boys it also institutes one for its girls. In fact, Baha'u'llah clearly states that, as the girls will be the mothers of the future generations, they must receive preferential treatment in education. In electing the members of the Spiritual Assemblies, which are the centre of Bahá'í activities, the women are given a position absolutely equal to that of the men. There remains only one more step to take, and that is to discard the veil. This has not yet been done, because we believe that in a backward and immature country such as Persia, the education of both boys and girls should make much greater progress before the adoption of so drastic and daring a reform. The Bahá'í women have, however, organized societies of their own to educate themselves and further their cause. Before long, we all hope, even the veil will be set aside and the women accorded a position in Persia equal to their sisters even in some of the most progressive states of Europe.

In the West, where enlightened and capable governments are continuously enacting laws which provide for the material well-being of the citizens, this field for Bahá'í activity has not been so great. Its influence has been mainly to create the spirit of international brotherhood and wipe out religious, social and economic prejudices. Those who have had the chance of attending a Bahá'í meeting, either in the East or in the West, can appreciate the important and far-reaching influence of the Movement along that line. People of different, and at times conflicting, views assemble and enjoy mutual love and harmony. Even the most illiterate of the Bahá'ís are free from prejudice. To them Christian or Jew, Muhammadan or Zoroastrian, Eastern or Western, all stand on an equal footing and are considered as brothers in the love of the One God.
Moreover, when I see that it is only since the appearance of Bahá'u'lláh and the declaration of His principles that many movements have been established with the hope of spreading principles similar to His, when I see that it is since then that the conception of a League of Nations and International Brotherhood has come down from the field of mere idealism into common politics, that a movement for a Universal Language has been created, that women have been obtaining a better social and political position, and that the cause of Universal and free Education has been advanced, I cannot but endorse 'Abdu'l-Bahá's saying that "the spirit of the Cause is pulsating in the arteries of mankind," that we are undergoing that social and intellectual revival which appeared at the advent of every Prophet and prepared the world for accepting His Teachings.

In conclusion, it will be generally agreed that it would be far from God's infinite mercy to give His helpless creatures the freedom to tread on dangerous ground, and whilst knowing the solution of their problems to stand aside heedless of their sufferings and deaf to their constant prayers. It is in accordance with His divine attributes to give them guidance when need arises, to send them a Messenger with the necessary laws and commandments to put them on the right path of safety. And now that the social unrest is becoming a real menace to civilization itself, when world problems in their acuteness and multiplicity are baffling the minds of men, we, a small yet determined band, fired by the unquenchable enthusiasm of the promise of a New Day, firmly believe that the sea of divine compassion has surged, that the Lord has sent His Messenger with the necessary solution of those intricate problems. The Bahá'ís on their part have tried their utmost, have sacrificed their well-being, their property, their all, to diffuse this spirit far and wide. Is the world willing to answer their call, or at least to deem it worthy of attention?
LIVING RELIGIONS AND THE BAHÁ’Í MOVEMENT

An address delivered at Steinway Hall, London, England, September 28, 1924, during the Conference of Some Living Religions Within the British Empire, held at the Imperial Institute, London, September 22 to October 3, 1924.

BY

DR. WALTER WALSH

"All must adhere to the means which are conducive to love and unity."

—‘ABDU’L-BAHÁ.

DURING the week which has just ended, more than a dozen of the principal forms of religion—non-Christian and non-Judaic—the forms of religion we were taught to stigmatise as "heathen"—have been expounding their views to one another; and lo! their coming together has been found "conducive to love and unity." Those who followed the Conference through its various expositions, became conscious of a thought growing more and more into a conviction—the staggering thought and conviction, namely, that, spite of all surface differences, the living Religions are characterized by a fundamental unity. Where one may have expected conflict we find concord; where he anticipated antagonism we have found reconciliation; and where he looked for contraries we have discovered Unities.

Throughout these wonderful days, indeed, we have been receiving an object-lesson in the noble science of Comparative Religion. The old presumptions have been shrivelling up before our eyes. Our ears have heard—not the brazen discords of a sectarian jazz band, but the harmonious notes of a spiritual symphony. The note of our age is Reconciliation; and the grand symphony of the Universal has received new expression from the lips of the various exponents of the common faith. It is through the unity of the spirit exemplified in this Conference that the peace of the world will be finally secured.

Of all the notes in the General Evangels, none has sounded sweeter and clearer than that uttered by Bahá'u'lláh and His Successor ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, whose gracious, healing message some of us were privileged to hear from His own lips some years ago. The Bahá’í Movement occupies a foremost place among those new orientations which make for universal harmony and peace. It emphasizes the unity of the spirit of man, the unity of the religions in their essential characteristics and principles, and it prophesies and prepares the way for the final unity of the races.

What constitutes a "living religion?" Mr. Victor Branford, in his illuminating book on the subject, defines a "living religion" as one that has risen from a Nature-religion to a Spirit-religion, and which continues to enrich itself by social adaptations and the growing truths of science.

May I add to the description the idea that a "living religion" is one that teaches and inspires men and women to live—to live rationally, unselfishly, and fully. Following the lead of the Conference, it is clear that the trend of every form of religion in the world today is towards three great Unities—the Unity of God, the Unity of Man, and the Unity (or Comm-unity) of
Interests. I further assume that the spirit of religion—like the atmosphere around our bodies—seeks to induce the Peace of God in the heart, and the Peace of the World between nations.

First, take the idea of the Unity of God. History makes it clear that divided Deities imply divided Peoples. The age of Tribal Deities was the age of Tribal wars: Imperial Deities have landed us in Imperial wars. The ascent of Man is traced by his successive advances from the cave to the hut, from the hut to the village, from the village to the city, from the city to the nation, from the nation to the empire, from the empire to Humanity. The last step awaits to be taken. The tribal chiefs were merely super-savages who frequently offered their war captives in sacrifice to their gods. The imperial savages of today are content to penalize their beaten foes by impossible exactions, and by reducing them to industrial helotry. The moral ascent of peoples is marked by successive discoveries that national "rights" are not seldom international "wrongs." In the extent to which communities cease to attribute their own preferences and passions to the gods—in that degree does brotherhood become possible. When go the hostile gods, away go national hostilities.

To us, the history of the Semites is the most familiar example. Semitic history opens upon a whole catalog of tribal gods—Asshur of the Assyrians, Chemosh of the Moabites, Moloch of the Ammonites, Jehovah of the Hebrews. Monotheism was not yet born, and therefore separation was inevitable. A common religion is the most powerful of bonds, within its own limits, and when the limits are recognized to be no narrower than the Human Race, we get a Bond of Brotherhood that cannot be broken. When the Assyrians invaded Judah, Senacherib warned the Israelites that they need not think to be protected by their tribal Jehovah; for the gods of Samaria and other nations had been unable to protect their devotees from his—the Assyrian power; that is, from the Assyrian gods, who were more powerful than those of the Israelites (2 Kings xviii, 32-35). When the Assyrians carried away the Northern tribes of Samaria and repeopled the land with Babylonians, it is curiously stated that the new colonists did not know how to worship "the god of the land," who therefore became angry and punished them by an invasion of lions, so that they had to bring some of the Samarian priests back to restore the worship of "the god of the land," who was obviously an indigenous deity, as anthropologists term it—a deity who is limited and confined to the very soil, and unable to cross the border to succour his worshipers (2 Kings xvii, 26). This idea of the indigenous deity—the deity rooted in and confined to the very soil of a country—is curiously exemplified by the story of Naaman the Syrian, who, after being cured of his leprosy by the Hebrew Elisha, begged to carry back to Syria two mule-loads of Palestinian earth—a few spadefuls of Jehovah's land—on which, in Syria, he might build an altar, and offer sacrifice (2 Kings v, 17). At that primitive stage of theology, the least conception of Humanity was impossible, or of a United Race, or of the General Good.

On this occasion, time forbids me to trace the expansion of theology in the Semitic and other Oriental forms of religion, with their glimmerings of the larger truth and wider internationalism; such as are found, for example in the Hebrew drama of Jonah. To the Greek Stoics belongs the credit of first and definitely affirming the notion of the Brotherhood of Man, from which in turn sprang the idea of Natural Rights; but it was not till the break-up of the Roman empire followed by the conflicts between Emperor and Pope and the appalling wars that accompanied the passing of Feudalism—it was not till then, I say, that the idea of International Law formulated itself in the human mind, was expressed by Grotius the Dutch Jurist, and is now embodied in the International Court of Justice at the Hague.
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Theological prejudice involved in the idea of tribal or national Deities bore inevitable sour fruit in the shape of National Prejudice, which, with the possible exception of Sectarian Bigotry, is perhaps the most invincible foe of human progress. Hard to uproot are these hostile traditions! True ideas take long to realize, but the principle of progress is in the idea, and we cannot doubt that the wide acceptance of the Unity of God will be accompanied by a corresponding abatement of racial instincts, suspicions, and fears. The idea that nations are independent entities will yield to that of Human Solidarity. The realization of Human Solidarity will place the fact of Interdependence beyond dispute. Mutuality will take the place of hostility. Cooperation will replace competition. Instead of the false notion that a nation is endangered by the prosperity of its rivals, and that competition to the extent of war is necessary for self-preservation, we shall get the true notion of a Community of Interests, when every commercial tariff will be erased, every trade barrier thrown down; when every Custom House will be turned into an International Club and every Barracks into an International Theatre. With the old gods will pass away the old traditions and the old statesmen, and the human race will have entered definitely on the era of Universal Peace.

For mankind are one in spirit, and an instinct bears along,
Round the earth’s electric circle, the swift
flash of right or wrong;
Whether conscious or unconscious, yet
Humanity’s vast frame
Through its ocean-sundered fibres feels
the gush of joy or shame;—
In the gain or loss of one race all the rest
have equal claim.

(Lowell.)

If I am asked to furnish warrant for these shining expectations, I refer you to the Conference of Living Religions, which clearly intimates that religion is now striving to unite on the things that are fundamental and common to human nature. I have long seen, and frequently pointed out, that the Religions of the Orient were becoming subject to the same liberalizing influences as were those of the West. Criticism, Science, and Sociology are at work upon the Rig-Veda as well as upon the New Testament, and upon the Qur’an as well as upon the Bible. The spirit of the East and the West is evolving a common perception and a common purpose—the perception of the Unity of God, and the purpose of the Unity of Man; the mystical concept of the Kingdom of Heaven striving to realize itself in a Commonwealth of Nations—the grand dream of all the ages, bequeathed to this age to realize in one great, pacific, World-State.

Is it a dream?
Nay, but the lack of it the dream,
And failing it, life’s lore and wealth a dream,
And all the world a dream.

(Walt Whitman.)

It is plain that the idea of the Unity of Man follows on that of the Unity of God. This is the rock on which to build the civilization of the future—the Common Nature underlying all differences; while the militaristic civilization based on division and mistrust—“our unsurpassed civilization,” as an affected writer puts it—sinks deeper and deeper into the blood-soaked sands of time.

Let no one, however, suppose that our task is done! Let no one exclaim with the Lotos-eaters, “Here will we rest.” Progressive religion has yet stern work to do. It has to despatch the Ecclesiastical Gods to the same limbo as the vanishing Gods of the Tribe. The Externalities of Religion have to be cut away like dead branches, that the inner life, the life of the soul, the Communal Life of the race, may expand and bear its myriad fruits for the healing and enrichment of the peoples. The idea of Divine Favoritism must be banished from every form of
religion—the ideals of special privilege, chosen peoples, exclusive revelations, nationalistic incarnations, salvation limited by sacramental and liturgical conditions—all these egoistic ideals must be eliminated. A Deity with ecclesiastical prejudices can deliver mankind no more than a Deity with tribal prejudices. The Ecclesiastical Deities have given us divided America and sundered India and distracted Europe. During the war, the Ecclesiastical Deities gave us the spectacle of Protestant Britain, Roman Catholic Belgium, Greek Russia, and Free-thinking France united against Protestant Germany, Roman Catholic Austria, and Muhammadan Turkey. They fortified the hills around Nazareth with big guns, and surrounded Bethlehem with barbed-wire entanglements. The old Tribal Deities were resurrected "for the duration of the war," and clothed in the garb of modern ecclesiasticism.

The Ecclesiastical Deities pursue their victims to the bitter end, to the death, as men say. For example, according to newspaper records, five hundred men were drowned, and Mother Nature asked no questions, but buried them in one common ocean-grave. Three of the dead, however, were washed ashore, of whom one proved to be a Roman Catholic, the second a Greek Christian, and the third an Anglican, so they buried them in three separate graveyards! In a letter to 'Abdu'l-Bahá, the late Arminius Vambéry that great Orientalist and traveler, confessed that he had at different times professed himself a Jew, a Christian, a Muhammadan, and a Zoroastrian, in order to discover the truth of things for himself, and had found that "all these religions have become the instruments of tyranny and oppression in the hands of rulers and governors, and they are the causes of the destruction of the world of humanity." For these reasons, Vambéry enlisted himself on the side of 'Abdu'l-Bahá, and accepted with joy the prospect of a fundamental basis for a universal religion of God being laid through His efforts. [See page 162.]

Let us face the hard truth. As we have to get rid of prejudice, pride, patriotism and nationalism in the world of politics, so we have to abolish partisanship, particularism and exclusive claims of truth, messiahship, etc., from religion. Christians have usually stigmatized Muhammadanism as an intolerant form of religion; but the late Canon Cheyne—Christian scholar and dignitary of the Church—expressly accused Christianity of being "intolerant of other religions," while, in the same book,* he upholds the Bahá'í Movement (along with the Brahmo Somaj) as making for the Spiritual Unification of all peoples; for which reason he had attached himself to the Movement.

In this way, as it seems, will Comm-Unity of Interest be reached through the Unity of Man, as that is reached through the Unity of God. While the political leaders of the world—quite sincerely no doubt, for they are all terribly frightened—are striving to substitute for the old war-provoking "Balance of Power" a pacific League or "Concert of Nations," it is for the religious leaders of mankind to create a Symphony or Sisterhood of Religions. That is the thing which presses. It calls for an early and far more representative Conference of Religions to consider the one vital question of the Peace of the World. I can think of no one better qualified to convene such a World-Conference of Religious Representatives than is the Head of the Bahá'í Movement, Shoghi Effendi.

I hope I shall not die before seeing the completion of that great Mashriqu'l-Adhkár—the Dawning-Place of the Mention of God, on the shore of Lake Michigan—designed to be a vast and hospitable gathering-place for all the religions of the world; a resplendent symbol of the Unity of Man.

*The Reconciliation of Races and Religions.
of Man in the Oneness of God; and I might hope also to witness the completion of that similar Centre of Universal Religion, The Hall of All Religions as a great Peace Memorial—now being projected in India, even in the sacred city of Benares itself.

It is a wonderful thing that, in the very life-time of some here present, the great movement set in motion in Persia by the Báb, sanctified by His own blood and the blood of twenty thousand followers—extended and fortified by Bahá'u'lláh through forty years of captivity—and proclaimed to the Western world by the golden tongue of 'Abdu'l-Bahá—the Chrysostom of the Movement—should be universally acclaimed as expressing the chief Hope of the World. All forms of religion are essentially the same, it teaches—all prophets and teachers of truth are true—all men are brothers—women are equals with men—equal education—equal opportunity—this pure Universalism, this exemplification of clear thinking and noble living, and, I may add, holy dying, is not indeed confined to the Bahá'í Movement; it is proclaimed and followed by some I have already mentioned, and by others, including the Free Religious Movement—but it has been so expressly set forth by the sanctified sagacity of Bahá'u'lláh, proclaimed by the silver eloquence of 'Abdu'l-Bahá, and watered by the blood of twice ten thousand martyrs—that the Bahá'í may by all generous minds be regarded as first among many brethren.

Here is a highly devotional form of religion, offering full encouragement to the spiritual and aspirational side of human nature, but at the same time giving dis-couragement to its superstitious tendencies; a religion disclaiming supernatural sanctions, non-miraculous, ethical, pacifist, humanist, universalist, yet withal profoundly spiritual;—to such a religion the blundering blood-stained world may hopefully look for guidance and inspiration. I was particularly struck by the paragraph in the Bahá'í paper, (read to the Conference by Mr. Mountfort Mills), in which the writer referred to the Economic situation. Amid much reading of Economics, I do not remember to have seen the trouble so clearly diagnosed as in the first sentence I am about to quote or the remedy more clearly set forth than in the last:

"Now by the fear that is based on the idea of poverty either actual or prospective, the human soul is ever turned downward into nature, where the predominant law is the struggle for existence; and becoming dominated by this law, and captive to it, the soul's struggles only the more heavily burden its own chains. For the struggle for existence sets off the powers of one soul against the powers of another, and this mutual division of powers means mutual defeat. Thus in this day the sciences and inventions which shadow forth a universal order, and dumbly signify the existence of a reality whose law is co-operation, have become, through perversion, the greatest menace to the existence of mankind."

"The disease which afflicts the body of humanity is lack of love and absence of altruism. In the hearts of men no real love is found, and the condition is such that unless their susceptibilities are awakened by some power so that unity, love and accord develop within them, there can be no healing, no relief among mankind."

('Abdu'l-Bahá.)

This pure Universalism, this great Humanist religion, is fast outrunning both church and synagogue, both mosque and temple, and will speedily cover the earth with the glow of a brighter day. A European Club in China one day gathers Russians, Frenchmen, Germans, Austrians, Britons, Americans; they shake hands all round and sing Burns' immortal "Auld Lang Syne!" The soldiers at the front could with difficulty be kept from fraternizing—they stopped the fighting and sang Christmas carols in Flanders. Verily there is neither Jew nor Greek, Russian, French, German, Indian, Afri-
can, nor Turk, but all are one in Humanity and Humanity's God. On the altar of this glorious Universalism let us sacrifice our patriotic pride, our racial antagonsisms, our religious antipathies, our theological prepossessions, our church limitations! To this Blessed Gospel of Reconciliation let us dedicate our lives!

We see our way as birds their trackless way,
We shall arrive! what time, what circuit first,
We ask not; but unless God send His hail
Or blinding fireballs, sleet or stifling snow,
In some time, His good time, we shall arrive.
The Teaching Committee of the Bahá'ís of Hamadán, Persia.
THE BAHÁ'Í ATTITUDE TOWARDS MUḤAMMAD


BY ‘ABDU’L-BAHÁ

MUḤAMMAD appeared in the desert of Hijaz in the Arabian Peninsula, which was a desolate, sterile wilderness, sandy and uninhabited. Some parts, like Mecca and Madina, are extremely hot; the people are nomads with the manners and customs of the dwellers in the desert, and are entirely destitute of education and science. Muḥammad Himself was illiterate, and the Qurʾān was originally written upon the blade bones of sheep, or on palm leaves. These details indicate the condition of the people to whom Muḥammad was sent.

These Arab tribes were in the lowest depths of savagery and barbarism. Muḥammad was reared among these tribes, and after enduring thirteen years of persecution from them, He fled (to Madīna). But this people did not cease to oppress; they united to exterminate Him and all His followers. It was under such circumstances that Muḥammad was forced to take up arms.

This is the truth: personally we are not bigoted and do not wish to defend Him, but we are just, and we say what is just. Look at it with justice.

If Christ Himself had been placed in such circumstances among such tyrannical and barbarous tribes, and if for thirteen years He with His disciples had endured all these trials with patience culminating in flight from His native land—if in spite of this these lawless tribes continued to pursue Him, to slaughter the men, to pillage their property, and to capture their women and children, what would have been Christ’s conduct with regard to them? If this oppression had fallen only upon Himself He would have forgiven them, and such an act of forgiveness would have been most praiseworthy; but if He had seen that these cruel and blood-thirsty murderers wished to kill, to pillage and to injure all these oppressed ones, and to take captive the women and children, it is certain He would have protected them, and would have resisted the tyrants. What objection, then, can be taken to Muḥammad’s action?

Muḥammad never fought against the Christians; on the contrary, He treated them kindly and gave them perfect freedom. A community of Christian people lived at Najran who were under His care and protection. Muḥammad said, “If anyone infringes their rights, I myself will be his enemy, and in the presence of God I will bring a charge against him.” In the edicts which He promulgated it is clearly stated that the lives, properties, and laws of the Christians and Jews are under the protection of God.

Briefly, in such a country, and amidst such barbarous tribes, an illiterate man produced a Book in which, in a perfect and eloquent style, He explained the divine attributes and perfections, the prophethood of the Messengers of God, the divine laws, and some scientific facts.

Thus, you know that before the observations of modern times, that is to say, during the first centuries and down to the fifteenth century of the Christian era, all the mathematicians of the world
agreed that the earth was the center of the universe, and that the sun moved. The famous astronomer, Copernicus, who was the protagonist of the new theory, discovered the movement of the earth and the immobility of the sun. Until his time all the astronomers and philosophers of the world followed the Ptolemaic system, and whoever said anything against it was considered ignorant. Though Pythagoras, and Plato during the latter part of his life, adopted the theory that the annual movement of the sun around the Zodiac does not proceed from the sun, but rather from the movement of the earth around the sun; this theory had been entirely forgotten, and the Ptolemaic system was accepted by all mathematicians. But there are some verses revealed in the Qur'an contrary to the theory of the Ptolemaic system. One of them is, “The sun moves in a fixed place” (Sura 36), which shows the fixity of the sun, and its movement around an axis. Again, in another verse, “And each star moves in its own heaven” (Sura 36). Thus is explained the movement of the sun, of the moon, of the earth, and of other bodies. When the Qur'an appeared all the mathematicians ridiculed these statements, and attributed the theory to ignorance. Even the doctors of Islam, when they saw that these verses were contrary to the accepted Ptolemaic system, were obliged to explain them away.

It was not until after the fifteenth century of the Christian era, nearly nine hundred years after Muḥammad, that a famous astronomer, Galileo, made new observations and important discoveries by the aid of the telescope which he had invented. The rotation of the earth, the fixity of the sun, and also its movement around an axis, were discovered. It is thus evident that the verses of the Qur'an agree with existing facts, and that the Ptolemaic system is imaginary.

In short, many Oriental peoples have been reared for thirteen centuries under the shadow of the religion of Muḥammad. During the middle ages, while Europe was in the lowest depths of barbarism, the Arab peoples were superior to the other nations of the earth in learning, in the arts, mathematics, civilization, government, and other sciences. The enlightener and educator of these nomadic tribes, and the founder of the civilization and perfections of humanity among these different races, was an illiterate man, Muḥammad. Was this illustrious man a thorough educator or not? A just judgment is necessary.
A MODERN INTERPRETATION OF MUHAMMADANISM

The following letter was written to a Clergyman who, in giving a very liberal course of lectures on the Religions of the World, showed, however, some apprehension as to Muhammadanism and its historic growth.

BY

HENRIETTA C. WAGNER

I have heard your two lectures on Muhammadanism and rejoice to see the effort that is being made towards appreciation and mutual understanding, in lieu of the old idea that the Muhammadans were heathen, their religion false, and ours the only true one.

I have been something of a student of Muhammadanism for many years, and, through contact with people reared in the Muhammadan faith, I have gained a new angle or point of view. In the first place, as we would not wish Muslims to judge of Christianity by the late spectacle of the Christian nations slaughtering each other, so we should not judge Muslims by the acts of some of their leaders.

To go back to the time of Muhammad: I think history will bear me out in the statement that Muhammad did not take up the sword to defend Himself and His followers until it was plain that His enemies meant to exterminate His religion. If their plan had been to kill Him alone, He would doubtless have given up His life joyfully, as Jesus did. But He was dealing with a different class of people, the lawless, bloodthirsty Arab tribes, who made war upon each other and stole their women and children. And, by the way, the custom of veiling the women antedated the time of Muhammad, when the Arabs veiled their wives and daughters as a protection against their enemies. These people to whom Muhammad was sent were so vicious that it has been said our American Indians were civilized compared with them. They buried their infant daughters alive, considering the birth of one a disgrace; a man could have a woman by throwing his cloak over her; he could throw her aside on any provocation, and he could have a thousand women if he wished.

Muhammad finally organized these people into families, limiting them to four wives, and only this number if they were able to support them. It would have been impossible at that time to have made monogamists of these people, and thus the divine wisdom was manifested in leading them gradually into a better life. Today, through the example of a Great Soul in the Orient, who was a monogamist and set the example of a beautiful home life, many thousands of Muhammadans are becoming monogamists.

Speaking of the sword, we must remember that that day was the day of the sword. Did not Jesus Himself say, “I came not to bring peace, but a sword?” By this He did not mean that He came to make trouble, but that His day, or dispensation, was not the day of peace—that was to come later. His day or dispensation was to be one of warfare, of bloodshed. He gave His peace to His disciples, but not to the world, for the world was against Him, and He knew the awful suffering and turmoil and un-
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rest that must transpire before the people of the earth would turn their faces to God. Muḥammad knew the same thing.

I am not one of those who believe that Muḥammad obtained His knowledge of Jesus Christ from any written literature, or even by contacting with Christians, however wise or ignorant they may have been. He has been called the "ignorant camel driver." It is certain that He was not taught in schools, but received His knowledge from divine inspiration, even as Jesus did, and the very fact that there is the same thread of heavenly wisdom running through the Qurʾān as through the Bible and other sacred books of the world, proves that they were all of divine origin, inspired by one and the same God. Muḥammad is spoken of as the "Seal of the Prophets"—that is, the last of the line of Prophets "before the great and awful day of the Lord," and He speaks of Jesus continually as the "Spirit" or the "Son of God," and makes, as you know, frequent reference to all the Prophets of God who came before Him.

No, I believe that, even as the Angel Gabriel appeared to Joseph and Mary, he also appeared to Muḥammad, as He said, at various times, and dictated the Qurʾān in sections, the original being written upon palm leaves and the dried bones of sheep and camels. As you say, parts of the Qurʾān are illuminating, "other parts not so much." Is this not true of our Bible also? I have heard agnostics say the Bible was not fit to be read, and they would point to certain things that Abrahaim and Solomon did. We might well say to those people, "Why don't you read the Sermon on the Mount, instead of the passages you refer to?"

We must also remember that, as our Bible is subject to interpretation, so also the Qurʾān is subject to interpretation, and it is difficult for a Western mind to grasp, but that may be partly due to faulty translations. Speaking for myself, I have a copy of the Qurʾān that I have had for fifteen years. At one time I set myself religiously the task of reading it, chapter by chapter. In this way I have read it over half through, but it was the hardest reading I ever did.*

It may be, as you say, that the Qurʾān seems to be fatalistic, but that would seem to be due, also, to the character of the people to whom Muḥammad came and to the methods which it was necessary to take with them. It was necessary to take those vicious people by the heels and hold them over the burning lake of hell fire. He was constantly speaking of the wrath of God and hell fire, the Day of Judgment and the torment that awaited those who disobeyed the commands of God. Of course we know that these terms are only symbols.

In regard to Muḥammad's attitude towards women, I refer to the oath of Muḥammad, which He required His followers to take. I have not a copy of this oath at hand, but it was to the effect that if a Muḥammadan married a Christian woman, He should treat her with kindness, He was not to interfere with her belief, but allow her to worship as she wished, and when she died her body was to be buried with her people. Also, it has been verified that Muḥammad took into His home many women and girls as a protection, who served in various capacities, and with even some it is said that He even went through a form of marriage, but to those who truly knew the man it was evident that He had one love and that was His beloved wife Kadeesha, the mother of Fatima, who married 'Ali, His cousin and right-hand man. Through these two holy souls the spiritual descendants of Muḥammad, the twelve Imāms proceeded. These Imāms were mostly, if not all, put to death, and the religion fell into the hands of the corrupt caliphs, who saw an opportunity to propagate the religion for worldly gain, carried it into other countries at the point of the sword, and continued to hold Jeru-

[*No good translation of the Qurʾān exists in English. In the French translation one finds the Qurʾān much more readable. —EDITORS.]
salem, the Holy City, until the expiration of the time prophesied in our Bible, twelve hundred and sixty years.

So it is evident that the Western idea of Muhammadanism is gained from the operations of these corrupt caliphs, not from the remnant of truly holy souls in every dispensation who have not "bowed the knee to Baal."

I was hoping to hear you speak of the contribution which the Muhammadans have made to science and art, and of its value, particularly during the "dark ages." In a little book of excerpts which I have gathered for many years, I find the following. I do not know its origin, but I think it is from an encyclopedia:

"It is well known that many of the sciences and arts enjoyed today were introduced into Europe during the 'middle ages' through a Muhammadan seat of learning, Cordova, Spain.

"The Arabs and Moors were an industrious people and the agriculture of Spain was in a most flourishing condition during their occupation of the country. They introduced plantations of sugar, rice, and cotton.

"The Moors of Spain made the finest paper manufactured in Europe, and their carpets and silks, gold and silver embroidery, manufactures in steel and leather, were long unrivaled.

"We are indebted to the Saracens of Spain for the elements of many of the useful sciences, especially chemistry. They introduced the simple Arabic figures which we use in arithmetic. They taught mathematics, astronomy, philosophy and medicine, and were so superior in knowledge to the Christian nations of Europe that many Christians of all nations went to be educated in the Arabian schools of Cordova."*

Muhammad taught that the earth revolved around the sun hundreds of years before the fact was discovered by Copernicus.

Referring again to Muhammad's attitude towards women, it is claimed by the Muslim women themselves that the degradation of the past centuries cannot be attributed to Him or His teachings, but rather to the aforesaid corrupt leaders who thus kept the people in subjection. Thank God, a New Day has dawned and our Muslim sisters throughout the Orient are becoming enlightened and educated, are laying aside their veils and breaking away the shackles that have bound them for centuries.

I wish you much success in your work of breaking down the prejudices which have kept God's people apart. I feel that the dawn is truly breaking and that a New Day of unity, co-operation, mutual understanding and love is being ushered in.

Sincerely yours,

HENRIETTA C. WAGNER.

[*Seignobos, in his Histoire de la Civilisation devotes many pages to the contributions of Muhammadan culture to medieval Europe.—EDITORS.]
Bahá’í ladies of Persia.
THE WORLD-WIDE INFLUENCE OF QURRATU'L-'AYN

BY STANWOOD COBB

(From Star of the West)

"Amongst the women of our own time is Qurratu'l-'Ayn, the daughter of a Muhammadan priest. At the time of the appearance of the Báb she showed such tremendous courage and power that all who heard her were astonished. She threw aside her veil, despite the immemorial custom of the Persians, and although it was considered impolite to speak with men, this heroic woman carried on controversies with the most learned men, and in every meeting she vanquished them. When imprisoned she said, 'You can kill me as soon as you like, but you cannot stop the emancipation of women.'"—'ABDU'L-BAHÁ.

The power of a great life to inspire other lives is vividly typified in the remarkable and dramatic influence of the great Persian feminist and poetess, Qurratu'l-'Ayn, upon the New Woman Movement in Austria. The relation between this heroine of Persia, one of the greatest women the world has ever produced, and Marianne Hainisch, the greatest pioneer and leader in the Woman Movement of Austria for the last fifty years, is indeed dramatic. It came about in this way:

At the time when Mme. Hainisch, now the mother of the President of Austria, was turning toward work for the emancipation of womanhood, she was in the very closest friendship with Marie von Najmajer, who was also devoting herself to the work of womanhood and of humanity. Marie von Najmajer, the most gifted poetess of Austria in the last generation, never married. It was not that she did not have love for man, or that she had any antagonistic thoughts toward marriage, but because she wished to give her entire life to humanity.

Into the life of this poetess came, about 1870, a great inspiration from reading the career of Qurratu'l-'Ayn—the story of whose life and martyrdom in the early days of the Bahá'í Movement is well known to the readers of the Bahá'í Magazine, Star of the West. Marie von Najmajer, as the result of this inspiration, did her greatest creative work—a long narrative poem entitled "Qurratu'l-'Ayn"—based upon the life of this heroine. It is her greatest poem and one of the greatest pieces of poetic work Austria has produced, published in book form in 1874. From this beautiful poem a brief passage may be quoted in translation from the German in order to show both the poetic quality of this author and the character of Qurratu'l-'Ayn in its power to inspire:

The news of Qurratu'l-'Ayn's approach
Was quickly spread to borders of the Caspian Sea,
And to Bedesht came many folk in pilgrimage
To meet her on the coming day.

And so one day upon the forest's edge,
Where many tents were brightly stretched
Surrounded by gay carpet spread,
There streamed the people in, and lo,
Qurratu’l-‘Ayn
Appeared, the people of Mázindarán to
greet.

They all expected a haughty woman to see
Masterful, of lordly mien
And of proud glance.
And behold there came she from the forest
Tender-miened and lovely as a sunbeam
Breaking through a crown of foliage green;
In the highest simplicity, like an angel,
Modestly smiling as a beseeching child.

Yet as she, in clear and simple terms,
Begun to speak
She appeared with every word to grow;
And continually by inspiration carried forward
She stood at last before them like a goddess
And cried inflamed, “Now the time is come
When God in spirit shall be worshiped and in truth.
There is come to us a New Light, a New Law;
And heart and soul and spirit shall rejoice.

“Yet such a great event not without struggle comes to pass!
Oh shrink not from a thousand sacrifices,
You chosen people, you children of this epoch!
There has come to us a Son of Light.
Arise, you men of Irán, give testimony of the truth!

“And also you—my own poor sex—you women, O awake!
The hour comes when no more in the harem
Hopeless and imprisoned shall you wait.
For other safer stiller days keep your innate timidity and fear;
But now prove yourselves companions to your husbands
In the struggle for humanity’s highest good.
The time is great! Oh friends, be great as it!”

Then rang a thousand-throated cry to greet her—
Inspired, sobbing and in jubilation—
“Prophetess, behold us ready and prepared
For all. We swear it to you, by God and by the Báb.”

“Then let us pray for strength and unity,” she called.

It was at the time of the publication of this poem that Marie von Najmajer and Marianne Hainisch, working in close unity, became the great moulder of thought in Austria for the equality of men and women and for the education of all boys and girls. The life of Qurratu’l-‘Ayn, stirring the creative genius and the human soul of the Austrian poetess, reached also Marianne Hainisch and became a great inspiration in the joint lives of these two noble women for the freedom of womanhood in Austria, as Qurratu’l-‘Ayn had been the great pioneer and martyr for the freedom of the women in Persia.

It was in 1870, Mme. Hainisch told Miss Martha Root—to whose interview with the Austrian leader we are indebted for the material for this article—that Mme. Hainisch first met Marie von Najmajer in a great assembly. Marie had been reading a great deal about Qurratu’l-‘Ayn and the history of the Báb and she decided to write a poem to portray the wonderful life of Qurratu’l-‘Ayn and the teachings of the Báb. This meeting was the beginning of a great friendship between Marianne and Marie. They de-
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...decided that they would work to get better schools for women. Marianne Hainisch spoke openly and in public, pleading that the Government should furnish schools for girls and that they should have the same privileges as boys in education. They demanded complete rights for women. Marie von Najmajer, blessed with ample means, remained single and devoted all her life and much of her means to this cause of womanhood. Marianne Hainisch, also fortunate in the possession of ample means, used it to aid her in the work so dear to her heart. The day when these two women met in 1870 may be said therefore to be the day when the New Woman Movement was founded in Austria.

Miss Martha L. Root, Bahá’í lecturer and writer, recently interviewed Marianne Hainisch in her quiet country home near Vienna. From her own lips she received this story of her work, and that of Marie von Najmajer, for the New Woman Movement in that country. These two women from 1870 on worked with the greatest enthusiasm for the better education of women, for the rights of women to enter the professions.

Marianne Hainisch said in the course of this interview: “Men could have their shops and their estates, they could do any work they wished, but women did not have the privilege of going to the universities. Marie von Najmajer and I strove to attain for girls opportunities to study just as boys did. We worked to secure for girls also gymnasium exercises, physical culture, and all other opportunities that were open to the boys of Austria. I was always a liberalist, a liberalist in religious thought as well as in the work of women. I worked, not that the rich alone should have education, but that all other women of the working classes might enjoy life.”

“Miss Root” she said, “all this that you can speak about so freely, in my day and in the day of Quurratu’l-‘Ayn was not so easy to speak about; but we have succeeded, and now women do have privileges and opportunities as do men.”

“Mme. Hainisch lives very simply,” writes Miss Root, “in a most charming small house with lovely gardens. She is very active, and though I arrived one-half hour ahead of time, she was ready to receive me. A man from one of the syndicates from America called while I was there and asked for an interview regarding politics. Mme. Hainisch answered him, ‘I am not a bit interested in politics. I have nothing to say to you. I am only interested in world peace, constructive work for women and for the welfare of humanity.’”

From her seventieth birthday until now, when she is eighty-eight, her birthday anniversary has been celebrated so lovingly by her friends in Austria that she now, as she tells Miss Root, goes out of the city on that day so that her friends cannot spend their precious time doing things for her. Her son, who is President of Austria, said to her on the occasion of her last anniversary, “Do you not want more—can I not give you something?” And she replied, “I only want what is necessary to live.”

Mme. Hainisch, like Quurratu’l-‘Ayn, is not a masculine type of woman. As a girl she was very beautiful; as a woman tender, sympathetic, loving, fulfilling all the duties of womanhood in her home, neglecting none of those in her larger work for women.

From the collection of appreciations published in connection with her seventieth birthday, the following quotation may be of interest: “A womanly ideal for all time is Marianne Hainisch, a real woman in her charm, her tenderness, her joy of life, beautiful also in the loving quality of her heart, daughter, wife, mother, perfect as the Creator willed her to be; yet a champion also of all others, for the rights of a new day, weariless fighter against bigotry and barbarism. For livelihood, for bread the New Woman Movement called, but the competition with the trained intelligence of man could only be undertaken when the
Mme. Hainisch, mother of the President of Austria and leading feminist of that country, in her study, where she was interviewed by Miss Martha Root.
intelligence of woman should receive equal training, so she fought step by step on the heated battle field of schools for girls. Quietly and unnoticed she founded, as a private school, the first high school for girls in Vienna. Today this school is flourishing and sends yearly a group of graduates to the universities. Never complaining, she has through her inspiration and zeal for this goal, won friends and assistance until the 'Association for Wider Education of Women' has become a power in our city. For girls she has striven long and earnestly for complete education and professional training, and for the boys also in our schools, with the warm heart of mother and grandmother. She has given her strength and influence to work against antiquated methods and unpedagogic harshness.'

That so energetic and so broad-minded a champion for right should strive not only for the rights of women but also for international friendship of various nations is to be expected. And so Mme. Hainisch has thrown herself into the peace movement with the deepest conviction and the warmest zeal. (Mme. Hainisch was for years President of the League of Austrian Women's Clubs.) Through her influence this Austrian League joined the world association of women, the International Council of Women. In 1899 Mme. Hainisch attended the second Convention of this Movement in London; later she attended Conventions in Berlin and in Toronto, Canada. Her work for world peace has therefore been as distinguished as her work for women's rights.

A glowing tribute to this remarkable woman is a brief poem by her dear friend Marie von Najmajer:

Oh say not with such a modest mien
You cannot poetize,
For to me appears in you
The purest form of poetry.

That beautiful quick-kindled fire
In your eyes and countenance;
The peculiar charm which ever flows
From your sweet and gentle soul;
The lovely grace which unites in you
The earnest fighting soul of purest woman;
Your strife, to all the light to bring,—
Is to me the most inspiring poetry.

That to this noble woman, Mme. Hainisch, mother of a President, founder of the New Woman Movement for Austria, and successful champion of it for over fifty years, who had at the beginning of her career been touched by the life of Qurratu'l-'Ayn and the Báb,—that to this woman in her last and gloriously glowing days should come the message of the Bahá'í Movement, is but fitting and perhaps destined. She had not heard of the Bahá'í Movement, and how the message of Bahá'u'lláh was the fulfillment of what the Báb had preached, until Miss Root brought it to her attention. She received the book, Bahá'u'lláh and the New Era, by Dr. J. E. Esslemont, very graciously and informed herself of its contents. Though she could not attend the lectures on the Bahá'í Movement given by Miss Root, she asked her dearest friend to go and report to her every detail of the lectures. Afterwards this friend brought to Miss Root a gift for the Bahá'í Assembly of Vienna—the books of Marie von Najmajer. An extra copy of the poem 'Qurratu'l-'Ayn,' given to Miss Root personally has been presented by Miss Root to the Bahá'í Archives of the United States, and it is from this book that we have quoted in this article.

Martha Root says of Mme. Hainisch: "She is the greatest woman I have met in Austria. Studying the Woman's Movement of Austria we see that Mme. Hainisch and Marie von Najmajer have been the great moulders of thought for
the equality of men and women and for equal education of the girl and boy in Austria, and now there are thousands of women in Austria with this great ideal. I pondered in my heart how Qurratu'l-'Ayn, the first woman martyr in Persia for the work of religious freedom of women, for universal education and universal suffrage for women, had influenced these two beautiful young women in Austria so spiritually wide-awake."

Just as the life of the Persian heroine proved such a great inspiration to these noble women of Austria whose work has been so effective for womanhood and for humanity, so may the life of Marianne Hainisch here presented bring inspiration to all by her noble work and life, blessed with ample means for the gratification of self-interests but rising above the pleasures and charm of society. From an early age throwing her great heart, soul and brilliant mind and charm of personality into the continual struggle that was not without its hardships and persecution; fighting always for the good not only for women but for men,—she stands in her old age like a mountain aglow with the bright light of the rising sun. It is the Light of the New Age which shines upon her brow.

Bahá'í Feast, June 1926, Commemorating Unity Feast given by 'Abdu'l-Bahá in the pines at West Englewood, New Jersey, June 1912.
"True Bahá’í meetings are the mirrors of the Kingdom wherein images of the Supreme Concourse are reflected. In them the lights of the Most Great Guidance are visible. They voice the summons of the heavenly Kingdom and echo the call of the angelic hosts to every listening ear."—‘Abdu’l-Bahá.

THE ineffaceable traces of His visit to America were left by ‘Abdu’l-Bahá in the hearts of His friends. He occupied that house, spoke under this tree, or walked through a certain park; which makes them profoundly precious to those, who in imagination, can heighten them to become the conveyors of His actual Presence.

These physical objects, however, can only survive within marked limits of time and space. It is in those institutions of eternal significance, impregnated by the Spirit of the Master, founded by Him upon the solidarity of the human heart, upon the divine yearning within the human soul that makes all aspiring men everywhere of one kindred and of one family; it is in such foundations, hallowed by His Creative Word, that the very Power and Purpose of His Life are actually expressed.

Such is the annual meeting continued as a “Souvenir of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá,” and founded by Him personally at West Englewood, New Jersey, in June 1912.

Each year on this anniversary, Mr. Roy C. Wilhelm and his mother lovingly welcome as guests of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá the Bahá’ís and their friends from all over the world.

Several hundred gathered on June 25th, 1927, to commemorate the founding of the Feast and the visit of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá fifteen years ago. The weather was favorable, so after a picnic lunch in an adjoining grove, these friends gathered in the shade of the trees overhanging Evergreen Cabin, to listen to a most interesting group of addresses delivered by representatives of different races, nations and creeds. The universal and inclusive character of the addresses confirmed the advent of a New Age, struck as a keynote by Mr. Wilhelm in his graceful introductory remarks.

Mr. Mountfort Mills, who has so adequately brought from Haifa after his long sojourn with Shoghi Effendi the peace and refreshment of that unique and potent spot, read the Words uttered by ‘Abdu’l-Bahá on the occasion when that now historic group first gathered here as His guests.

This was followed by a vigorous exposition of the Bahá’í teachings and principles set forth by Mr. James F. Morton. Mr. Morton, a scholar, scientist and linguist of note, eloquently told the story of how the breadth and sanity of the Message of Baha’u’llah had rescued him from atheism and the cynicism of a materialistic outlook.

Mr. Morton was followed by the Rev. Richard Bolden, pastor of the Harlem Immanuel Church, who spoke with the fire and feeling of his gifted race, on the significance of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá as a racial unifier.

Mrs. Marie B. Moore read from the
Utterances of Bahá'u'lláh with interesting illustrations and comments. She was followed by Mrs. Mary Hanford Ford, who, with the grace and forcefulness that have endeared her to two generations of Bahá'ís, set forth the inner meaning of such a gathering, convened from so many races, lands and climes.

Dr. H. H. Proctor, Congregational minister from Brooklyn, gave a stirring account of the work of his colored congregation in building a church, to be opened in the fall, in which many sects and denominations will worship. One of the rooms in this edifice will be dedicated to 'Abdu'l-Bahá.

A feature that contributed an element of true loveliness to the meeting was the music furnished by one of the village choirs. Due to some inadvertence the organ, which was to have been delivered by truck to the Log Cabin, failed to come, so the church members carried it several blocks in order to contribute the music for the occasion. The voices seemed unusually beautiful in the soft air and lent great charm to the program.

The feature of outstanding importance at the Souvenir meeting was the presence of Rúhí Effendi Afnán, who but a few days before had arrived from Haifa, Palestine. The most striking characteristics of this pleasing young man are sanity and modesty. Gifted with exceptional clarity of thought and native penetration, he brings to the work of the Cause a true spiritual ardor, that usually does not accompany the attitude of the student.

To the average man an ideal is something wistful, elusive, withdrawn, impractical. To the social benefactor and man of vision the ideal is not the antithesis of the practical: the ideal and the practical go hand in hand; the antithesis of the ideal is the brutal. The only distinction between the ideal and the practical is a difference of tense: the practical is present; the ideal is future. And if today's ideal does not become the practice of tomorrow, then it was not an ideal at all, but a phantasy, a chimera, a vagary. It is with the definite assurance that today's teaching will become tomorrow's action that Rúhí Effendi Afnán continually speaks of the Cause of Bahá'u'lláh. To his enlightened eyes "the glory of the coming of the Lord" is already existent, and the government of Bahá'u'lláh already established, through that leap of the mind that sees the present order of brutality and chaos replaced by the "healing of the nations."

In his brief speech he developed a very interesting theme on the reconciliation of science and religion.

There is always an exuberance in such Bahá'í gatherings. The picnic supper in the grove was a joyous reunion of old friends and new, a merry material feast following such a noble spiritual banquet. It was most gratifying to note a large number of new Bahá'ís, inducted into the Cause during the past year.

At the evening session, Mr. Hooper Harris, of New York, one of the most impressive and informed speakers in the Cause, gave a brief survey of some of the fundamental Bahá'í teachings, followed by Rúhí Effendi Afnán, who, with his marked lucidity and restraint, set forth our most important principles.

The memorable day was brought to a close by a prayer and benediction from a local minister.

Bahá'í meetings continually demonstrate the efficacy of the teachings of the Founders of the Faith. Particularly is it noticeable in this sacred spot in West Englewood where the Divine Exemplar traveled the path and pointed the way. "You must know," said 'Abdu'l-Bahá, "that God is compassionate towards all; you must love all from the utmost depths of your heart... You shall by no manner of means prefer yourselves before others... Let all your thoughts be turned toward the rejoicing of hearts... Let each one amongst you be illumined, be spiritual, be divine, be glorious, be of God, and be a Bahá'í."

THE BAHÁ’Í CAUSE AT THE UNIVERSAL ESPERANTO CONGRESSES AT EDINBURGH AND DANZIG

BY

MARTHA L. ROOT

THE CONGRESS AT EDINBURGH

The Eighteenth Universal Esperanto Congress was held in Edinburgh, Scotland, July 31 to August 7, 1926. Perhaps there is no better way to begin telling you about it than by using the words of the mother of George Stephenson, who used to live in Great Britain not so many hours ride from Edinburgh. When George Stephenson was inventing his steam engine his dear dubious mother kept saying, “O George, it will never go!” When it was completed and running perfectly, this inventor took his mother for a ride. Then she suddenly said, “O George, it will never stop!” That in one line is the position of Esperanto.

This Eighteenth Universal Esperanto Congress is the forerunner of the International Congresses of the future. It was not a congress just to talk about Esperanto as a language. That stage is past; people from half the countries of the world arose and discussed all the modern progressive movements conscious that one thousand delegates from thirty-nine different countries were understanding every word. An Esperanto International Summer University was another excellent feature. The Congress was called “The Congress of Joy.”

What could be more thrilling or more of a liberal education than to come to Edinburgh to this Universal Esperanto Congress! The very trip itself was extraordinary. As Esperantists journeyed through various lands en-route, they were met at railway stations and ship docks by friends in ‘Esperantujo’ (the Land of Esperanto). Each one felt himself at home and as one family, for his brothers and sisters speaking his dear language showed him the best of the sights in their city, and they showed him love. Later the trains pouring into Edinburgh with their universal passengers often had four or five sections. The Scotch Esperantists, many British and all those newly arrived from other lands met the incoming guests with the green flags flying high. The welcomes in one tongue reverberated back from the glass roof of the station.

Edinburgh has welcomed many International Congresses but none so unique as this. Beautiful Princess Street, very ‘Scotch’ did not say; “I am the greatest promenade in Europe;” Edinburgh did not say, “I am the modern Athens;” but with their beauty, their glorious gardens, their castle and other historic charming buildings and monuments, they were—and the Congress visitors had capacity to see! The Scotch did not do a lot of talking about hospitality, but the following is a little of their hospitality: The city gave the free use of the street cars to all Esperantists and the conductors saluted the ‘Kongresanoj’ in Esperanto. The newspapers told the price of the journals in Esperanto; the menus in leading restaurants were in Esperanto. The city gave a great reception of welcome.
the officials wearing their royal red robes, and introducing their best Scotch music and dances in Highland costume.

St. Giles' Cathedral with its stately tower that seemed to say to the Esperantists: "Come to me, I am the preacher and teacher of peace," was the scene of the Esperanto sermon on Sunday. Sitting in that great cathedral, side by side with brothers and sisters from almost every land, one felt that John Knox, who so often used to preach there, had not thundered in vain his call to religious freedom. The writer hoped that Janet Geddes, the courageous young woman who so fearlessly had arisen in that historic cathedral and thrown the stool (which she had brought to sit on) at the head of the Dean, who tried to read them a religion against their conscience,—she hoped Janet Geddes could look down from the Kingdom of God and see how Esperanto also is striking a blow towards the freedom of the conscience of humanity.

Solemnly impressive was the dedication of the Bible in Esperanto which has just been completed by the Scotch Esperantists and the first copies were presented that morning to the Dean of St. Giles and other clergymen. It is the first time in the history of the world that the complete Bible has been translated into an artificial language, Mr. J. M. Warden, Mr. William Harvey and the other Scotch members of this Esperanto Bible committee have worked thousands of hours on this, and the Bible is in the purest, best Esperanto style. Two Scotch women gave the money, several thousand dollars, to have this Bible published in a worthy, befitting way.

It was in Scotland that the monument was built which now marks the resting place in Warsaw, Poland, of Dr. Ludovik L. Zamenhof, the creator of Esperanto. Esperantists of the world gave it, but it is of Scotch marble, simple and beautiful. Some critical people have presumed to say it should have been more imposing, more costly. Personally, the writer feels it is the kind of monument which would have pleased the author of Esperanto, for he loved simplicity. But dearest readers, what are the monuments to our beloved Dr. Zamenhof? Is not this Esperanto Bible one of the most beautiful monuments to his honor! Are not the splendid Esperanto Congresses and the hundreds of thousands of enthusiastic Esperantists themselves the best monument to the creator of our language of brotherhood!

The International Summer University in Esperanto which was a part of this Congress was most interesting and the matter of an international university was considered. Professor Pierre Bovet, of Geneva, Switzerland, who opened the sessions, said there was need not only for an international university, but for an international language by which such an institution could spread abroad its learning. This was the second year of the International Summer University in Esperanto, and the subjects in the curriculum this year were greater than last. Reviewing the work of the International Committee, Professor Bovet gave details of unique experiments carried out in the Jean Jacques Rousseau Institute in Geneva. His opinion was that, after the mother tongue, Esperanto should next be taught, as thereafter the child would be able more easily to learn any other language. His idea is that after the child's first year of Esperanto, Esperanto should be used in the teaching of geography. An Esperanto geography of the world should be made, each country supervising the geography of its own land. Then in these experimental schools the children could supplement their work by an interchange of Esperanto letters and picture postcards with scholars in other lands.

Abbe Andreo Che of Rumania, one of the most eloquent Esperanto lecturers and teachers in the world, and famed as the best propagandist of Esperanto in Europe, gave a course in the Summer University on "The Direct Method of Teaching Esperanto." If some of the leading universities of the United States would arrange for Abbe Che to give
monthly demonstration courses in Esperanto it would prove to the educationists, scientists, psychologists, and sociologists the wonderful possibilities of Esperanto as an international auxiliary language in America.

Folklore in different lands was presented by university men at this International Summer University. One felt the spirit of different countries through the extraordinary presentation of the poetry and songs of various nations. It inspired one to visit the lands where the songs are sung. One needs to see an international university in an international setting to realize how cosmopolitan and broadening is its effect.

Every shade of opinion, (religious, political and others), was represented at the Esperanto Congress. In the main meetings controversial topics were avoided, but thirty-three international associations held conventions in Esperanto, discussing their particular subject from an international point of view.

Two Bahá'í Esperanto Conventions were held as part of this Eighteenth Universal Esperanto Congress. The Congress took place in the same Free Church of Scotland where 'Abdu'l-Bahá spoke in January, 1913. Dr. Immanuel Olsvangen, representative of the Zionist Movement in Great Britain, and considered one of the most fluent Esperanto speakers in the world, graciously consented to act as Chairman at the first Bahá'í session, August 2nd. He spoke in his introduction of the friendly relations between these two important movements in the Near East. Then he presented the writer who spoke on, "The Positive Power of Universal Religion," in which she clearly set forth the Bahá'í teachings. She answered the questions in the general discussion which followed. Then Mr. Friedrich Gerstner, of Hamburg, Germany, editor of La Nova Tago, gave a short stereopticon talk showing slides of 'Akká and Haifa, Palestine, and the progress of the Bahá'í Cause in different lands. The musical conductor was Mr. Benneman, of Germany, who had so ably conducted at the grand concert the evening before and the following day he appeared on the Summer University program as the speaker on "German Folklore and Popular Songs;" and Miss Elizabeth Herrick and Mrs. Arthur Brown, of London, read from the Words of Bahá'u'lláh.

The audience included the two daughters of Dr. Ludovik L. Zamenhof—Dr. Sofie Zamenhof and Miss Lydia Zamenhof,—both distinguished Esperantists. Heads of important schools were present, as were also Church of England clergymen, pastors, leaders of religious movements in the Occident and Orient, several members of the International Language Committee, Presidents of Peace Societies. Among the nations represented were the United States, Great Britain, France, Spain, Germany, Poland, Hungary, Rumania, Australia, Holland, Austria, Japan, and many others.

Professor Ernest A. Rogers, Head of the Montezuma School, Los Gatos, California, spoke eloquently at the second Bahá'í Convention, in Esperanto on August 4th. He had met 'Abdu'l-Bahá in America in 1912. The writer presided and outlined the Bahá'í principles. Mr. Gerstner gave a stereopticon talk showing notable pictures in Bahá'í history. Little Miss Mollie Brown, of London, nine years old, founder of the "London Garden of Justice" recited Words of Bahá'u'lláh. Miss Pagan, head of the King Arthur School, in Edinburgh, who had met 'Abdu'l-Bahá, in 1911, sent a wealth of roses for this session. (Every one, from every country, who had personally met 'Abdu'l-Bahá, in their own land, came forward and did something for these two Bahá'í Conventions.) Lady Blomfield, a Bahá'í from London, who came especially to assist with the Bahá'í meetings and conferences, arranged the flowers for both these sessions. The decorations were unique and so artistic they will long be remembered by all the Congressists. Miss Julia Culver, of Chicago, although she was not able to be present, did a very great deal for the success of these two Conventions.
For eight days, at the Mayor's reception, at the ball, at the boat excursion through the Firth of Clyde and the Kyles of Bute, interested people from many lands asked further concerning these principles of Bahá'u'lláh. One man at the Mayor's reception offered to translate "Roy's" compilation into the Braille. Much has been done to promote Esperanto among the blind. The Braille edition, prepared for the blind of the world, in this universal auxiliary language, at once brings a great range of literature to this group. Thirty blind delegates from different lands were the guests of the Congress.

Speakers from thirty-nine countries broadcasted greetings in Esperanto that week.

The presence of so many children was another significant feature of this Congress. Some of the youngest children spoke with perfect pronunciation.

The weather, too, became an ardent Esperantist and behaved so well, the inhabitants of Edinburgh said they had never known so much sunshine in one week.

Some reader may ask, "What does the League of Nations do about Esperanto?" It was reported in this Esperanto Congress that the Intellectual Commission in the League of Nations which two years ago adopted a resolution recommending the study of a national language, or Latin—because they did not favor the promotion of an artificial language—was unsuccessful. The resolution of this Commission was not adopted by the General Assembly of the League of Nations in Geneva. This record of the League of Nations adopted in 1922, giving facts about Esperanto and containing a recommendation is filed, and pamphlets about it may be obtained from the League of Nations, Geneva.

Is it far afield in this article to ask, "What is artificial?" It is something consciously produced by art. If this is the criterion one may well beware lest he condemn man's work wholesale. Esperanto as a universal auxiliary language has a spirit, it is a living language!

Mr. Frederick G. Cottrell, of Washington, was at the Esperanto Congress for forty-eight hours. Speaking to him the morning the Congress photograph was taken, the writer asked him what he thought of English as the universal auxiliary language. He said in the degree that any national language becomes successful as the international auxiliary language, in that degree it will arouse antagonism. The minute it is officially recognized it will begin to hurt!

Dr. Olsvanger made a good point at the Congress when he urged Esperanto societies, the world over, to begin with the word Esperanto in all telephone books when giving the name of local clubs. Then travelers, looking under E would readily find the headquarters of Esperanto in various cities.

There are three hundred and seventy international organizations in the world. The laggards among them that have not yet used this International Esperanto Congress to promote their work more rapidly and universally are awakening to the fact that they are losing a most valuable opportunity.

The Nineteenth Universal Esperanto Congress will be held in Danzig, July 28 to August 4, 1927. Many hundreds of European Esperantists who could not afford the journey to Scotland are enrolling for the Danzig Congress. Indications show that it will be one of the greatest ever held.

This article closes with the telegram of congratulations from Dr. August Forel the great scientist of Switzerland, "Long live the universal religion of Bahá'u'lláh! Long live the universal auxiliary language, Esperanto!"
THE CONGRESS AT DANZIG

The Nineteenth Universal Congress of Esperanto in Danzig Free City, July 28 to August 3, 1927, was remarkably successful. One thousand delegates came from thirty-five countries; this was Jubilee year of this international language. If one considers the slowness of progress in evolution, forty years is not a long time in comparison with the development of mankind, yet in this short space, Esperanto has almost conquered the world. The Pyramids of Egypt have remained silent forty centuries! What may not be accomplished if for forty centuries Esperanto, this universal language, calls aloud to international understanding!

There were greetings and salutations by representatives of governments, state ministers sent by kings, but the message from Shoghi Effendi was considered by all who know the Bahá’í Movement as the most important, standing above that of kings and statesmen, because it was a message of a spiritual movement which is the most perfect realization of the Esperanto idea, and of which the Esperanto idea is one part. Like Esperanto, the Bahá’í Movement is super-national, super-religious. It is the spirit of brotherhood of which Esperanto is the language of communication. Universal brotherhood needs a universal language and Esperanto is this language. The greetings from Shoghi Effendi, great-grandson of Bahá’u’lláh who, more than fifty years ago prophesied and commanded a universal language, was most impressive. No king, no minister of any government can compete with the representative of the spiritual reign founded by Bahá’u’lláh —this spirit of universal love and unity which lies in the Bahá’í Movement. His letter which was read to one thousand delegates at the formal opening of the Congress is as follows:

Haifa, Palestine, April 17, 1927.

To the delegates and friends attending the Nineteenth Universal Congress of Esperanto:

My dear fellow-workers in the service of humanity:

I take great pleasure in addressing you, on the occasion of the opening of the Nineteenth Universal Congress of Esperanto in Danzig, and in wishing you from all my heart the fullest success in the great work you are doing for the promotion of the good of humanity.

It will interest you, I am sure, to learn, that as the result of the repeated and emphatic admonitions of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, His many followers even in the distant villages and hamlets of Persia, where the light of Western civilization has hardly penetrated as yet, as well as in other lands throughout the East, are strenuously and enthusiastically engaged in the study and teaching of Esperanto, for whose future they cherish the highest hopes.

I am voicing the sentiments of the unnumbered followers of the Faith throughout the world, when I offer you through this letter, the cordial expression of our sincere best wishes and fervent prayers for the success of your noble end.

Yours faithfully,

Shoghi.

Another interesting feature was the planting of the oak tree in a new square which has been named “Esperanto Ground.” Esperantists were all invited to bring earth from their homelands for this ceremony. Nearly all of the thousand delegates brought their national earths as a symbol of the oneness of mankind and the internationality of this language. The writer had requested and received earth from the Tombs of the Báb, Bahá’u’lláh and ‘Abdu’l-Bahá in Haifa and ‘Akká, Palestine, sent by the Greatest Holy Leaf,
daughter of Bahá'u'lláh; earth was also received from the Roy C. Wilhelm grove in West Englewood, New Jersey, where 'Abdu'l-Bahá had stood when He spoke to the New York City friends and believers from many lands.

This oak tree truly symbolizes the creation of Zamenhof, for it is nourished by the whole earth, by every nation. This is fitting, for Esperanto comes from the universal spirit and must be nourished by the universal spirit. This is surely the first time in history that such a monument has been erected.

A tree generally requires three essentials, sun, rain and soil. There is one sun which gives warmth and light to every plant. There is one rain gathering and falling down. There have been many soils, American, English, German, French. But now a tree has been planted on one soil, not belonging to one nation but to all humanity. It is now one soil, for the roots of this tree are to be nourished by all. This is a sign that the nationalities of peoples can be overbridged, that religions and races can be united. There was the precious earth from the Tombs of the Báb, Bahá'u'lláh and 'Abdu'l-Bahá, Bahá'ís and Persians; there was earth from the tomb of Zamenhof, a Jew, our dear author of Esperanto. Falling with the gifts was earth from San Souci Garden of Frederick the Great, atheist of Potsdam, Germany, the Ruler who arose and declared: "In my country everybody can become blessed in his own way. Every one is free to believe what he wishes; if he is a good man, I do not care whether he is a Jew, a Catholic or a Protestant." Any one who knows a little of history and has a feeling of what will come, realizes that in this century a new race is being formed.

One session of this Congress was devoted to the pronunciation of the language. Only four were present who had attended the first Universal Congress of Esperanto held in Boulogne, summer of 1907. They stated that at that first Congress the fellow-thinkers pronounced the language, just a little differently one from another, because each one had studied it by himself and had never heard any one else speak it. There had been no contact between the different countries. Now gradually by contact not only the words and expressions but even the pronunciation tend towards unification, so that the universal spirit of the language conquers even the different tongues, the different pronunciations. So when Esperantists entered this International Parliament, it was like coming into a National Parliament as far as language was concerned, one did not notice that different nations were present. It was a most interesting demonstration and shows that later when the universal spirit prevails everywhere, how like one family the world will become.

The two Bahá'í sessions as part of this great Congress were well attended and many Esperantists left their addresses asking that the speeches be sent to them later. Among the guests were Miss Lydia Zamenhof, youngest daughter of the creator of Esperanto, Dr. Ludovik Zamenhof; Mr. Carl Lindhagen, Mayor of Stockholm; Mrs. Anna Tuschinsky, pioneer of Esperanto in Danzig; several members of the International Language Committee and some members of the International Academy. Bahá'í Assemblies from six countries sent telegrams of salutations to this Congress. Dr. August Forel, the great scientist of Switzerland, sent the following telegram: "My dear friends, with all my heart I send you my warmest best wishes for your Nineteenth Universal Congress of Esperanto and for your Bahá'í Esperanto sessions. Long live Esperanto! Long live the super-national religion, Bahá! Long live the social universal good!"

The speech of Dr. Ernest Kliesme, President of the Esperanto Association of Germany, on "The Cultural Principles of the Bahá'í Movement" will be translated from Esperanto into English.

The Twentieth Universal Congress of Esperanto will be held next year in Antwerp, Belgium, and in 1929 in Budapest, Hungary.
ON THE BORDERS OF LAKE LEMAN

BY

FLORENCE E. PINCHON

(From Star of the West)

THOSE who have had the joy of visiting Switzerland, who have grown brown in its brilliant sunshine, seen the clouds wreath themselves in a myriad of fantastic forms about the snow-capped mountains, watched a sunset or a moonrise over the iridescent waters of Lake Leman, can never quite forget the experience nor fail to realize an upliftment of soul, a sense of being enfolded in a deep peace touched at times even with ecstasy. But who dare hope to describe the beauty that has been immortalized by a Byron or a Shelley?

No wonder, therefore, that when ‘Abdu’l-Bahá visited this country in 1911, driving in the mountains or crossing by steamer to the picturesque towns, linked, like beads on a silver chain, all round the lake border, His tender, sensitive heart knew gladness and refreshment and rejoiced in the loveliness mirrored forth by nature on every side. And surely wherever He passed, spiritual seed was sown that will spring up and grow unto the harvest.

One day, we are told, gazing across the level waters lying “like a sea of glass mingled with fire,” ‘Abdu’l-Bahá looked beyond where the busy little haunts of men lay embosomed in foliage, beyond where the mystically blue summits of the Juras stood drawn as with a mighty pencil along the skyline, to that spiritual world where “the Hosts of the Lord rise up to the assistance of the faithful ones,” and “the White Hand cleaves an opening to the sombre night” that shrouds the continent of Europe, to where “God had opened into His City a Gate, through which men shall enter in crowds.” For, turning to those who were with Him, He said, slowly and impressively: “There is much work to be done around the lake.” And so has the work begun.

In obedience to Shoghi Effendi’s request, Mrs. Jane Stannard, whose field of service for the Bahá’í Cause had hitherto lain in the East, traveled to the quiet, grey town lying at the end of the Lake—where meet the waters of two rivers—and courageously opened, some fifteen months ago, a Bureau for international correspondence.

Over Geneva still lingers the severe shade of Calvin; yet, side by side with and superimposed as it were upon deeply-rooted tradition and indifference are the manifold activities of numberless modern societies, working, each in their own way, for the good of all. But memories haunt the broad boulevards and narrow, cobbled streets, not only of stern, fiery reformers, but of the idealistic, reckless Rousseau, of the two wild English poets who went sailing and singing over the tranquil lake on summer evenings, and of many another vivid personality famous in history and literature. And here, also, on a summer day came One to bless this ancient home of hardly-won liberty, which had been destined to hold the heart-throbs of the world of international hopes and ideals—the Great Physician—bringing with Him balm for the healing of the nations!

Here, also, during last autumn, Martha
Root arrived, to deliver at a special Esperanto Conference, the message of love and unity to the representatives of thirty-two nations. A veritable meeting of the Waters!

Now, in order to comply with growing needs, an earnest endeavor is being made to maintain the regular publication of a central organ of news and propaganda, 

Le Messager Bahá’í, which seeks also to emphasize, in the light of the Bahá’í teachings, some of the great thoughts and striking utterances delivered here, from time to time, by prominent people. And in this connection it is encouraging to know that, to the Bahá’í principles and ideals, men, whose names hold honored place in Switzerland and in the intellectual world generally, are giving open assent and sympathy—hilltops kindling with the glory of the Sunrise!

The Bureau serves, too, as a meeting-place for Bahá’ís arriving from all parts of the world. Visitors during the spring and summer have included friends and inquirers from France, Germany, America, Russia, Austria, India, Egypt and Palestine. And the Center has provided yet another example of that spirit of unity, the shining secret of the growth of our Movement, for members have traveled here from several parts of Europe, England and America to manifest their interest and practical sympathy.

One of the most gracious proofs of the operation of the Holy Spirit has been the attraction to the Bahá’í Cause of the owner of a well-known bookshop, dealing with all kinds of progressive thought literature. This gifted woman caused a beautifully illuminated scroll to be displayed in the window of her store, embodying, in three languages, the Bahá’í Principles.

“What is this Bahá’í Revelation?” asked a casual passer-by gazing in at the window. “Sure, I don’t know,” was the equally casual reply of his companion, “but it seems to be a very sensible affair.” Just so: for the Divine common-sense of the Great Plan cannot fail to make its appeal to the merest passer-by, so that even “he who runs may read.” Let it be our earnest prayer that in this important world-center the Divine Oriflammé may glow with ever-increasing radiance.

An hour’s automobile ride from Geneva brings one to that pleasant center of sport and education, of youth and flowers, which falls down the hillside to the lake like a mighty laburnum, Lausanne-Ouchy. Here the Bahá’í Cause has been known and devotedly sustained for several years by Madame Beck. At present, through the kindness of an American believer, Bahá’í weekly meetings are being held in the salon of a small hotel in the town, and at these meetings a blind Egyptian radiates the spirit of love by his sweet chantings and interesting talks. And when the Bahá’ís here join with friends all over the world in commemoration of the Ascension of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, the gathering will be held in the home of a Swiss woman who has only known the Bahá’í Cause for a few weeks. With her it was a case of instantaneous attraction. Seeing, for the first time, a photo of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, she caught it up in her hands crying: “Oh! c’est le visage du Bon Dieu!” and shed tears.

All round the lake Bahá’ís have been visiting; wafting, we trust, spiritual pollen on the breezes of Divine Assurance, and thereby fertilizing, maybe, many a wayside flower. “For the harvest of every seed is limited, but the bounty and blessing of the Divine Teachings are unlimited.”

To Thonon, that ancient citadel perched high on the French cote, a pilgrimage was made by friends from Geneva; the hotel at which ‘Abdu’l-Bahá stayed with His followers standing out on the brow of the hill.

Evian, close by, in the season a glittering little spa, was the holiday resort of that fine soldier and friend of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, Lord Allenby.

Glion, hanging like a nest on the mountain-side above which towers the majestic Rochers de Naye, was the scene, one Sunday afternoon, of a social gathering
—Mrs. Stannard motoring over with a friend. And during September, three or four Bahá’ís found each other on Mount Pèlerin—that sunny and peaceful summit! There the clergyman attached to a little English Church recently opened, joined friends from Paris, England and America, and with the magnificent panorama of the Savoy Alps and the whole of the Swiss Riviera spread out before them—they studied together the teachings of Swedenborg—that great Evangel—comparing them with the Bahá’í Scriptures. A truly illuminating study in an ideal environment!

Nyon, Vevey and Montreux—beloved as we know by members of the family of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá—and now ablaze with the season’s glory—have had Bahá’í guests. And who knows what spiritual wirelessing may have been operating, preparing minds and hearts all along this lovely route—a route so rich, too, in literary associations—for the blaze of a greater Glory than that of their woods in autumn, the recognition of a sublime and sacred literature written by the power of a Supreme Pen!

And so we labor on, with the stirring words of Shoghi Effendi ringing in our hearts:

“Naught else can provide that driving force and sustaining power that are both so essential to the success of vast and enduring achievements . . . but the realization, down in the innermost heart of every true believer, of the regenerating power, the supreme necessity, the unflagging efficacy of the Message he bears.”
Bahá'ís of Táshkand, Turkistán, in Central Asia.
TRANSLATION OF A LETTER FROM
ISRAELITISH ASSEMBLY OF BAHÁ’ÍS
OF TIHRÁN, PERSIA

To the House of Spirituality of Bahá’ís, Chicago,
dated Tihrán, Persia, May 9, 1904.

HE IS THE MOST GLORIOUS!

PRAISE and thanks belong to the One who is the God of all nations, and who has manifested Himself at this time, as before, for the great purpose of illuminating the world with the Light of Unity. Already has He united the hearts of His peoples in the Name of Light and Glory! In the Name of Bahá’u’lláh will the world learn of harmony and of love. Although many peoples are yet slumbering, and see the Truth but dimly and as in a dream, yet, through the strength of the Word of God and the efforts of the chosen few, the world at large will perceive that vision and hasten to the Light of God, manifest in His Son (i.e., ‘Abdu’l-Bahá), the promised One, the Center of His Covenant and the Servant of His Command. May all souls perceive the Word of God and the expression of Unity manifest today, and partake of the joy therein!

Dear and Spiritual Friends:

Your brilliant and welcome letter was duly received. Its contents expressed the spirit of love as taught by Bahá’u’lláh. We cannot tell you in words of our feelings and of our joy at hearing from you. So we will endeavor to express this appreciation in service and action. It is indeed a great privilege for the Bahá’ís to serve, according to their strength, the Cause of God. It is a joy for them to listen to the Words of God and to feel the gentle zephyrs of His Love; but it is their duty to render such service as is directed by the Master (i.e., ‘Abdu’l-Bahá), and to abide in His Command.

Regarding the subject of true brotherhood, your comments were good and consistent with the teaching in the 20th chapter of John: “Go to my brethren, and say unto them, I ascend unto my Father, and your Father, and to my God, and your God.” He says: “Your Father,” and from this we can understand that believers in God bear the relation of children to Him and of brothers to one another. Also, in the 8th chapter of the Epistle of Paul to the Romans: “For as many as are led by the Spirit of God, they are the sons of God.” It is further written: “The Spirit itself beareth witness in our spirit, that we are the children of God: And if children, then heirs.” All these indicate the degree of real brotherhood which we hope to attain in the Name of Bahá’u’lláh.

This subject of brotherhood brings to our notice a blessed Epistle of our Master, ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, from which we quote the following: “Each one of you must serve the Cause of Love, and endeavor to increase unity and harmony among yourselves; so that one shall serve another, and prefer the comfort of another to his own. Each should consider the other as his master, and every soul his friend and helper in attaining to the Supreme Friend.” These are the instructions given for our welfare. Therefore we consider it an attainment and privilege to be your servants. We are unable to express our love for you, or to describe you to our friends. Yea! It was said of old, “The believer is he who is indescribable.”
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As to the prophecies of the Bible: In the 33rd ch. of Deuteronomy in the 2nd v. God declares: "The Lord came from Sinai, and rose up from Seir unto them; he shined forth from Mount Paran, and he came with ten thousands of saints: from His right hand went a fiery law for them." This refers to four great Manifestations, Moses, Jesus, Muhammad and Baha’u’llah. This is a sufficient prophecy, with its fulfillment, to convince any student of the Bible. Abraham has also prophesied that the eventful Return will occur in the fourth cycle. Genesis 15th ch. 16th v. contains references to the four cycles (i.e., four generations or ages after Abraham), first to that of Moses; second, Jesus; third, Muhammad; and fourth to the cycle of Baha’u’llah, which fulfills the prophecies of all nations.

In Hosea, 6th ch. 2nd v. it is said: "In the third day he will raise us up, and we shall live in his sight. Then shall we know, if we follow on to know the Lord: his going forth is prepared as the morning." Here, because the Manifestation of Moses had already taken place, only three days are mentioned. Again, the six days of creation, as mentioned in Genesis, refer to the Manifestations of Adam, Noah, Abraham, Moses, Jesus and Muhammad, and the seventh day when it is said that God rested, is this Day in which God's work attains completion. The same thing is written in the Qur’án, as follows: "God created the heavens and the earth in six days, and then He established Himself upon the throne." These prophecies confirm each other in a remarkable manner, and are fulfilled truly. Moreover, the seventh day, when "God will then manifest Himself," as stated in the Qur’án, is the time of the end, the appointed Day. Muhammad has even referred to the place where the Manifestation of God would declare Himself. This place is: "The House of Peace" (Bahá’á). In the Sura of Jonas the following verse is given: "And God will invite the peoples to (Dar-el-Salam) the House of Peace, and will guide whomsoever He willeth to the right path."

We beg of God to prepare the peoples of the world for His Message, and to help us to teach His Commands to the nations. We must pray God to keep us protected from the many tests that we encounter in life, and to guard us from such attachments in this earthly kingdom, which is mortal, as may hinder us from the Kingdom which is immortal. The things of this world should be considered as means to an end, but not the end. The more one earns in this world the greater becomes his care, the less he thinks of the Kingdom to come. May we be children of that Kingdom!

The purpose of the Prophets in the past was to prepare men for this especial time. The purport of all their writings was concerning this Day. To illustrate: Daniel the prophet, at the close of his book (ch. 12th) gives three historical prophecies regarding this dispensation. One is concerning the Báb and His time, under the name of Michael. He mentions another as "time, times (the dual, two times) and a half." "Time" is the expression of a thousand, and "two times" of two hundred, and "a half" of fifty, the total of which is 1250 years. (Another reckoning of the "times" is according to the Metonic cycle of 360 years, viz: One "time" equals 360; two "times" equals 720, and "half a time" equals 180. Together they equal 1260 years.)

This time fills the interval between the appearance of Muḥammad, the Prophet, and the day of the public declaration of Baha’u’llah. It is an exact prophecy and its fulfillment is to the moment. The third date given by Daniel concerns the spread of this blessed Message and the time wherein the Spirit of the Word shall encompass the world, even as our Master, ‘Abdu’ll-Bahá—May we be His devoted servants!—emphasized the truth that the fragrances of Life shall reach all parts of the globe.

Among other beautiful utterances, which have come from the Master regarding this point, we cite the following:

"Praise be to God! That His Cause in this Bahá’í Dispensation is one of abso-
lute Love, of pure Spirituality. It is not of this kingdom, the earth, for it is not war and distress, nor the oppression of one people by another. Its army is the Love of God, its victory is the ecstasy of the knowledge of God, its battle is that of war and distress, nor the oppression of one people by another. Its army is the conquering power, and its love for all is its 'reserve,' its entire meekness is its Love of God, its victory is the ecstasy of the ant, far less to a man; tread not upon truth—the exposition of the Word, its warfare is against selfishness, its patience is not the purity of the pearl but look to the boundless Mercy of the Great Creator.

Jesus Christ in referring to His second coming points to the prophecy of Daniel concerning the "1290" in connection with the "Abomination of desolation." The reader is referred to the 24th ch. of Matthew.

Again we have the prophecies of John in the Revelation ch. 11, "And I will give power unto my two witnesses, and they shall prophesy a thousand, two hundred and threescore days, clothed in sackcloth." This refers to the prophet Muhammad and His successor, 'Ali, whose manifestations were analogous to Moses and Aaron, and whose prophetic day endured until the appearance of the Báb (the First Point). It also refers to the power which was exerted by Muhammad as a witness preceding the Báb who fulfilled this prophecy to the date.

Another prophecy occurs at the beginning of this same chapter (Revelation 11). "And the holy city shall they tread under foot forty and two months." Forty-two months equal 1260 days, each day of which corresponds to one prophetic year. Thus we see that the prophecy regarding the 1260 years is well fulfilled in the appearance of Muhammad and its culmination in the appearance of the Báb.

Prophecies concerning Zion and its becoming the religious center of the earth are given in many places, some of them in our Bible. Among them are the following: Psalm 65, "Praise waiteth for Thee, O God, in Zion: and unto Thee shall the vow be performed. O Thou that hearest prayer, unto Thee shall all flesh (peoples) come." In Psalm 87, "The Lord loveth the gates of Zion more than all the dwellings of Jacob. Glorious things are spoken of thee, O city of God." Also in Psalm 132, v. 13, "For the Lord hath chosen Zion: He hath desired it for His habitation." Psalm 9, v. 11, "Sing praises to the Lord which dwelleth in Zion: declare among the people His doings." Psalm 76, "In Judah is God known: His name is great in Israel. In Salem also is His tabernacle, and His dwelling-place in Zion. There brake He the arrows of the bow, the shield, and the sword, and the battle." Psalm 99, "The Lord reigneth; let the people tremble: He sitteth between the cherubims; let the earth be moved. The Lord is great in Zion; and He is high above all the peoples." Psalm 147, v. 12, "Praise the Lord, O Jerusalem; Praise God, O Zion. For He hath strengthened the bars of thy gates." Isaiah 52, v. 8, "They shall see eye to eye, when the Lord shall bring again Zion." Isaiah 60, v. 14, "And they shall call thee, The City of the Lord, The Zion of the Holy One of Israel." Hosea 2, v. 15, "And I will give her her vineyards from thence, and the valley of Achor (‘Akká) for a door of hope." Psalm 48, v. 12, "Walk about Zion, and go round about her." (This is an ancient sacred practice.)

The prophecies regarding this wonderful Manifestation are too numerous to be contained in this letter. We will however mention a few more. Let us first refer to Revelation 11, v. 9, "And they of the peoples and kindreds and tongues and nations shall see their dead bodies three days and an half, and shall not suffer their dead bodies to be put in graves. And after three days and an half the Spirit of life from God entered into them, and they stood upon their feet, and great fear fell upon them which saw them."

The three days and an half mentioned
are three years and an half, and the three years and an half equal a thousand, two hundred and sixty days, each day of which is accounted as one year, and this also indicates the coming of the Báb.

Again, Revelation 12, v. 6, carries confirmation of this statement, where it is mentioned that the woman was fed in the wilderness for a period of a thousand, two hundred and threescore days. Consider also the 14th verse of that chapter, where “she is nourished for a time, and times and half a time,” which corresponds with the date first given by Daniel.

Another prophecy is in the 13th chapter of Revelation, where the beast is mentioned as having “power given unto him to make war forty and two months.” This refers to the spirit of warfare which became manifest in Muaviah, who was a descendant of Bani-Umayya, who made war after the departure of Muhammad, and continued it until the secret declaration of Bahá'u'lláh to His disciples.

Also Revelation 11, v. 11, “And after three days and an half the Spirit of life from God entered into them, and they stood upon their feet.” This three days and an half refers to three years and an half, which in turn corresponds to forty and two months, which figures a thousand, two hundred and sixty days. Each day has one year’s duration. The Spirit of life there mentioned refers to the Báb, whose name is composed of Muḥammad and ‘Alí. Since He brought a return of that Spirit, His name was transposed to ‘Alí Muḥammad.

As to prophecies of this time, made from the Muḥammadan point of view, they are many and long, and we fear we have already taxed your time; so we will content ourselves with one quotation from the Qur'án. This occurs in the Sura of Worship, as follows: “The path will be made plain on earth from Heaven, and He will ascend thereto in the day which shall last a thousand years according to your reckoning.”

It took the religion of Islám two hundred and sixty years to become established, and its condition of spiritual inspiration ceased in a thousand years, at which time He ascended and manifested Himself. So this thousand, two hundred and sixty years confirms also the prophecies of the Christian religion.

A beautiful prophecy is made in the Epistle of Paul to Timothy, ch. 6, v. 14, “Keep this commandment without spot, unrebukable, until the appearing of our Lord Jesus Christ: which in His times He shall show, who is the blessed and only Potentate, the King of kings, and Lord of lords; who only hath immortality, dwelling in the light which no man can approach unto; whom no man hath seen, nor can see; to whom be honor and power everlasting. Amen.” Here, in the first place, we have the time of the Manifestation predicted, especially so when we refer to Daniel, as Jesus directed His disciples to do. Second, the name of the home of Bahá'u'lláh is given, and in the original we have this very well protected from any interpretation, because the word “Light” is so accented as to prevent its being mistaken for the light of the sun or moon. Paul refers to it as a Light which is “far from the near,” thus indicating that it represents the name of a place; because the light of sun and moon shines everywhere. “Far from the near” means that the City of Núr (Light), located in Mázindarán, is far from the Holy Land which was “the near.” Third, he says that no man shall see him. “Him” there refers to the body, that is, no man shall see Him as the Son of Mary, for in that form did they see Him first.

In studying the Bible the student will meet with many symbols and prophecies relative to this time. If a Christian should say: “I am waiting to see my Lord come as was prophesied, and I will not have these prophecies interpreted by the reason,” we say, “Very well. Have the prophecies made before the time of Jesus, and concerning Him, been literally fulfilled? Or have they been interpreted according to the time and the symbols used?” If they do not accept this second Manifestation, how can they accept the former one in Jesus?
Peter has well said in his second Epistle that, "The prophecy came not in old time by the will of man: but holy men of God spake as they were moved by the Holy Spirit."

Thomas believed in Jesus because he saw Him. He believed because he heard His words, not because of the miraculous works. Yet Jesus said unto him, "Thomas, because thou hast seen Me thou hast believed: blessed are they that have not seen, and yet have believed." (John ch. 20, v. 29.) Therefore, if the seeing of the Manifestation is not the basis for knowledge, how much less is the witnessing of His Signs. Furthermore, if the faith of the people of the Gospel depends upon signs this condition is contrary to that stated by Jesus, Mark ch. 8, v. 12, "Verily I say unto you, there shall no sign be given unto this generation."

In brief, the only sign and the only proof of the Manifestation is the Living Word that He gives, the power of which lasts forever. It is the Word that gives Life, and it is the Spiritual Life that man seeks.

For the Muḥammadans the Qur'ān contains similar statements as to miracles. For instance, in the Sura of Imrān, "Say, verily, if I had what ye seek (miracles), then ye would not endeavor to find for yourselves what God has wished for you to know." It is a wonderful change that a Prophet effects in a people when He raises their standard of truth. It is through His teachings that the people attain to the knowledge of the Fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of man. May all people of the world soon attain this understanding.

You have written regarding the recent martyrs, and expressed your sympathy for the friends. Indeed, this recent calamity softened the hearts of all, even those of stone. The oppressors and destroyers caused the ruin of many homes, but we call them destroyers because in reality they destroyed themselves. Every one of those martyrs manifested joy when the last moments came, and hastened to the Abode of the Beloved. The Bahá'ís here are ever thankful for persecutions, and the martyrs are grateful to those who release them, for thereby they attain to the Highest Station.

The Bahá'í friends in Tihrán, including our Zoroastrian brothers, Muḥammadan brothers and ourselves the Israelites are in perfect harmony, working for the same purpose. We wish to be remembered to you, and through you to all our American friends. Hoping that you may attain greater light, and that we may serve you in promoting love and peace in the world, we are your servants in His Name,

THE ASSEMBLY OF ISRAELITISH BAHÁ'ÍS OF TİHRÁN.

(Dated Tihrán, Persia, May 9, 1904. Translated at Chicago, November 7, 1904.)
Convention for Amity between the White and Colored Races in America, held under the auspices of the Bahá’ís, in the Auditorium of Central High School, Springfield, Massachusetts, December 5 and 6, 1921.
INTER-RACIAL AMITY

BY

LOUIS GREGORY

No subject of general advancement and progress more vitally concerns the Bahá’í Cause than that of race relations. In America the problem of races has been the outstanding one for centuries and has been full of such perils as to affect the very life of the nation. It is significant that although from the Supreme Pen of His Holiness, Bahá’u’lláh, but one brief utterance concerning this nation is known to us, it contained what appears to be an obvious reference to our greatest difficulty.

The Manifestation, Bahá’u’lláh, in His Tablet* addressed to the Presidents of the United States and the Governors of the states therein, following His wonderful declaration of the appearance of the Divine Cause, commands: “Assist with the hands of justice the broken-hearted and crush the oppressors with the scourges of the Commands of your Lord.”

All activities and gatherings of the followers of Bahá’u’lláh have as their purpose the unity of mankind. The friends throughout the world, under the guidance of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, extending over many years, and more recently that of Shoghi Effendi, have had revealed to them ideals, principles and methods that are unique in their exaltation, universality and adaptation to human needs. The evolution of inter-racial amity has a subtle fascination and abiding interest. It has taken the form of a succession of conventions held in various cities and calling into active association and spiritual fellowship some of the gentlest and finest spirits found in the realm of humanity.

During the period immediately following the great war when communications were reopened with the Orient, ‘Abdu’l-Bahá said to an American pilgrim at Haifa in 1920, Mrs. Agnes S. Parsons of Washington, D. C., “I want you to arrange in Washington a convention for unity between the white and colored people.” A detail which He added to this laconic instruction was, “Of course you must have people to help you.”

Thus came about the first convention for amity between the white and colored races in America and so far as we know, the world. It gathered at Washington, D. C., May 19 to 21, 1921. It received a great spiritual confirmation and was very successful. Various units co-operated in this fine service; foremost among whom were Mrs. Parsons and her associates. Great was her responsibility. Nineteen ladies from the social life of the city gave the prestige of their names as patrons. The Congress of the nation was represented in Senator Samuel Shortridge of California, Hon. Martin B. Madden and Hon. Theodore Burton as speakers, while the venerable ex-Senator Moses E. Clapp, was a valuable counselor and friend. Other speakers were Mr. C. Lee Cook, a white business man of the South, Dr. Alain Locke of Howard University, Mr. Alfred W. Martin of New York’s Ethical Culture Society, Mr. William H. Randall of Boston, Messrs. Mountfort Mills and Howard MacNutt, Mirzá Ahmad Sohrab and Jinib-i-Fadil-i-Mázíndarání of Persia. Mrs. Coralie F. Cook made a beautiful presentation of the poems of Negro poets at one of the sessions. Thus colored and white, East and West, Orient and Occident were represented among

[*See Appendix at the conclusion of this article.—Editors.]
the speakers. A note of peace from the American army came in a letter from Lieut.-Gen. Nelson A. Miles, with hearty felicitation upon the aims and ideals of the conference. Beautiful music, mainly from Howard University, but also from Dr. C. Sumner Wormley, Mr. Joseph Douglass and other artists, added to the joyfulness. The program contained quotations from the sacred writings of past and present and thus bravely stated its purpose:

"Half a century ago in America slavery was abolished. Now there has arisen need for another great effort in order that prejudice may be overcome. Correction of the present wrong requires no army, for the field of action is the hearts of our citizens. The instrument to be used is kindness; the ammunition, understanding. The actors in this engagement for right are all the inhabitants of these United States. The great work we have to do and for which this convention is called is the establishment of amity between the white and colored people of our land. When we have put our own house in order, then we may be trusted to carry the message of universal peace to all mankind."

'Abdu'l-Bahá gave to this first convention for amity the station of "mother" and said that its spirit would spread to other cities. His words very soon had effect in hearts. In December of the same year Springfield, Massachusetts, held a similar convention. This was largely due to the sacrifices of a small group of friends, including Mr. Roy Williams, Mrs. Olive E. Kretz and Mrs. Grace Decker, who succeeded in forming a committee consisting of public officials, clergymen, and other leading citizens. It was modeled after the first convention, including influential patrons. The two races mingled with every sign of friendliness. Music was rendered by the Springfield Choral Society and eloquent addresses were made by Hon. E. F. Leonard, Mayor Wm. N. DeBerry, Rev. A. I. Bouldin, Rev. Neil McPherson, Rabbi Pierce of Beth El Synagogue, while Dr. Zia M. Bagh pérdi and Messrs. Roy Williams, William H. Randall and Alfred E. Lunt instructed the great audiences about the Bahá'í Message and the great ideals of peace and brotherhood. It is worthy of mention that among the most favorable press notices of the convention were those found in the columns of the Springfield Republican, perhaps the most powerful newspaper of New England. The subjects of "Conciliation," "Economic Equality," "Elements of Universal Peace," "Oneness of Mankind," "One Law, One God," "The Heavenly Teachings," conveyed the spirit of the convention. There were also quotations from the Sacred Scriptures. The same sweet spirit was left in its trace. While the writer was in Springfield a few years ago after this convention a venerable clergyman said to him, "The Bahá'í teachings are all love!"

The third convention for amity was held under the direction of the Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá'ís of New York. About fifty different races, sub-races and nationalities found in New York were invited to co-operate. These were drawn together in loving fellowship. Dr. John Herman Randall of the Community Church; Dr. Franz Boaz, Professor of
Anthropology, Columbia University; Mr. James Welden Johnson, Secretary of the National Association for the Advancement of the Colored People; Miss Jane Addams, the well-known social worker of Hull House, Chicago; Messrs. Roy C. Wilhelm, Horace Holley and Mountfort Mills were among the active workers and speakers for this event in the welfare history of New York. This convention demonstrated on a scientific and spiritual basis that there is no real basis for the belief in the superiority of one race over another. It was held in the spring of 1924.

Other organizations participating were the National Urban League, the committee on International Co-operation of the League of Women Voters and America's Making. Other notable persons who lent hand and voice were Dr. Alain Locke, Dr. Stephen S. Wise, Dr. Lobo, Taracknath Das, Ruth Morgan, John Finley, Lucius Porter and Stephen P. Duggan. In the words of Bahá'u'lláh and 'Abdu'l-Bahá, printed on the program, the assembled audiences had before them the supreme joy that is possible of attainment through a united nation and a harmonious world.

Philadelphia, the "City of brotherly love," as named by its Quaker founder, next entered the arena of great human service on the basis of spirituality. The Spiritual Assembly announced that it would hold a convention for amity between the white and colored races under Bahá'í auspices. Witherspoon Hall, a large and beautiful auditorium, situated in the heart of the city was selected as the place of meetings. Large and fine audiences which in spirit and appearance seemed to be the flower of the city, beautiful music, inspiring addresses by leaders of thought and opinion with the heavenly teachings and message given by those trained in Bahá'í ideals and methods of service constituted the program. One of the most notable addresses was made by former President Judge John M. Patterson of the Court of Common Pleas, who said in part:

"This convention upholds a standard: Let us take into life the ideals we learn here. Real democracy is putting into practice the things we teach. God put the other fellow on the earth as well as ourselves. We must not let our charity ever fail. Love does not know colors or creeds. We can carry out the spirit of this convention whether we call ourselves Christians or Bahá'ís."

Miss Agnes Tierney of the Society of Friends, Dr. Alain Locke, Dr. Zia M. Baghdádi, Messrs. Hooper Harris, Albert Vail and Horace Holley, all spoke, with voices whose spiritual power gave eloquent expression to the ideals of the new age under the inspiration of Bahá'u'lláh.

It is here worthy of note that the idea of a World Unity conference which took hold of a group of Bahá'ís and other religious liberals and humanitarians of San Francisco, in March, 1925, grew out of the suggestion of 'Abdu'l-Bahá for harmony and understanding between the white and colored races in America. This great conference, held in a locality most favorable to the meeting of East and West, combined representatives of the Aryan, Negro, Malay, and Mongolian, besides many nationalities. This step inaugurated a series of world unity conferences which have widened the horizons of people in many cities. It was in connection with such a conference that the friends in Dayton, Ohio, planned a session especially for inter-racial amity on January 13, 1927.

The Glee Club of Wilberforce University, one of the oldest Negro colleges, furnished the music, a happy blending of classics with plantation songs popularly known as "Spirituals." The fine and appreciative audience was about evenly divided in numbers between the two races. It happened that on this occasion the three speakers were followers of Bahá'u'lláh. Mr. Holley as chairman gave an historical review of the prejudices and hatreds which have made the world sick for many centuries and in an eloquent plea sought the expansion of human minds and hearts in service to humanity.
Mr. Vail said in part: "After nineteen hundred years we are beginning to realize Christ's vision of brotherhood and to deal with the race problem as something that lies at the heart of religion and not as something to be handed over to the police. Every modern science confirms the principle of unity." This he illustrated by references to the astronomer, the physiologist, the biologist and by intelligence tests made with white and colored children, proving their equal capacity under similar conditions. "Step by step, therefore, we climb upward to the spiritual view, that the only superior man is he who loves most and serves best."

The representative of the colored race* who appeared, in concluding his address quoted these very stirring words from the pen of 'Abdu'l-Baha: "O ye teachers of the Cause of the Supreme Lord! Travel ye, teach ye! Destroy ye the foundation of hatred, malice and contention from among the children of men and lay ye the basis of the palace of love and universal peace! The lights of the oneness of the world of humanity are scintillating like unto precious jewels; scatter their rays to all parts! Upraise ye the banner of unity, fraternity, co-operation and reciprocity among all the people; so that there may not be left from prejudice aught save a name and from ignorance not even a shadow; that the religion of God may pitch its tent over the East and the West, the Lights of the Kingdom may illumine all hearts, perfect agreement and association may be realized between races, religions and nativities, and the world of creation may find composure and tranquillity."

The nation's capital, Washington, D. C., held its second convention for amity April 8, 9 and 10, 1927. Its printed program contained quotations from the Words of Moses, Jesus, the Buddha, Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'l-Baha, demonstrating the oneness of mankind and the oneness of religion. It also announced the arrangement of this convention for amity between the white and colored races by the Bahá'ís of the United States and Canada, expressing the hope that its spirit, spreading through America, would bring the peace that is a solace to all mankind.

The band of Bahá'í workers obtained the aid of liberal clubs and organizations. Dr. Moses R. Lovell, of the Mt. Pleasant Congregational Church, gave the use of his beautiful and well-appointed structure for two of the sessions, the third being held in the popular auditorium known as the Playhouse. The progressive white people of the Southern States were represented by Dr. Samuel C. Mitchell, professor of history in Richmond University, Virginia, one of the distinguished educators who met 'Abdu'l-Baha at the Lake Mohonk Peace Conference in 1912. In the course of his address, the subject of which was "Faith in Friendliness," he referred to the wonderful address of 'Abdu'l-Baha on the unity of God and the unity of man, which he had thrice repeated.

Two of the other speakers were drawn from the colored race, one of whom, Dr. Pezavia O'Connell, is dean of Morgan College, Baltimore. His subject was, "Thou Shalt Love." Another friend of 'Abdu'l-Baha, Rabbi Abram Simon, chairman of the Synagogue Council of America, made a very eloquent address on "The Higher Unity." Other attractive speakers were Albert Vail on "New Proofs of the Oneness of Humanity," and Mountfort Mills on "The Foundation of Unity." Messrs. Horace Holley, Allen McDaniel and Albert Vail as chairman of the various sessions, very happily stated the ideals and principles of the Cause of Bahá'ú'lláh.

The spirit of inter-racial amity and world peace permeated these conferences and seemingly the press and the whole community. The light of love appeared in many faces, a wave of joyfulness swept over the city and divine assistance came

[*Mr. Louis Gregory was this able representative. With his customary modesty he has made no mention of himself.—Editors.]
to the servants and workers in this great effort. As Washington is a city where the official representatives of all nations are found it is hoped that the effect of the Bahá’í Movement thus putting itself on public record as standing for such enlightened principles in action will have a wide influence and result.

Other religious bodies seem eager to emulate the efforts of the followers of Bahá’u’lláh and it is certain that a divine power supports those who strive to attract the hearts of the two races to each other. The divine remedy heals. A new source of power to the amity work is the eloquent support given by the beloved Guardian of the Bahá’í Cause, Shoghi Effendi, whose words and deeds thrill our hearts. It has also been amply proven that amity conventions attract both races to the Cause.

[Since the writing of the foregoing article by Mr. Louis Gregory, the nation’s capital, Washington, D. C., held its third convention for amity in inter-racial relations on November 10 and 11, 1927. The meeting of the 10th was held in Mt. Pleasant Congregational Church. Mr. Albert Vail of Chicago spoke on the subject, “How All Mankind are One,” and Dr. Mordecai W. Johnson of Howard University on “The Conquest of Prejudice.” Mrs. Coralie Franklin Cook presided. The meeting of the 11th was held in the auditorium of the Playhouse. The addresses of the evening were by Prof. Leslie Pinckney Hill of Cheyney Institute, who spoke on “Getting On Together,” and Siegfried Schopflocher of Montreal who gave “Observations of a World Traveler.” Mr. Albert Vail presided. This convention created great interest and was one of the most outstanding and noteworthy events in the history of the Bahá’í Cause in that city.—Editors.]

APPENDIX

TABLET TO AMERICA

Revealed by Bahá’u’lláh

O Rulers of America, and Presidents of the Republic therein!

Harken to the strains of the Dove, on the branch of eternity, which are vocal with the melody of “There is no God but Me, the Everlasting, the Forgiver, the Generous.” Adorn the temple of dominion with the embroidered garment of justice and virtue, and its head with the diadem of the celebration of your Lord, the Creator of heaven and earth—thus doth the Day-spring of the names command you on the part of the One All-knowing and Wise. The Promised One hath appeared in this exalted station, whereat smiled the months of existence of both the seen and the unseen. O people, avail yourselves of the Day of God;—verily to meet Him is indeed better unto you than that upon which the sun riseth, were ye of those who know?

O concourse of statesmen! Harken unto that which is raised from the Day-spring of Greatness, “That there is no God but Me, the Speaker, the All-knowing.” Assist with the hands of justice the broken-hearted, and crush the oppressors with the scourges of the Commands of your Lord, the Powerful, the Wise!
Bahá'í family martyred some years ago in Persia. Men, women and children have not been spared by Muslim fanatics, who for over eighty years have vainly attempted by fire and sword to uproot faith in the Báb, Bahá'u'lláh and 'Abdu'l-Bahá.

[Note—One of the latest victims of the persecutions in Persia, has been reported from the town of Ardibil in the Province of Ádhirbáyján, when a loyal Bahá'í, Aminu'l-U'lamá, fell under the assassin's dagger on March 26, 1927.—Editors.]
BAHÁ'Í PERSECUTIONS IN PERSIA

An Appeal Addressed to

HIS IMPERIAL MAJESTY REZA SHAH PAHLAVI

by the

NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY OF THE BAHÁ'ÍS OF THE
United States and Canada

[The following letter has been published in the faith that widespread publicity at this time will end forever the bitter persecutions still inflicted upon the Bahá'ís of Persia by their fanatical religious enemies. This implacable opposition to enlightenment, maintained almost without interruption for eighty years has been possible only through the isolation of Persia from the general progress of the world. Signs indicate a complete breakdown of the mental and social medievalism of that once notable people, even now more secluded from the West in many ways than Tibet, and their final liberation from an oppressive orthodoxy which has not only caused the martyrdom of twenty thousand Bahá'ís, but stifled the very life of the land. When the veil of this seclusion is lifted, and the true history of modern Persia becomes known, it will be seen that the Vital Spiritual Drama has been repeated on that darkened stage, and that the mighty figures of Love and Wisdom and Sacrifice have once more moved among men. Mutely, yet with a most terrible eloquence, the Bahá'ís of Persia have been telling in their suffering and death the immortal story of man's devotion to the living God. If the result of their voluntary martyrdom is to turn the minds and hearts of the American people toward the Source of their radiant faith—Bahá'u'lláh—then this history of unequalled persecution will at last have been fulfilled.—EDITORS.]

Reza Sháh Pahlavi, His Imperial Majesty,

Imperial Palace, Tİhrán, Persia.

YOUR MAJESTY:

Moved by the cruel persecutions being inflicted upon the Bahá'ís of Persia, we address this petition to the supreme authority of that land, confident that when all the facts are assembled, the conditions realized and the consequences understood, your Majesty will straightway initiate whatever measures are necessary to terminate this long and frightful chapter of unmerited woe.

Recent Cases of Murder and Pillage

The latest example of the extreme suffering endured by Persian Bahá'ís, brought to our attention through sources of unquestionable accuracy, was in the outbreak of public violence which took place in the town of Jahrum on April 7th last. On that day eight Bahá'ís were tortured and slain under circumstances of unbelievable brutality. The names of these innocent victims are: Siyyid Husayn Rúháni, Ostád 'Abbás, Muhammad Kázim, Muhammad Hassan, Muhammad Sháfi, Máchhádi 'Abbás, Ostád Muhammad Hassan and Muhammad Ríza. In addition to those murdered outright, many others were severely wounded, and some twenty homes overrun and looted
or burned to the ground. Among the atrocious acts committed in the same town we must record also the slaughter of Bahá’í women in the most shameful manner, and the cutting into pieces of the body of a Bahá’í child by the pitiless criminal’s knife.

The survivors of such fanatical outbreaks are perhaps more deeply to be pitied even than those who suffered martyrdom by fire and sword. Against them are closed all doors of mercy, of justice, even of the most elemental human association in any form. The civil authorities deny them the rights and privileges of the law of the land and all protection of local and provincial courts; the chiefs of Islám pronounce association with them a violation of the principles of the religion of Muḥammad; they are prevented from having access to shops which supply the daily necessities of existence; their homes, their property and their persons are abandoned to the will of the insane mob or of the worst criminal element in the community. Such are the conditions existing today in the town of Marághih, in the province of Ardibayján, of your realm.

To recount the sufferings of the Persian Bahá’ís in detail, hundreds of pages would be required. Suffice it for the moment, to state that twenty of these unfortunate people have been slain within the past few weeks, while three were murdered during the previous year, with fanatical outbreaks more particularly in the towns of Qamsar and Fárrán and the provinces of Fárs, Yazd and Khurásán. The anti-Bahá’í incidents preceding the assassination of Vice-Consul Major Robert W. Imbrie in the streets of Tihrân are becoming well known to the American people, through the extensive newspaper publicity following that unhappy but significant case.

If the slightest doubt should arise as to the number or grave character of these anti-Bahá’í outrages in Persia, we are prepared to file the complete record with any suitable authority your Majesty may care to name. The essence of the matter is this: at this very hour, under your Majesty’s rule, just as has been the case for more than eighty years under preceding sovereigns, the life of a Bahá’í in Persia is bereft of all those sanctions and guarantees which are written into the law of every civilized nation, and adhered to as a moral code even by peoples who have not developed to the state of formal law. The Persian Bahá’ís at any moment are subject to such shameful violence as hunters would not inflict upon beasts of prey.

The astonishing record of the martyrdoms undergone by the Báb and His followers, and by those who later acknowledged the spiritual leadership of Bahá’u’lláh, is extant in the libraries of America and Europe in the works of well-known scholars such as the late Professor Browne of Cambridge University, the late Baron Rosen of Petrograd, and Comte de Gobineau of France. The leading humanitarians and independent thinkers of the West are cognizant of the fact that in Persia during the past eighty years there has occurred the most heroic expression of the religious spirit which has glorified humanity for hundreds, perhaps for thousands of years. Animated by invincible faith, more than twenty thousand men, women and children have during that period of time voluntarily yielded up their lives to promote the Cause of Bahá’u’lláh.

Religious Freedom Guaranteed

If from local and provincial authorities, and from the religious leaders as well, the general justification has been attempted that the Bahá’ís individually and collectively are dangerous to the public welfare and their extermination a service to the people and state, we must be permitted to ask by what authority has their case been tried? Under what conditions has it been established beyond the right of appeal, that a Bahá’í as such is synonymous with a vital menace to Persia—nay, apparently, a menace to mankind? For every species of criminal, no matter how vile, the law assigns methods of trial and degrees of punishment. When
did the supreme court of Persia, despite the fact that religious freedom is guaranteed by the Persian Constitution, make an exception in the case of the Bahá'ís?

We know full well that according to the universal standards of morality, the Persian Bahá'ís are not merely the peers, they are indisputably the superiors, of their fellow countrymen. The Persian Bahá'ís are truthful and industrious. They are progressive and public spirited. They value highly the benefits of scientific and industrial as well as cultural and religious education. They recognize the equality of men and women. They are bound by the explicit text of their religion to be loyal to the head of their national government and to take part in no movements of sedition. Since the individual Bahá'í cannot be condemned according to the prevailing moral or civil standard, and the Bahá'ís collectively cannot be proved ever to have arisen against the government, it must be that those responsible for their persecution assert that the Bahá'í Faith itself, independent of the lives and actions of its adherents, contains some dreadful taint, some mysterious evil, the stamping out of which is required by Divine law!

Should this species of vindication be put forward—this condoning of theft, arson, pillage, torture and murder on the part of officials and clergy as though sanctioned by the Will of God—then we assert that either no effort has been made by its enemies to understand the principles and doctrines of the Bahá'í Faith is quite sufficient to reveal its comprehensive character, its noble purpose and its pure spirit. What conscientious minister or priest of any religion; what statesman of any country; what responsible man of affairs; what scientist or thinker, could assert that loyalty to such teachings threatens the true welfare of any person or group? By what logic can these principles be claimed a form of heresy to any Divine law or treason to any just government?

Nevertheless, the Persians themselves, save only the Persian Bahá'ís, still ignore the greatness that came into their midst, repudiate the principles of true progress and civilization so lovingly offered them, and even decide that the followers of this Faith, irrespective of their personal morality and civic virtue, are deserving of the most implacable hate, the most relentless hostility, the most inhuman death!

Outline of Bahá'í History

To consider now the circumstances under which Persia gave birth to a Cause destined to influence the entire world: On May 23, 1844, a youth of the pure lineage of Muhammad arose in Shiráz and proclaimed a new spiritual mission. This personage, known as the Báb, based His mission upon truth and fact in exact conformity with the Qur'án of the Prophet Muhammad. The essence of the Bab's teaching was that He proclaimed the coming of One who would be the World Educator foretold in all the Holy Books. He asserted that true loyalty to the Prophet must now consist in awaiting the coming of that One and in preparations for loyalty and obedience to Him. This

---

Bahá'í Principles and Doctrines

The principles and doctrines of the Bahá'í Cause are not subject to changing interpretation according to individual caprice or the self-interest of any special group. These teachings are to be found in the writings of Bahá'u'lláh, together with the interpretations of 'Abdu'l-Bahá—and exist in no other source. For the sake of brevity, 'Abdu'l-Bahá summarized the essential objects and teachings of this Faith as follows:

[See Appendix One at the Conclusion of This Letter]

Brief though it be, the foregoing statement of the principles and doctrines of the Bahá'í Faith is quite sufficient to reveal its comprehensive character, its noble purpose and its pure spirit. What conscientious minister or priest of any religion; what statesman of any country; what responsible man of affairs; what scientist or thinker, could assert that loyalty to such teachings threatens the true welfare of any person or group? By what logic can these principles be claimed a form of heresy to any Divine law or treason to any just government?

Nevertheless, the Persians themselves, save only the Persian Bahá'ís, still ignore the greatness that came into their midst, repudiate the principles of true progress and civilization so lovingly offered them, and even decide that the followers of this Faith, irrespective of their personal morality and civic virtue, are deserving of the most implacable hate, the most relentless hostility, the most inhuman death!
proclamation produced an immediate far-reaching effect in Persia, attracting many thousands of faithful souls but also creating frantic opposition among the leaders of Islâm. Their hatred, in alliance with the power of the government in Tihrán, brought about the martyrdom of this radiant Spirit at Tabriz, July 9, 1850.

Far from extinguishing the light of this new Faith, the cruel execution of the Báb resulted in a great increase in the number and loyalty of His adherents. As the ecclesiastics continued to inflame the civil authorities and the ignorant populace, scenes of indescribable barbarism took place in the public streets and squares of cities and towns throughout the land. Thousands of helpless, inoffensive men, women and children perished under the sword of the executioner, or the knives, stones and clubs of the maddened mob. Some of these Bahá’ís were blown from the mouth of cannon; others were scourged through crowded streets and, as in the case of the glorious martyr Sulyáman Kháán, lighted candles placed in their bleeding wounds. Thus was paid the price of a new spirit of hope and love brought to earth in this age!

No attention need any longer be paid to that apparent confusion in the internal affairs of the Cause of God following the Báb’s martyrdom. His followers needed and sought a leader able to unite their moral forces, instruct their minds and point out their spiritual duties under the difficult conditions obtaining throughout the country. Several claimants arose, but He who alone fulfilled the conditions and met the opportunities was Mirzá Husayn ‘Alí, eldest son of a family of exalted rank in the realm, known to history as Bahá’u’lláh.

Bahá’u’lláh offered Himself as the target for all the blows aimed at the helpless Babís; assumed all responsibility as their leader in the eyes of the government, was imprisoned under heavy chains for their sake in Tihrán, bastinadoed, stripped of property and rights, banished to Baghdád with His family, then successively exiled to Constantinople, to Adrianóple and finally condemned to life-imprisonment in the barracks of pestilential ‘Akka, the Turkish penal colony, situated at the foot of Mount Carmel in Palestine.

The rulers of Persia and of Turkey were associated together in this sentence of exile and imprisonment, acting to put down a movement whose inner power they recognized but whose meaning they could not understand. But the spiritual mission of Bahá’u’lláh could not be eclipsed by any material opposition. Serenely, under the shadow of death, He completed the Book of His religion, and while suffering the treatment of slaves and criminals, predicted the overthrow of both those dynasties conspiring against His Cause. And, as your Majesty so well knows, that which He foretold has come to pass. Students of the Christian and Jewish Scriptures who have become cognizant of the facts concerning the exile and imprisonment of Bahá’u’lláh recognize that these events fulfill their most glorious prophecy, even as the martyrdom of the Báb fulfilled the prophecy of the Qur’án.

Who, even now, can read unmoved the noble words uttered by Bahá’u’lláh in the famous letters sent forth from His prison to the Sultan and the Sháh?

[SEE APPENDIX TWO AT THE CONCLUSION OF THIS LETTER]

As history has recorded, these letters were written more than fifty years ago.

Today the Epistles and Books of Bahá’u’lláh are held in grateful reverence by uncounted thousands of devoted followers throughout the world. In them they have found a source of unity and fellowship overcoming every difference of creed, language, custom and tradition. The Books of Bahá’u’lláh create in hearts the reality of human oneness and the spirit of peace, burning away the veils of indifference, misunderstanding, antagonism and fear. They uphold the doctrine
PERSECUTIONS IN PERSIA

of the oneness of God in its universality by revealing the identical mission and power in the origin of all the religions. They bring new assurance as to the mercy and love of God for man, and new confirmation of man’s spiritual destiny. The essence of all the Holy Books of the past returns in this Word, stripped of those particular allusions and expressions inevitable under the restrictions of former times. Whoever truly loves any Manifestation of God, whether Muhammad, Moses, Zoroaster or Christ, will surely turn to Bahá’u’lláh in joyous devotion, as to the only One capable of bringing his most cherished ideals to fruition in this unsettled, dangerous yet glorious age.

Foremost among those who have served the Cause of Bahá’u’lláh and increased the proofs of its spiritual truth, is His eldest son, ‘Abdu’l-Bahá.

It was as a child of eight years that ‘Abdu’l-Bahá began to walk in the path of that Light. From city to city and from prison to prison He accompanied Bahá’u’lláh, taught only by Him, inspired by Him to continue the mission when the physical body of Bahá’u’lláh must at length be no more. Yet, though confinement and oppressive hardship had been His lot for more than fifty years, when ‘Abdu’l-Bahá journeyed through Europe and America there was not one to match the ardor of His humanitarian service, nor the penetration of His mind into the essential problems of human life. His voice most clearly sounded the call of religious unity and brotherhood—His warning most courageously foretold the coming World War and pointed out what steps must be taken to avert a complete overthrow of civilization, East and West.

He came not as the representative of any institution, the exponent of any creed, the ambassador of any nation, the defender of any race. Rather did this Personage come as one sent from the very Kingdom of God, and His thoughts, manners, purposes and methods—above all, His intense love for every fellow-man—reflected into humanity the conditions of a higher realm. Though limited human beings cannot honor One from the world of Spirit, nevertheless even according to ordinary standards, such honor was bestowed upon ‘Abdu’l-Bahá as no Persian ever received in the Occident during the memory of man.

By reason of the predominance of Greek thought upon modern education in the West, Persia for hundreds of years has been viewed through the eyes of Greek historians and writers, with the result that your Majesty’s nation and people have been victims of instinctive prejudice. By many, Persia would be associated with the idea of complete decadence and corruption, while others would recall the menace of military invasion prevented by the famous victories of Salamis and Marathon. In addition to this burden of prejudice, Persia has also suffered grievously from the antagonism felt by many Christian leaders for every Muslim country. Before ‘Abdu’l-Bahá journeyed to the West, it would have been difficult even to imagine any influence powerful enough to lift this burden from Persia and replace long-established contempt with sympathy and respect.

Persia Honored in the West

But in ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, Europe and America learned to honor Persia as the source of true wisdom and love. Were the Persian people aware of what He accomplished in their behalf, they would hasten to raise monuments in His name and seek to acquaint themselves with His truth. Instead of that, the Persians, like wolves, are actually tearing to pieces those among them who testify that Bahá’u’lláh and ‘Abdu’l-Bahá lived only to serve mankind. One of the teachings of Bahá’u’lláh definitely attributes special glory to Persia as the center of devotion for Bahá’ís of all lands. Should not all patriotic Persians appreciate this as the greatest tribute ever paid their land?

The journey undertaken by ‘Abdu’l-Bahá throughout the United States in 1912 assumes year by year a larger mean-
ing and a profounder importance. During this journey the great Exemplar of the Bahá’í Faith turned the clear, radiant light of His spiritual wisdom upon the complexity of Western civilization. He made contact with all our problems, conditions and opportunities. Appreciating those memorable days, His American followers took steps to record permanently the addresses delivered by ‘Abdu’l-Bahá in churches, synagogues, universities and other important institutions. The record of His journey survives in two volumes, published under the title suggested by Him: The Promulgation of Universal Peace. To read these words is to find the very essence of the solution of the sinister problems of war and peace, capital and labor, church and state, science and religion, so gravely menacing the world at this time.

Since ‘Abdu’l-Bahá is the only Persian whose addresses to the West have gained wide influence and fame; and since it would be impossible to appreciate the full influence and meaning of the Bahá’í Faith apart from these two volumes, we take the liberty, your Majesty, of presenting copies of them to you in connection with this petition. Lack of space prevents us from informing you of another work of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá wherein He deals specifically with the condition of Persia and suggests suitable methods and measures by which the Persian people can regain their ancient, their rightful position of eminence among the peoples of the world. A translation of this work has been published both in England and America; doubtless we can furnish a copy in the original Persian tongue, should we receive a request for the same.

‘Abdu’l-Bahá passed from this world in 1921, a Light of international friendship and understanding that shall never die. Perhaps another decade must elapse before His wisdom becomes the source of inspiration of the majority of responsible statesmen and thinkers, but the outcome does not stand in doubt. Already a host of grateful people in all countries acknowledge His spiritual guidance, unified in the one world-movement raised above the reach of economic, political or religious factions. In Persia alone, the ranks of the Bahá’ís today include a considerable section of the population—especially among the most progressive minds—therefore one can appreciate the spiritual power able to make these people prefer death to violent resistance and human revenge. Let none believe that it has been through fear or weakness that the Bahá’ís of your realm have submitted to the injustice we have mentioned. They have entrusted their lives to God, and who dare assert that they have trusted in vain?

The following words written by ‘Abdu’l-Bahá in a letter to American Bahá’ís nearly twenty years ago refer most significantly to Persia and its conditions:

[SEE APPENDIX THREE AT THE CONCLUSION OF THIS LETTER]

**Conditions Indicate Anarchy**

We have referred to the long period of time over which these dire persecutions have been spread. We have indicated also that the original antagonism for the Bábís and their successors, the Bahá’ís, emanated not from the mass of the people but from the chiefs of religion and state. Without their deliberate provocation and example, the people would never have become inflamed with the insane spirit of fanaticism and bloodshed. But once this dreadful example was set, the people throughout the land were quick to learn that one could rob, insult, strike, torture and slay a Bahá’í with impunity—nay, even with the approval of those in local positions of power. Therefore, by all too logical steps, conditions in Persia have come to the point where, if public agitation is wanted for any purpose, or ambitious leaders desire to divert attention from an issue, all that is necessary is for them to raise a hue and cry against the Bahá’ís, and behind the smoke of violence the agitators can work unseen. The condition is one of moral and civic anarchy, and if prolonged must seep higher and
higher into the structure of the central government until at last the supreme executive, to maintain himself, must become little better than a bandit chief. A patriot like your Majesty, who understands the basis of national order and stability, has surely viewed this problem of local government as one of supreme concern for the progress, for the very existence of the Persian state.

Very humbly, and as true friends of Persia, we suggest that the question of the Bahá'í's of your realm has become a vital issue no longer to be postponed or entrusted to prejudiced or incompetent hands. For the cruel treatment being inflicted upon this innocent people is becoming the cause of absolute anarchy and disregard of law. Not until your loyal Bahá'í subjects receive full justice and protection will these negative forces be successfully resisted, which will otherwise lead to the total disintegration of civilized customs, manners and forms. When the supreme authority of Persia today reverses the example its predecessors set over seventy years ago, and protects the Bahá'í's resolutely instead of condoning their persecution, then at last can the process of anarchy and disintegration be checked, and the national government, the sole hope of any people, be placed on foundations able to endure.

It may well be that the case of the Persian Bahá'í's has become a vital issue in another direction as well.

Menace to Persia's Economic Development

Aware of the explicit statements made by 'Abdu'l-Bahá concerning the future of the relations between East and West, the Bahá'í's of the United States and Canada have long watched with the greatest interest the signs of an increasing intimacy between North America and Persia. We have felt keenly the need for a cordial association and mutual spirit of cooperation between these two lands and peoples, in order to offset by an example of international justice and true morality the grievous effects of that previous contact of East and West so frequently founded on national or sectional greed. Is it not evident that Persia would benefit by direct financial co-operation from this country—enterprises of a non-political character intended to develop the natural resources of that economically undeveloped land? But the consummation of any plan of financial co-operation between our people and Persia is impossible until real stability has been effected in Persia itself, and those processes of justice and security have been realized which are absolutely necessary as guarantees that large economic developments can succeed. We have direct knowledge of one important enterprise recently abandoned by American interests for lack of these guarantees.

But such considerations are entirely secondary to our essential purpose, of requesting protection and justice for the Persian Bahá'í's on purely spiritual grounds. No other purpose could have induced us to take this unusual step of addressing a petition directly to a chief of state. It is because all the circumstances are extraordinary, and the issues supremely important, that we felt compelled to disregard ordinary custom and place this petition directly in your Majesty's hands. The news of your accession to the throne gave us great hope that Persia has now been blessed with a ruler not only firm but imbued with modern standards and ideals. We feel certain that your Majesty will appreciate the gravity of the case and determine to uphold the full responsibility of your exalted position as the founder of a new dynasty by hastening to suppress conditions of terror long crying to Divine Justice for amends.

Bahá'í Literature Confiscated

We express the hope that your Majesty will also decide that no useful end can any longer be served by the confiscation of Bahá'í magazines, literature and correspondence sent to Persia from this country, or by the banning of photographs of 'Abdu'l-Bahá. It is such Im-
perial regulations which serve indirectly to justify the atrocities committed by your subjects upon the Bahá'ís.

We await your Majesty's assurance that our respectful appeal has achieved its aim. Our love for these oppressed Bahá'í brothers and sisters makes it imperative that we continue our efforts to rescue them from their sea of calamity, until assured that henceforth they shall be protected by the full power of the Imperial Government, and just restitution made them for losses already sustained.

We transmit this petition in behalf of the Bahá'í Spiritual Assemblies of the United States and Canada as follows: Berkeley, Geyserville, Glendale, Los Angeles, Oakland, Pasadena, San Francisco and Visalia, California; Montreal, Quebec, Canada; Denver, Colorado; New Haven, Connecticut; Washington, D.C.; Miami, Florida; Honolulu, Hawaiian Islands; Chicago and Urbana, Illinois; Eliot, Maine; Baltimore, Maryland; Boston, Springfield and Worcester, Massachusetts; Detroit, Fruitport, Lansing and Muskegon, Michigan; Minneapolis, Minnesota; Montclair, Newark and West Englewood, New Jersey; Buffalo, Geneva, New York City and Yonkers, New York; Akron, Cincinnati and Cleveland, Ohio; Portland, Oregon; Philadelphia, and Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; Seattle, Washington; Kenosha, Milwaukee and Racine, Wisconsin—and in behalf of the Bahá'í groups and meetings as follows: Clear Lake Highlands, Santa Barbara and San Diego, California; Toronto, Ontario and Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada; St. Augustine, Florida; Atlanta and Augusta, Georgia; Spracklesville, Maui, Hawaiian Islands; Keokuk, Iowa; Peoria and Springfield, Illinois; Haverhill and Somerville, Massachusetts; Duluth and St. Paul, Minnesota; Omaha, Nebraska; Asbury Park and Jersey City, New Jersey; Johnstown, Ithaca and Rochester, New York; Dayton and Sandusky, Ohio; and Spokane, Washington.

NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY OF THE BAHÁ'ÍS OF THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA.

By Horace Holley, Secretary.

Green Acre, Eliot, Maine
July 16, 1926.

APPENDIX ONE
SUMMARY OF BAHÁ'Í TEACHINGS

The Oneness of the World of Humanity

"Bahá'u'lláh addresses Himself to the world of man saying: 'Ye are all the leaves of one tree and the fruits of one orchard.' That is, the world of existence is no other than one tree, and the nations or peoples are like unto the different branches or limbs thereof, and human individuals are similar to the fruits and blossoms thereof . . . while in all past religious books and epistles, the world of humanity has been divided into two parts: one called the 'people of the Book' or the 'pure tree,' and the other the 'evil tree.' One-half of the people of the world were looked upon as belonging to the irreligious and the infidel; one-half of the people were consigned to the mercy of the Creator, and the other half were considered as objects of the wrath of their Maker. But Bahá'u'lláh proclaimed the oneness of the world of humanity—He submerged all mankind in the sea of divine generosity.

Independent Investigation of Truth

"No man should follow blindly his ancestors and forefathers. Nay, each must
see with his own eyes, hear with his own ears, and investigate truth in order that he may find the Truth; whereas the religion of forefathers and ancestors is based upon blind imitation—man should investigate the truth.

The Foundation of All Religions Is One

"The foundation underlying all the divine precepts is one reality. It must needs be reality, and reality is one, not multiple. Therefore the foundation of the divine religions is one. But we can see that certain forms have come in, certain imitations of forms and ceremonials have crept in. They are heretical, they are accidental, because they differ; hence they cause differences amongst religions. But if we set aside these imitations and seek the reality of the foundation we shall all agree, because religion is one and not multiple.

Religion Must Be the Cause of Unity Among Mankind

"Every religion is the greatest divine effulgence, the cause of life amongst men, the cause of the honor of humanity, and is productive of life-everlasting amongst humankind. Religion is not for enmity or hatred. It is not for tyranny or injustice. If religion be the cause of enmity and rancor, if it should prove the cause of alienating men, assuredly non-religion would be better. For religion and the teachings which appertain to it are as a course of treatment. What is the object of any course of treatment? It is cure and healing. But if the outcome of a course of treatment should be productive of mere diagnosis and discussion of symptoms, the abolition of it is evidently preferable. In this sense, abandoning religions would be a step toward unity.

Religion Must Be in Accord with Science and Reason

"Religion must be reasonable; it must agree perfectly with science, so that science shall sanction religion and religion sanction science. The two must be brought together, indissolubly, in reality. Down to the present day it has been customary for man to accept a thing because it was called religion, even though it were not in accord with human reason.

Equality Between Men and Women

"This is peculiar to the teachings of Bahá'u'lláh, for all former religious systems placed men above women. Daughters and sons must follow the same form of study and the same education. Having one course of education promotes unity among mankind.

Abandonment of All Prejudices

"It is established that all the Prophets of God have come to unite the children of men and not to disperse them, and to put in action the law of love and not enmity. Consequently we must throw aside all these prejudices—the racial prejudice, the patriotic prejudice, the religious and political prejudices. We must become the cause of unity of the human race.

Universal Peace

"All men and nations shall make peace. There shall be universal peace amongst religions, universal peace amongst races, universal peace amongst the denizens of all regions. Today in the world of humanity the most important matter is the question of universal peace. The realization of this principle is the crying need of the time.

Universal Education

"All mankind should partake of both knowledge and education, and this partaking of knowledge and of education is one of the necessities of religion. The education of each child is obligatory. If there are no parents, the community must look after the child.

Solution of the Economic Problem

"No religious books of the past Prophets speak of the economic question, while this problem has been thoroughly solved in the teachings of Bahá'u'lláh. . . . Certain regulations are revealed which insure the welfare and well-being of all
humanity. Just as the rich man enjoys his rest and his pleasures surrounded by luxuries, the poor man must likewise have a home, be provided with sustenance, and not be in want. . . . Until this is effected, happiness is impossible. All are equal in the estimation of God; their rights are one and there is no distinction for any soul; all are protected beneath the justice of God.

A Universal Language

"An international auxiliary language shall be adopted which shall be taught by all the schools and academies of the world. A committee appointed by national bodies shall select a suitable language to be used as a means of international communication, and that language shall be taught in all the schools of the world in order that everyone shall need but two languages, his national tongue and the international auxiliary language. All will acquire the international auxiliary language.

APPENDIX TWO

EXCERPTS FROM LETTERS OF BAHÁ’U’LLÁH TO THE SULTÁN OF TURKEY AND THE SHÁH OF PERSIA (Fifty Years Ago)

To the ruler of Persia, Bahá’u’lláh wrote, in part, as follows:

"O King, I conjure thee by thy Lord the Merciful to regard His servants with the gaze of pitiful eyes, and to rule with justice in their midst, that God may award His favor unto thee: verily, thy Lord judgeth as He pleaseth. The world shall perish with whatever of glory and abasement is therein, while dominion remaineth unto God, the Supreme and All-knowing King. Say, verily He hath kindled the lamp of the Bayán, and He will continue it with the oil of ideas and expressions; exalted is thy Lord the Merciful. Verily He will show forth what He pleaseth by His authority, and will guard it with a cohort of the proximate angels. He controlleth His handiwork and compelleth His creation; verily He is the All-knowing, the Wise. . . .

"O King, verily I was as any one amongst mankind, slumbering upon my couch. The gales of the All-glorious passed by me, and taught me the knowledge of what hath been. This thing is not from me but from One who is Mighty and All-knowing. And He bade me proclaim betwixt the earth and the heaven, and for this there hath befallen me that
whereat the eyes of those who know over­
flow with tears. I have not studied those
sciences which men possess, nor have I
entered the colleges. Inquire of the city
wherein I was, that thou mayest be as­
sured that I am not of those who speak
falsely. . . . The Supreme Pen address­
eth me, saying, 'Fear not, but relate unto
his majesty, the king, what hath come
upon thee. Verily his heart is between
the fingers of thy Lord the Merciful; per­
chance He will cause the sun of justice
and kindness to dawn from the horizons
of his heart.' Thus was the command re­
vealed from the All-wise.

"Say, King, look with the gaze of jus­
tice upon this servant; then decide accord­
ing to the right concerning what hath
befallen him. Verily God hath appointed
thee His shadow amongst His servants,
and the sign of His power to the dwellers
in the land; judge between us and those
who have oppressed us without proof or
clear warrant.

"Verily those who surround thee, love
thee for their own sakes, while this serv­
ant loveth thee for thine own sake, nor
doth he desire aught save that he may
bring thee nigh unto the station of grace
and turn thee unto the right hand of
justice; thy Lord is witness unto that
which I say. . . .

"Amongst mankind are some who say
this servant desireth the world for him­
self notwithstanding that I have not
found during the days of my life a place
of safety such that I might set my feet
therein, but was ever overwhelmed in the
floods of affliction, whereof none compe­
hendeth save God: verily He knoweth
what I say. How many were the days
wherein my friends were disquieted for
my distress, and how many the nights,
wherein the sound of wailing arose from
my family in fear for my life: none will
deny this save he who is devoid of truth­
fulness. Doth he who regardeth not his
life (as assured) for less than a moment,
desire the world? I marvel at those who
speak after their lusts, and wander madly
in the desert of passion and desire. They
shall be questioned as to that which they
have said; on that day they shall not find
for themselves any protector nor any
helper. And amongst them (there are
those) who say 'Verily, he denieth God,'
notwithstanding that all my limbs testify
that there is no God but Him, and that
those whom He quickeneth with the truth
and sendeth for men's guidance are the
Manifestations of His supreme attributes,
and the recipients of His Revelation in
the realm of creation; by whom the proof
of God unto all beside Himself is made
perfect, the standard of faith and unity
is set up, and the sign of renunciation be­
comes apparent; and by whom every soul
taketh a course toward the Lord of the
throne. We bear witness that there is no
God but Him: everlastingly He was and
there was nothing beside Him; everlast­
ingly He will be even as He hath been.
Exalted is the Merciful One above this,
that the hearts of the people of wisdom
should ascend unto the comprehension
of His Nature, or that the understanding
of such as inhabit the worlds should rise to
the knowledge of His Essence. Holy is
He above the knowledge of all save Him­
sel£, and exempt is He from the compe­
hension of what is beside Him; verily in
eternity of eternities was He independent
of the world. . . .

"By God, O king, if thou wouldst hear
the strains of the Dove which cooeth on
the branches with varied notes by the
command of thy Lord the Merciful, thou
wouldst assuredly put away dominion be­
hind thee and go unto the Most Great
Outlook, the station from the horizon of
which the Book of the (spiritual) Dawn
is seen, and wouldst spend what thou hast,
seeking after that which is with God. . . .
There is no good in what thou dost pos­
sess today, for another shall possess it
tomorrow in thy stead. Choose for thy­
self that which God hath chosen for His
elect. Verily He will bestow upon thee a
mighty dominion in His Kingdom. We ask
God that He may help your majesty to
hearken unto the Word whereby the
world is illuminated, and preserve thee
from those who are remote from the regions of nearness (to Him).

"We ask Him to make this dark calamity a buckler for the temple of His command, and to protect it thereby from sharp swords and piercing blades. Through affliction hath His light shone and His praise been bright unceasingly; this hath been His method through past ages and bygone times. Did the people but know what is beyond the end of this life, the pure wine of the Mercy of their Lord, the Mighty, the All-knowing, they would certainly cast aside reproach and seek to be satisfied by this Servant. But now they have veiled Me with the veil of darkness which they have woven with the hands of doubts and fancies. The White Hand shall cleave an opening to this somber night, and God will open into His City a gate. On that day men shall enter into it in crowds.

"We ask God to sanctify the hearts of certain of the theologians from rancor and hatred that they may regard things with eyes which closure overcometh not; and to raise them unto a station where the world and the lordship thereof shall not turn them aside from looking toward the Supreme Horizon, and where anxiety for gaining a livelihood and providing household goods shall not divert them from the thought of that day whereon the mountains shall be made like carpets. Though they rejoice at that which hath befallen us of calamity there shall come a day whereon they shall wail and weep. By my Lord, were I given the choice between the glory and opulence, the wealth and dignity, the ease and luxury wherein they are, and the distress and affliction wherein I am, I would certainly choose that wherein I am today, and I would not now exchange one atom of these afflictions for all that hath been created in the kingdom of production! Were it not for affliction in the way of God my continuance would have no sweetness for me, nor would my life profit me. Let it not be hidden from the discerning and such as look toward the Most Great Outlook that I, during the greater part of my days, was a servant sitting beneath a sword suspended by a single hair, who knoweth not when it shall descend upon him, whether it shall descend instantly or after a while. And in all this We give thanks to God, the Lord of the worlds, and We praise Him under all circumstances—verily, He is a witness unto all things."

From the letter written by Bahá'u'lláh to the Sultan of Turkey we quote the following:

"O thou personage, who considerest thyself the greatest of all men, while looking upon the Divine Youth (believing Him to be) the lowest of men, although through Him the eye of the Supreme Concourse is brightened and illumined! This Youth hath never made nor ever will He make a request of thee. According to thy opinion this Quickener of the world and its Peacemaker is culpable and seditious. What crime have the women, children and suffering babes committed, to merit thy wrath, oppression and hate? In every religion and community the children are considered innocent, nor does the Pen of Divine Command hold them responsible, yet the reign of thy tyranny and despotism hath surrounded them. If thou art the follower of any religion or sect, read thou the Heavenly Books, the inspired epistles and the Divine writings, so that thou mayest realize the irresponsibility of children. On the other hand, even those people who do not believe in God have never committed such crimes.

"Thou hast persecuted a number of souls who have shown no opposition in thy country and have instigated no revolution against the government; nay rather, days and nights they have been peacefully engaged in the mentioning of God. Thou hast pillaged their properties and, through thy tyrannical acts, all they had was taken from them. Before God, a handful of dust is greater than thy kingdom,
sovereignty, glory and dominion, and should He desire, He would scatter you as the sand of the desert; and ere long His wrath shall overtake thee, revolutions shall appear in your midst and your coun-
tries shall be divided. . . . Thy glory is not eternal, and our humiliation will not last. This humiliation is the diadem of all the glories, and only man in his perfec-
tion can comprehend it.”

APPENDIX THREE

WORDS OF ‘ABDU’L-BAHÁ CONCERNING PERSIA

“Regarding the subject of Persia. Praise be to God! she became the East of the Sun of Truth in this age. The Light of Eternity dawned, the everlasting Glory unveiled her countenance and the Reality of Mercifulness became manifest. This is the prosperity of Persia. Undoubtedly she will progress day by day under the shade of the Blessed Tree until her illumina-
tion shall penetrate throughout the wide expanse of the earth.

“Regarding the question of the establishment of the National Assembly (of Persia, September 12, 1906). This Na-
tional Assembly will not bring any rapid results. Now some of the agitators are harboring evil intentions and do not let agreement and union be realized between the government and (foreign) nations . . .

“However, we have nothing to do with these proceedings and counter-proceed-
ings. We are commanded to quicken the souls, to train the characters, to illumine the realm of man, to guide all the inhabi-
tants of the earth, to create concord and unity among all men and to lead the world of humanity to the Fountain of the everlasting Glory. The reformation of one empire is not our aim; nay, rather we invoke from God that all the regions of the world be reformed and cultivated; the republic of men become the manifes-
tors of the bounty of the most glorious Lord; the East and the West be brought nearer together; and that Turk and Tajik, Irán and America, India and Arabia, Japan and Persia, China and Germany—in brief, all the nations and peoples of the world—become as one soul and one
spirit, in order that strife and warfare be entirely removed and the rancor and hostility disappear so that all become as the waves of one ocean, the drops of one sea, the flowers of one rose-garden, the trees of one orchard, the grains of one harvest and the plants of one meadow.

“The Constitutional Government, ac-
cording to the irrefutable text of the Religion of God, is the cause of the glory and prosperity of the nation and the civil-
ization and freedom of the people. How-
ever, according to what is known, the hands of the selfish leaders from among the ‘Ulamás are in this affair. Outwardly they are desiring the establishment of the National Assembly and at every moment they are crying and clamoring (for its immediate realization), but inwardly they are sowing the seeds of corruption and agitation and try to put to naught the noble intention of the government. In the secret of their hearts and souls they do not favor the upbuilding of the National Assembly, the civilization of Persia, the awakening of the people, the advance-
ment of the age, the spreading of knowl-
dge and public instruction. Thieves like to lurk in darkness; fishers desire dis-
turbed water; the bat shuns the rays of the sun; the black beetle dislikes the fragrance of the rose-garden; the fero-
cious wolf is in expectation of the sleet and snow; and the wine seller sees his ad-
vantage in the inebriate, irrational drinker. These leaders of religion also desire to behold the nation thrown into a weltering chaos of ignorance so that the rein of affairs remain in the hands of the arrogant ‘Ulamás. They know that if
the nation began to adore wisdom, truthfulness, progress and fidelity, it would bring about their (the ‘Ulamás’) degradation. . . .

"Be ye engaged in prayer that with the utmost good pleasure the nation obey the government, comply with the wise counsels of the attendants of the central dominion, give no attention to the hearsay of the agitators and rise not to quarrel with and protest against the government like unto the Russian Duma, so as to throw the whole empire, the nation and the kingdom into a sea of anarchy and lawlessness. Much prayer is needed so that God may help and protect."

*And in another letter, also written at that same period, ‘Abdu’l-Bahá declared:*

"Unquestionably, through the manifestation of the Infinite Power in this glorious age, wonderful signs will appear in the world and great changes are seen in the present and promised in the future, for the Word of God is like unto the Spirit, and the contingent world like unto the embryo in the womb of the mother. Through the power of the Spirit such various changes and metamorphoses become apparent, transforming them from one form to another. Especially in Persia, through the power of the Word of God, wonderful signs will appear."
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